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Executive Summary
Mandate
In 2013, KPMG LLP (KPMG), in its role as Nuclear Advisors to Natural Resources Canada (NRCan),
initiated a study on Canada’s Nuclear Science and Technology (S&T) capabilities and how they contribute
to Canada’s economy, job market and broader innovation system and thus provide a Return on
Investment (ROI) to the federal government. This study is intended to provide input to the government’s
work on exploring nuclear innovation. The study considers historical data and information regarding the
Canadian Nuclear S&T ecosystem and how Canada’s Nuclear S&T capability has been leveraged, both
within and beyond the Nuclear Energy sector.
Context
Many federal studies have been conducted to address the state of Canada’s Science, Technology and
Innovation, yet specific insight into the role played by Nuclear S&T in fostering innovation is lacking. To fill
the void, KPMG’s approach was to (1) define the core capabilities that describe the Nuclear S&T
ecosystem; (2) determine how these capabilities are used in innovation activities by stakeholders; and (3)
describe the outcomes of these innovation activities so that the implications to Canada’s economy and
job market could be articulated.
The definition of Nuclear S&T capability used in this report includes: (a) Major nuclear facility licensed
research facilities of TRIUMF, Canadian Light Source (CLS), Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and
the collocated Canadian Neutron Beam Centre (CNBC), as well as McMaster University and institutions
with SLOWPOKE reactors; (b) Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities within the academic community
that make use of or complement the above facilities; and (c) Ecosystem of additional S&T capabilities
deployed to meet the needs of the Nuclear Energy sector.
Nuclear S&T enabled research capability areas that contribute to innovation outcomes in Canada were
defined to include: (a) Areas that meet the R&D needs of the Nuclear Energy and medicine sectors; and
(b) Areas that have broad based applications relevant to many of Canada’s industrial sectors through
nuclear S&T enabled materials science and nuclear science.
In this context, this study addresses three questions:
Q1. How do Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities contribute to Canada’s innovation capacity?
Q2. What is the Federal Government's direct return on investment (ROI) on its federally-funded nuclear
facilities?
Q3. How are Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities leveraged by industrial sectors, both nuclear and nonnuclear, and contribute to Canada’s competitiveness?
Summary of Findings
The 25 most significant findings of this report are summarized below against the three questions
addressed by this study.
Q1. How do Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities contribute to Canada’s innovation capacity?
For the purposes of this report, “contributions to innovation capacity” was interpreted to mean measures
of the conditions present in an economy that would suggest an economy is innovative. This is the
general guideline underscoring the taxonomy used by the World Economic Forum (WEF) to measure
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countries against an Innovation Index. Measures used by Canada’s Science & Technology Innovation
Council (STIC) and the Council of Canadian Academies (CCA) were leveraged and applied within the WEF
framework.
Canada’s international stature on Innovation: WEF currently ranks Canada 21st on Innovation after the
country’s score experienced a decline of 8% since 2006. The findings of this study suggest this ranking
is at continued risk of decline.
Overall finding: Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities appear to positively improve Canada’s status as an
innovative economy within the WEF’s taxonomy. Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities are complementary
and collectively enhance Canada’s measures of innovation capacity. AECL, due to its scale and breadth of
operation, has a predominant contribution.
Measures of innovation capacity fall into three broad topics: (A) Industry level metrics; (B) Research
capability comparators; and (C) Government contribution comparators.
(A) Industry Level Metrics: The measures in this category are based on the STIC metrics and include
Business Expenditures on R&D (BERD), Higher Education Expenditures on R&D (HERD), and the
deployment of Human Resources in Science and Technology (HRST).
Canada’s Status: In general terms and according to WEF, Canada is viewed has having very poor
business engagement in R&D where Canada ranks 25th on business investment, down from 15th in
2001. As these measures are total economy or industrial sector based, the contribution of Nuclear
S&T to these metrics is illustrated using the Nuclear Energy sector’s contributions to Canada's
ratings.
■ The Nuclear Energy sector is a $6 billion high tech sector and one of few sectors in Canada
with strong R&D expenditures and a culture of innovation. The Nuclear Energy sector relies on
Nuclear S&T to support the ongoing safe, reliable, and economic operation of Canada’s nuclear
fleet.
Overall Finding: The Nuclear Energy sector positively contributes to Canada’s ranking in the WEF
Innovation Index scoring by exceeding Canadian scores on BERD, HERD and HRST by factors of 2
to 3.
Detailed findings:
1. Through its BERD, which is higher than Canada’s overall, the Nuclear Energy sector is a positive
contributor to enhancing Canada’s capabilities in innovation in comparison to other countries.
Canada’s BERD intensity is 0.89% of GDP. The BERD intensity of the nuclear utilities is
2.5%, almost 3 times as high as the Canadian average, and also higher than the OECD 2011
average of 1.6%. BERD of nuclear focussed companies is almost 6%.
2. The Nuclear Energy sector BERD intensity is higher than most other industrial sectors in Canada
both in magnitude and in its somewhat unique positive growth trend amidst the otherwise
serious declines in BERD across the remainder of Canada’s economy.
Ontario’s BERD is 1.4%, Motor Vehicles BERD is just over 1%, while Oil and Gas and other
utilities are both much less than 1%. Only three sectors have higher BERD intensities than
nuclear focussed companies, those being: Aerospace at 20%, heavily supplemented by
SADI; electronics at almost 40% but heavily dominated by RIM; and pharma at 15%.
Nuclear utility BERD intensity has grown 8% since 2007 while that of motor vehicles,
utilities, pharma, and general scientific services have all decreased by approximately 30%,
matching Canada’s overall decline.
3. HERD intensity in the sector, at 0.38%, is over twice as high as the Canadian average of 0.17%
for natural sciences related research.
This result is largely due to the industry sponsored University Network of Excellence in
Nuclear Engineering (UNENE).
4. The Nuclear Energy sector is a strong employer of HRST within the Canadian economy.
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With just over 11% of employees in manufacturing having post-secondary training in S&T
related fields, Canada ranks 16th globally in manufacturing sector HRST, the most critical
contributing sector to WEF innovation scores. Overall, Canada ranks 11th with an HRST of
35%. All nuclear sectors exceed both of these values with HRSTs ranging from 40% to
75%.
5. The Nuclear Energy sector is one of few examples where Canadian R&D capacity is being
retained if not enhanced amidst a reduction in Canada’s overall R&D personnel.
Nuclear sector BERD and HERD intensity has grown by 8% since 2007. Manufacturing,
which employs over 40% of Canadian R&D professionals has shrunk by 16% since 2009,
led by pharma and motor vehicles each declining by over 25%. Aerospace R&D personnel
increased as a result of SADI and Bombardier investments. The telecom deployment of
R&D personnel, contributing to the largest R&D sector in Canada, will likely be experiencing
significant reductions due to the recent challenges at RIM.
(B) Research Capability Comparators: These comparators relate to the relative quality or relevance of
academic research outcomes and are based on the CCA taxonomy used in their 2006 and 2012 reports.
The measures in this category include international research reputation including the Average Relative
Citations (ARC) of published research papers and the degree to which countries collaborate with Canada.
The performance of research in each of the four Nuclear S&T enabled research areas is used to indicate
the contribution of Nuclear S&T to Canada’s overall scores.
Canada’s Status: With a global ranking of 6th place according to the CCA, Canada is in the middle of
a peer group of 10 other comparable nations in terms of research reputation and ARC score rankings
for natural sciences fields. Canada’s ARCs are below the average of this peer group in 9 of 11 of the
natural sciences fields of research, the exceptions being Physics & Astronomy and Information &
Communication Technologies.
Overall Finding: Nuclear S&T is positively contributing to the internationally perceived quality of
Canada’s research.
Detailed Findings:
6. Nuclear S&T enabled research area publications have ARCs that are 5% to 25% higher than
Canadian averages.
The ARC for all of Canada’s natural sciences publications average is 1.24. Nuclear S&T
enabled research achieves an average ARC of 1.3. Nuclear Enabled S&T publications also
earn a higher Average Relative Importance Factor (ARIF) which is a function of the quality of
the journals in which the papers get published.
Nuclear Medicine ARCs are 1.78, over 25% higher than the Canadian average of 1.42 in
Clinical Medicine.
Over 80% of the Nuclear S&T enabled researcher publications are in natural sciences
research subfields where they achieve higher ARCs (16%) or ARIFs (6-7%) than Canadian
averages. These subfields represent 60% of Canadian research publications in natural
sciences.
7. A bibliometric analysis conducted for TRIUMF by Science Metrix reported that Canada ranks 2nd
or 3rd globally in the Nuclear S&T enabled fields of subatomic sciences, materials sciences, and
nuclear medicine, results that are indicative of leadership in these fields.
The ARC for Canada’s sub-atomic sciences fields was reported as 1.55 compared to the
comparative country results of 1.33. Nuclear S&T enabled materials science research was
reported at 1.24 compared to the selected peer group of countries’ results of 1.18.
8. Compared to a peer group of countries, Nuclear S&T enabled researcher publications in
materials sciences have higher ARCs in 7 of the 9 natural sciences research fields that they
contribute to.
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Of the fields where materials sciences lead in ARC, CNBC researchers are the main
contributors in chemistry, enabling strategic technologies, engineering, and physics and
astronomy. The CNBC enabled researchers represent 50% of the contributing materials
sciences faculty, CLS 35% and TRIUMF researchers 12%. The materials sciences fields
where ARCs are lagging are agriculture and biology, areas where CNBC related researchers
have negligible activity.
9. Countries collaborate more frequently with Canada in Nuclear S&T enabled research areas than
their general propensity to collaborate with Canada would suggest.
The largest collaborators with Canada in nuclear S&T enabled fields of research are the US,
China, and Japan who collaborate on 25% to 50% of Canadian materials science
publications that involve international collaborators. Compared internationally, these three
countries are generally less collaborative but have a strong affinity for collaborating with
Canada. The strong manufacturing nations in Europe are generally proficient collaborators,
but their affinity to collaborate with Canada is very low. Yet in Nuclear S&T enabled
materials sciences, these nations all each collaborate on between 20% and 25% of
Canadian publications. Of note is Germany, the country with the lowest overall affinity for
Canada. In Nuclear S&T enabled research areas, Germany collaborates as much with
Canada as does Japan in this key competitive area for manufacturing.
(C) Government Contribution Comparators: These comparators leverage CCA survey results which relate
to the degree that government funded S&T infrastructure is advantageous to the effort of researchers.
Canada’s Status: Canada has a strong WEF score for Quality of Institutions, ranking 4th
internationally.
Detailed Findings:
10. The CCA detailed surveys show that 5 of the top 8 most advantageous Canadian research
facilities are the Nuclear S&T facilities.
The top 2 ranked facilities according to domestic responses to the CCA survey are CLS and
the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory affiliated with TRIUMF. The CNBC and TRIUMF are
effectively tied in 5th and 6th with just over 70% of Canadian researchers considering them
advantageous to Canada. The NRU is ranked 8th.The three non S&T facilities in the top 8 are
the Amundsen icebreaker, the genome sequencing centres, and the infectious disease
laboratories. Other federal laboratories and facilities are collectively ranked 11th.
11. The CNBC received the highest rankings in the CCA’s 2006 survey of international experts.
12. ARCs for publications from researchers that have a relationship with the Nuclear S&T facilities
are much higher for individual research fields than for publications from Nuclear S&T
researchers who are not affiliated with these facilities.
The CNBC affiliated researchers achieve ARCs that are 35-40% higher that non-affiliated
materials science or Nuclear Energy professors. Similarly, TRIUMF affiliated researchers
achieve 20-30% higher ARCs in Nuclear Medicine and Nuclear Sciences than non-affiliated
researchers. These results suggest that access to the capabilities offered by these facilities
enhances the international relevance of Canadian research.
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Q2. What is the Federal Government's direct return on investment (ROI) on its federally-funded
nuclear facilities?
ROI measures addressed in this report include the degree to which a broad research community is
supported by the capabilities, the development of Highly Qualified Personnel (HQPs), the leverage of
Nuclear S&T research capabilities by Canada’s research leaders, directly enabled economic activity at the
S&T facilities, spinoffs and commercialization outcomes that have materialized, and contributions to the
development of Canada’s S&T capabilities.
Overall Finding: The federal government’s ROI from its Nuclear S&T facilities is positive across all
measures considered.
Detailed Findings:
13. The Nuclear S&T capabilities today represent a complementary mosaic of research capabilities
across the country that support a broad cross section of research activities and a broad range of
industrial interests, the latter primarily related to the importance of Nuclear S&T to the
advancement of materials science.
The Nuclear S&T facilities each have their own distinct ecosystem of faculty users across
the country, all involving similar numbers of Canadian faculty (~90 -100 affiliated faculty each
in this study). The CNBC has the largest ecosystem of identified Canadian faculty with 102
researchers identified in this study. CLS had the lowest at 90.
Geographically, the ecosystem of professors for the Nuclear S&T facilities tends to be
regionally aligned. The CNBC is an exception with a user base distribution that reflects that
of Canada’s population across the provinces.
Nuclear S&T enabled researchers publish primarily in the fields of Physics, Enabling and
Strategic Technologies, Chemistry, Engineering, and Nuclear Medicine with researchers
associated with CLS, AECL and the CNBC contributing to all these fields. TRIUMF
researchers are focussed mostly on Physics and Nuclear Medicine. While facilities’ affiliated
researchers are engaged across this broad spectrum of fields, they practice in specifically
different subfields.
The facilities are distinct in terms of the type of research activities that they enable. The CLS
users tend to focus on applied research for the agriculture and mining industries, users of
the CNBC are more focused on materials testing of industrial components and primary
metals, and AECL is primarily a Nuclear Energy sector related research facility.
The CNBC and AECL represent the most contributions to Nuclear S&T enabled research
published in Enabling and Strategic Technologies (which includes materials sciences and
nuclear energy).
Within the Nuclear S&T ecosystem, the CNBC group of affiliated researchers is the largest
contributor to materials science research followed by that of the CLS users.
14. Nuclear S&T enabled professors support the development of more HQPs than the Canadian
average, primarily led by the CNBC and AECL due to the significant amount of collaborative
research with industry whose funding increases HQP development.
One of the purposes of UNENE is to support the development of HQPs using industry
funding.
15. Nuclear S&T enabled professors, as a group, represent a proportionately higher concentration of
Canada’s research leaders as represented by Canada Research Chairs (CRCs) and Industrial
Research Chairs (IRCs).
Nuclear S&T professors represent 3% of faculty funded by NSERC. However, they
represent 5% of the CRCs funded by NSERC and 14% of the IRCs funded by NSERC.
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16. Each Nuclear S&T facility leverages additional funds either through partners (TRIUMF and CLS)
or commercial contracts (AECL) such that the federal government’s share is less than 75% of
the costs of the S&T research conducted at these facilities.
The Nuclear Energy sector in Canada funds over 75% of the nuclear S&T enabled activities
relevant to its sector and manages the 30-40% private sector share of S&T facility
operations (both statistics exclusive of the NRU).
AECL is the primary Nuclear S&T capability leveraged by that sector, with almost 50% of the
sector’s Nuclear S&T enabled activities taking place at AECL. The commercial activity
contributes to the scale of AECL’s operations.
17. AECL is responsible for 95% of the approximately $800M/year in current economic activity that
has resulted directly from the historical Nuclear S&T enabled spinoffs which remain active
today. Over 30% of the associated revenues are from exported products and services.
The largest contributors are from nuclear medicine and Nuclear Energy exported products
and services from such companies as Nordion, Best Theratronics, Candu Energy, GEHitachi, and Cameco.
18. The Nuclear S&T heritage that stems back to the 1940s has naturally led to AECL playing a role
in the development of the rest of Canada’s Nuclear S&T infrastructure.
The founders of TRIUMF moved there from AECL. The TRIUMF medical isotope production
applications arose from AECL’s commercial products divisions which was then sold to
Nordion.
AECL provided the first cobalt source to begin the scientific heritage of cancer treatment at
University of Saskatchewan and AECL was one of the founding proponents of the Canadian
Institute for Synchrotron Radiation that led to the decision to choose the Saskatchewan
location for the CLS.
AECL designed and provided the SLOWPOKE reactor to the Saskatchewan Research
Council and Canadian universities and continues to support their safety and licensing design
basis.
Dr. Brockhouse, the Nobel Prize recipient from AECL on neutron scattering in 1994 had the
McMaster University Brockhouse Institute for Materials research named in his honour and
for which many members are CNBC users today.
AECL was a supporting member of industry/academic collaboration of Nuclear Ontario
which proposed the recent investment in Nuclear S&T capabilities in several universities in
Ontario including the Centre of Advanced Nuclear Systems at McMaster University.
Q3. How are Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities leveraged by industrial sectors, both nuclear and
non-nuclear, and contribute to Canada’s competitiveness?
Nuclear S&T contributes to the performance of the innovation system by supporting two ways for
industry to access Nuclear S&T capabilities for industrial research: (1) through direct commercial services
supplied by the facilities; and (2) through sponsored research in the higher education sector where
researchers access Nuclear S&T capabilities. The Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Medicine sectors’ also
have their own collaborative Nuclear S&T ecosystems that include leverage of the publicly funded
capabilities, but also other capabilities and facilities within the sectors themselves.
Overall finding: The results of this study suggest that the Nuclear S&T ecosystem is an important
competitive asset that is leveraged by many industries for collaborative research and leads to the
generation of socio-economic outcomes of broad benefit to Canadians and Canadian business.
Detailed Findings:
(A) Non-nuclear sector leverage
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19. Over 70% of the users of Nuclear S&T enabled research capability are in the non-nuclear
sectors of the economy, underscoring how Nuclear S&T capabilities are important to the
Canadian industrial economy.
Nuclear S&T is important to innovation in the manufacturing sector of all major economies
with manufacturing representing a significant factor in the composition of the WEF
Innovation Index. In this globally competitive arena, Canada’s manufacturing sector’s share
of GDP has shrunk by 50% in the last 10 years and the country’s associated trade balance
has gone negative. Canada’s manufacturing sector is struggling and impacting on Canada’s
capabilities as an innovation driven economy. Being relied upon by the manufacturing sector
globally, the availability of Nuclear S&T capabilities appears to be a competitive asset to
manufacturing in Canada.
General manufacturing represents the largest segment of Nuclear S&T industrial users at
30%. The remaining major Canadian sectors which leverage Nuclear S&T include oil and
gas, auto and aerospace, and pharmaceuticals – with each representing 9-11% of
collaborative research partners.
20. Approximately 10% of all of Canada’s industry/university NSERC funded collaborative research
is with Nuclear S&T enabled research faculty.
Over 60% of these collaborative research efforts involve AECL/CNBC affiliated researchers
who represent, in contrast, only 30% of the Nuclear S&T professors. Industry usage of
AECL/CNBC enabled capabilities is much higher than the rest of Canada or researchers
enabled by the other Nuclear S&T facilities. The AECL/CNBC enabled researchers represent
1% of NSERC funded Canadian faculty but are responsible for 10% of Canada’s industry
collaborative NSERC funded projects.
21. TRIUMF and Universities are the most significant contributors to research activities in Nuclear
Medicine representing over 80% of the identified researchers in this study.
All Nuclear S&T facilities are engaged in medical isotope production.
22. The Nuclear Energy supply chain is made up of companies who also supply most of Canada’s
manufacturing based sectors such as auto, aerospace, and oil and gas equipment supply.
36% of Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries (OCI) members serve the oil and gas
industry, 23% support resources such as mining, 17% support aerospace, 14%
telecommunication, and 8% automotive.
(B) Nuclear Energy sector leverage
23. AECL is broadly recognized by industry participants as the largest installation of specialized
nuclear expertise and facilities in Canada, representing the country’s only industrial-scale
research operation that is capable of handling radioactive materials.
This view is echoed by the CNSC where they have written “AECL is a strategic element of
both Canada’s national S&T infrastructure and its national innovation system. AECL is
Canada’s premier nuclear S&T organization – its unique capabilities include the ability to
work with nuclear and radioactive materials.”
24. The Nuclear Energy sector S&T ecosystem, of which AECL is an integral part, has contributed in
the last decade to innovations that may enable as much as $70B in public good benefits, most
of which will be arising in the next 10 years as the fleet is refurbished, but much continuing as a
legacy of clean lower cost electricity to Canadians and Canadian business.
A 2007 Canadian Energy Research Institute (CERI) report identified that the socio-economic
ROI for Canada on the historic AECL investments exceeded $27B, about $10B of which
relates to future savings.
Benefits of R&D spending since then have yielded lower electricity costs which include
~$5B from improved operational performance, ~$23B for extending the pre-refurbishment
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life of the fleet, and a future ~$21B in the first 10 years after the remainder of the fleet is
refurbished.
The efforts of the entire nuclear supply chain to enable the refurbishment of the fleet could
create an addition $20B of GDP and 130,000 person year equivalent jobs over the next 20
years.
25. Nuclear Energy is a substantial reducer of greenhouse gases (GHG) with Ontario estimates
showing a 40% reduction due to the extension of the reactor fleet’s life.
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1

Introduction

In 2013, KPMG LLP (KPMG), in its role as Nuclear Advisors to Natural Resources Canada (NRCan),
initiated a study on Canada’s Nuclear Science and Technology (S&T) capabilities and how they contribute
to Canada’s economy, job market and broader innovation system and thus provide a Return on
Investment (ROI) to the federal government. This study is intended to provide input to the government’s
work on exploring nuclear innovation. The study considers historical data and information regarding the
Canadian Nuclear S&T ecosystem and to describe how Canada’s Nuclear S&T capability has been
leveraged, both within and beyond the Nuclear Energy sector.
Many federal studies have been conducted to address the state of Canada’s Science, Technology and
Innovation (STI), yet specific insight into the role played by Nuclear S&T in fostering innovation is lacking.
To help address this gap, this study set out to answer three broad questions:
1. How do Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities contribute to Canada’s innovation capacity?
2. What is the Federal Government's direct return on investment (ROI) on its federally funded
nuclear facilities?
3. How are Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities leveraged by industrial sectors, both nuclear and
non-nuclear, and contribute to Canada’s competitiveness?
In order to address these questions, research and analysis was completed between October 2013 and
April 2014 – including: (i) primary research in the form of interviews and surveys with government,
academic, and industry stakeholders to define the Canadian Nuclear S&T ecosystem with qualitative and
otherwise not publicly-available quantitative data; and (ii) secondary research and analysis using a range
of data and information sources. Performance reports and financial reports from organizations involved in
Nuclear S&T were reviewed, Statistics Canada (StatsCan) was accessed, the database of Natural
Sciences and Engineering Council of Canada (NSERC) funding was analyzed, and bibliometric analyses
cited by the federal studies were assessed with additional studies by Science Metrix then
commissioned. Combined, these data helped create and present a portrayal of the Canadian Nuclear S&T
ecosystem.
This chapter includes:
■ A roadmap that aligns the three broad strategic questions with specific chapters in the report
■ A structure of the report with a brief outline of each chapter
■ Context and limitations of this study

1.1

Roadmap to the Research Questions

Table 1 summarises the topics related to each of the three broad research questions posed for this study
and indicates the chapters of this document in which the findings are presented.
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Table 1- Roadmap to the Research Questions
Research Question

Section

■ Industry level contributors to innovation capacity such as analyses of R&D spending
How do Canada’s nuclear
capabilities contribute to
Canada’s innovation
capacity?

patterns (i.e., BERD and HERD) and HRST trends are provided in Chapter 3.3.

■ An assessement of Canada’s research capabilty is provided in Chapter 3.4 with detals into
the mosaic added in Chapter 6.

■ Similarly the contrbutions of the federal government are descibed in Chapter 3.5.
■ The role played by the mosaic of Nuclear S&T facilities in fostering academic research is
further embellished and presented in Chapter 6.

■ The history of Canada’s Nuclear S&T and the contributions that enabled it are discussed in
Chapter 4.

What is the Federal
Government's direct ROI on
its federally funded nuclear
facilities?

■ An overview of each of the facility capabilities as well as their individual

How are Nuclear S&T
capabilities leveraged by
industrial sectors, both
nuclear and non‐nuclear,
and contribute to Canada’s
competitiveness?

■ Results of analysis on industry usage of each of the key Nuclear S&T facilities are

1.2

commercialization outcomes, spin-off results, commercial activities and estimated GDP is
presented in Chapter 5 with an indepth examination of AECL provided in Chapter 7.
■ The aggregated impact to Canada’s innovation system measures is presented in Chapters 6
and 7 (AECL).
presented in Chapter 6.

■ Details relating to the S&T ecosystem of the Nuclear Energy sector and the role of AECL
are presented in Chapter 7 of this report.

■ The analyses of the potential socio-economic outcomes of the Nuclear Energy sector are
presented in Chapter 8 of this report.

Structure of the Report

This section provides an overview of the subject matter covered in each chapter of this report. Each
chapter also has an overview section that introduces the concepts to be addressed by the chapter and
also provides a summary of the detailed findings that arise from the analysis of the chapter. The report is
structured as follows:
Chapter 2 – Methodology
This chapter presents the methodology applied to address the research questions that are the focus of
this study. Section 2.2 presents the approach taken to defining the Nuclear S&T ecosystem and the
innovation process to be measured. Section 2.3 outlines the measures identified for assessing the
innovation impacts and socio-economic outcomes of Canada’s Nuclear S&T ecosystem. This section also
lists the various sources consulted to develop the measures used in this report. Section 2.4 focuses on
the methodology for data collection and analysis, describing how the data was gathered for each of the
measures.
Chapter 3 – Canada’s Innovation System in a Global Context
This chapter presents how Canada’s Nuclear S&T ecosystem contributes to Canada’s overall innovation
capacity in the context of global measures of innovation. Section 3.2 explains why innovation has
become a topic of interest in Canada and describes the internationally accepted metrics that can be used
to measure it. Section 3.3 presents a comparative assessment of Canada’s industry level innovation
metrics with regards to other countries as well as between different economic sectors within Canada.
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Section 3.4 describes Canada’s academic research capability in an international context using available
bibliometric analyse to indicate Canada’s relative contributions. This section includes a specific focus on
how Nuclear S&T and academic research contribute to the innovation success of manufacturing
economies and presents characteristics of Canada’s collaborations in Nuclear S&T. Section 3.5
summarises the federal contributions to innovation through its investments in S&T infrastructure. The
different channels through which the federal government funds S&T activities and different levels of
funding are outlined. The results of CCA surveys on the advantage that these federal infrastructure and
facility components provide to Canadian researchers is presented with implications regarding Nuclear
S&T capabilities and the contribution to the innovation measures.
Chapter 4 – Evolution of Nuclear S&T in Canada’s Innovation Landscape
This chapter presents a historical account of the development of each of the Nuclear S&T clusters in
Canada with an emphasis on the role played by AECL in the development of those Nuclear S&T
capabilities. Section 4.2 is an introductory discussion on the Nuclear S&T ecosystem, providing some
important definitions for this study. Section 4.3 gives an overview of the historic developments
associated with the four main Nuclear S&T research purposes of energy, medicine, physics, and
materials. Section 4.4 presents an overview of the evolution of each Nuclear S&T cluster as they relate to
TRIUMF, CLS, McMaster/universities, and AECL/CNBC with the history beginning with the birth of the
nuclear age in 1940 up to the 1990s. More recent developments are reviewed in Section 4.5. Section 4.6
provides an overview of recent capital investments in the Nuclear S&T clusters. The chapter closes with
a review of international perspectives on Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities in Section 4.7.
Chapter 5 – Canada’s Nuclear S&T Facilities Today
This chapter provides a current description of four Nuclear S&T clusters of capabilities including a focus
on TRIUMF, CLS, Universities, and AECL/CNBC, with an emphasis on their complementary nature and
combined impact on Canada’s innovation capacity. Each cluster is described in terms of its research
areas, facilities and academic and industry engagement. Innovation and commercialization outcomes are
presented as well as estimates of the direct GDP benefits from their activities. .
Chapter 6 – Impact of Nuclear S&T Capabilities within Canada’s Innovation System
This chapter considers the aggregate contribution to the broader innovation system in Canada that arises
from the mosaic of Nuclear S&T cluster capabilities discussed in Chapter 5. Section 6.2 focuses on
describing the complementary nature of the mosaic research activities carried out at each of these
clusters. Section 6.3 synthesizes the findings of research to discuss the overall impact of the mosaic of
Nuclear S&T facilities on Canada’s innovation capacity and the ROI to government. Section 6.4 provides a
brief overview of the Nuclear Medicine sector in Canada.
Chapter 7 – Innovation and the Nuclear Energy Sector
This chapter explores the impact of the Nuclear Energy sector’s research activities on Canada’s
innovation capacity and economy with an additional emphasis on the value being derived from the NRU
reactor. This chapter: (i) describes the Nuclear S&T activities conducted at AECL; (ii) examines the role
that AECL plays within the Nuclear Energy sector; and (iii) quantifies the benefit from AECL activities.
Chapter 8 –Socio-Economic Impacts of the Nuclear Energy Sector
This chapter presents an estimation of socio-economic benefits enabled from the research activities of
the Nuclear Energy sector. The socio-economic benefits enabled by the Nuclear Energy or utility sector
include the concurrent and complementary innovations provided by the supply chain that have
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collectively led to life extension, refurbishment, improved performance of Canada’s nuclear fleet, and
impact on greenhouse gas emissions.

1.3

Context and Limitations

The results of the analysis presented in this study are based on:
■ Information gathered through interviews with organizations that are part of the Nuclear S&T sector
in Canada.
■ Information gathered through interviews with, and surveys of, Canadian professors that are users
of the Nuclear S&T facilities for their research.
■ Information gathered through interviews with, and surveys of, international professors that have
used Canadian Nuclear S&T facilities for their research in the past.
■ Publicly available reports, studies, financial statements, annual reports, strategic plans, media
releases and newsletters.
■ Publicly available data on NSERC funding.
■ Non-publicly available reports, presentations and user contact lists provided by TRIUMF, CLS,
CNBC and AECL.
KPMG has not independently confirmed or verified any of the data and information provided. The
reliability of data and information was supported by using multiple data sources, corroborating data and
information with other sources, and discussing and reviewing findings for reasonability with NRCan and
select industry participants. The intent of the quantified findings is to be directional in nature and, as
such, any values should not be considered precise. KPMG reserves the right to change and adjust the
analysis, including the conclusions and recommendations, in the event that new information becomes
available.
This report has been developed to be a fact based, backward looking assessment of the historic
development of Canada’s Nuclear S&T research facilities, with a view to assess the impact these
research facilities have had on Canada’s innovation capacity, economy and job market. Any forward
looking statements or projections made in this report are based on assumptions that have not been
confirmed or verified by KPMG.
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2

Methodology

2.1

Introduction

The methodology used to conduct this study was guided by the three research questions specified by
NRCan:
1. How do Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities contribute to Canada’s innovation capacity?
2. What is the Federal Government's direct ROI on its federally funded nuclear facilities?
3. How are Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities leveraged by industrial sectors, both nuclear and
non-nuclear, to contribute to Canada’s competitiveness?
In addition to these primary research questions, NRCan also requested that this study present an
overview of the historical development of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem with an emphasis on the role
played by AECL in its evolution.
In this context, the methodology to address these research questions involved the following steps:
Step 1: Establish definitions in two key areas: (1) Define the Nuclear S&T ecosystem; and (2)
Characterize the innovation process that leverages S&T capabilities and leads to innovation outcomes.
Step 2: Characterize criteria for answering the questions: (1) Establish measures of innovation capacity;
(2) Define the measures of direct ROI; and (3) Identify the socio economic measures to be quantified.
Step 3: Collect and analyze data: Once measures of innovation capacity, ROI and socio-economic impact
were identified, data on these measures was collected through primary and secondary research.
In this chapter, each step of the methodology is described.

2.2

Defining the Nuclear S&T Ecosystem and the Innovation
Process

In order to address the three research questions, consistent definitions of the Nuclear S&T capabilities in
Canada and the concept of the innovation process by which that S&T ecosystem is leveraged to create
the ROI and socio-economic outcomes had to be characterized.

2.2.1

The Nuclear S&T Ecosystem

The definition of Canada’s Nuclear S&T landscape as developed by SECOR in previous studies for the
Canadian Nuclear Association (CNA) and NRCan, was applied for this purpose. Figure 1 depicts the
Nuclear S&T ecosystem as consisting of:
■ Nuclear S&T areas – specific areas of research enabled by Nuclear S&T research infrastructure;
■ Core capabilities – facilities, capabilities and expertise in applying nuclear technologies for
research; and
■ Users – the primary categories of users of Nuclear S&T capabilities.
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Figure 1 – Nuclear S&T Ecosystem

Source: SECOR, Nuclear Power S&T Ecosystem, 2011, KPMG analysis

Nuclear S&T Areas - Four Nuclear S&T areas were defined to capture the breadth of application of
Nuclear S&T and also emphasize two major industrial sectors that leverage Nuclear S&T. Nuclear Energy
and Nuclear Medicine are the two largest and most well understood applications of Nuclear S&T. These
areas have been singled out in order to support characterizing the role they play in the economy and to
quantify socio economic outcomes. Materials science is a multidisciplinary research area that has broad
based applications across Canada’s manufacturing and other industrial sectors. Nuclear Science,
including particle physics and accelerator physics, is a key area of basic research in subatomic sciences
that are enabled by Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities.
Core Capabilities: Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities have been defined to include all facilities, people,
expertise, or analytical tools applied in:

■ The conduct of R&D for the Nuclear Energy or nuclear medicine sectors or for the advancement of
nuclear science; or
■ The support of R&D or non-R&D activities (for either nuclear or non-nuclear applications) that occur
at licensed nuclear research facilities; or
■ The conduct of R&D for non-nuclear applications where that R&D makes use of the capabilities
above.
The facilities referred to above that were considered to be part of the Nuclear S&T Ecosystem fall into
four broad clusters which are further defined in Chapters 4 and 5 and include:

■ AECL facilities at Chalk River Laboratories (CRL), including the Canadian Neutron Beam Centre
(CNBC), and Whiteshell Laboratories (WL);
■ Canadian Light Source (CLS) and collocated facilities such as the Saskatchewan Research Council
(SRC) Safe LOW-e Kritical Experiment (SLOWPOKE) Reactor facility;
■ TRIUMF;
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■ McMaster University, other University SLOWPOKE reactor facilities (namely, École Polytechnique
de Montréal, the University of Alberta and the Royal Military College of Canada (RMCC)), and
NRCan’s CANMET facility in Hamilton, Ontario.
Subsequent references to Nuclear S&T facilities made in this report refer collectively to these facilities.

2.2.2

Nuclear S&T Users and the Innovation Process

Measuring innovation is a challenge faced by policy-makers around the world and is an often studied
topic. Many definitions have been developed to investigate innovation and understand the requirements
for a healthy and functioning innovation system.
According to the CCA, innovation can be defined as the source of new or improved products and
processes that ultimately result in the growth of productivity and quality of life in an economy. Innovation
capacity is the degree to which an economy has the right conditions in place to facilitate innovation. This
understanding of innovation and innovation capacity was the basis for the research completed for this
study regarding the extent to which Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities have enhanced innovation
capacity in Canada.
It is the users of the Nuclear S&T capabilities that translate activities into innovation outcomes.
Government, industry and academia all have significant and unique roles to play in a well-functioning
innovation system in which concepts and ideas evolve into new or more efficient applications,
technologies or commercialization outcomes. With the roles defined in Figure 1, this study has grouped
the user roles into: (1) government enabling of capabilities; and (2) academia and industry providing two
pathways to innovation outcomes. These pathways represent the primary means through which the
Nuclear S&T facilities are assessed for their contribution to the enhancement of Canada’s innovation
capacity.
Figure 2 – Pathways to Innovation and Innovation Measures
Facilities
Government Supported
Nuclear S&T Capabilities

Pathways
Academic Pathway

Innovation Outcomes
Basic Research
Scientists and engineers
Industry collaborations and applied R&D

Industry pathway

Commercial use of facilities
Business driven research priorities and Expenditures on R&D
Innovation and commercialization

Source: KPMG analysis.

In the context of this study, the role of government is assumed to be the creation of the environment
that supports innovation through supporting the Nuclear S&T capabilities themselves. Historically, S&T
research facilities have enabled the creation of new areas of research or the development of new
research facilities, either through highly qualified and trained scientists moving on to new projects or
through innovations that enable new types of research to be carried out elsewhere in the country.
The assumption with this measure is that the support of research facilities has a beneficial impact on
innovation capacity by enabling new scientific research activities to be carried out. In this way, the
degree to which Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities have enabled the formation of new centres of research
can be considered an indicator of impact on innovation capacity.
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The next sections address the measures for quantifying innovation capacity and the outcomes of the
innovation system in Canada that are considered in this study.

2.3

Identify Measures of Innovation Capacity and Outcomes

With the Nuclear S&T ecosystem defined and its role established within a process for innovation,
measures of what constitutes innovation capacity had to be developed in order to address the first
research question. Innovation capacity is a complex concept that involves different elements of an
economy.
Previous studies on the topic were reviewed to identify approaches to assessing innovation capacity that
could be applicable to Nuclear S&T.
In order to understand the various approaches to assessing innovation capacity, numerous studies on the
topic were consulted to identify how the existing literature defines innovation capacity and how this has
been adopted in international practices for measuring innovation capacity. The following key reports and
studies were consulted to develop an understanding of innovation capacity and related measures and
metrics:
■ Canada’s STI System: Aspiring to Global Leadership, STIC, 2012 (“STIC Report”)
■ Innovation Canada: A Call to Action, Jenkins et al, 2011 (“Jenkins Report”)
■ CCA, Expert Panel on the State of S&T in Canada, 2012 (“CCA 2012”)
■ WEF, The Global Competitiveness Report 2013–2014, 2013 (“WEF Report”)
■ OECD, Frascati Manual- Proposed Standard Practice for Surveys on Research and Experimental
Development, 2002 (“Frascati Manual”)
■ OECD, Science, Technology and Industry Scorecard, 2013 (“OECD Report”)

2.3.1

Innovation Outcome Measures Applied in this Study

A methodology to measure innovation outcomes was developed by combining various elements from
the approaches discovered in the literature review. The overall framework used in this study has
leveraged the WEF Innovation Index categories as well as selected measures found in the various
sources that relate to those categories as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 – WEF Based Framework for Measuring Innovation Capacity
WEF Parameter
Capacity for Innovation

Metrics used (source where relevant)
Mosaic of capabilities provide that support broad academic and industrial leverage
Higher Education Expenditures on R&D (HERD) (ref STIC)

Quality of scientific research Institutions

Facility and Infrastructure reputation (CCA)
Research Reputational surveys (CCA)
Bibliometric measures (CCA)

Company spending on R&D

Business Expenditures on R&D (BERD) ( ref STIC)

University-Industry Collaborations in
R&D

Collaborative Research with industry

Availability of Scientists and Engineers

Human Resources in Science and Technology (HRST) (ref STIC)

Spectrum of industry that collaborates with universities
Deployment of R&D Personnel (StatsCan)

PCT patent applications and IP
protection

Not pursued - Patent vs research publication relationship explored (CCA)

Government procurement of advanced
technology products

Out of Scope

2.3.2

Measure of Federal Direct ROI from S&T

ROI arises in three areas: (1) Direct government pathways to innovation; (2) Academic pathways to
innovation outcomes; and (3) from industrial pathways to innovation outcomes. The following summarize
some of the parameters developed in this study
Direct Government Pathway Outcomes
■ Individual facility ROI: The approach developed in the studies conducted for TRIUMF1 and CLS2
was modified to make it uniformly applicable to all the facilities being evaluated herein. The results
are described for each facility in Chapter 5.
Academic Pathway Outcomes
■ The number of faculty users of each of the facilities measures the prevalence to which academic
research has been facilitated by the presence of Nuclear S&T facilities in Canada. The degree to
which research leaders use the facilities underscores the importance of the facilities.
■ Industry sponsorship of academic research was identified as an indicator of the importance to
Canadian industry of the academic research carried out at the Nuclear S&T facilities. Innovations
arising out of industry sponsored research may be more likely to be applied (or commercialized) by
industry than academic research that is more fundamental and not sponsored by industry.
■ HQP in science and engineering disciplines are considered to be an essential prerequisite for any
healthy innovation system. Past studies on innovation have identified the level of HQP in an
economy as an important indicator of innovation capacity. The creation of new HQP has therefore
been considered an indicator of enhanced innovation capacity.
Industry Pathway Outcomes
■ The level of direct commercial research that is being carried out using Nuclear S&T facilities was
considered as an indicator of how much commercial R&D activity is directly related to the
presence of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem in Canada.
1
2

Hickling Arthurs Low (2013).
Insightrix Report (2011).
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■ Commercialization outcomes and spin-off companies created from research enabled by the
Nuclear S&T facilities was the final measure relating to the industry pathway to innovation. This
study estimates the impact that commercialization outcomes and spin-off companies have had in
terms of revenue these companies and technologies generate and the number of FTEs employed
within Canada.

2.3.3

Leverage of Nuclear S&T to Produce Socio-economic Impact Measures

The socio-economic measures developed in this study are focussed primarily on the Nuclear Energy
sector due to its predominate role in the funding of Nuclear S&T capabilities in Canada. A review of
previous literature regarding the public benefits of the Nuclear Energy sector identified several socioeconomic measures that should be articulated. These measures include GDP impacts, jobs impacts, the
benefit of lower electricity, and environmental benefits in the form of reduced GHG emissions from
continued use of electricity generated using Nuclear Energy as well as the impact of advances in nuclear
medicine technology on the health of Canadians have also been discussed briefly.

2.4

Collect and Analyze Data

Once the primary measures of innovation capacity and socio-economic outcomes were identified, the
next step within the methodology was to identify sources for gathering data for these measures.
The main data collection channels for this study were:
■ Interviews and surveys of stakeholders in the Nuclear S&T Ecosystem,
■ StatsCan,
■ Public document research,
■ The NSERC funding database, and
■ Non-public information provided by interviewees from the Nuclear S&T facilities themselves.
A detailed listing of all the sources and reference documents used in the development of this study is
presented in Appendix 2 - References, and the companies, professors and other individuals that were
consulted are listed in Appendix 1 - Acknowledgments.
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Table 3 – Data Sources
Data Source

Data Obtained From Source

Objective

Secondary research and Data Analysis
StatsCan

a. BERD, HERD and HRST, GDP

To assess the impact of Canada’s Nuclear
S&T capabilities on innovation capacity

Public documents such as financial
statements of the Nuclear S&T
facilities

a. Revenues from commercial S&T activity

To understand the level of federal
investment in Nuclear S&T facilities for the
discussion on Federal Government’s ROI

b. Capital expenditures
c. Research areas

To understand industrial leverage of Nuclear
S&T facilities

d. Historic development
NSERC funding database (data for
last 5 years)

a. Federal funding of academic research
b. Federal funding provided to CRCs

To estimate the degree to which Nuclear
S&T impacts innovation capacity through
HQP

c. Industry sponsorship of academic
research

To understand industrial leverage of Nuclear
S&T facilities
To understand the level of federal
investment in Nuclear S&T facilities for the
discussion on Federal Government’s ROI

Science-Metrix bibliometric outputs

a. Publication counts from Nuclear S&T
affiliated professors
b. ARC scores for Nuclear S&T reliant
publications

To assess the impact of Canada’s Nuclear
S&T capabilities on innovation capacity

Primary Research
Interviews and surveys

a. Opinions on Canada’s Nuclear S&T
research facilities
b. Funding received by individual professors
being interviewed
c. Collaborations with industry and
academia

To assess the impact of Canada’s Nuclear
S&T capabilities on innovation capacity

d. Academic disciplines that leverage
Nuclear S&T

To understand the level of federal
investment in Nuclear S&T facilities for the
discussion on Federal Government’s ROI

e. Numbers of students taught and postdoctoral researchers supervised

To understand industrial leverage of Nuclear
S&T facilities

f. R&D spending by private companies
g. Importance of Nuclear S&T facilities to
industry

A full list of reports and studies that were reviewed for this study is provided in Appendix 1. Financial
statements, annual reports, strategic reports and the websites of the Nuclear S&T facilities were
researched to gather information used in this study.

2.4.1

Special Data Analyses

NSERC Funding Analysis
The NSERC is Canada’s federal funding agency for university based research in natural sciences and
engineering fields. The NSERC funding database is publicly available on the NSERC website, and
contains information on each grant awarded by NSERC. Information from the NSERC database pertaining
to the last 5 years was accessed and analyzed for the following:
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■ Funding grants that Nuclear S&T professors received;
■ Identification of recipients of CRC grants;
■ The different areas of research that are funded through NSERC for the different categories of
Nuclear S&T professors; and
■ Matching contributions to industry.
Data from NSERC was used to inform:
■ Canada’s research leaders that use Nuclear S&T capabilities;
■ How many HQPs are enabled by the research funding;
■ The range of academic disciplines that benefit from Nuclear S&T facilities; and
■ Percentage of research funding that comes from industry.
To use the NSERC database in this manner, this study compiled a list of all known faculty whose
research is enabled by Nuclear S&T capabilities. These associations were made according the Nuclear
S&T research area (e.g. energy, medicine, science and materials) and the facilities they were affiliated
with. This list was informed by interviews with the major facilities and sponsors of research. These same
lists were used to inform the bibliometric analyses.
SM bibliometric outputs
Science Metrix (SM) was asked to prepare an analysis based on scientific publications that appear in the
Web of Science database of scientific publications, between 2007 and 2013. SM was selected as they
performed the analysis for the CCA that figured prominently in the CCA reports. SM also conducted a
similar assessment of Canadian publications in subatomic sciences on behalf of TRIUMF. The results of
both of these studies as well as the new KPMG requested analyses are documented in Chapters 3 and 6
of this report.
Two methods were developed to gather data on the scientific publications activity of Canada’s Nuclear
S&T ecosystem:
■ Identification of all publications from the list of Canadian researchers that were identified as users
of Nuclear S&T facilities (e.g. same list as was used for the NSERC analysis); and
■ Identifications of publications related to the Nuclear S&T Areas of Research identified (namely
Nuclear Energy, Nuclear Medicine, Materials Science and Nuclear Science) using keywords and
querying titles and abstracts of publications.
About 8.5 million scientific publications were indexed for the study period 2007 to 2013 by SM. These
publications constituted the core publications to produce the bibliometric analyses including: (1) counts of
Canadian scientific publications developed by professors that are affiliated with Nuclear S&T facilities; (2)
ARC scores of these publications; and (3) ARIF of these publications. This analysis was carried out to
inform the first of the three research questions as bibliometric analyses of scientific publications are
often considered indicators of innovation impact.

2.4.2

Primary Research

Interviews and surveys with stakeholders in the Nuclear S&T ecosystem were the most important
channels for information gathering for this study. Interviews and surveys, provided perspectives on the
contributions of Nuclear S&T to innovation in Canada, from users of the facilities across all three major
user groups – government, academia, industry and spin-off companies. In addition, international
researchers that have used Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities for their research in the past were also
interviewed to develop a picture of how Canadian Nuclear S&T facilities compare internationally.
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The framework developed for interviews was to begin with individuals at the major publicly funded
organizations and government agencies that are part of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem (TRIUMF, CLS,
CNBC and AECL). Interviewers then moved across the spectrum of Nuclear S&T users to academic
stakeholders (professors and associate professors), industry stakeholders (utilities, private labs for testing
and research and supply chain companies), and finally spin-off companies.
The framework for and objectives of the interviews with different user groups are presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3 – Approach to Interviews and Surveys

One of the main objectives of the interviews with the government category of stakeholders was to
identify specific academic and industry users that should be interviewed. This first stage of the interview
process enabled the creation of a user database of almost 500 faculty members from across the country
that are users of the Nuclear S&T facilities. Many industry contacts were also obtained through the
interviews with government stakeholders.
The focus of the academic interviews was to gather information from professors that use the Nuclear
S&T facilities for research. Specific information sought included:

■ Details on research funding sources;
■ Academic collaborations;
■ Numbers of research assistants and students;
■ Numbers of publications; and
■ Collaborations with industry.
Much of the academic information was later correlated with the NSERC database and industry research
findings to as a validation of the integrity of the results.
The focus of industry interviews was on gathering information from companies active in the Nuclear S&T
ecosystem. The information gathered included information:

■ To assist in estimating BERD, HERD, and HRST;
■ On academic collaboration; and
■ Regarding patents, scientific papers and publications.
BERD estimates for the Nuclear Energy sector (the most dominant sector that is part of the Nuclear S&T
ecosystem) were obtained through interviews and compared with BERD values for other major industrial
sectors in Canada obtained from StatsCan.
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Interviews were also held with Nuclear Energy utilities to validate assumptions related to the operations
of Canada’s nuclear power plants. This information was used in the analysis of socio-economic impacts
of the Nuclear Energy sector’s research activities which is presented in Chapter 8.
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3

Canada’s Innovation
System in Global
Context

3.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter explores Canada’s general innovation context to set the stage for the assessment of the
contribution of the Nuclear S&T to Canada’s innovation system, particularly for the contribution to
measures of Canada’s innovation capacity. The federal government has charged several expert panels to
look at the innovation challenge. Measures of Canada’s innovation capacity have been identified from
these reports and form the bases for making global comparisons.
This chapter provides a detailed assessment of Canada’s position on a number of the measures of
innovation capacity that have been cited in the federally commissioned reports and are commonly used
by the OECD and WEF to rank countries on the basis of innovation capacity. The purpose of the
assessment is to develop a framework for a comparison to Nuclear S&T enabled innovation outcomes.
The frameworks are applied within various sectors and research areas within Canada in order to permit
an assessment of Nuclear S&T’s contribution to Canada’s performance against the global measures.
The question being addressed in this chapter is whether outcomes associated with Nuclear S&T are
positively or negatively contributing to Canada’s scores on measures of innovation. Outcomes that can
be measured against the Nuclear Energy sector are highlighted and how Nuclear S&T capabilities support
Canada’s R&D activities is described.

3.1.1

Structure of this Chapter

The chapter is structured to focus on four areas:
3.2

Measuring the State of Canada’s Innovation System
3.2.1

Global Competiveness and Innovation

3.2.2

Identifying Measures of Contribution to Innovation
■ Structuring the Assessment of Nuclear S&T Contribution to Canada’s Innovation
Capacity
■ Industry Level Comparators
■ Research Capability Comparators
■ Government Contribution Measures
■ Background on Canada’s Gross Expenditures on R&D

3.3

Comparative Assessment of Canadian Industry Level Innovation Metrics
3.3.1

Comparative Assessment of BERD
■ Resource vs. Technology Driven Economies and Innovation
■ Canadian Economic Sectors and Innovation
■ Sectoral Share of GDP and BERD Intensity Evolution

3.3.2

Comparative Assessment of HRST
■ Sectoral Assessment of HRST
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■ Sectoral Assessment of R&D Personnel
3.3.3

Comparative Assessment of HERD
■ Nuclear Energy sector has high HERD in a technology intensive area
■ Canada’s Research Activity Trends

3.4

Research Capability International Comparisons
3.4.1

International Research Comparisons for Natural Sciences
■ Additional limitations of Comparing ARC Measure Indicators
■ Canada’s International Rankings by Field of Research

3.4.2

Canada’s International Measures on Sub-Atomic Physics
■ International Measures for Nuclear Medicine
■ International Measures on Materials Science
■ Summary

3.4.3

Implications of Population Size on Research Papers produced
■ Research Papers, Patents, Manufacturing, BERD and the Innovation Index
■ Implications on Canada’s Economy

3.5

Overview of Federal Investments in S&T
3.5.1

Overview of Federal Funding on S&T

3.5.2

Direct Federal Funding for Business R&D

3.5.3

Direct Federal Funding for Academic R&D

3.5.4

Canada’s Federally Supported Research Infrastructure

This chapter leverages findings from a variety of sources, such as the Council of Canadian Academies
(CCA), the WEF, OECD, Science Metrix, and StatsCan.

3.1.2

Key Findings

Section 3.2 – Measuring the State of Canada’s Innovation System
3.2.1

Global Competiveness and Innovation
■ According to the WEF3, Canada ranks 21st globally in its Innovation Index for which Canada’s
score has declined 8% since 2006.
■ CCA and WEF survey data shows that Canada is strong in scientific research capability, while
integration between academia and business is weak, and business innovation scores are low.

3.2.2

Identifying Measures of Contribution to Innovation
The measures can be grouped into three broad categories of internationally recognized measures
of innovation capacity:
■ Industry Level Comparators (Section 3.3) – BERD, HRST, HERD;
■ Research Capability Comparators (Section 3.4) – ARC, ARIF, SI, alignment between Industry
and Research;

3

WEF (2013).
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■ Government Contribution measures (Section 3.5) – Federal support to S&T infrastructure and
facilities that impact the quality of research infrastructure.

Section 3.3 – Comparative Assessment of Canadian Industry Level Innovation Metrics
3.3.1

Comparative Assessment of BERD
■ Canada’s BERD has declined 31% since 2001 to 0.89% in 2011 while the OECD average has
been flat.
 By 2011 Canada’s ranking had dropped from 15th to 25th among OECD countries.
 Mostly it is factor driven economies that have been experiencing declining BERD over this
period.
■ Through its BERD, which is higher than Canada’s overall, the Nuclear Energy sector is a
positive contributor to enhancing Canada’s capabilities in innovation in comparison to other
countries.
 Canada’s BERD intensity is 0.89% of GDP. The BERD intensity of the nuclear utilities is
2.5%, almost 3 times as high as the Canadian average, and also higher than the OECD
2011 average of 1.6%. BERD of nuclear focussed companies is almost 6%.
■ The Nuclear Energy sector BERD intensity is higher than most other industrial sectors in
Canada both in magnitude and in its somewhat unique positive growth trend amidst the
otherwise serious declines in BERD across the remainder of Canada’s economy.
 Ontario’s BERD is 1.4%, Motor Vehicles BERD is just over 1%, while Oil and Gas and
other utilities are both much less than 1%. Only three sectors have higher BERD
intensities than nuclear focussed companies, those being: Aerospace at 20%, heavily
supplemented by SADI; electronics at almost 40% but heavily dominated by RIM; and
pharma at 15%. Nuclear utility BERD intensity has grown 8% since 2007 while that of
motor vehicles, utilities, pharma, and general scientific services have all decreased by
approximately 30%, matching Canada’s overall decline.
 This trend reversal is another indication that suggests nuclear S&T is improving Canada’s
innovation capacity

3.3.2

Comparative Assessment of HRST
■ Canada ranks 16th out of 17 countries for HRST of 11.5% of total employment in the critically
important manufacturing industry. Overall Canada’s HRST is 35%, 11th out of OECD
countries.
 Nuclear HRST varies between 40% and 75%, almost double the Canadian average and
thus represents a positive contributor to Canada’s scores on this innovation capacity
measure.
■ Deployment of R&D Personnel is in decline in Canada, down by 10% between 2009 and
2011. Nuclear Utility R&D spending increased 8% between 2009 and 2011, likely increasing
deployed R&D.
 Nuclear is a positive contributor to this measure of innovation capacity.

3.3.3

Comparative Assessment of HERD
■ According to the OECD, Canada dropped from 5th to 8th place among OECD countries in
terms of HERD between 2001 and 2011, down from 5th place in 2001.
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 Nuclear HERD, based on NSERC funding only, is almost twice that of Canada’s natural
sciences HERD indicating the Nuclear Energy sector is positively contributing to Canada’s
innovation capacity on this measure.
■ Although HERD in Canada increased by 14.5% between 2001 and 2011, it was mostly in
social sciences.
■ Canada’s HERD trends have shifted Canada’s research specialization away from natural
sciences towards social sciences. Three of the research areas where Canada is seen to be
lagging in comparative effort to other countries are where 70% of Nuclear S&T activities
occur.
 Nuclear S&T is bolstering those areas of research where Canada is lagging, improving the
balance of Canada’s research portfolio.
■ HERD intensity in the sector, at .38%, is over twice as high as the Canadian average of .17%
for natural sciences related research.
 This result is largely due to the industry sponsored University Network of Excellence in
Nuclear Engineering (UNENE).
Section 3.4 – Research Capability International Comparisons
3.4.1

International Research Comparisons for Natural Sciences
■ Despite the CCA reports of Canada ranking very high in its surveys and bibliometric analyses,
Canada is an average performer when considered among a group of its peers in natural
sciences research.
■ Canada’s ARCs are below average among this group for 9 of the 11 global natural sciences
research fields.
■ Canada ranks 2nd in Physics as reported by the CCA, which is a credit to the TRIUMF facility,
but the ARCs are heavily influenced by TRIUMFs 90% international collaboration level which
limits the differentiation of the ARCs amongst collaborators.

3.4.2

Canada’s International Measures on Sub-Atomic Sciences
■ The Science Metrix study commissioned by TRIUMF confirmed the CCA conclusions that
Canada is a leader in sub-atomic sciences according to bibliometric comparators.
 Sub-atomic science includes not only physics research as conducted at TRIUMF but also
nuclear medicine and materials sciences.
■ According to that study, Canada ranks 2nd overall and also in the Nuclear Medicine subfield.
■ Canada ranks 3rd in materials sciences based on ARC. Materials sciences is a high
specialization for leading manufacturing based economies in Canada’s’ peer group, but it is
low for Canada.
■ The ARC for Canada’s sub-atomic sciences fields was reported as 1.55 compared to the
comparative country results of 1.33. Nuclear S&T enabled materials science research was
reported at 1.24 compared to the group results of 1.18.

3.4.3

Manufacturing Economies and Nuclear S&T Contribution to Innovation
■ Nuclear S&T is important to innovation in the manufacturing sector of all major economies.
Over 70% of the users of Nuclear S&T enabled research capability are in the non-nuclear
sectors of the economy underscoring how Nuclear S&T capabilities are important to the
Canadian industrial economy.
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■ Despite the CCA lauding Canada for having a higher than average publication rate, the high
publication correlates with countries that have lower BERD, lower patents, less
manufacturing, and lower innovation scores.
■ Canada’s manufacturing sector has shrunk by over 5%/year since 2001, the highest decline in
the peer group.
■ During the same period, Canada’s BERD dropped by 30% and Canada’s trade balance went
negative on everything except energy.
■ The combination of the two has dropped Canada’s Innovation Index score by 8%, shifting
Canada closer to Italy and Spain and away from the rest of the peer group on these
measures.
■ The Nuclear S&T capabilities in materials sciences are a critical asset to Canada’s innovation
capacity.
■ Compared to a peer group of countries, Nuclear S&T enabled researcher publications in
materials sciences have higher ARCs in 7 of the 9 natural sciences research fields that they
contribute to.
 Of the fields where materials sciences lead in ARC, CNBC researchers are the main
contributors in chemistry, enabling strategic technologies, engineering, and physics and
astronomy. The CNBC enabled researchers represent 50% of the contributing materials
sciences faculty, CLS 35% and TRIUMF researchers at 12%. The materials sciences fields
where ARCs are lagging are agriculture and biology, areas where CNBC related
researchers have negligible activity.
■ Countries collaborate more frequently with Canada in Nuclear S&T enabled research areas
than their general propensity to collaborate with Canada would suggest.


The largest collaborators with Canada in Nuclear S&T enabled fields of research are the US,
China, and Japan who collaborate on 25% to 50% of Canadian materials science publications
that involve international collaborators. Compared internationally, these three countries are
generally less collaborative but have a strong affinity for collaborating with Canada. The strong
manufacturing nations in Europe are generally proficient collaborators, but their affinity to
collaborate with Canada is very low. Yet in Nuclear S&T enabled materials sciences, these
nations all each collaborate on between 20% and 25% of Canadian publications. Of note is
Germany, the country with the lowest overall affinity for Canada. In Nuclear S&T enabled
research areas, Germany collaborates as much with Canada as does Japan in this key
competitiveness area of for manufacturing.

Section 3.5 – Overview of Federal Investments in S&T
■ Federally, the government supports national laboratory infrastructure such as the NRC and
AECL. It also provides direct funding to priority areas such as automotive and aerospace.
■ The majority of federal funding for academic R&D is provided through the Canadian Institute
for Health Research (CIHR), NSERC, the SSHRC and the Canadian Foundation for Innovation
(CFI).
■ The above enabling infrastructure mechanisms were identified by CCA surveys as very critical
to Canada’s research capability.
 These mechanisms are the primary funders for TRIUMF, CLS, and University Nuclear S&T
infrastructure.
 AECL/CNBC does not have access to these funding mechanisms.
■ Findings of surveys conducted by the CCA indicate that Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities are
highly regarded internationally. Of the top 8 facilities identified, 5 are part of the ecosystem of
Nuclear S&T research facilities.
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 The top 2 ranked facilities according to domestic responses to the CCA survey are CLS
and the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory affiliated with TRIUMF. The CNBC and TRIUMF are
effectively tied in 5th and 6th with just over 70% of Canadian researchers considering them
advantageous to Canada. The NRU is ranked 8th.The three non S&T facilities in the top 8
are the Amundsen icebreaker, the genome sequencing centres, and the infectious disease
laboratories. Other federal laboratories and facilities are collectively ranked 11th.
■ In the 2006 survey, the CNBC was deemed the most advantageous facility to Canadian
researchers by international experts surveyed. The CNBC was not included in the 2012
survey.

3.2

Measuring the State of Canada’s Innovation System

The purpose of this section is to summarize why Innovation has become a topic of interest in Canada,
identify some of the drivers for achieving success and establish the measures that can be used to assess
the contribution on Nuclear S&T to Canada’s innovation system.
The federal government has charged several expert panels to look at the innovation challenge:
■ The Canadian Council of Academies (CCA) who produced four reports considered in this analysis:
 CCA 2006, “The State of Science and Technology in Canada”;
 CCA 2009, “Innovation and Business Strategy: Why Canada Falls Short”;
 CCA 2012, “The State of Science and Technology in Canada, 2012”;
 CCA 2013, “The State of Industrial R&D in Canada”.
■ The Jenkins Report 2011, “Innovation Canada: A Call to Action – Review of Federal Support to
Research and Development“
■ Science and Technology Innovation Council (STIC) 2012, “Canada’s Science, Technology and
Innovation System: Aspiring to Global Leadership”
The approach taken in this current study was to leverage the concepts, indicators and measures
identified by these federal panels and place them in a context that allows for the assessment of the
contribution that Nuclear S&T makes to Canada’s innovation system.
The findings of this section are that there are seven broad measures of innovation that can be assessed
for Nuclear S&T’s contribution and that these measures fall into three categories: Industry Driven;
Research Enabled; and Government Contribution.
3.2.1

Background on the Innovation Challenge

Innovation has become a topic of interest in Canada due to concerns over productivity levels when
compared to other countries. A 2009 report from the CCA4 states that labor productivity in Canada
relative to the United States has been declining over the past two decades. As shown in Figure 4,
Canada’s business labor productivity fell from over 90% to 75% of the U.S. level between 1984 and
2007.

4

CCA, Innovation and Business Strategy, 2009.
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Figure 4 – Relative Productivity Levels in the Business Sector5
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Relative Productivity Levels in the Business Sector
Canada was rapidly closing the productivity gap in the US until the early 1980s. The strength of
US productivity growth since the mid-1990s is primarily associated with the production and
use of information and communications technologies.

Source: CCA 2009.

Innovation has come to be viewed as a possible solution to lagging productivity levels, thus increasing
the focus placed on Canada’s innovation capacity. The CCA 2009 report quoted several Canadian experts,
the general theme of their responses pointed to a challenge of business engagement with innovation: as
paraphrased below:
■ TD Bank: Conservative behavior not investing when times are good
■ Competition Policy Review Panel: Poor productivity due to poor business innovation
■ McKinsey & Company: Innovation is the root problem not productivity
■ Bank of Canada: Persistently lagging innovation activity due to lackluster business demand for
innovation
■ Government of Canada: Canada is at the bottom of the G7
■ Canadian Council of Chief Executives: Culture of business complacency
■ Canadian Auto Workers: Declining R&D locked in a downward spiral with manufacturing capacity
StatsCan and OECD analyses6 identify business innovation as the key factor in addressing productivity
challenges, particulalrly in the area of Multi-Factor Productivity (MPF). Those studies show that Canada’s
productivity growth level is not due to shortcomings in its workforce or in the level of capital investment
in the country, but rather to the weaker growth level of Multifactor Productivity (MFP). MFP measures
the effectiveness of combined labour and capital deployment. MFP growth over long periods reflects the
contribution to labour productivity growth of business innovation, which includes better organization of
work, improved business models, efficient incorporation of new technology, payoff from R&D, and
insights of entrepreneurs. Therefore, Canada’s lagging productivity growth appears to be due in part to
weaker business innovation.

6

As referenced by CCA 2009.
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Innovation refers to new or better ways of doing valued things. The term innovation captures new
products, as well as improved processes and new ways of conducting business. It is in this context that
this study attempts to characterize the contribution of Nuclear S&T. According to the STIC7: ”Canadians
understand that Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) must be an integral part of the national agenda
to create jobs and opportunity in a competitive world and address the key challenges of the 21st
century.”
In addition, STIC argues that: “success requires a private sector that embraces innovation as a
competitiveness strategy; education and research institutions that attract and nurture world-class talent;
researchers who expand the frontiers of knowledge; and governments that provide the environment and
the support to enable discovery and commercialization to thrive.”
The question being addressed by this chapter is whether outcomes associated with Nuclear S&T are
positively or negatively contributing to Canada’s scores on measures of innovation. In order to assess
this question, the parameters of relevance need to be identified and an approach established for
measuring the impacts of Nuclear S&T on them. The following sub-sections look at how these elements
of the STIC’s argument can be measured in relation to innovation.

3.2.2 Global Competiveness and Innovation
As part of its Global Competitveness Index, the WEF has developed an Innovation Index to capture the
innovation contribution to a country’s international competitiveness.
As shown in Figure 5, the WEF Global Competitiveness Index classifies countries into 3 different groups
based on the nature of their economies: Factor Driven, Efficiency Driven and Innovation Driven. The
Index uses 12 “Pillars of Competitiveness” to characterize economies into these groupings according to
the weight by which a country stacks up against the pillars.
Figure 5 – WEF Global Competitiveness Index
WEF Global Competitiveness Index – Key Pillars of Competitiveness
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STIC, State of the Nation 2012.
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Source: WEF (2013).

Within the Global Competiveness Index, Canada is classified by the WEF as an innovation driven
economy. According to the WEF, “Canada remains stable at 14th place” in the Competiveness Scale on
the basis that the country continues to benefit from highly efficient markets, well-functioning and
transparent institutions, and excellent infrastructure. Canada is also successfully nurturing its human
resources compared with other advanced economies.”
According to the WEF framework, the Canadian economy’s competitiveness should be positively
influenced by Canada’s capabilities in business sophistication and innovation. However, the WEF
comments that “Canada’s competitiveness would be further enhanced by improvements in its
innovation ecosystem such as increased company-level spending on R&D and government procurement
of advanced research products”. These two recommendations by the WEF are based on their Innovation
Index. The WEF’s Innovation Index is the measure that WEF uses to classify an economy as innovation
driven. According to the WEF8, Canada ranks 21st on the Innovation Index as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 – WEF Innovation Score (2013)
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Given the expert views stated above that the innovation challenge in Canada is largely a business issue
and that the WEF highlights that business expenditures on R&D are a challenge for Canada to overcome,
the CCA 2009 report assessed the relation between business investment in R&D with the WEF
Innovation Index as shown in the figure below. The CCA argued that there is a clear relationship between
BERD and Innovation Index scores.

8

WEF, The Global Competitiveness Report 2013-2014.
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Figure 7 – WEF Innovation Index Correlation with BERD

Source: CCA (2009)

The next sub-section looks more formally at the measures used by the WEF as well as the CCA to
assess the innovation capacity of a country.

3.2.3 Identifying Measures of Contribution to Innovation
The propensity of business to invest in R&D is a complex matter that involves a number of conditions
within a country. According to the Canadian Council of Academies (CCA) and the WEF, two aspects of an
economy contribute to innovation capacity: scientific research capability and business propensity for
innovation. The degree to which the two are integrated is also a factor.
The CCA as part of its commission to report on the state of S&T to the federal government, and the WEF
as part of its formulation of its Innovation Index, respectively, conducted surveys of global researchers
and business executives on a number of parameters that are related to Innovation.
Figure 8 depicts how several countries rank against these parameters according to the results from the
CCA and WEF surveys. The figure highlights that Canada’s business innovation scores appear to be low,
integration with Canada’s research capability is weak, but Canada’s research capability scores high.
These results support the view articulated by the CCA in its reports that Canada possesses quality
research but poor business innovation.
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Figure 8 – Research Capability, Integration and Business Innovation Scores from CCA and WEF

Source: CCA (2009, 2012), WEF (2008) as reported by CCA , KPMG analysis.

According to the CCA, Canada is strong in scientific research capability with ‘‘much to celebrate in terms
of our knowledge and talent base.’’9 But it is clear that Canada is not as well positioned on the other
factors that characterize an innovation driven economy. The following subsection identifies how the
indicators in the above figure are translated by this study into the measures that can be applied to
evaluating Nuclear S&T’s contribution.
Structuring the Assessment of Nuclear S&T Contribution to Canada’s Innovation Capacity
The above framework of parameters forms the structure used in this chapter to assess the direct
contributions of Nuclear S&T to Canada’s innovation system capacity measures.
The measures indicated in Figure 8 can be grouped into three broad categories that facilitate the analysis
in this chapter:

■ Industry Level Comparators (Section 3.3)
■ Research Capability Comparators (Section 3.4)
■ Government Contribution measures (Section 3.5)
Industry Level Comparators
Industry Level Comparators are those measures which have been grouped for the purpose of this study
as measureable at the industrial sector level. The measures below are all used in the federal studies on
innovation and referenced by the OECD and WEF in their assessments of international innovation
activities. Industry Level Comparators address the following factors:

■ Business R&D Investments as measured by their BERD. Business enterprise expenditure on
research and development (BERD) covers R&D activities carried out in the business sector by
performing firms and institutes, regardless of the origin of funding.
■ The availability of scientists and engineers to explore advances that enable innovation as measured
by the presence of HRST in the economy as well as the deployment of R&D personnel.

9

CCA 2012.
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 HRST are defined as persons graduated at the tertiary level of education or employed in a S&T
occupation for which a high qualification is normally required and innovation potential is high. In
terms of occupational data, HRST comprises Professional (ISCO Group 2) and Technicians and
associate professionals (ISCO Group 3) in physical and engineering science; life sciences and
health; teaching and other areas.
■ The capacity for higher education to support research is measured by HERD. HERD is one
indicator that measures a country’s capacity to enable business innovation. The higher education
sector offers business critical capabilities for it to use to pursue innovative ideas and initiatives.
HERD reflects the level of R&D performed by universities, tertiary education institutions, research
institutes, experimental stations and clinics operating under the direct control or in association with
higher education institutions. HERD includes both natural sciences and engineering and social
sciences and humanities.10 The quality of the research outcomes is another measure of capacity
and is addressed under Research Capability comparators.
As these measures apply at the industrial sector level, to assess the contribution made by Nuclear S&T,
the measures applied to the Nuclear Energy and domestic Medical Isotope supply chain sector are used
as indicators. The Nuclear Energy sector provides the most significant funding for Nuclear S&T activities
and is very reliant on its availability. Similarly, while smaller in economic size, the Canadian medical
isotope supply chain is a material contributor to nuclear medicine research activities and as such
measures are reported where available.
The reader should note that the HERD, BERD and GOVERD metrics used in this report reflect the
performance of R&D activities by the higher education, business or government organization, regardless
of their funding source.
Research Capability Comparators
Research capability comparators are those measures which can only be determined in the context of
overall Canadian research and not directly related to any particular industry.
The comparators that fall into this category include:
■ International Research reputation measures based on two separate reputational surveys
■ Bibliometric measures which include number of papers published, the Specialization Index (SI) of
the research activities, ARC, ARIF, and HCP. Bibliometric measures are presented in two contexts:
 Metrics extracted from the CCA 2012 report and further analysed. These measures can be
assessed at national levels in aggregate or by individual research field. The purpose of these
measures is to enable comparisons between countries but they can also be used to assess
whether certain research contributions improve a national score in a research field. This last
approach is addressed in detail in Chapter 6.
 Special Nuclear S&T specific studies are summarized to complement the results from the CCA
commissioned analyses.
■ Finally, alignment between academic capacity and industrial innovation activity is examined to
illustrate the relationship between academic papers, patents, BERD and innovation capacity of
comparative countries.

10

Natural Sciences and Engineering include the engineering, mathematical, life and physical sciences. The social sciences and
humanities field embraces all disciplines involved in studying human actions and conditions and the social, economic and
institutional mechanisms affecting humans. Included are such disciplines as anthropology, demography, economics, geography,
history, languages, literature and linguistics, law, library science, philosophy, political science, psychology, religious studies, social
work, sociology, and urban and regional studies.
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Government Contribution Measures
Government contribution measures include the outcomes of GOVERD. Governments fund both
university and national research institutions. The measures addressed in this study focus on the measure
of “Quality of Institutions” that are funded by government. These include Canada’s universities, related
support infrastructure and federally sponsored research institutions.
The last component of the WEF Innovation Index, government procurement practices for advanced
technology products, is not within the scope of this study.

Background on Canada’s Gross Expenditures on R&D

3.2.4

As shown in Figure 9, Canada’s overall R&D expenditures are in decline. From 1990 to 2001, BERD rose
significantly, but has declined since the peak of the tech boom in 2001. This decline was accentuated
since 2007. GOVERD has steadily decreased since 1990, while HERD increased dramatically from 1997
to 2004 with the introduction of the CFI and CRC initiatives after which it has been eroding.
Figure 9 – Domestic Expenditures on R&D (GERD) as a Percentage of GDP (1990-2013)
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These observations of low amounts of R&D expenditures as well as the declining trend will both be used
to assess whether Nuclear S&T is positively or negatively contributing to Canada’s results. As these
measures are applied at industrial sectors, the study will use the Nuclear Energy sector and Nuclear
Medicine sector as the measure for Nuclear S&T’s contribution.
Performance vs. Funding of Canadian GERD
As shown in Figure 10, domestic expenditures on R&D in Canada are performed primarily by the
business enterprise sector (BERD) at over $16 billion, followed by the higher education sector (HERD) at
almost $12 billion, and the government sector (GOVERD)11 at $3 billion. Although BERD is higher than
HERD and GOVERD in Canada, it is substantially lower than OECD averages and, as shown in the next
section, has seen the greatest decline.

11
GOVERD includes federal and provincial governments as well as provincial research organizations and the private non-profit
sector.
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At 0.65%, HERD is almost 30% higher than OECD countries. The ratio of BERD to HERD in Canada is
only 1.23:1; in OECD countries it is 3:1. This ratio difference implies that Canada uses relatively more
academic resources for R&D with a potential implication that companies in Canada have less control over
the IP. This topic is explored further in section 3.4.3.
In terms of funding, 93% of BERD is funded by the business sector. In contrast, less than 10% of HERD
funding is from business and other sources. 46% is funded by the federal and provincial government
sector and the remaining 45% of HERD is funded by the higher education sector itself. In terms of
GOVERD, 84% is funded by the federal government.
Figure 10 – BERD, HERD and GOVERD by Funder (2009-2013)

Source: Statistics Canada, Table 358-0001, 2013, OECD, S&T Scoreboard, 2013, KPMG analysis

3.3

Comparative Assessment of Canadian Industry Level
Innovation Metrics

This section quantifies the contribution of Nuclear S&T to the Industry Level innovation measures defined
in Section 3.2. This section first considers Business Expenditures on R&D (BERD), followed by the
deployment of Human Resources in Science and Technology (HRST) and the corollary deployment of
R&D personnel. Finally the implications regarding Higher Education Expenditures in R&D (HERD) are
discussed.
In all cases, to draw meaningful conclusions about the contributions of Nuclear S&T, these national
metrics are brought down to sector-based levels such that, for example, Nuclear Energy can be
reasonably compared to the other industrial sectors in this country. In all cases trends are considered
with an emphasis on natural sciences contribution.
The summary findings of this section are that, through the Nuclear Energy sector, Nuclear S&T is
enhancing Canada’s overall BERD, HERD, and HRST levels as well as improving the deployment of R&D
personnel. The Nuclear Energy sector is showing positive growth in these measures while overall the
country is declining.
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3.3.1

Comparative Assessment of BERD

Despite being a member of the G7, Canada ranked 25th among OECD countries in terms of BERD in
2011, down from 16th place in 2001. The BERD for the Nuclear Energy sector is 3 times the Canadian
average suggesting that the sector is a positive contributor to this measure of innovation capacity.
However, to better characterize this contribution, Canada’s BERD in an international context is presented
and then the composition of BERD in Canada is explored.
Canadian BERD in an International Context
Figure 11 shows the BERD for 2001 and 2011 for OECD countries that have a higher BERD than Canada.
The figure also indicates the average BERD for Ontario and Quebec as well as for utilities within the
Nuclear Energy sector.
Figure 11 – Comparative Analysis of BERD

Source: OECD, S&T Scoreboard, 2013, ISQ 2008 per CCA 2009, Interviews, KPMG analysis.

Canada’s BERD is only 60% of the average for OECD countries. Furthermore, BERD in Canada declined
by over 30% from 1.29% of GDP in 2001 to 0.89% in 2011. Canada is one of the few OECD countries
for which BERD has decreased over the period. From 2001 to 2011, the average BERD for OECD
countries modestly increased by just under 3%. According to the OECD, BERD among OECD countries
grew steadily from 1.55% of GDP in 2001 to a peak of 1.63% in 2008, before slightly declining to 1.59%
of GDP in 2011.
Of more specific relevance to Canada’s global competitiveness, the average increase in BERD from 2001
to 2011 was over 33% for the 24 countries who rank higher than Canada.
Resource vs. Technology Driven Economies and Innovation
The CCA suggested that Canada is not escaping what has been termed the resources trap. As shown in
Figure 12, countries exhibiting higher BERD intensity, such as Japan and South Korea, are typically
technology driven economies, whereas countries exhibiting lower BERD intensity, such as Canada, tend
to be more driven by the exploitation of natural resources.
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Figure 12 – Resource Leaders & Technology Leaders: BERD Intensity Comparison
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Source: CCA (2009)

According to the CCA12, Canada’s R&D to the turn of the century was driven by the telecommunications
sector. Since the collapse in 2001-2002, the country’s BERD Intensity has yet to recover. In addition, it
appears that Canada has not been able to break out of its reliance on resources for economic activity.
Related implications for Canada’s manufacturing sector and trade balance trends are explored in Section
3.4.3.
BERD in Canada
BERD in Canada occurs mostly in the manufacturing sector. Figure 13 shows the breakdown of BERD
expenditures across the four high level sectors of Canada’s GDP. Approximately 75% of BERD in Canada
arises in the Manufacturing and Technical Services sectors (as defined by NAICS codes) which only
account for just over 10% of Canada’s GDP. This gives these sectors a BERD intensity of just over 6%
combined. In contrast, Services and the other goods sectors of the economy such as resources, account
for almost 90% of GDP but have only 25% of BERD. The BERD intensity for the rest of the economy is
on the order of 0.2%. As for other countries, manufacturing is a driving engine for BERD in Canada.
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Figure 13 – Share of GDP, BERD and BERD Intensity for Broad Sectors of Canadian GDP (2013)
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12

CCA, Innovation and Business Strategy, 2009.
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BERD in the Provinces
The distribution of BERD across Canada gives a further indication of how Canada’s provincial economies
contribute to the overall BERD highlighting the relationship between innovation capacity and those
economies’ reliance on resources. Figure 14 shows how BERD Intensity varied across Canada in 2006.
Approximately 80% of BERD was performed in Ontario and Quebec, while the other provinces
(excluding B.C.) exhibited lower BERD intensities. Quebec and Ontario had the highest BERD at levels
closer to the OECD average reflecting the fact that Ontario and Quebec are the manufacturing centres in
Canada.
Figure 14 – Provincial BERD Intensity across Canada (2006)
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In contrast, the low BERD Intensities in other provinces reflects the prominence of primary resources in
their economies. The western provinces are resources rich in agriculture, forestry, and oil and gas while
the much smaller economy eastern provinces have a significant fisheries component.
This dichotomy across Canada aligns with the notion of the resources trap identified by the CCA,
particularly as the resources share of GDP continues to increase with its low BERD.
The next subsection examines the performance of individual sectors of the economy to give context for
the role that the Nuclear Energy sector plays in BERD.
Canadian Economic Sectors and Innovation
According to data from StatsCan, the top Canadian sectors in terms of BERD intensity13 include the
following:
■ Electronic Product Manufacturing
■ Aerospace Products and Parts Manufacturing
■ Pharmaceutical and Medicine Manufacturing
■ Scientific and Development (Technical) Services (previously discussed)

13

BERD Intensity is BERD as a Percentage of GDP.
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Figure 15 shows the BERD related statistics for these and several other industrial sectors in Canada,
specifically to contrast the major BERD investing sectors of manufacturing. The figure also illustrates
comparisons to the Nuclear Energy sector and depicts the distribution of these sectors across Canada’s
economy.
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Figure 15 – Share of GDP, BERD and BERD Intensity for Specific Sectors of Canadian R&D
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In 2013, the CCA Panel on Industrial R&D identified similar strengths based on BERD, but included Oil
and Gas extraction, despite its extremely low BERD. The panel noted that these strengths were
regionally focussed:
■ Information Communications Technology - While mostly located in Ontario, Quebec has the
highest share of computer and electronic products and British Columbia the largest share of
computer peripheral manufacturing, semiconductors, and computer system design.
■ Aerospace - 75% of Aerospace manufacturing is located in Quebec, with the remainder in Ontario.
■ Pharmaceuticals - Pharmaceutical are distributed mainly across Ontario and Quebec, with British
Columbia accounting for most of remainder.
■ Oil and gas - Most of Oil and Gas activity in Canada is located in Alberta, with a substantial share in
B.C.
With the concentration of R&D intensive manufacturing sectors in Quebec and Ontario, such as
pharmaceuticals, aerospace, and information communications industries, it is clear why the provincial
BERD data shown in the previous section indicates that BERD intensity is largely driven from Ontario and
Quebec.
When compared to the leading BERD contributors in the economy, the BERD of the Nuclear Utilities, at
2.5%, appears very small. However when compared to utilities overall, the Nuclear Utilities have a
substantially higher BERD and almost 3x the overall Canadian score. On the basis of this direct
comparison between utility sectors, Nuclear Energy is positively enhancing Canada’s overall BERD
intensity measure that reflects innovation capacity.
Considering further that the Nuclear Utility BERD intensity is also much higher than Mining, Oil and Gas
and Motor Vehicles, the utilities sector compares favourably among those major portions of the economy
as well.
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Domestic Champions
It is interesting to note that where BERD in Canada is strong also correlates with where Canada has had
domestic globally successful champions. “Domestic champions” act as industry leaders in product
development and innovation. These domestic champions could be players such as Bombardier in
aerospace, Research in Motion in telecommunications, or Quebec’s pharmaceutical industry. Historically
Nuclear Energy has also been a domestic champion in its niche. For this reason, the BERD intensity of
nuclear focussed companies in the nuclear supply chain has also been included in Figure 16. The BERD
for this group of companies is clearly strong.
All told, from a provincial perspective, the Nuclear Energy sector, at approximately $ 250 million per year
in R&D expenditures represents approximately 3% of Ontario's BERD.
How global competition is threatening this primary base for R&D in Canada has become public in such
areas as the business risks for Bombardier in aerospace, the collapse of RIM in telecommunications, and
the uncertain future for CANDU technologies in the nuclear sector.
In summary, the Nuclear Energy sector is a $6 billion high tech sector and one of a few sectors in Canada
with strong R&D expenditures and a culture of innovation. This sector relies on Nuclear S&T capabilities.
Through its BERD, the Nuclear Energy sector is a positive contributor to enhancing Canada’s capabilities
in innovation in comparison to other countries and in economically sustaining the Nuclear S&T
infrastructure that benefits many other aspects of Canada’s innovation system. The relevance of this
infrastructure to the rest of Canada’s innovation system is addressed in other sections.
Sectoral Share of GDP and BERD Intensity Evolution
The following charts highlight the evolution of the share of GDP and BERD intensity for sectors selected
for analysis purposes as described in the previous section. Observations include:
■ BERD Intensity has decreased for all Canadian sectors exhibiting high BERD, except the Nuclear
Utilities sector which exhibits an upward trend.
■ Increases in Aerospace BERD correlate strongly with the federal Strategic Aerospace and Defense
Initiative (SADI).
■ BERD intensities in the Pharmaceutical and Auto sector has dropped dramatically since the
recession, potentially due to the significant shift in market share that is occurring among suppliers.
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Figure 16 – Share of GDP and BERD Intensity by Sector
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3.3.2 Comparative Assessment of HRST
HRST is an innovation capacity measure that refers to the employment of Human Resources in Science
and Technology. It addresses the availability of scientists and engineers as an enabling capability for
industry to undertake S&T that has the potential to result in innovation. A corollary to this is the
employment of R&D personnel in the economy, which is discussed in this section as well.
The findings of this section are twofold: (1) the Nuclear Energy sector is a strong employer of HRST
within the Canadian economy which ranks low on this measure in the critical manufacturing sector; and
(2) The Nuclear Energy sector is one of few examples where Canadian R&D capacity is being retained if
not enhanced amidst a reduction in Canada’s overall R&D personnel.
Based on the OECD’s S&T Scoreboard (2012), Canada’s HRST stands at 35% of total employment in
2012, putting it in 14th place. Canada’s HRST employees represent 11.5% of total employment in the
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manufacturing industry, against 39% in the services industry. Although a higher concentration of HRST
employees in the services industry is common across all OECD countries, Canada’s HRST score in the
manufacturing industry puts it in 24th place, amongst the lowest in the OECD.
Figure 17 – Comparative Analysis of HRST as a Percentage of Total Employment in OECD
Countries (2008)
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Figure 18 shows that the Canadian nuclear sector is a strong employer of HRST, both with respect to
Canada overall and with respect to the manufacturing sector. This strong employment of HRST extends
throughout the nuclear supply chain including the utilities, the supply chain companies whose primary
business lies in nuclear, and for nuclear medicine companies.
Figure 18 – Average HRST as a Percentage of Total Employment, by Sector

Source: StatsCan, KPMG analysis, Interviews.
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Sectoral Assessment of R&D Personnel
Similar to BERD, deployment of R&D Personnel is also in decline, down by 10% between 2009 and
2011, most notably in sectors where Canada has had global champions. In contrast, R&D expenditures
have increased in the nuclear sector. These findings are illustrated in Figure 19.
Manufacturing, represents 41% of total R&D personnel (and only 11% of total Canadian GDP),
Architectural, Engineering and Scientific R&D Services represent almost 30% of total R&D personnel (but
less than 3% of GDP), Services represent 25% of total R&D personnel, but 70% of GDP. The decline in
R&D personnel in manufacturing since 2009 is very large at 16%. Modest growth in technical services
has somewhat offset it, but continued contraction of R&D spending throughout the remainder of the
economy is leaving Canada with 10% less R&D personnel available to support innovation.
Figure 19 – R&D Personnel
Total R&D Personnel and Percentage Variation, 2009 and 2011
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The lower half of Figure 19 shows the distribution and trends for various industrial sectors. The R&D
personnel reductions in Manufacturing are mostly due to declines in the Pharmaceutical and Motor
Vehicle sectors at almost 30% each. However, total R&D personnel have grown by 20% in the
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Aerospace sector, presumably fuelled by SADI. Although Electronic Product Manufacturing only shrunk
by 6% between 2009 and 2011, it could be expected that R&D personnel in this industry sector would
have shrunk since 2011 due to Research in Motion’s difficult financial situation, multiple layoffs, and the
transfer of the manufacturing side of their business overseas. Utilities, Mining, Oil and Gas show smaller
rates of declines compared to the manufacturing sectors.
As nuclear R&D spending increased 8% between 2009 and 201114, it could be expected that deployed
R&D personnel serving the nuclear sector would have increased as well. The Nuclear Energy sector is
one of few examples where Canadian R&D capacity is being retained if not enhanced.

3.3.3 Comparative Assessment of HERD
HERD is an innovation capacity measure that refers to the Higher Education Expenditures on R&D. As an
innovation capacity measure it addresses the availability of capacity in the economy that could be
leveraged by industry to innovate.
The findings of this section are twofold: (1) Nuclear Energy sector HERD, based on NSERC funding only,
is almost twice that of Canada’s natural sciences HERD indicating the Nuclear Energy sector is positively
contributing to Canada’s innovation capacity on this measure; and (2) Although HERD in Canada
increased by 14.5% between 2001 and 2011, it was mostly in social sciences shifting Canada’s research
specialization away from natural sciences. (3) Three of the research areas where Canada is seen to be
lagging in comparative effort to other countries are where 70% of Nuclear S&T activities occur, providing
research strength that improves the balance of Canada’s research portfolio.
Internationally, Canada’s HERD ranks high but growth has been less than the global average and limited
to social sciences. As shown in Figure 20, according to the OECD, HERD in Canada increased by14.5%
between 2001 and 2011. However, Canada ranked 8th among OECD countries in terms of HERD in 2011,
down from 5th place in 2001.
Although Canada’s HERD increased over the period, the decline in ranking is explained by the fact that
the OECD average HERD increased by 20%, while those who ranked higher than Canada increased by
almost 40%.

14

Confidential COG Annual Reports, referenced with permission.
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Figure 20 – Comparative Analysis of HERD
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HERD includes the two categories of natural sciences and engineering as well as social sciences and
humanities.
■ Natural Sciences and Engineering – including engineering, mathematical, life and physical
sciences.
■ Social Sciences and Humanities – including such disciplines as anthropology, demography,
economics, geography, history, languages, literature and linguistics, law, library science,
philosophy, political science, psychology, religious studies, social work, sociology, and urban and
regional studies.
As demonstrated in Figure 21, Canada’s 14.5% growth in HERD over the period is associated with a
stronger increase in social sciences HERD. Figure 21 shows how HERD intensity for social sciences
grew by 224%, compared to natural sciences (198%) over the period from 1997 to 2011. This period of
time reflects the impact of when the CFI and CRC programs were introduced.
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Figure 21 – Natural and Social Sciences HERD Comparison (1997 vs. 2012)
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There are two implications for this study that arise from the above trend in HERD growth: (1) Nuclear
S&T in the higher education sector only relates to natural sciences R&D and so in order to be
comparable, a focus on the natural sciences in this study is appropriate; and (2) In order to prepare for
conducting the bibliometric analyses, the implications on research areas being emphasized is important
to understand.
Assessing Nuclear Energy Sector HERD
Figure 22 compares Canada’s overall HERD Intensity to the of the Nuclear Energy sector. This
comparison is made after removal of the social sciences component of Canada’s HERD. The results
show that the Canadian Nuclear Energy sector’s HERD intensity contribution of 0.38% is almost twice as
high as Canada’s overall HERD of 0.17%15.
This result indicates that the Nuclear Energy sector positively contributes to innovation capacity measure
against Canada’s overall HERD.
Figure 22 – Comparison of HERD Intensity: Canada Overall vs. Canadian Nuclear Industry
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This comparison is after adjusting for removal of social sciences spending from the overall number and also discounting the 45%
higher education contribution as this portion is not known for the nuclear numbers.

15
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Canada’s Research Activity Trends
As funding and grant award practices change, the areas of research being conducted also evolve. The
changing funding towards social sciences discussed earlier is affecting Canada’s share of research in
natural sciences publications. Canada’s research specialization is higher for social and health sciences
than natural sciences. Canada produces relatively more publications in these fields than other countries in
the world. The trend between 2001 and 2010 shows increased social sciences research activity, even
where already highly indexed.
Figure 23 shows that Canada is less cited where Canada is leading in specialization and more cited
where Canada is lagging in specialization. The Specialization Index, computed by Science Metrix,
identifies where there is more or less effort being applied in a given country as compared to others.
Where Canada is highly specialized has been labelled as “leading” in a global research context, and
where Canada’s efforts are lesser comparatively to others has been labelled as lagging.
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Figure 23 shows that Canada’s role in Natural Sciences leadership, as measured by specialization, is not
as pronounced as Canada’s leadership in social sciences. Furthermore, Canada’s specialization in Natural
Sciences appears to be falling. Where Canada has had a greater focus than other countries (ICT,
engineering, biology, environment), the specialization edge has fallen with Canada’s research in these
areas forming a smaller portion of Canada’s research mix. Where Canada is significantly lagging in
specialization (physics, chemistry, math, general science, strategic technologies), modest re-emphasis is
occurring and Canadian researchers are more highly cited. Three of these areas are strengths of Nuclear
S&T enabled capabilities.
The Natural Sciences research fields where Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities are mostly deployed are
illustrated in Figure 24. The top 3 research fields, representing 70% of the Nuclear S&T enabled research
output, are in “lagging” research sectors. The next 20% of output is in the “leading” fields of
Engineering, Biomedical Research and Environmental Sciences. Note that contributions from Nuclear
16

Note: Lagging health sciences is clinical medicine
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Medicine, which are a subset of clinical medicine, have not been included in data set depicted in Figure
24.
Figure 24 – Percentage of Nuclear S&T Enabled Research Publications by Research Subject

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

Nuclear Energy sector sponsored professors are demonstrating increased publications. Over the last 6
years, Nuclear Energy sector sponsored professors have increased the collective number of published
papers by over 30%, as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 – Number of Publications by Nuclear Energy Related Researchers (2007 vs. 2013)
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Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results using the Web of Science database and KPMG analysis

These observations suggest that the Nuclear Energy sector is positively contributing to natural sciences
research activity and related innovation capacity in the higher education sector.

3.4

Research Capability International Comparisons

This section looks at how Canada has been compared to other countries on the measures of its
reputation for S&T capabilities and for the measured quality of its research publications. The purpose of
this section is to establish a context for examining how Nuclear S&T is contributing to Canada’s benefit
and the framework of analysis required to support a more in depth analysis of Canada’s research results
to be captured by the bibliometrics.
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The comparisons addressed are conducted at the national level, with a focus on the natural sciences, and
using the fields of research described in the CCA reports as prepared by Science Metrix. To support the
analysis, a short list of comparable countries is developed.
The CCA reported findings regarding Canada’s research ranking on the international stage are reevaluated in the context of the above definitions.
Specific fields of research were examined by Science Metrix in an independent study for TRIUMF that
addressed the fields of sub-atomic sciences, which are a useful proxy for the portfolio of the activities
considered in this study. The findings shed light on how Canada compares to other countries in these
specialized multidisciplinary areas.
Finally this section presents an illustration of how patents, papers, and manufacturing (all key elements
of the measures of an innovative society) are related.
The findings of this section are that, while Canada is an average research contributor within its peer
group, when evaluated on the basis of individual research fields, the results suggest that Nuclear S&T is
positively contributing to Canada’s relative innovation capacity measures through higher ARC scores for
research conducted by Nuclear S&T enabled researchers. The contribution of Nuclear S&T’s capabilities
in materials science also enhances the innovation capabilities of industry.

3.4.1

International Research Comparisons for Natural Sciences

The purpose of this section is to establish the relevant method by which to assess Canada’s Nuclear S&T
ARC comparisons and introduce Canada level results arising from Nuclear S&T enabled research.
This section first evaluates the method by which the CCA established Canada’s high ranking in
international ARC comparisons and the relevance of this finding. Limitations of that comparison are
highlighted that drive the need to compare performance on an individual field of research level. Secondly,
Canada’s ARC performance is compared internationally on such a per field basis and the impact to those
fields of Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities is introduced.
The conclusions of this section are twofold: (1) Canada overall is an average performer on published
research when considered against a peer group; and (2) Nuclear S&T enabled research is improving
Canada’s score and helping to keep Canada solidly within its peer group.
Interpreting Published Claims of Canada’s Research Impact Rankings
The conclusion of the CCA 2012 report was that Canada’s research contributions were well regarded
within the international community. This assessment was based on two methods. One method involved
a survey of national and international experts where these experts were asked their opinions of the
research capabilities of various nations. The other method was based on a bibliometric analyses
conducted by Science Metrix.
Both of these methods were all inclusive of research activities conducted in Canada and globally,
spanning social sciences and the humanities, clinical medicine and natural sciences. As mentioned
above, assessing Nuclear S&T related bibliometric contributions to innovation capacity is relevant only to
natural sciences. Therefore, an assessment of the impact of removing social science and health related
fields from both CCA’s bibliometrics (ARC) and reputational survey results was undertaken. The objective
was to provide a more relevant context for assessing the implications of Nuclear S&T enabled research.
The results and implications are as follows:
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Developing Naturals Sciences Only Comparators
After these adjustments, the resulting reputational and bibliometric rankings for Canada declined. On
research capability reputation, as illustrated in Figure 26 below, Canada’s rank dropped from 4th to 6th
place.
Figure 26 – Canada’s international Reputation for Natural Sciences
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After removing the social sciences from the bibliometric measures, Canada’s ranking didn’t alter but it
became clear that most G7 nations have similar ARCs as illustrated in Figure 27 below.
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Figure 27 - Canada’s International Bibliometric Ranking for Natural Sciences
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The above illustration also highlights a well-recognized deficiency in the bibliometric approach in that nonEnglish speaking nations tend to have lower ARC scores. This is evidenced at the bottom of Figure 27
where Korea, Japan, China, India and Brazil are shown. For this reason, while ARC scores that are greater
than 1.0 indicate a higher than average number of citations, the global average is lowered significantly by
non-English speaking nations despite the recognized quality of research that goes on in those countries
(e.g. Japan, China, and Korea).
Establishing a Comparator Group of Countries
Given these limitations, a comparator set of countries was created. The approach to collecting a
comparator set of countries was to identify the top 10 wealthiest economies using Purchasing Power
Parity (PPP) per capita GDP as one criterion, and population size as another. For a country to be
considered in this comparator group, it had to have per capita GDP of at least $30K. Then it had to have a
population of at least 17 million (half of Canada). These limits were set in order to yield the desired peer
group size of 10 countries (in addition to Canada). The effect, with respect to the chart above is that
Switzerland, at the top of the chart, Sweden in the middle, and India, Brazil and China at the bottom get
removed.
When the resulting group is viewed as a relevant comparator, the conclusion is that Canada ranks
approximately in the middle of its peers. For example, on the Natural Sciences ARC measures shown
above, Canada ranks in the middle of the pack, tied with Germany and Australia as before:
There is not a large difference between these countries when considering 8th place France at 1.24 vs the
2nd place UK at 1.38, only a 10% difference over this broad range. When compared to the average ARC
of this peer group, Canada is slightly below the average of the NA/EU countries and slightly above the
average of the whole group when including Japan and Korea. An average excluding Japan and Korea is
provided to illustrate the impact of the language bias. Note that these averages are only an approximation
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as they have been estimated using data from the CCA 2012 report appendices applying an arithmetic
weighting based on the number of papers in each field of research for each country.
Additional Limitations of Comparing ARC Measure Indicators
As the set of comparable countries were selected based upon their relative wealth, a comparison of their
ARCs in this context is illustrated in Figure 28.
ARCs among these nations are somewhat correlated with national per capita wealth. There is a drop of
over 10% along the trend line from the ARC of the wealthiest nation (US) to that of the least wealthy EU
nation (Spain). This range is similar to the differences in ARCs shown in Figure 27 above that compared
the top 10 countries.
Against this trend line, however, the Netherlands and the UK stand out as having achieved exceptional
ARC. Similarly, Japan and Korea stand out as having particularly low ARC. For Japan and Korea, this is
more likely a limitation of the English bias in the bibliometric approach than a real measure of the quality
of research conducted in those nations.
Considering the CCA observation that, on a reputation basis, Germany, France, and Japan are all more
highly regarded than Canada, the implications brought out in Figure 28 may provide a rationalization of
the two findings. Part of Canada’s relative ARC achievements may be correlated with Canada’s per capita
GDP wealth advantage, at least among this peer group.
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The conclusion from these observations is that Canada’s bibliometric performance does not particularly
stand out one way or another among its peer group of comparable countries. Furthermore, limitations of
the methods at the aggregate country level suggest ARC measure comparisons among Canada’s peers
may not be meaningful due to the small number differences. Furthermore, due to small number
differences, the use of absolute rankings may be misleading.
KPMG has thus determined that the best way to illustrate the benefit to Canada of the Nuclear S&T
enabled research capability is to contrast the ARC scores for that research against Canada’s overall
score. KPMG commissioned a bibliometric analysis of the specific Nuclear S&T enabled research
activities. The net impact of that analysis, which is described thoroughly in Chapter 6, is summarized in
Table 4.
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Table 4 – ARC of Nuclear S&T Enabled Research vs Canada Overall
Bibliometrics for Natural Sciences and Medicine
Canada (Natural Sciences)

Papers

ARC

ARIF

227342

1.24

1.15

Nuclear S&T (Natural Sciences)

9192

1.30

1.21

Percent

4.0%

5.2%

5.1%

98,724

1.42

1.23

Nuclear Medicine

1,139

1.78

1.23

Percent

1.2%

25.4%

0%

Canada (Clinical Medicine)

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

The results, at the aggregate level show that Nuclear S&T leads to higher ARC results which in general
must be contributing to Canada’s overall score. The next section looks at how Canada compares at the
individual fields of research level.
Canada’s International Rankings by Field of Research
As identified earlier, Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities contribute to many fields. Canada’s rank
amongst its peers varies among the different fields of research.
The previous section discussed Canada’s overall ranking compared to other nations using overall ARC
metrics for Canada’s natural science research portfolio. This section examines individual fields of study
within the natural sciences to identify where Canada’s strengths lie vis-a-vis the group of comparable
countries introduced above. This assessment is made through evaluating the bibliometric results by field
of study as produced in the CCA 2012 report.
Figure 29 below depicts Canada’s ARC in relationship to the average, min and max of other countries in
the comparator group. Japan and Korea have been excluded as they are generally at the bottom of the
scale due to suspected language biases that likely distort the results. The figure thus compares Canada’s
ARC as a percentage of the average ARC for the remaining top 9 countries (including Canada).
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Figure 29 – International Comparison of Canada’s ARC by Field of Research (Excluding Japan and
Korea)
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From Canada’s overall 6th ranking shown in the previous section, it would be reasonable to expect
Canada to be about average when considering the individual fields of research. At the field of research
level, Canada has above average ARC in only two research fields:
■ ICT – but with the loss of RIM as discussed earlier, Canada’s role in this field may decline
■ Physics and Astronomy – as expected based on the CCA findings.
Canada is below average in the other nine research fields, with particular weakness, surprisingly, in the
areas of Agriculture (which includes forestry and fisheries) as well Earth and Environmental Sciences,
two important sectors in Canada’s economy.
Canada’s ranking in each of these areas, out of the 9 countries assessed, is mostly below the average at
about 6th place except for its few areas of strength.
Table 5 – Canada’s Ranking Among Top 9 Economies
Field of Research

Ranking

Agriculture

6

Biology

5

Biomedical Research

5

Built Environment and Design

7

Chemistry

6

Earth and Environmental Science

6

Enabling and Strategic Technologies

6

Engineering

4

Information and Communication Technologies

4

Mathematics and Statistics

7

Physics and Astronomy
2
Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

Canada’s much acclaimed area of strength by ranking is in Physics and Astronomy. However, as
mentioned in the previous subsection, rankings may be misleading due to small number sensitivities.
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Figure 30 illustrates the ARC scores for Physics and Astronomy. Canada is almost tied with three other
countries with less than +/- 1% difference between them. This is not a surprising result given the
extremely high degree of collaborations that occur within the Physics communities. As Canada
collaborates on over 80% of its physics related publications with the US, both countries will be including
the same papers within their ARC score. This collaboration contributes to the respective net results not
deviating much from this common average.
Figure 30 – International ARCs for Physics and Astronomy
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Summary Results
The results presented in this section suggest that Canada is average amongst its peers in achieving
ARCs from its publications in natural sciences. Nuclear S&T enabled research achieves higher ARCs than
Canada overall suggesting that it is positively contributing to this measure of innovation capacity.
The conclusion of this section is that: (1) Nuclear S&T contributes to a wide variety of research fields; (2)
ARC scores vary among these fields; and (3) Canada’s ranking also varies, then a more in depth field
specific bibliometric analysis is required to tease out Nuclear S&T contributions. This report addresses
two mechanisms for achieving this:
■ The next section summarizes some findings produced by Science Metrix for TRIUMF that were
focussed on Nuclear S&T specific topics.
■ The detailed Canada analysis commissioned by KPMG is discussed in Chapter 6 addressing
Canada’s mosaic of Nuclear S&T capabilities.

3.4.2

Canada’s International Measures on Sub-Atomic Sciences

This section explores the results of a previous analysis was conducted by Science Metrix on behalf of
TRIUMF.
The purpose of reviewing that analysis is that it included an international benchmarking of the
bibliometric contributions for fields of study related to sub-atomic sciences. As defined by Science
Metrix, sub-atomic sciences included the 5 fields of Particle Physics, Nuclear Physics, Accelerator
Physics, Materials Sciences and Nuclear Medicine. These definitions overlap substantially with the
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current study and thus were considered a useful proxy for indicating how Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled
research capabilities fare on the international stage. As already described, results of the analysis carried
out in the previous section, at the aggregate level, show that Nuclear S&T leads to higher ARC results
which in general must be contributing to Canada’s overall score.
This section first considers the overall impact of the sub-atomic sciences fields. The specific breakout of
Nuclear Medicine is then discussed and, finally, an examination of the related materials sciences is
provided. The section closes with a summary of the bibliometric comparators.
The findings of this section show that in the areas of subatomic sciences, Canada achieves higher than
average bibliometric results compared to the peer group of comparable countries. Nuclear S&T enabled
research is thus enhancing Canada’s performance on this measure of innovation capacity.
Bibliometric Results of Overall Sub-Atomic Sciences Research Fields
The overall results of the analysis are depicted in Figure 31which contrasts the Average Relative Citations
(ARC) for the papers published by each country against the Specialization Index (SI) for the subatomic
sciences field of research within the countries. The left axis shows that Canada has achieved a significant
ARC for this aggregate group of research activities, second only to the Netherlands. This is similar to the
ARC results portrayed in Figure 30 of section 3.4.1 for the general Physics and Astronomy field of
research. Note how the BRIC country ARCs are all below the world average which may be indicative of
the language bias inherent in the bibliometric analyses.
Figure 31 – SI vs ARC for Sub-Atomic Sciences

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric study for TRIUMF

Canada’s Specialization Index (SI) (bottom axis) for Sub-atomic Sciences is far lower than most countries
in the control group used for this study, the exception being Australia. The Specialization Index refers to
the relative number of publications produced by a country in a given field of research as compared to the
other fields of research pursued in that nation. The score is adjusted to a scale that references 1.0 as
representing the distribution of global research papers across all fields of research (including social
sciences, humanities and health sciences). It is interesting that Canada has achieved such a high score in
an area which has so much less activity relative to other countries. As discussed earlier, the degree to
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which Canada collaborates in this field may be related to this finding and is discussed further in other
sections.
To help understand the inferences of the Specialization Index (SI) as produced by Science Metrix in their
analysis, the CCA 2012 dataset was assessed to estimate the relative papers per capita among the group
of top 10 economies. The results are shown in Figure 32.
Figure 32 – Comparison of Specialization Focus of research in Natural Sciences vs. Subatomic
Physics
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The Physics and Astronomy field of research, in the taxonomy of the CCA report, was used as a proxy to
the sub-atomic sciences category in the TRIUMF study. To illustrate a proxy for SI, the per capita papers
published in each country were calculated on a percentage basis with respect to the US. As shown in the
figure, all countries, except Canada and Australia, have a greater proportion of papers being published in
sub-atomic sciences (blue) than they do in natural sciences. This shift is indicative of a research
specialization in physics for all those countries that is higher than Canada’s.
International Measures for Nuclear Medicine
The study for TRIUMF also included an assessment of Nuclear Medicine as a subset of sub-atomic
sciences. The results of that analysis are provided in Figure 33 below. The results show Canada places
second overall in this field based on ARC, but again with a low Specialization Index.
Given Canada’s role in the global supply of medical isotopes, a low Specialization Index compared to all
other countries is an interesting finding. Note that the top ranked Netherlands, by ARC, is home to the
Petten reactor facility, the other major global workhorse for the production of medical isotopes. Given
that Canada is home to the NRU, a significant isotope production facility similar to Petten, the low SI
could be considered unexpected. One factor that may be contributing is the degree to which the nuclear
medicine technology supply chain resides outside of Canada as compared to the Netherlands.
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Figure 33 – SI vs ARC for Nuclear Medicine

Source: Computed by Science Metrix for TRIUMF using the Scopus Database (Elsevier)

Figure 34 – Nuclear Medicine Papers per Population (Comparison Index vs. US Reference)
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However, as mentioned earlier, Canada generally publishes significantly more material than other
countries. The paper/population index comparator discussed above when applied to Nuclear Medicine,
shows that Canada is ranked 4th on a per capita basis in publishing Nuclear Medicine material,
significantly lower than the Netherlands output. Contrasting this finding against Canada’s tendency to
produce very many more papers than other countries may explain why Canada’s Specialization index is
lower for nuclear medicine.
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International Measures on Materials Science
The results for the Materials Science portion of the analysis are shown in Figure 35.
Figure 35 – SI vs ARC for Materials Sciences

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results for TRIUMF

This chart shows the top right hand quadrant of high ARCs and high SI scores include nations that have
high manufacturing components of their GDP. Within the control group of this study, these countries are
Germany, France, Spain and Italy. Canada’s ARC of 1.24 is only slightly lower than the paper weighted
average of the group, excluding Korea and Japan, and gives Canada a ranking of 3rd overall, marginally
higher than Germany and the UK.
Korea and Japan are in the lower right quadrant due to their low ARCs but high specialization in materials
sciences. As mentioned consistently in this study, the ARCs for these nations are potentially influenced
by language biases in the bibliometric approach. But the SI indicator provides a valid expression of
international priority differences. This result suggests that materials science maybe important to
manufacturing based economies.
The WEF Innovation Index criterion emphasizes the importance of the manufacturing sector in
contributing to high innovation scores. Figure 7 from section 3.2 shows Japan, Korea and Germany to
have among the highest BERD scores which correlate with the data above indicating high SIs. The WEF
Innovation Index scores for the US and Netherlands may also correlate with the high ARC in materials
sciences shown above.
These results support the notion that Nuclear S&T enabled material sciences are an important factor in
many innovation score measures.
Summary
Table 6 summarizes the bibliometric results from the TRIUMF sponsored study as illustrated in the
preceding figures. The comparative country control group represents the top 10 countries by wealth
identified for use in this report. The results of this section suggest that Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled
capabilities place Canada above its peers in the quality of research results that are published. In contrast
to the observations provide in the previous section, the comparisons offered here between specific
Nuclear S&T enabled research areas clearly demonstrate that Nuclear S&T improves Canada’s ARC with
respect to its peers and hence enhances Canada’s rating against this measure of innovation capacity.
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Table 6 – Bibliometric Results from TRIUMF study
Canada ARC

Average
Comparative
Country ARC

Canada
Rank

Sub-Atomic Sciences

1.55

1.33

2

Materials Science

1.24

1.18

3

Nuclear Medicine

1.43

1.22

2

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results, KPMG analysis

3.4.3

Manufacturing Economies and Nuclear S&T Contribution to Innovation

This section explores how Nuclear S&T contributes to the innovation capacity measure related to
providing enabling capabilities that support industrial innovation.
This section first establishes that manufacturing is important to innovative economies and, by corollary, is
important to reversing Canada’s declining reputation. The importance of Nuclear S&T to manufacturing,
particularly in materials science is then established. Finally, measures of the quality of Canada’s Nuclear
S&T enabled materials science research capabilities are presented.
The conclusion of this section is that Nuclear S&T in Canada is a strong enabler of innovation capacity in
Canada’s manufacturing industries. An examination of which sectors are leveraging this capability is
addressed in Chapter 6.
Manufacturing and the Innovation Index
A large part of the measures that influence the WEF assessment of innovative economies is the strength
and leadership of their manufacturing sectors.
Unfortunately, manufacturing in Canada has been in significant decline for the last 10 years. Figure 36
shows that Canada’s has had the most rapid contraction of manufacturing among the peer group of
collaborative countries.
Figure 36 – International Comparison of Manufacturing GDP Trends Among Peer Nations

Source: OECD, KPMG analysis
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France, the UK, Australia, and Canada, have seen significant degradations in their manufacturing sectors
with all nations now having much smaller manufacturing sectors. The significant erosion Canada’s
manufacturing sector since 2001 has cut Canada’s manufacturing in half from almost 18% of GDP in
2001 approximately to 9% in 2012, a very short time span. Figure 36 also indicates that there is a
correlation between manufacturing sector decline and patenting practices. This relationship is explored
further in the next section.
The impact of Canada’s manufacturing sector is decline is dramatically illustrated by Canada’s trade
balance as indicated in Figure 37. From a global perspective, the trends in Figure 37 show that Canada is
moving rapidly towards the characteristics of a factor based economy, typically indicative of a country
with low WEF Innovation Index scores.
Figure 37 – Trends in Canada’s Trade Balance

Source: “Trade Trends: One Big Winner, Lots of Little Losers” – BMO 2013.

BMO’s Doug Porter published the above material with the following comment: “Canadian merchandise
trade figures show energy resources extraction doing just fine and everything else rapidly eroding. The
12 month trade surplus in energy goods rose to $63.6 billion (or 3.4% of GDP). Bad news is the trade
deficit in all other goods continues to plumb the depths. The 12-month total hit a record of $72.9 billion
loss (or nearly 4% of GDP). As recently as 2007, non-energy merchandise trade was in a surplus. That is
a massive deterioration in a short period.”
It is observable that the shift in Canada’s trade balance for all sectors except for energy began dropping
at the same time as BERD began its decline in 2001. Illustrating the Innovation Index alongside BERD
highlights how Canada’s reputation as an innovation driven economy is being impacted. Figure 38 shows
how the peer group of comparator nations rank today on the Innovation Index and the correlation with
BERD. Since 2006, Canada’s placement in the chart has visibly degraded with its score reducing by 8%.
This shift of Canada’s ranking within the Innovation Index is indicative of a shift away from an innovation
driven economy towards a factor driven economy using the WEF’s taxonomy of global competitiveness.
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Figure 38 – BERD and Innovation Among Canada’s Peer Nations

Source: WEF, KPMG analysis

The WEF Innovation Index places an importance on the manufacturing sector in contributing to high
innovation scores. Japan, Korea and Germany have the highest BERD score which correlates both with
their very high proportion of manufacturing in their economy and their overall WEF Innovation Index
Score. The Netherlands, a country that also has a very strong manufacturing sector, has achieved a high
Innovation Index score despite its relatively low BERD.
Canada’s Research Practices and Nuclear S&T Driven Innovation
This subsection addresses four topics: (1) the significance of Canada’s high rate of research paper
production, and the relationship between papers, patents and manufacturing trends; (2) the correlation
between Nuclear S&T enabled research and manufacturing economies; (3) implications from Canada’s
research alignment with the US; and (4) the impact of Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled materials science
publications.
The conclusion of this subsection is that Nuclear S&T, through the enabled materials science capabilities,
is a strong enabler of Canadian innovation capacity in the manufacturing sector.
Chapters 5 and 6 discuss further the roles that Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities play in Canada’s different
industrial sectors.
Papers and Patents
The CCA 2012 report comments that Canada contributes a greater share of the world’s papers than its
population would suggest and positions this claim as an achievement for Canada. This is not necessarily
a good thing in the context of driving innovation outcomes that have socio-economic impact on Canada.
Similar to the relationship ARC ratings have with national wealth, population size plays a role in the
quantity of paper production, the two of which are highly correlated with each other.
Figure 41 below shows population by country against academic research papers produced, with the
countries ordered by their GDP wealth. The difference between the green and red lines indicates
whether a country has a higher or lower per capita production of research papers.
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At first glance, higher wealth nations tend to have a greater paper production than the lower wealth
nations. However, when paper production per capita is compared to patent activity per capita, an
interesting pattern emerges. The figure below plots per capita Triadic Patents against per capita research
paper production, normalized for convenience to a percentage of the US. This illustration shows that
relative to all the countries in the peer group, Canada has a very high per capita paper production but a
very low per capita patent production.
Figure 40 – Relation between Patenting and Publishing Activities
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There is a correlation among most of the countries between high paper production metric and low patent
activity. This may suggest that high paper production occurs when more information is being freely
exchanged. In strong patent environments, protecting the IP until it can be patented/commercialized
usually keeps the IP out of the public domain (Note: bibliometric analyses can only measure material in
the public domain).
Canada is not necessarily more prolific at conducting research, but Canada definitely produces
significantly more public domain research papers on a per capita basis than the rest of the countries.
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Germany and the Netherlands have clearly bucked this trend with both nations producing more papers
per capita than the US and yet also have a higher per capita patent activity.
The CCA report identified the correlation between BERD and patent activity. Low BERD, like in Canada,
is correlated with low patents. It appears that Canada’s low patent activity amidst a rich research
environment may have translated into a high contribution to knowledge in the public domain instead. This
relationship is not uncommon according to Figure 40.
As BERD and patents are also highly correlated with manufacturing, the implication of these trends was
included in Figure 36 of the previous subsection. In that figure, those countries with higher patent activity
than the US have both a higher manufacturing sector (as % of GDP) and have realized less degradation in
their manufacturing output. Korea is distinguished as the only economy in this peer group that has seen
its manufacturing sector rise significantly.
Referring back again to Figure 36, France, the UK, Australia, and Canada have seen significant
degradations in their manufacturing sector that would appear to correlate, in that order, with their level of
patent activity and paper production. All these nations now have much smaller manufacturing sectors,
due to significant erosion since 2001.
Of special note is the position of the Nuclear Energy sector in Canada as it pertains to publishing and
patents. Based on interviews, companies involved in emerging and new technologies such as General
Fusion and Candu Energy Inc (CEI), are very interested in patent protection. Other members of the
nuclear supply chain feel that the captive CANDU market provides sufficient IP protection on its own and
the disclosure of inventions and intended research through the patenting process poses more of a risk to
the loss of IP leverage.
Figure 41 below shows how there are fewer publications from Nuclear Energy professors in the control
group of this study. As will be discussed later, this group represents a significant portion of collaborative
research with industry and so the publishing trend is more likely correlated with the symptoms in Figure
40 than poor effort on their part. Much of the research conducted by the Nuclear Energy professors is
conducted on behalf of the Candu Owners Group (COG), the utilities and AECL and as such the reports
are delivered to them and hence not publicly measureable by the bibliometric analysis.
Figure 41 – Nuclear S&T Enabled Professor Publications (Total Publications 2007 to 2013)
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Nuclear S&T Enabled Materials Sciences Relationship with Manufacturing
There is some correlation between manufacturing success and a country's Specialization Index (SI) in
materials research as shown in Figure 42. Specialization refers to the degree to which a portion of
country’s engagement in a particular research area is higher or lower than others.
When adjusted for biases associated with social sciences, most countries appear to fall along a line of
correlation. Germany stands out as a strong success story, deviating from this trend in a positive way, as
it has for the other measures illustrated in this section. Germany has the strongest specialization in
Nuclear S&T enabled research and the only European country to have experienced positive
manufacturing sector GDP growth. Unsuccessful outliers include France and the UK who, despite strong
materials related research, still have a declining manufacturing GDP. Korea is successful at
manufacturing despite a low specialisation in nuclear enabled materials sciences. However, Korea also
publishes far less with a high patent record which may explain their position on this index.
Figure 42 – Nuclear S&T Enabled Materials Science and Manufacturing GDP Growth

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis (Note on above figure. SI’s have been adjusted to remove biases
associated with research in the social sciences)

Canada is also an outlier with serious manufacturing GDP challenges notwithstanding it having an SI
similar to the US. Canada’s position on this chart could be related to the degree to which its SI scores
generally align with the US.
Canada’s research relationship with the US and Implications in Materials Sciences SI
Canada tends to invest in similar research areas and collaborates heavily with the US. Figure 43 shows
that the correlation between the US and Canada in priorities across fields of research is very high, except
in fields where Nuclear S&T capabilities are not highly leveraged. Figure 47 shows that the US is
Canada’s leading partner in collaborations on Nuclear S&T enabled materials research.
Figure 43, shows that the US has prioritized Bio medical research more than Canada, while Canada has a
greater emphasis on ICT and agriculture than the US.
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Figure 43 – Alignment of US and Canada Research Specialization
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Figure 44 shows the distribution of research fields that Nuclear S&T enabled researchers in Materials
Science contribute to. Of the areas in Figure 43 where the US and Canada deviate in research priorities,
these areas do not involve large applications of materials science.
Figure 44 – Nuclear S&T Enabled Material Science Research by Field of Research
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As presented in Section 3.4.2, the Web of Science (WoS) category of Physics and Astronomy has a
strong overlap with the fields of subatomic sciences which, in turn, includes specializations in Nuclear
S&T enabled materials sciences. Furthermore, the category for Enabling and Strategic Technologies
includes a sub field specifically for materials science. It is for these reasons that the Nuclear S&T enabled
Materials Science research capabilities established in this study have strong focus in these two
measured fields of research.
Finally, another driver that influences the degree to which Canada and the US have similar SIs for
materials science is that the US is Canada’s leading research collaborative partner. The implications of
this are discussed further in the next section.
Value of Canada’s Nuclear S&T Enabled Materials Science Research
Nuclear S&T is critical to the field of advanced Materials Science research. Publications from the Nuclear
S&T enabled materials science professors included in this study’s control group represent the large
majority of papers published that are enabled by Nuclear S&T as shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45 – Nuclear S&T Enabled Research Publications (2007-2013)
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Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled materials science publications achieve higher than average ARCs in the 7
of 9 Nuclear S&T research fields shown in Figure 46.
Figure 46 – Canada’s Nuclear S&T Material Science ARC Compared with Nuclear S&T Overall
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International Nuclear S&T Materials Science Collaborations
The Nuclear S&T enabled materials science researchers collaborate internationally on approximately 50%
of their publications. Figure 47 shows the degree to which these collaborative papers involve
international partners. At 50% of the collaborated papers, the US is by far Canada’s leading partner in
collaborations on Nuclear S&T enabled materials research.
Internationally, Canada collaborates the next most with China and Japan, but each of the remaining
European manufacturing leaders also collaborate on over 20% of Canada’s publications in this field.
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Figure 47 – Percentage of Canada’s International Collaborative Papers that focus on Nuclear S&T
Enabled Materials Science Research
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The above degree of collaborations on Nuclear S&T enabled materials science research contrasts with
the average degree of collaborative interest among nations. Figure 48 plots the general affinity of nations
to collaborate in general against their affinity to collaborate with Canada specifically.
Aside from China and the US, there appears to be more interest among Canada’s peer nations for
collaborating with Canada on materials science issues than the overall average tendency. Germany, who
has the least affinity for collaborating with Canada, collaborates on materials research as much as Japan,
who has an above average affinity for Canada. Along with Germany, most other European nations are
similarly engaged with Canada on materials science research with the exception of the Netherlands.
Figure 48 – International Collaboration Tendencies
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The common theme that appears to emerge from these results suggest that Canada’s role internationally
on Nuclear S&T enabled materials science is of great interest to manufacturing economies. This interest
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is potentially further correlated with Canada’s higher than average ARCs among this peer group as
shown above.
Summarized Findings
These observations are relevant to assessing the contribution of Nuclear S&T capabilities due to the role
that Nuclear S&T plays in technologies that support the manufacturing sector. This is examined further in
the detailed Canada national analysis in Chapters 5 and 6.
The conclusion of this analysis revolves around five fundamental observations:
■ Manufacturing is a key characteristic of a strongly innovative economy;
■ Materials science is an important contributor to innovations in manufacturing;
■ Nuclear S&T enabled materials science research is a key element of the field and a primary focus
of Nuclear S&T;
■ Canada’s published papers in this field are well recognized; and
■ The leading innovative and manufacturing economies seek collaborations with Canada’s experts.
The implications are that Nuclear S&T, particularly in the field of materials science, is a strong enabler and
contributor to Canada’s innovation capacity and likely helps improve Canada’s score on the WEFs
Innovation Index. Chapters 5 and 6 address the degree to which Canadian Industry makes use of this
capability.

3.5

Overview of Federal Investments in S&T

This section summarizes federal government expenditure on S&T research in Canada in order to highlight
the context under which the government is supporting the overall innovation capacity measure of
providing quality institutions. The different channels through which the federal government funds S&T
activities are identified and the different levels of funding provided are presented. The results of CCA
surveys of domestic and international experts who have been asked to evaluate the advantages that the
federal funded infrastructure provides are then identified.
The findings of this section are: (1) Canada’s funding of infrastructure for higher education is critical to
Canada’s R&D capabilities in general and is equally leveraged by Nuclear S&T; and (2) Canada’s Nuclear
S&T enabled infrastructure assets represent 5 of the top rated 8 facilities in the country with the CNBC
being internationally recognized in 2006 as the most advantageous facility to researchers. Nuclear S&T
infrastructure is clearly augmenting the quality of Canada’s Institutions as it relates to this measure of
innovation capacity.

3.5.1

Overview of Federal Funding on S&T

Figure 49 illustrates the estimated federal government support to R&D activities in Canada. The
approximately $9 billion to $10 billion of funding annually is divided into three broad areas:
■ Indirect support in the form of Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED)
credits;
■ Direct funding that supports business R&D; and
■ Direct funding that supports academic R&D.
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Figure 49 – Overview of Federal Funding for R&D17
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The largest component of federal government support of R&D activities is the indirect support provided
through the SR&ED program, which was estimated to comprise over 40% of overall federal R&D
funding. The SR&ED program is a federal tax incentive program, administered by the Canada Revenue
Agency (CRA) that encourages Canadian businesses of all sizes, and in all sectors, to conduct R&D in
Canada. The SR&ED program gives claimants cash refunds or tax credits for their expenditures on
eligible R&D work done in Canada. The program is a broad tax based incentive that is widely used by
businesses that engage in R&D across all sectors of the Canadian economy. As such, it is not further
considered in this analysis as there is no direct relationship or specific association or discrimination with
Nuclear S&T.
Direct funding in support of business R&D is the second largest channel of funding, and represents
approximately 32% of federal funding for S&T. Included in this category are the budgets for federal
laboratories such as NRC, CANMET, and FPInnovations. Direct funding in support of academic R&D
represents the remainder of federal funding on S&T - an estimated 27%, which include federally funded
grants and scholarships for professors and students.
The following subsections present summary funding levels for the business and academic support
provided. The results presented rely primarily on funding data presented in the Jenkins Report
augmented with illustrations relevant to Nuclear S&T.
Direct Federal Funding for Business R&D
Through research, this report was able to estimate that direct federal government expenditure in support
of business R&D amounts to approximately $3 billion per year.
The distribution of direct federal government spending for business R&D is presented in Figure 50.

Estimated through information presented in the Jenkins Report, additional information obtained through interviews, a review of
financial statements of the major federal agencies that fund R&D activities, and KPMG’s ongoing work with AECL in relation to the
restructuring.
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Figure 50 – Direct Expenditure in Support of Business R&D
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The largest source of this funding was found to be the NRC, followed by other major federal funding
programs through various federal government ministries and agencies, including Industry Canada,
NRCan, the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Sustainable Development Technology Canada,
Western Economic Diversification and Agriculture, etc. KPMG has illustratively estimated the portion
related to AECL18 that is understood to be included in this portion of federal funding envelope.
The NSERC funds shown here are those awarded to business applicants. The majority of NSERC funding
is granted to academia as discussed in the next section.
Direct Federal Funding for Academic R&D
Federal funding for Academic R&D is delivered through four mechanisms as shown in Figure 51:
■ The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)
■ The Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)
■ The Natural Science and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)
■ The Canadian Foundation for Innovation (CFI)
Figure 51 – Federal Government Expenditure in Support of Academic R&D
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Source: Jenkins Report and Canadian Associate of University Business Officers, Financial Information on Universities and Colleges
survey 2012
$200 million (roughly 7% of the total estimate) has been illustrated based on federal funding for AECL consisting roughly of the of
the NRU and direct R&D program spending as included in the AECL Restructuring RFI documentation.
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NSERC represents 31% of federal funding for academia. Health R&D represents approximately 34% of
federally sponsored R&D expenditures and 20% of R&D expenditures overall in Canada. CRC and CFI
funding contribute to health, social sciences and natural sciences research.
Federal funding support of Academic R&D is important to Nuclear S&T.
■ NSERC funds the CLS and NRC funds TRIUMF.
■ CFI capital funding committed to Nuclear S&T facilities is estimated at approximately 15% of CFI’s
total committed budgets.
■ All of Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled professors are funded by NSERC, albeit with a high
proportion of industry matched funds as discussed in Chapter 6.
■ Nuclear medicine research receives some funding through the CIHR program.

3.5.2

Value of Canada’s Research Infrastructure

The CCA presented results of their survey of 1,529 of Canada’s most highly-cited research experts in
both of the 2006 and 2012 reports. The survey was designed to determine which elements of Canada’s
S&T infrastructure, such as facilities, institutions, collaboration networks or government funding
agencies, confer advantages to Canadian science. In the 2006 CCA survey, through contacts in the
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada the CCA also approached Science
Counsellors and Trade Commissioners stationed in Canadian Embassies around the world to obtain
reports and other data to complement the data obtained from the domestic survey.
Figure 52 presents the results of the survey regarding the enabling elements of Canada's research
infrastructure while Figure 53 depicts the results for Canada’s federally funded facilities.
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Figure 52 – Opinions of Canada's S&T Experts on Canada's Enabling Research Infrastructure
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The above chart shows that the CRC and CFI programs are the most highly regarded for the advantages
they provide to Canadian researchers. These innovations were introduced in the late 1990s and are
critical funding mechanisms for all university research in Canada, including Nuclear S&T enabled
research.
The CRC program stands at the centre of a national strategy to make Canada one of the world's top
countries in research and development. In 2000, the Government of Canada created a permanent
program to establish 2000 research professorships, the CRCs, in eligible degree-granting institutions
across the country. The CRC program invests $300 million per year to attract and retain some of the
world's most accomplished and promising minds. CRCs represent the top scientists in Canada in their
area of research and the proportion of CRCs is a useful indicator of the extent to which high performing
university faculty are supported by the Nuclear S&T facilities.
CRCs are also an important element of Nuclear S&T as explored further in section 6.3.
The universities themselves are also clearly important. Nuclear S&T facility affiliated professors are
represented across the country at 98% of Canada’s universities.
NSERC is also been identified as advantageous by over 80% of the survey respondents. NSERC is the
funding mechanism that supports research activities within academia both directly and through matching
industry funds where appropriate.
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Figure 53 provides the results of the survey as they pertain to Canada’s major research facilities. The
results suggest the Nuclear S&T research facilities are considered to be among the most prominent
research capabilities in Canada representing 5 of the top rated 8 facilities in the country.
Figure 53 – International and Domestic Views on Canada’s Research Facilities19
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The top 2 ranked facilities according to domestic responses to the CCA survey are CLS and the Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory affiliated with TRIUMF. The CNBC and TRIUMF are effectively tied in 5th and 6th
with just over 70% of Canadian researchers considering them advantageous to Canada. The NRU is
ranked 8th.The three non S&T facilities in the top 8 are the Amundsen icebreaker, the genome
sequencing centres, and the infectious disease laboratories. Other federal laboratories and facilities are
collectively ranked 11th.
The survey results highlighted the importance that Canada’s S&T community placed on facilities that are
part of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem. The analysis of information obtained from the international network
of contacts in the 2006 report, demonstrated that Canadian Nuclear S&T facilities are viewed around the
world as being highly advantageous to Canadian science.

CCA, Innovation and Business Strategy, 2009 and 2006. Notes: (1) International Rating was determined by the CCA only in 2006
and only for select facilities (2) The Genome Sequencing Centres are assumed to be the Michael Smith Genome Sciences Centre
(BC Cancer Centre) which is affiliated with TRIUMF (3) Data obtained from 2006 CCA Survey. Government response is only
provided for select facilities.
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In the CCA’s 2006 survey of Canadian and international scientists the CNBC was considered by
international respondents to be the most advantageous to Canadian science of all of Canada’s public
research facilities. This finding is consistent with the importance identified in section 3.4.3 regarding the
application of Nuclear S&T enabled materials sciences. Most of the materials scientists identified in this
study have made use of the capabilities at the CNBC. It is interesting to note that federal government
representatives ranked (1) the AECL facilities much lower than other respondents and (2) their own
facilities much higher.

3.5.3

Summarized Findings

The findings of this section are:
(1) Canada’s funding infrastructure for higher education is critical to Canada’s R&D capabilities in general
and is equally leveraged by Nuclear S&T; and
(2) Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled infrastructure assets represent 5 of the top rated 8 facilities in the
country with the CNBC being internationally recognized in 2006 as the most advantageous facility to
Canadian researchers.
These findings indicate that Nuclear S&T infrastructure is positively augmenting the quality of Canada’s
research institutions as it relates to this measure of innovation capacity.
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4

Evolution of
Nuclear S&T in Canada’s
Innovation Landscape

4.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter presents a historical account of the development of each of the Nuclear S&T clusters in
Canada, with an emphasis on the role played by AECL in the development of Nuclear S&T in Canada.

4.1.1

Structure of this Chapter

This chapter introduces the four main concentrations (or clusters) of nuclear capabilities in Canada,
providing a history of Nuclear S&T and its innovation contributions over time, with an emphasis on the
role that AECL has played in that evolution.
The findings of this chapter are presented in six sections:
■ Section 4.2 defines Nuclear S&T capabilities and the Nuclear S&T clusters in Canada, to provide
necessary context for the reader.
■ Section 4.3 summarizes the historical backdrop behind the four main areas of Nuclear S&T enabled
research.
■ Section 4.4 presents an overview of the evolution of the major clusters of Nuclear S&T facilities in
Canada starting from the birth of the nuclear age in 1940 up to the 1990s.
■ More recent developments are reviewed in Section 4.5.
■ A high-level review of recent capital investments and commitments is provided in Section 4.6.
■ This chapter ends with a review of international perspectives on Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities
in Section 4.7.

4.1.2

Key Findings

Research carried out for this report showed that while the major Canadian nuclear institutions have
evolved in a somewhat independent manner, AECL has played a prominent role in supporting their
development through the years.
Section 4.3 – Overview of Historic Origins of Nuclear S&T Research
■ There are four main areas of Nuclear S&T enabled research: Nuclear Energy, Nuclear Medicine,
Materials Science, and Nuclear Science. The contributions from these fields have been significant
enough to be considered part of Canada’s heritage.
Section 4.4 – Evolution of Each Nuclear S&T Cluster
■ TRIUMF was first developed to be a basic science research facility focusing on sub-atomic
physics. The significant nuclear medicine and materials science advances that have been achieved
since that time were innovations and additional capabilities that have been discovered along the
way. One example is the use of proton beams for both material irradiations as well as to treat
ocular melanoma.
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■ TRIUMF was conceived soon after the world’s first tandem Van de Graff accelerator was
developed at AECL in the 1950s. The tandem Van de Graff accelerator enabled the study of low
energy nuclear states which stimulated scientific curiosity about what occurs at higher energies
leading to the idea of TRIUMF being conceived.
■ TRIUMF’s involvement in Nuclear Medicine began in 1978 when the Commercial Products
Division of AECL first approached TRIUMF about using its 500 MeV cyclotron to produce isotopes.
■ Historic nuclear science developments in Saskatchewan appear to have been influenced in part by
the major sectors of economic activity in the province, namely mining and agriculture.
■ The AECL-supplied SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor has enabled SRC to develop leading edge
capabilities to service the R&D needs of the uranium mining industry in the province.
■ University of Saskatchewan (U-Sask) scientists’ pioneering role in therapeutic nuclear medicine
was made possible by access to cobalt-60 which was obtained from the NRU in 1951.
■ Scientists from the U-Sask’s Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPL) have been involved in nuclear fusion
related research for decades. Today, the PPL is the site of Canada’s only tokomak facility.
■ The U-Sask was selected over TRIUMF and AECL to be the host of the CLS, Canada’s first
synchrotron source, in the 1990s. The national competition to host the CLS was stimulated by the
formation of the Canadian Institute for Synchrotron Radiation (CISR) by Bruce Bingham from AECL.
■ McMaster University has been a key player in nuclear science in Canada since the University’s
early history and has been the site of Canada’s largest university research reactor since 1959.
■ Over time, AECL’s SLOWPOKE reactors have played an essential role in the development of HQP,
enabling teaching and research relating to reactor operation and maintenance but also enhanced
nuclear medicine, nuclear physics and materials science capabilities in Canada. AECL remains the
custodian of the safety and licensing design basis of the SLOWPOKE reactors at these institutions.
■ Innovations and discoveries originating from research carried out at AECL facilities have had a
profound impact on Canadian scientific achievements in Nuclear Energy, nuclear medicine,
materials science and accelerator technology. Almost all the innovations (during the period 1940 –
2000) that have been made in these areas by scientists across the country were enabled by
research carried out at AECL facilities.
■ Since inception, AECL’s CRL has been a multi-disciplinary hub for the creation of highly qualified
Canadian scientists. Many CRL alumni have moved on and used the expertise and experience
gained there to further Canadian scientific achievements in nuclear science and enhance Canada’s
innovation capacity.
Section 4.5 – Overview of Recent Developments (Since the 1990s)
■ Changes to the mandate of AECL and Nuclear Energy related research has occurred since the late
1990s, largely related to budgetary pressures at the federal and provincial levels which led to
closure of Whiteshell facilities and cancellation of many federally funded programs.
■ The current form of the Candu Owner’s Group (COG) and the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization (NWMO) 1990s both resulted from the restructuring of Ontario Hydro.
■ University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) and Nuclear Ontario were both
formed in the last decade through nuclear industry and academia collaboration to address
perceived gaps in nuclear related research capabilities. AECL supported both of these initiatives to
introduce needed complementary capabilities into the ecosystem.
■ Saskatchewan is advancing its capabilities with an eye to commercialization and spin-off. This is
demonstrated by the support provided to the CLS and the opening of the Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian
Centre for Nuclear Innovation.
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■ Starting in 1995, TRIUMF shifted to an increased commercial focus driven by requirements
specified in the federal government’s funding contribution agreement of 1995-2000. Advanced
Applied Physics Solutions (AAPS), TRIUMF’s commercialization arm was formed in 2008.
Section 4.6 – Capital Investment
■ Recently, over $100 million of capital reinvestments have been made at TRIUMF, McMaster, and
CLS through the academic and research approval process of the CFI. AECL does not have access
to this investment approval channel and has had no measurable S&T capital investments for most
of the last 10 - 15 years that preceded this study but with some investments taking place in
FY2013.
Section 4.7 – International Perspectives of Canada’s Nuclear S&T
■ Interviews were held with international materials scientists to understand perspectives on the
CNBC. Respondents stressed that the expertise at the CNBC is of a very high caliber. Technical
staff at the facility were described as being very experienced with a long history of research using
neutrons to carry out many challenging and creative experiments. However, respondents noted
that the neutron scattering facilities at the CNBC are old and are no longer as ‘leading-edge’ as
they once were. Most major neutron sources around the world were described as having an
extensive array of neutron beam instruments - many more than are currently available at the NRU.
■ TRIUMF commissioned Science Metrix to carry out an analysis comparing TRIUMF with a group of
facilities that are considered international comparators. The analysis focused on scientific
publications and found that TRIUMF publications tend to be authored by some of the most
internationally diverse researchers. TRIUMF publications were also found to have a relatively high
publication impact relative to the others.
■ In June 2011, CLS commissioned Insightrix to conduct an economic and social impact analysis of
its operations. The study surveyed CLS users to understand how CLS compares with 17 other
facilities around the world with similar capabilities. Responses indicated that the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) in Chicago is the most sought after facility to use for research with CLS being used
by international researchers primarily when access to other facilities was lacking.

4.2

Definitions

As defined in Chapter 2, Nuclear S&T capabilities include all facilities, people, expertise, or analytical tools
applied in:
■ The conduct of R&D for the Nuclear Energy or nuclear medicine sectors or for the advancement of
nuclear science; or
■ Supporting R&D or non-R&D activities (for either nuclear or non-nuclear applications) that occur at
research facilities licensed by the CNSC; or
■ The conduct of R&D for non-nuclear applications where that R&D makes use of the capabilities at
the licensed nuclear research facilities.
Canada’s Nuclear S&T capabilities had their origins in 1940. The initial military focus quickly shifted to civil
S&T development soon after the end of the Second World War. Through the decades of evolution,
Canada’s Nuclear S&T research facilities have developed into important elements of Canada’s S&T
research capability. At the time of this study, the known licensed government and academic nuclear
research facilities include:
■ AECL facilities at CRL and WL
■ CNBC
■ McMaster University
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■ University Slowpoke Reactor facilities (École Polytechnique de Montréal, the University of Alberta
and the RMCC)
■ CLS
■ Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) Slowpoke Reactor facility
■ TRIUMF

4.2.1

Four Nuclear S&T Clusters

Based on the definitions presented, this study identifies four clusters of Nuclear S&T activity across the
country. Each cluster has unique capabilities and expertise and, together, the clusters represent a diverse
range of research tools and techniques that Canadian scientists and industry can access:
Figure 54 – Nuclear S&T Clusters

Source: KPMG analysis

■ TRIUMF cluster: Canada is home to three complementary institutes that drive leadership in subatomic physics with different approaches: the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory Laboratory (SNOLAB) for deep-underground science, and TRIUMF. For the
purposes of this report, SNOLAB and Perimeter Institute have been assumed to be part of the
TRIUMF cluster because of the close relationship between the research activities these
organizations undertake, and the important contributions researchers from TRIUMF have made to
the development of the other facilities. Given the scale and importance of the TRIUMF research
facility relative to the other institutions in this cluster, and given that the Perimeter Institute and
SNOLAB are not research facilities that are licensed by the CNSC, the focus of the research and
analysis carried out in this report is on the TRIUMF facility. The history of SNOLAB and Perimeter
Institute are briefly discussed, but the detailed research and analysis is only presented for
TRIUMF.
■ Saskatchewan cluster: The centrepiece of Nuclear S&T in Saskatchewan is the CLS Synchrotron.
Included in the Saskatchewan cluster are the capabilities located at the SRC and at U-Sask (such
as the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor at SRC, the plasma physics lab at the U-Sask, and all the Nuclear S&T
expertise that resides in these organizations).
■ Other Universities and CANMET cluster: this cluster includes the Nuclear S&T facilities housed at
universities (other than U-Sask and the universities that are part of TRIUMF), namely the reactor,
hot cells and other capabilities at McMaster, and the SLOWPOKEs at École Polytechnique de
Montréal, the University of Alberta and the RMCC. Also included as part of this cluster are all of
the universities with nuclear related programs, such as the Nuclear Ontario affiliated schools, as
well as CANMET Materials, a federal lab focussed on materials research. CANMET Materials’
newly commissioned research facility is located at the McMaster Innovation Park in Hamilton and
with research done at CANMET benefitting from this close proximity to the capabilities at
McMaster.
■ The AECL cluster: the AECL cluster is comprised of the CNBC and the Nuclear S&T facilities at
AECL including the NRU, ZED-2, Thermalhydraulics Laboratory, Shielded Facilities (hot cells),
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Surface Science Laboratory and Fuel Development Laboratory. The CNBC, while operated by the
NRC for a time, is now a part of AECL and is dependent on AECL for funding purposes and the
neutron source.

4.3

Overview of Historic Origins of Nuclear S&T Research

4.3.1

Introduction

This section presents an overview of the historic developments that have led to Canada’s current day
status as a Nuclear S&T nation. The purpose of this section is to understand the historic development of
Nuclear S&T in Canada, with an emphasis on the role of AECL in these developments.
For this report, a framework of four broad Nuclear S&T Areas of Research are defined:
■ Nuclear Energy
■ Nuclear Medicine
■ Materials Science
■ Nuclear Science
The Canadian Nuclear S&T commitment, since inception, has been its application toward peaceful
applications, a decision that has enabled Canadian scientists to focus these applications of nuclear
technologies. Canada’s pioneering role in Nuclear S&T has been widely recognized and documented.
Over the last six decades, Canadian scientists have been at the forefront of developments in each of the
Nuclear S&T areas outlined above:
■ Canadian reactor technology was among the first and most innovative to emerge globally. The first
time nuclear electricity was generated in Canada was in 1962, using the Nuclear Power
Demonstration (NPD) reactor in Rolphton, Ontario;
■ In 1951, two separate teams of scientists in Saskatoon and in London, Ontario pioneered Cobalt60 cancer therapy technology that has since become standard medical practice throughout the
world;
■ Canadian scientists at AECL were involved in pioneering the technologies used to produce
molybdenum-99 for use in medical diagnosis since 1973;
■ Canadian scientists were instrumental in the discovery of neutron scattering for materials science
applications (resulting in a Nobel Prize); and
■ Canadian scientists were key figures in the development of cyclotron and synchrotron
technologies in the 1940s and 1950s20.
Some have argued that these ground breaking achievements in the fields of nuclear science and physics
have been significant enough to be considered a part of Canada’s national heritage21. Despite challenges
along the way, this legacy of excellence in nuclear science that was born in the 1940’s, continues today
and has since spread across the country.

4.3.2

Nuclear Energy

Today, Canada is one of a handful of Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) host nations with
domestically developed nuclear reactor technology that has been sold to support the Nuclear Energy
programs of other countries. Canada has 19 operating CANDU reactors producing approximately 17% of

20
21

Obituary of TRIUMF director Reginald Richardson(1998).
Tammemagi & Jackson, Half-Lives, 2009.
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the country’s electricity supply. Today, there are a total of 31 CANDU reactors worldwide, 12 of which
are operating outside Canada.22
A further aspect that influences Canada’s position as a global player in Nuclear S&T is the fact that
Canada supplies 17% of the global supply of uranium. Canadian uranium is mined in Northern
Saskatchewan, from some of the world’s highest grade uranium deposits with concentrations more than
100 times the global average. There are also resources currently unmined in Nunavut, Ontario, Quebec,
and the Northwest Territories. Cameco is one of the largest nuclear fuel companies in the world and
generates export revenue for Canada by processing and manufacturing nuclear fuel.

4.3.3

Nuclear Medicine

Canada is one of the world’s leading providers of Mo-99 (Tc-99m a decay product of Mo-99, is a crucial
radioisotope used in about 80% of the diagnostic nuclear imaging procedures in nuclear medicine). The
NRU reactor at CRL is one of five research reactors globally that together produce 95% of the world’s
supply of this essential commodity. All of these ageing reactors are subject to unscheduled shutdowns
and increasingly longer maintenance periods, making the Mo-99 supply chain vulnerable and unreliable.
In response to this global concern, Canadian scientists are involved in efforts to discover new techniques
for production of Mo-99, such as the use of accelerator-driven photo-fission23.
Radiation is also used to treat disease, notably cancer, in several ways. There are some 1,200 Cobalt-60
therapy machines operating throughout the world and over 40,000 treatments a day are delivered using
this technology that was first designed and used in Canada. Canadian nuclear reactors also produce up to
60% of the cobalt-60 used worldwide24.

4.3.4

Nuclear Science

Nuclear and particle physics research is thriving in Canada. Canada is home to three complementary
institutes that contribute to leadership in sub-atomic physics research: the Perimeter Institute for
Theoretical Physics with analytic and computational models and predictions, SNOLAB for deepunderground science, and TRIUMF for accelerator-based experiments, science, and technology25.
TRIUMF operates one of the world’s largest cyclotrons and is considered Canada’s national sub-atomic
particle physics lab. TRIUMF has successfully spearheaded Canadian participation at European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) since 1995, enabling Canadian scientists to participate and
contribute to this $6 billion global science project.
In addition to the high energy physics that TRIUMF focuses on, Canadian scientists are also at the
forefront of discoveries in non-accelerator particle physics, which makes use of very low background
laboratories built deep underground. The SNO detector in Sudbury, Ontario, has been built 5,000 ft
underground inside a mine-shaft. The detector has made major contributions to the understanding of
neutrinos26.

CNA, The Canadian Nuclear Factbook, 2013.
TRIUMF, Making Medical Isotopes, 2008.
24
CNA, Nuclear Facts – What are the health benefits of nuclear medicine?, 2009.
25
TRIUMF, Five-Year Plan 2015-2020.
26
Ewan & Davidson, Early Development of the Underground SNO Laboratory in Canada, 2005.
22
23
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4.3.5

Materials Science

Surveys of international scientists have shown that Canadian expertise in the field of materials science
continues to be highly regarded. While some respondents noted that facilities in Canada are ageing and
do not have the same capabilities that can be found in other facilities around the world, the expertise at
all facilities is considered very unique and highly valued. Today, the major Nuclear S&T facilities in Canada
enable researchers to use neutrons (NRU), muons (TRIUMF), and photons (CLS) to conduct research and
experiments on materials. The range of techniques and instruments available offer the potential to
investigate different properties of different types of materials, resulting in a wide range of research
possibilities. Canada is one of a few countries with such a diverse “toolbox” of materials science
research capabilities and rich expertise that has been developed over decades of leading edge science.
A key characteristic that sets the Canadian Nuclear S&T experience apart from developments in other
nations is Canada’s commitment, since inception, to applying nuclear technologies toward peaceful
applications, a decision that has enabled Canadian scientists to focus on applications such as energy,
materials science and medicine.
The aim of the remainder of this chapter is to outline the independent, yet interconnected, “histories” of
each of the major Nuclear S&T clusters that exist in Canada today. The chapter focuses on developments
that occurred at each of the Nuclear S&T clusters since the beginning of Canada’s nuclear science story
in the 1940’s up to the 1990s. This chapter presents the interrelated development of each of the
facilities, and highlights the innovation contributions that have arisen out of each during the last century.

4.4

Review of Evolution of Each Cluster

4.4.1

TRIUMF

Overview
TRIUMF (originally the TRI University Meson Facility, acronym now dropped) began in the late 1960s as a
collaborative project of three universities: the University of British Columbia, the University of Victoria,
and Simon Fraser University. It was conceived to conduct fundamental research in meson and proton
physics. The project received final approval in 1968 and the first energy beam was extracted in1974.
TRIUMF is now owned and operated by a consortium of 18 Canadian universities27. Since the founding of
TRIUMF, the science program has expanded from nuclear physics to include particle physics, molecular
and materials science, and nuclear medicine28.
A timeline depicting the events that have led to the formation and development of TRIUMF from the
1960s to the 1990s is presented in Figure 55.

27
28

TRIUMF Website, 2014.
TRIUMF, History, 2014.
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Figure 55 – Timeline of TRIUMF
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Sub-atomic Physics Activities and Collaborations
TRIUMF was conceived in 1965 to be a large-scale basic science facility focused on the production of
mesons. The project was one of the largest scientific investments made in Canada. Drs. John Warren
and Erich Vogt (considered to be the co-founders of TRIUMF), both moved to UBC after spending time
working at AECL’s CRL which was at the time, the world leader in low-energy studies of atomic nuclear
structure29. In 1959, the world’s first tandem accelerator was installed at CRL at a time when interest in
nuclear physics was turning toward higher energies and the role of mesons in nuclei. The idea of
TRIUMF was conceived in 1965, funding for the facility was finalized in 1968 and the full operating
capacity was achieved in the early 1980s under the helm of Dr. J. R. Richardson, another Canadian
scientist that was world renowned for his expertise and leadership, particular in cyclotron science.
Since then, TRIUMF has grown to be a world-class sub-atomic physics research laboratory with facilities
and research infrastructure that are only found in a small handful of institutions around the world.
Because of these unique capabilities, scientists from over twenty-five countries come to TRIUMF to run
their experiments.
In the 1995–2000 Five-Year Plan, TRIUMF was given the mandate to act as Canada’s main conduit for
interactions with CERN, and to develop and construct components for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
All of the Canadian contributions to the LHC were selected based on the technical expertise that existed
or could be developed at TRIUMF, as well as the availability of Canadian industry to supply a high fraction
of the components. Approximately 90% of the total contribution was spent in Canada. There were a
number of spin-offs from this activity. The companies, I.E. Power, Inverpower, and Digital Predictive
29

TRIUMF, Beamtime Vol.7 Issue 2, Summer 2009.
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Systems in Ontario were awarded $3.7M in contracts for high current power supply design and
fabrication for the PS conversion project, and the expertise gained in developing high-precision pulse
mode power supplies subsequently allowed them to compete favourably in the international market.
They went on to receive contracts in excess of $10M from Brookhaven, Los Alamos, SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC), Argonne, and the CLS30.
Production of Medical Isotopes using Cyclotrons
In 1978, what was then known as the Commercial Products Division of AECL first approached TRIUMF
about using its 500 MeV cyclotron to produce isotopes. Since then, this division of AECL has been
privatized under the name Nordion, which is now owned by MDS, a Canadian health care company.
Nordion’s operations at TRIUMF now consist of two dedicated compact commercial cyclotrons, 45 fulltime permanent employees, and cumulative sales that have exceeded $100 million31. Nordion’s operation
at TRIUMF is unique in Canada, and is one of a few sites worldwide that produces cyclotron based
isotopes.
Centre for Molecular and Materials Science (CMMS)
The CMMS facility at TRIUMF provides Canadian and international researchers with intense beams of
muons and radioactive nuclides, and specialized spectrometers and cryostats that are used to investigate
diverse areas of chemistry, physics and materials science32. One of the most unique facilities in the
CMMS laboratory is the muon-spin spectroscopy facility (MuSR), which is one of only four comparable
facilities worldwide and is the only one in the Americas. The first MuSR experiment was carried out at
TRIUMF in 1975 and Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) experiments were started at TRIUMF in 1978.33
Proton Irradiation Facility (PIF) and Neutron Irradiation Facilities (NIF)
Beginning in 1995, TRIUMF began building up several beamlines to provide low-intensity, energetic
proton and neutron beams to simulate radiation exposures, either in space or on earth. The Proton
Irradiation and Neutron Irradiation Facilities (PIF & NIF) have enabled accelerated testing of materials and
components for electronic and communication equipment designed to operate in these conditions. In
addition to materials testing applications, the PIF is also used to treat ocular melanoma, a form of cancer
of the eye. The Proton Therapy Centre at TRIUMF is jointly operated the BC Cancer Agency and the UBC
Department of Ophthalmology.
SNO and SNOLAB
SNOLAB is a science laboratory located 2 km below the surface in the Vale Creighton Mine located near
Sudbury, Ontario. SNOLAB is an extension of an already existing underground research facility at the
same location identified as SNO. SNOLAB has been assumed to be part of the TRIUMF cluster because
of the synergies between the research that is carried out at the two facilities, and because of the
important role that TRIUMF played in the development of SNOLAB.
SNO (the original experiment) was a collaborative project with scientists from Canada, the US and the
UK. TRIUMF’s involvement with the original SNO Research project began in 199734. Through two
TRIUMF scientists and one engineer who worked on the development of the experiment, SNO was able
to take advantage of TRIUMF’s technical facilities and capabilities in the development and testing of
detectors. The SNO detector was turned on in May 1999, and was turned off on 28 November, 2006.
TRIUMF, Five-Year Plan 2015-2020.
TRIUMF Technology Transfer Bulletin, June 1998.
32
CFI, Centre for Molecular and Materials Science (CMMS) at TRIUMF, 2014.
33
TRIUMF, History, 2014.
34
TRIUMF, History, 2014.
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While new data is no longer being taken, the SNO collaboration continues to analyze data taken during
that period.
SNOLAB is a significant extension of the SNO research experiment and is one of the leading deep
underground experimental facilities in the world today. The bulk of the capital funding for the SNOLAB
extension came from the CFI35. The objective of SNOLAB is to follow on from the important
achievements in neutrino physics achieved by SNO and other underground physics measurements. The
primary scientific emphasis at SNOLAB is on astroparticle physics, and there are now multiple
experiments being run at the facility in parallel36. TRIUMF’s important contributions to the SNOLAB
project continue – for example, a joint appointment between TRIUMF and Carleton University became
the principal investigator of the SNOLAB proposal and its facility development director37.

4.4.2

Nuclear S&T in Saskatchewan

Overview
The Province of Saskatchewan has 60 years of history in nuclear science and research activities, the
main areas of focus being nuclear medicine, nuclear fusion research, research related uranium mining
and agricultural and veterinary research. Nuclear S&T capabilities in the province reside in four separate
organizations:
■ University of Saskatchewan (U-Sask)
■ Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC)
■ CLS Synchrotron
■ The Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation
A timeline depicting the development of Nuclear S&T in Saskatchewan from the 1940s to the 1990s is
presented in Figure 56.
Figure 56 – Timeline of Nuclear Science Developments in Saskatchewan

NSERC, Perspectives on sub-atomic Physics in Canada 2006-2016.
SNOLAB, About SNOLAB, 2012.
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Source: Cobalt-60 at 60 Exhibit – U-Sask; http://www.usask.ca/cobalt60/exhibit.php.

“The Cobalt Bomb”
Since the early 1940s, Canadian scientists have been working to develop the peaceful potential of
nuclear technology. Saskatchewan, in particular, has been a leader in facilitating research on the potential
uses of nuclear technology for therapeutic purposes. At a time when the world was gripped with wartime hysteria, the achievements of U-Sask’s scientists was ironically dubbed “the cobalt bomb”, and
became known as Canada’s peaceful contribution to nuclear science developments at the time.
The U-Sask and the provincial government collaborated to enable Saskatchewan to become a world
leader in the development of high technology cancer treatment. With two years of intensive lobbying
from U-Sask physics professors Harold Johns, Ertle Harrington, Newman Haslam and Leon Katz, and
support from U-Sask Board of Governors and President James Thomson, U-Sask installed the first
betatron in Canada in 1948. This 25 million electron-volt betatron was the world’s first betatron dedicated
to a cancer treatment program. After seven months of calibration, the first patient received cancer
therapy using the betatron in March 1949.38 The betatron gave the department of physics a first-class
facility for radiation treatment research and nuclear research, and a succession of publications which
helped maintain a national reputation for the department and its students.39
The facilities and science at AECL’s Chalk River Labs (CRL) were instrumental in these achievements.
According to the Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan hosted on the University of Regina website: “In July
1949, after visiting the Chalk River Experimental Nuclear Reactor Facility in Ontario, Dr. Harold Johns
asked U-Sask president Walter P. Thompson for 1,000 curies of cobalt-60, about 100 times the activity of
any radium unit. After gaining the assent of Premier and Health Minister Douglas, Johns applied for Chalk
River’s first cobalt source, 2.5 cm in diameter, 1.25 cm thick, with an approximate strength of 1,000
curies. The 0.9 tonne Saskatoon unit, designed by Johns and Lloyd Bates and built by Johnny MacKay,
38
39

Houston, C. and Fedoruk, S., Saskatchewan’s Role in Radiotherapy Research, 1985.
U-Sask, Events in the History of the University of Saskatchewan, 2014.
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was installed in the newly constructed cancer wing of University Hospital on August 17, 1951. The first
patient treated at Saskatoon had advanced carcinoma of the cervix at age 40. She received a precise
dose to an exact area, carefully calibrated. Not only was she cured of her cancer, but she lived to the age
of 90 in Victoria, British Columbia”.
In October 1951, Canada’s first full-time cancer physicist, Harold Johns, designed the world’s first
calibrated cobalt-60 therapy unit for cancer treatments at U-Sask (another team of scientists in London,
Ontario also achieved the same milestone at roughly the same time). Radioactive cobalt from the unit
attacked tumours that lay deep within the body, thus bringing more cancers within reach of treatment.40
Along with this, Johns and his students developed the “most reliable and complete set of isodose
tables” at the time, which helped physicians determine appropriate radiation doses depending on the
area of the body.41 As a result of Johns’ work, Canada became a pioneer in the field of therapeutic
radiology. Johns’ x-ray dosage table is still in use, and it is estimated that more than seven million people
worldwide have been helped by cobalt-60 therapy.42
Box 1 – Sylvia Fedoruk – Nuclear Medicine Pioneer
Dr. Sylvia Fedoruk, former lieutenant governor of Saskatchewan, was a nuclear medicine pioneer and
trailblazer. Born and raised in rural Saskatchewan, Dr. Fedoruk studied Physics at the U‐Sask. There she
obtained a Master’s degree in Physics as the sole female member of the team working to develop an
effective cobalt‐60 radiation therapy machine. Dr. Fedoruk’s work involved developing the calculations
to predict and control the radiation dose delivered to a patient. In 1951, her calculations were used in
the world’s first successful treatment of a patient using cobalt‐60 radiation.
60 year later, the Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation was established as a not‐for‐profit subsidiary
of the U‐Sask, with the purpose of placing the province among global leaders in nuclear research,
development and training through investment in partnerships with academia and industry for
maximum societal and economic benefit. The Centre was renamed a year later as the Sylvia Fedoruk
Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation (Fedoruk Centre) to honour the memory of Sylvia Fedoruk.
Uranium Mining
Canada is one of the world's largest uranium producers. All Canadian uranium is mined in Saskatchewan,
with the Athabasca basin in the north of the province endowed with some of the world’s richest
deposits.43 Mining companies sell Saskatchewan uranium to electric power utilities in Canada, the United
States, Europe, and Asia.
Uranium mining in Canada dates back to 1943, when the federal government established Eldorado
Nuclear Limited (ENL) and was responsible for all Canadian uranium interests. In 1952, Uranium City, just
north of Lake Athabasca in northern Saskatchewan, was established as the hub for uranium mining. The
late 1960s saw a large increase in exploitation due to the Rabbit Lake discovery and projections of high
demand.44
In 1974, the Saskatchewan provincial government created the Saskatchewan Mining Development
Corporation (SMDC), a Crown corporation that would govern all mining in the province. It was during the
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1970s that extensive uranium reserves were located in the Athabasca Basin and, following this find,
several more mines were established in the 1980s in Cluff Lake, Key Lake, Cigar Lake and Rabbit Lake.
In 1988, the SMDC merged with ENL to form the Cameco Corporation. It was also during this year that
uranium deposits were discovered in the McArthur River, the world’s largest high-grade uranium mine.45
The uranium mining industry continues to be a very significant contributor to the GDP of Saskatchewan
and is a major employer of residents in northern and aboriginal communities.
The Saskatchewan Research Council SLOWPOKE-2
The Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) is a Saskatchewan Treasury Board Crown Corporation46 and
has a number of different testing and analysis capabilities catering mainly to the province’s key industrial
sectors. Among these facilities is a SLOWPOKE-2 reactor that was commissioned at the SRC in 1981.
The SLOWPOKE is mainly used to carry out Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) on uranium samples47 and
has also recently been used as a teaching tool in cooperation with the U-Sask48.
Canadian Light Source
The CLS is one of the largest scientific projects in Canadian history and one of the most advanced
synchrotron facilities in the world. Although the CLS officially opened in the fall of 2004, the construction
of the CLS involved intense effort of dedicated Canadian scientists over the last 40 years.
Canadian interest in synchrotron radiation (SR) began as early as the 1970s, when Dr. Bill McGowan from
the University of Western Ontario (UWO) ran a workshop on its potential uses. Between 1972 and 1977,
McGowan pushed hard to build a dedicated synchrotron light source for Canada.49 At the time, there
were little to no known Canadian scientists who used SR for their research and thus, many of his
attempts were unsuccessful. In 1977, Mike Bancroft, Bill Ware and McGowan successfully applied to the
NRC to fund a Canadian Synchrotron Radiation Facility (CSRF) at the existing Synchrotron Radiation
Centre (SRC) in the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The initiative to build CLS was mainly driven by the growth in Canadian scientific expertise using offshore
facilities, particularly the use of the highly successful CSRF in the University of Wisconsin-Madison.50
Research with SR facilities in the academic and industrial community grew rapidly. Along with this came
the growth in global recognition in all modern, industrially-competitive nations of the importance of these
SR facilities to facilitate research in industries such as biomaterials, nanotechnology and pharmaceuticals.
The next big push to fund a synchrotron in Canada began in 1990.
The Canadian Institute for Synchrotron Radiation (CISR) was formed by Bruce Bingham from AECL, and a
national competition took place to decide the location of Canada’s SR facility. Initially, there was interest
from AECL and TRIUMF to build the facility. However, based on the availability of funding at the
provincial, municipal and university level, and the availability of trained personnel and infrastructure from
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the Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory to support the development and operation of a synchrotron, it
was decided that the CLS would be built at the U-Sask.51
The U-Sask received approval to proceed with the construction of the CLS, including at least 6 beamlines, in March 1999.52 Funding came from multiple sources including the Federal government’s recently
introduced CFI to fund large university and hospital projects, the City of Saskatoon, SaskPower, NRC, the
province of Saskatchewan, Western Economic Diversification Canada, and the U-Sask. This was an
impressive collaboration between all levels of government, universities and related industries in
Canada.53
U-Sask - Plasma Physics Lab (PPL)
The other significant nuclear research activity in the province occurs at the U-Sask’s PPL. The PPL was
established in1958 and is the site of Canada’s only tokamak for fusion energy research.
The Lab was established by Dr. H. M. Skarsgard (now Emeritus Professor) and early experimental work
was centred around studies relating to the Plasma Betatron. Successful experiments by the PPL led to
the construction of STOR-1M, Canada's first tokamak in1983, followed by a larger tokamak, STOR-M
(1987), which is still actively being used for research and teaching today.54

4.4.3

Universities

Overview
Universities across Canada have been involved in Nuclear S&T developments since the beginning of the
nuclear age in Canada. In particular, McMaster University has been at the forefront of these
developments with the commissioning of one of the world’s first research reactors at a university in
1959. McMaster’s dominance among Canadian universities in nuclear science-related research continues
today. In addition to McMaster, École Polytechnique, the University of Alberta, RMCC, the University of
Toronto and Dalhousie University all installed AECL-designed SLOWPOKE-2 reactors to further their
research capabilities in the 70s and 80s. This section presents a brief overview of the historical
developments at Canadian universities (excluding the universities that were the founders of TRIUMF and
the U-Sask) in nuclear science.
A timeline depicting the development of Nuclear S&T in Canada’s universities from the 1940’s to the
1990s is presented in

Figure 57.
McMaster University
The McMaster Nuclear Reactor (MNR) is the most powerful research reactor at a Canadian university.
Operating in 1959, the MNR was the first university-based research reactor in the British Commonwealth
at the time.
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McMaster’s worldwide reputation in nuclear research is largely due to chemist and nuclear scientist, Dr.
Harry Thode. Dr. Thode joined McMaster’s Chemistry Department in 1939, right before the start of the
Second World War. During the war, he became involved in the atomic energy project of the NRC and
carried out wartime fission experiments.

Figure 57 – Timeline of Nuclear Science Developments at Universities

Source: University websites, Candu Owner’s Group website and information provided by AECL

Following the end of World War II, it was recognized worldwide that all aspects of Nuclear Energy should
be under federal government control. From here, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) was
established under the Atomic Energy Control Act in 1946. The framework for the Canadian nuclear
system was completed by the mid-1950s, by which time Thode lobbied the NRC and local industry for
funding to build a research reactor at McMaster. Given his breadth of experience in nuclear science
research in the 1940s, Thode’s lobbying efforts were successful, funds were secured by June 1956, and
the MNR began operations in 1959.
The MNR is a pool-type reactor, with a core of enriched uranium fuel moderated and cooled by light
water. The reactor can operate at powers of up to 5 MW. The MNR is the only Canadian medium-flux
reactor in a university environment. It supports McMaster University’s nuclear engineering program and
other research programs. MNR’s neutrons are used in nuclear physics, biology, chemistry, earth
sciences, medicine, neutron radiography, and nuclear medicine. Typical applications of neutron
radiography at MNR include the testing of turbine blades for aircraft engines and corrosion of aircraft
components.55
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SLOWPOKE Reactors
The SLOWPOKE-2 reactor is a low energy reactor designed for radioisotope production, neutron
radiography, NAA, and teaching and research. The reactor is installed below ground, in a concrete pool
filled with water, at atmospheric pressure. The core of a SLOWPOKE reactor sits in a pool of light-water,
which provides cooling and shielding. The reactor core is located at the bottom of a sealed aluminum
container vessel. The design is inherently safe and poses very low risk.56
The history of these reactors dates back to the early 1950s, during the time when almost all modern,
industrially-competitive nations recognized the importance of finding peaceful uses for Nuclear Energy. In
the U.S., the research reactor of choice in the 1960s was the TRIGA. Many of these research reactors
were distributed worldwide. Dr. John Hilborn from AECL– the scientist most associated with the design
of the SLOWPOKE – was convinced that the TRIGA, although technically excellent, had very high
operating costs driven by the cost of fuel and supervision.57
Led by Dr. Hilborn, the SLOWPOKE reactor development took place at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
in the late 1960s. Scientists at AECL developed a prototype SLOWPOKE-1 reactor in 1968. University of
Toronto went on to buy this reactor for analytical testing in 1971.58 The SLOWPOKE-2 design followed
shortly thereafter as a larger, improved version of the SLOWPOKE-1. The upgraded design had the
highest ratio of neutron production to fission power of any research reactor at the time.59
Figure 58 – SLOWPOKE Installation

Source: CNA

The SLOWPOKE-2 was small enough and inexpensive enough, to make it accessible for universities and
research centres. The efficient design allowed experiments to be performed at a fraction of the cost,
compared to competing models.60 Ultimately the SLOWPOKE-2 was installed in eight institutions –
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seven in Canada and one in Jamaica. Initially, four reactors were to be installed in Canadian universities:
University of Toronto, Dalhousie, École Polytechnique and the University of Alberta. Once federal funding
was secured in 1976, the reactors were installed over the period of 1976-77. The SRC obtained its
reactor in 1981. AECL’s reactor was moved to MDS Nordion’s facility in Kanata in 1984, but was
decommissioned shortly after in 1992. The SLOWPOKE-2 at the University of West Indies in Jamaica
was installed in 1983, and lastly was the RMCC in 1985.61
The sale in Jamaica was the only successful international sale of the SLOWPOKE-2. There were several
factors that contributed to the lack of success of the reactor outside of the Canadian borders. The
biggest contributor, however, was the competition. By the time SLOWPOKE-2 was ready, the U.S.
TRIGA had taken up a considerable portion of the international market.62 In China, information from
published papers and the information gathered by students and professors allowed them to “reverseengineer” a copy of the SLOWPOKE-2. China’s Miniature Neutron Source Reactor (MNSR) was unveiled
at an international research reactor meeting in Beijing and considered to be an inferior copy of the
SLOWPOKE-2. Despite that, the MNSR effectively took over most of the remaining international market
for research reactors.63
SLOWPOKEs in Canadian Universities
Today, SLOWPOKEs are operating at the University of Alberta, École Polytechnique, SRC, RMCC and the
University of the West Indies. The reactors that were installed at University of Toronto and Dalhousie
University in 1977 are no longer operating. AECL remains the custodian of the safety and licensing
design basis of the SLOWPOKE reactors at these institutions. This section summarizes the use of
SLOWPOKE reactors in each institution.
University of Alberta
The SLOWPOKE Nuclear Reactor Facility is located on the main campus of the University of Alberta in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The reactor is used as a source of neutrons for radionuclide production,
NAA, research, and teaching. The facility has gamma spectrometers to analyze radioactive materials from
many different sources.64
École Polytechnique de Montréal
École Polytechnique de Montréal is affiliated with the Université de Montréal. The SLOWPOKE is used
mainly for NAA and for the production of radioactive tracers.65 Radioactive tracers are used in animals
and humans for the study of the dissolution of medication in the digestive system and distribution to
various organs.66
RMCC
The RMCC SLOWPOKE is located in Kingston Ontario. The SLOWPOKE at the RMCC facility is
“intensely” used to provide present and future officers of the Canadian Forces with experience with
radioactive materials, radiation and many applications based on radioactivity such as non-destructive
testing67.
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Shutdown of University of Toronto and Dalhousie SLOWPOKEs
In 1997, University of Toronto approved a budget of $2.1 million for decommissioning the SLOWPOKE
which was then officially decommissioned in 2000.68 The facility was mainly used for instrumental NAA,
helping University of Toronto to become internationally recognized in many research fields including
Archaeology, Biomaterials, Environmental and Nuclear Chemistry, Medicine and Materials.69
The Dalhousie reactor was shut down in May 2011. The SLOWPOKE resided in the basement of
Dalhousie’s Life Sciences Centre and was used for research until 2008. The facility was mainly used by
Chemistry professor Amares Chatt and his graduate students. Upon Dr. Chatt’s retirement in 2008, the
decision was made to decommission the facility.70 It was used for NAA and became the frontier for the
study of analytical chemistry. This reactor was also used to produce isotopes for medical research.71

4.4.4

AECL

Overview
For over 60 years, AECL has been a world-class scientific research and development organization with a
focus on developing peaceful and innovative applications of nuclear technology.
A timeline depicting the development of AECL from the 1940’s to the 1990s is presented in Figure 59.
Figure 59 – Timeline of Developments at AECL

Source: AECL Historic Milestones presentation provided by AECL
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The Canadian nuclear industry began in 1945 when nuclear fission was controlled for the first time in the
Zero Energy Experimental Pile (ZEEP) reactor at Chalk River, Ontario. Chalk River has been central to the
industry ever since.72 In 1952, AECL was formed as a Crown Corporation, the Government of Canada
being the sole shareholder. The NRU came on stream in 1957 at CRL.
In 1963, AECL opened the WL in Pinawa, Manitoba. With its SLOWPOKE research reactor, Whiteshell
Reactor, RD-14M Thermalhydraulic Test Facility and Underground Research Laboratory (URL), WL was a
world leader in nuclear research and waste management.
In 1986, AECL scientists and engineers constructed the world’s first Tandem Accelerator
Superconducting Cyclotron to conduct scientific research on sub-atomic particles. AECL’s crowning
achievement, the CANDU reactor, became popular in the 1970s throughout the world.
Materials Science and the Canadian Neutron Beam Centre (CNBC)
The NRX and NRU reactors were each, in succession, the highest flux reactors in the world when they
came online in 1947 and 1957, respectively. Among those attracted to the CRL and the new reactors
was B.N. Brockhouse. Researchers in the United States had demonstrated that neutrons could be used
to determine the location of atoms in materials. Brockhouse realized we could go one step further and
determine what the atoms were doing. Thus the U.S. and Canada together gave birth to neutron
scattering.
In 1984, Dr. T.M. Holden, working with other scientists and engineers at CRL, demonstrated residual
stress mapping using neutron diffraction. This new and unique capability was immediately put to good
use by AECL to address several engineering challenges for the CANDU industry. Engineers now had a
use for a scientific tool previously used only by physicists and chemists. Soon after, engineers
worldwide, such as the engineers at NASA investigating the Challenger Space Shuttle disaster, took
notice and wanted to use neutron diffraction stress mapping to address their technical problems.
Dr. Holden and his colleagues developed a fee-for-service model that enabled engineering researchers to
use neutron beams while ensuring that information and research findings remained proprietary. This
became known as the Applied Neutron Diffraction for Industry (ANDI) program. The ANDI model was a
breakthrough at the time as access to neutrons for engineering researchers up to that point was
challenging and results were likely to be released as part of a scientific publication. The CNBC was born
out of the ANDI program and established in 1985.
The CNBC represents a suite of equipment that is physically integrated with the NRU which provides the
neutron source for the experiments conducted by CNBC researchers.
In 1994, B.N. Brockhouse and C. Shull jointly received the Nobel Prize in Physics for their research in the
area of neutron scattering. Brockhouse developed the first Triple-Axis Spectrometer, which is still a
fixture at most reactor neutron sources today. McMaster University’s materials science laboratory has
been named in honour of Dr. Brockhouse and many faculty members that are part of the Brockhouse
Institute for Materials Research are active users of the CNBC for their research.
Over the years, the CNBC has served clients in a wide range of industrial sectors and continues to enjoy
a world-class reputation today.
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4.5

Overview of Recent Developments

This section describes how Canada’s Nuclear S&T focus has evolved in recent years (from the 1990s
onwards), and describes shifts that occurred in the mandates of certain facilities. Key developments that
have occurred during this period that have impacted the Nuclear S&T landscape in Canada are also
described briefly.

4.5.1

Changes in Public Funding for the Nuclear Energy Sector

4.5.1.1

Program Review at AECL (1994-2004)

The broad based federal program review of the mid 1990s challenged the rationale for many government
programs including AECL. There was pressure to make commercial operations even more central to
AECLs mandate. Very early in the review, a $100M target annual core funding base was established. This
was a significant reduction as the $100M was to cover not just CANDU R&D support but also waste
management, closure of regional facilities, as well as basic research.
The Program Review triggered very real cuts in AECL’s activities, mainly in its research programs. The
reduction in federal funding for AECL R&D forced a phase-out of programs that were not essential to the
CANDU business. Basic research facilities at Chalk River were closed, and so was the National Fusion
Program, which had tritium programs in Ontario and magnetic confinement programs in Quebec,
supported by the federal government through AECL in partnership with provincial utilities. The neutron
scattering program was retained through transferring it to the NRC.
The Program Review also led to the downsizing or closing of AECL’s Whiteshell labs, its regional offices
in Saskatchewan, Montreal, and Fredericton, and the headquarters office in Ottawa, which was moved to
Mississauga. While federal funding appeared to drop by only 33% from $150M in 1990 to $100M by
1999, the impact on the share of funding retained for the AECL Nuclear R&D program was even greater.
By 2003/04 the program had been reduced by 70% of the funding in 1994/95.
As a result of the program review, the Government of Canada has been funding R&D activities at AECL
primarily in the area of CANDU related technology applications.
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Figure 60 – Historical Trend in Nuclear Platform R&D Costs and Program Impacts73

Source: SECOR (2011)

4.5.1.2

Ontario Hydro Restructuring (1999)

Coincidentally, while the federal program review was being conducted, the Ontario government was also
restructuring Ontario Hydro.
In the midst of an economic downturn in the early 1990s, and a lower-than-forecasted demand, Ontario
Hydro’s (OH) debt load was increasing substantially.74 This caused end user electricity prices to rise
faster than other jurisdictions. Shortly after, the Ontario Government established an Advisory Committee
on Electricity Competition to provide recommendations on the restructuring of Ontario's electric industry.
By 1999, OH was restructured into three separate companies: Ontario Power Generation (OPG) for
generation, the Ontario Hydro Services Company (renamed Hydro One or HO) for transmission, and an
Independent Market Operator (IMO) to manage the stability of the system.75
Upon this restructure, OH’s Research Division was reorganized as Ontario Power Technologies (OPT),
under the new crown-corporation OPG. OPT gained independence in 2000 and spun-off as a private
consulting corporation called Kinectrics. Currently, Kinectrics is a leading testing, inspection, certification
and consulting company for the electricity industry. This includes generation consulting for fossil fuel,
hydroelectric, nuclear and renewable energy companies. 76
The nuclear research activities were also refocused with substantial funding reductions. Figure 61
summarizes how the nuclear research funding received by AECL from Ontario Hydro changed.
Coincident with the funding reductions was the formation of the NWMO and the transformation of the
Candu Owners’ Group (COG) into a separate not for profit organization.
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Figure 61 – Historical Ontario Hydro R&D Program volume for AECL77
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4.5.1.3

Nuclear Waste Management Office (NWMO)

The Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO) was established in 2002 under the Nuclear Fuel
Waste Act. The NWMO consist of representatives of the country’s nuclear utilities (OPG, Hydro-Québec
and New Brunswick Power Corporation). Its responsibilities are: preparing a study of long-term
management options, preparing progress reports, offering services to small waste owners, consulting
the public, making reports available to the public and carrying out government-approved waste
management. Oversight of the NWMO is provided by NRCan.

4.5.2

Industry and Academic Collaborations in Nuclear Energy

With the reduction in public funding, the Nuclear Energy sector undertook several collaborative initiatives
to ensure the continuity of the necessary capabilities required to sustain the safe and economic operation
of Canada’s nuclear power plants, particularly in the areas of HQP development and academic research.
4.5.2.1

University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) (2002)

UNENE was created in 2002 as a not-for-profit partnership between industry and universities with the
objectives of:
■ Establishing nuclear R&D programs in universities,
■ Training and developing Highly Qualified Personnel (HQP) to address the demographic gap, and
■ Creating a sustainable source of expertise for independent industry and public consultation.
Twelve years into its creation, UNENE is now well established, with programs mainly focussing on
education and research serving the industry at large. The educational component is in the form of an M.
Eng. program mainly designed for working professionals (program courses are offered on weekends and
use distance learning tools).
The main research activity that UNENE supports is to provide funding vehicles for:
■ IRCs in nuclear-related subjects at 7 universities (McMaster, Queen’s, Toronto, Waterloo, Western
Ontario, University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT) and RMCC);
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■ Collaborative R&D (CRD) projects in nuclear-related subjects at universities (Queen’s, Guelph,
McMaster, Toronto, Western);
The IRCs and the CRDs are a source of both highly qualified graduate students and independent and
unbiased experts (the professors).
4.5.2.2

Nuclear Ontario (2008)

Nuclear Ontario is a joint initiative of six Ontario universities with a mandate to conduct collaborative
research in each of the partner universities that supports the continued development of safe, clean
Nuclear Energy for the benefit of Ontario. The university research network was established with funding
from the Ontario Research Fund - Research Excellence (ORF-RE) program in 2008.
The six universities participating in Nuclear Ontario are McMaster University (lead institution), together
with Carleton University, Queen’s University, RMCC, UOIT, and UWO. Industry partners include UNENE,
AECL, NWMO and Nu-Tech.78
The Nuclear Ontario network included support for several Nuclear S&T facility capital programs at the
member institutions.
4.5.2.3

Centre for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS) (2009)

Related to the Nuclear Ontario network, the Centre for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS) is a $24.5
million regional facility that will provide a range of irradiated material handling and testing facilities and
equipment. Specific equipment includes a thermal testing laboratory at McMaster and a radiation dose
laboratory at UOIT. The intent is for these projects to complement the MNR and the Canadian Center for
Electron Microscopy at McMaster to provide world class materials and thermal testing facilities. The
project was supported by a majority of Canadian Nuclear Energy-related companies (OPG, Bruce Power,
AECL, and Kinectrics) as well as a number of leading international organizations (EPRI, EDF, Bechtel).79
In June 2009, the CFI awarded $9.1 million to McMaster University (through Prof. John Luxat as the
principal researcher), to establish the CANS to focus on materials, safety and medical applications of
nuclear technology.80
4.5.2.4

CANMET Materials Relocation (2011)

CANMET – MTL, part of NRCan, is a national resource for materials science. CANMET – MTL’s mandate
within NRCan is to realize benefits for Canada from R&D on value-added processing of materials for
economic development, clean energy, environmental performance, and safety/security. CANMET-MTL’s
research focuses on three industrial sectors: transportation, energy and metal manufacturing. It also
studies other aspects of sustainable development, such as achieving process efficiencies and the
recycling of materials.
In February 2011, CANMET – MTL relocated from Ottawa to a new laboratory facility in Hamilton,
Ontario. The decision to relocate MTL to Hamilton was based on an in-depth business case centered on
the fact that Hamilton has a significantly higher concentration of casting companies, auto parts
manufacturers, auto assembly plants and steel companies than Ottawa.
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The new facility is located in McMaster Innovation Park (roughly 2 km from the campus) which is why
CANMET-MTL has been included in the Universities cluster. The relocation gives materials researchers in
the Faculty of Engineering at McMaster the opportunity to increase their collaborations with CANMETMTL and gives researchers at both institutions the opportunity to use each other’s highly sophisticated
materials research capabilities. The new 145,000 square-foot complex includes facilities for casting,
rolling and forming metal, and designing and testing new materials.

4.5.3

TRIUMF’s: Shift to more Commercial Focus (1995 onwards)

This period also saw changes to TRIUMF’s mandate. Up to this point, research activities at TRIUMF
remained focused on the basic science end of the spectrum of scientific research activities. TRIUMF’s
concern with commercial return began with the federal government’s 1995 five-year contribution
agreement which identified the requirement for a Small Business Development Plan that would enhance
the impact of TRIUMF on the economy of Western Canada. As a result, TRIUMF began to give
preference to small Western Canadian suppliers and helped to promote their products and technical
abilities to international organizations such as CERN.
The scope of TRIUMF’s commercial focus was increased further in the year 2000, with the next five-year
contribution agreement. TRIUMF was mandated to widen its focus from small business development in
Western Canada to business development in general throughout the country. The 2005-2010 five-year
agreement also identified the need for economic and social returns to Canada from the “vigorous pursuit
of technology transfer activities, contracts and procurement policies”81. Those expectations continue to
apply under all the current contribution agreements.82
4.5.3.1

Advanced Applied Physics Solutions (AAPS) (2008)

To further strengthen TRIUMF’s ability to commercialize outcomes of research activities, AAPS was
established in 2008 to be the commercialization partner of TRIUMF. AAPS was set up as one of 11
Centres of Excellence for Commercialization and Research (CECRs) established in February 2008 through
the Federal Network of Centres of Excellence (NCE) Program.
Initial financial support for AAPS to pursue its mandate was provided by three of Canada’s federal
granting agencies – NSERC, SSHRC and CIHR via the NCE.
The mission of AAPS is to collaborate with academic, government and industry stakeholders to develop
and commercialize technologies emerging from worldwide sub-atomic research.

4.5.4

Canada’s Withdrawal from the International Nuclear Fusion Collaboration (2003)

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project is a massive scientific experiment
that is being constructed in the south of France. The project involves scientists and funding from the EU,
United States, Japan, China, Russia, South Korea and India. Canada is the only G8 country that is not
participating in the project which is aiming to construct the world’s largest tokomak.
Canadian scientists were heavily involved in the ITER initiative since the beginning. In 2001, ITER Canada
(a consortium of public and private partners) offered to host the project on a site at a nuclear facility in
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TRIUMF, Business Development Plan 2006 – 2010.
HAL Report.
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Clarington, Ontario83. Canada’s bid to host the facility was subsequently withdrawn in 2003 and
eventually, Canada withdrew from the ITER project entirely.
Despite this, the following organizations have fusion research programs today and Canadian scientists
are continuing to research and achieve breakthroughs in this area of research84:
■ McMaster University
■ University of Toronto – Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS)
■ Queen’s University – Department of Physics
■ University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT)
■ University of Quebec at Montreal
■ U-Sask PPL (which has Canada’s only tokomak)
■ University of Alberta – Electrical Engineering – Photonics and Plasmas

4.5.5

NRU Unplanned Shutdowns and NISP (2007 & 2009)

The NRU experienced unexpected shutdowns in 2007 and 2009. The shutdown in 2009 was triggered by
a loss of electric power, but maintenance operations revealed serious damage that was causing
radioactive material to be released, resulting in an extended period of shutdown. The reactor re-started
operations 15 months later in August 2010. The disruption that the shutdown of the NRU caused to the
global Mo-99 supply chain led the government of Canada to re-think its position as the world’s leading
supplier of this isotope and consider other potential options for the production of Mo-99.
In response, through Budget 2010, the Government committed $35 million over two years to invest in
research, development and demonstration (RD&D) of non-reactor-based technologies for the production
of Tc-99m. This commitment was the basis for the Non-reactor-based Isotope Supply Contribution
Program (NISP), intended to lay the groundwork for a more secure and sustainable supply of medical
isotopes in the future.
NISP provided funding to four multi-partner projects to support the research, development and
demonstration of cyclotron and linear accelerator technologies for the production of Tc-99m. These
projects have shown promising results, including small-scale demonstration of Tc-99m production, with
more work required to bring the technologies to commercial-scale production.
To further advance the development of these alternatives to existing isotope production technologies,
and to help secure the supply of medical isotopes for Canadians, Budget 2012 provided an additional $25
million over four years to NRCan for the Isotope Technology Acceleration Program (ITAP) to build on the
developments made through NISP.
Following a rigorous competitive process, ITAP is investing in the work to optimize the processes and
build the evidence needed for health regulatory approvals, as well as to attract private sector interest and
bring these technologies to market. The funding supports collaboration among academic, private and
public sector partners to further advance non-reactor-based technologies, specifically linear accelerators
and cyclotrons, for securing the supply of Tc-99m for Canadians in the medium to long term.
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Dr. Stewart, Fusion and the ITER Project, Presentation to the 2003 alPHa Annual Conference, 2003.
CNS, Fusion Energy Science and Technology Division, 2014.
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4.5.6

Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation (2011)

The Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation (Fedoruk Centre) aims to place Saskatchewan
among global leaders in nuclear research, development and training through investment in partnerships
with academia and industry. Working with Saskatchewan-based research leaders, the Fedoruk Centre
will focus on investments that enable the acquisition, generation and interpretation of knowledge in the
nuclear domain in the areas of:
■ nuclear medicine,
■ materials research with nuclear methods,
■ energy and safety engineering including small reactors, and
■ managing the risks and benefits of nuclear technology for society and our environment.
The Fedoruk Centre is funded by Innovation Saskatchewan as an independent, not-for-profit subsidiary of
the U-Sask. To date, the institution has supported five nuclear medicine projects, one materials research
project, one Nuclear Energy and safety related project and four projects related to environmental
protection.

4.5.7

SNOLAB (2012)

The SNOLAB research facility was opened in 2012. SNOLAB focuses on neutrino research, and also
houses experiments to explore dark matter and other astroparticle research topics. SNOLAB is situated
in a mine shaft two kilometres below the earth’s surface. TRIUMF scientists were instrumental in the
design and development of SNOLAB and there are many synergies between the work done at TRIUMF
and the work done at SNOLAB.

4.6

Capital Investment

This section presents a brief overview of the level of capital expenditure that has occurred in recent years
at each of the facilities. Figure 62 depicts a summary of estimated capital expenditures85 and
commitments that have been made at each of the Nuclear S&T clusters.

85

Estimates of recent capital expenditure used in this section have been developed using information from the following sources:

‒
‒

TRIUMF, CLS and SRC capital expenditure data obtained from financial statements FY2009 to FY2013;

‒

University of Ottawa, University of Winnipeg, Universite de Sherbrooke and Saint Mary’s University capital expenditure
estimates obtained from Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) database for the last 5 years.

‒

AECL Interviews, AECL ISMP, AECL budgets and corporate plans

Universities’ (McMaster, RMC, Western, Queen’s, University of Waterloo and UOIT), AECL/CNBC, CANMET and Fedoruk
Centre capital expenditure estimates obtained from research and interviews covering the last 8 years; and
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Figure 62 – Estimated Recent Cumulative Capital Expenditures and Commitments

Source: Financial statements of TRIUMF, Fedoruk Centre, CLS and SRC; Interviews with CANMET, Universities and AECL/CNBC;
CFI database and KPMG analysis

4.6.1

TRIUMF

Over the period being analyzed, capital expenditure at TRIUMF has been estimated to be approximately
$53 million, with approximately 80% of this funding coming from Federal sources. Federal capital funding
has been provided to TRIUMF via the CFI and NRCan (for the Tc-99m project), and provincial funding is
mainly from the BC Knowledge Development Fund and is largely directed towards the development of
civil infrastructure.

4.6.2

Saskatchewan Cluster

Capital funding for Nuclear S&T in Saskatchewan has been obtained from a mix of provincial and federal
funding that is similar to TRIUMF’s, with 80% of the funding coming from federal sources and the
remainder from provincial sources. Capital spending and commitments in Saskatchewan have amounted
to $110 million and have included federal funding to the Fedoruk Center for the cyclotron project, CFI
funding that has been committed for CLS, and NSERC MRS grant funds that have been used for
purchase of equipment.

4.6.3

AECL and CNBC

Until recently, AECL Chalk River Labs and the CNBC were managed and funded separately. As such this
section separately discusses their capital investments
AECL - Capital investments in S&T capabilities at AECL that have occurred over the last decade in several
areas are estimated at $27M as shown in Figure 62.
In the ten years prior to 2012, AECL has only had minor in S&T driven capital investments to enhance the
research facility’s capabilities and which were financed out of AECLs minor capital budget. Overall capital
investments in the Chalk River site over that period were represented the investment in the Project New
Lease (PNL) initiative in which priorities were given to Health, Safety, Security and Environmental (HSSE)
investments as they apply to the site in general.
Federal investments were made to return the NRU service and were specifically initiated due to its
unplanned shutdown but were prioritized and approved due to concerns about isotope production. Many
of the S&T features of the NRU (e.g., loops) have not been concurrently returned to service, partly due to
AECL’s priority to minimize risks to isotope production.
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While the PNL program continued planning for long term investments in S&T capabilities that may be
realized by 2018, in 2012 (AECL FY2013), direct capital expenditures of approximately $17M were made
to upgrade the hydrogen lab. These investments were made to begin upgrading of the electrical system
as an interim solution prior to the entire site’s electrical upgrade, and to begin renovating the hydrogen
lab for relocating the non-active hydrogen facilities from the S&T laboratory building 250, the motivator
for this effort. The hydrogen lab is expected to be ready by FY2015. These investments are identified as
required for HSSE and regulatory requirement reasons. Building B250 is the highest risk building on site
and is now well beyond its expected life and not suitable for the complex scientific functions carried out
there. The condition of this decades old facility has code compliance issues. In a 2008 CNSC fire
protection class II audit, B250 was cited as a building where its facilities and employees should be
relocated.
The total expenditures from minor capital over the last decade, the hydrogen laboratory upgrade
discussed above, and planning for future S&T facilities are estimated at about $25M.
CNBC - $2.5 million was invested in 2006 in conjunction with the initiation of the Surface Science
laboratory at Western. Interviews with international scientists that have used the CNBC in the past have
shown that scientists at the CNBC have very valuable expertise and are able to run unique and
challenging experiments, but the facility’s capabilities are being surpassed due to lack of investment. This
is explored further in the next section.
In the ten years prior to 2012, AECL has not had any S&T driven capital investments to enhance the
research facility’s capabilities. Capital investments in the Chalk River site over that period represented
the investment in the Project New Lease (PNL) initiative in which priorities were given to Health, Safety,
Security and Environmental (HSSE) investments as they apply to the site in general. Federal investments
in the NRU were also specifically initiated due to its unplanned shutdown but were prioritized and
approved due to concerns about isotope production. Many of the S&T features of the NRU (e.g., loops)
have not been concurrently returned to service, partly due to AECL’s priority to minimize risks to isotope
production.

4.6.4

McMaster University

Nuclear S&T capital funding and commitments at McMaster University amounted to $55 million over the
period being studied, with funds from federal sources making up roughly 50% of capital spending overall.
The $55 million funding has been directed towards:
■ three projects included a medical isotope research focus: MNR infrastructure upgrades; a cyclotron
and production research capability within the Centre for Probe Development and
Commercialization (CPDC); and the High Level Laboratory medical isotope production
infrastructure and teaching facility;
■ the CANS; and
■ the Small Angle Neutron Scattering facility and a positron beam facility at the Brockhouse
Materials lab.
Roughly 10% of capital funding has been provided by industry including an investment by N-Ray Inc. in
beam line infrastructure at the McMaster research reactor. Nray is a company that was spun off from
technology and expertise that was originally developed at AECL’s CRL.

4.6.5

Universities

The estimate for capital investment in Nuclear S&T infrastructure at the other Universities is over $50M
as well. The CANS investments at McMaster were developed in collaboration with the Nuclear Ontario
network. Nuclear Ontario network also supported almost $20M capital programs for investments at
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Queens (proton beam accelerator and tomographic facility), and for analytical tools at UOIT (for hydrogen
research capabilities), University of Western Ontario (Surface Science Laboratory), and at RMCC.
Additionally university Nuclear S&T investments of $38 million came from CFI funding for projects
involving the University of Ottawa, Saint Mary’s University, the University of Winnipeg, and the
Université de Sherbrooke.

4.7

International Perspectives on Canada’s Nuclear S&T
Capabilities

One of the objectives of this study is to benchmark Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities with similar
international facilities. This section of the report presents a high level assessment of how Canada’s
Nuclear S&T facilities are viewed internationally.

4.7.1

International Use of Canada’s Nuclear Facilities

The facilities vary in terms of the degree of international research that is conducted. TRIUMF has
significantly more involvement with international research which could be a result of the nature of work
that is carried out there. Because of the scale and complexity that is characteristic of sub-atomic physics
research infrastructure, large-scale research projects in this area tend to be international collaborations.
TRIUMF’s role as Canada’s conduit to the CERN project and joint projects with researchers from Japan,
also contribute to the significantly higher proportion of international researchers among TRIUMF users
than among CLS or CNBC users.
Figure 64 – Percentage of International Collaboration in User Base
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Sources: Information provided by TRIUMF, CNBC and CLS Activity Report, KPMG analysis

One of the objectives of this study was to explore international perceptions of Canadian Nuclear S&T
facilities. The results are summarized in the following three subsections.

4.7.2

International Perspectives on the CNBC

Through the Canadian Institute for Neutron Scattering (CINS), feedback was received from international
scientists that were keen to offer their views on the general state of Nuclear S&T in Canada and
specifically on the CNBC. The NRU, which provides the neutron source for the CNBCs Neutron
Scattering related research activities, is the only major international neutron source that also supports
isotope production and nuclear energy research as shown in Figure 63.
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The interviewees consulted in this study were either current users of the CNBC for research or reported
having used the facility in the past. In general, these respondents stressed that the expertise at the
CNBC is of a very high caliber. The CNBC’s technical staff were described by the interviewees as being
very experienced with a long history of research using neutrons which allows them to carry out many
challenging and creative experiments.
However, respondents noted that the neutron scattering facilities at the CNBC are old and are no longer
as ‘leading-edge’ as they once were. Certain respondents felt that other facilities like the APS at
Argonne, have eclipsed the CNBC. Most major neutron sources around the world have an extensive
array of neutron beam instruments - many more than are currently available at the NRU. This shift in the
CNBCs reputation may be related to the absence of capital investments described in section 4.6.
Figure 63 – Comparison of Major Neutron Sources86
Comparison of Major Neutron Sources
Used For:
Facility
Name

Country

Start
Date

Isotope
Production

Neutron
Scattering

Nuclear
R&D

x

x

x

Research Reactors
NRU

Canada

1957

NBSR

USA

1967

ATR

USA

1967

x

SAFARI-1

South Africa

1965

x

x

OPAL

Australia

2006

x

x

ILL

France

1971

HFR

Netherlands

1961

x

FRM-II

Germany

2004

x

x

JRR-3M

Japan

1990

x

x

HBWR

Norway

1959

x
x

x
x

x

Spallation Sources
ISIS

UK

2007

x

SNS

USA

2007

x

Source: NRC 2012

4.7.3

International Perspectives on TRIUMF87

In the recent TRIUMF five-year plan, nine global laboratories were identified in for international
comparative assessment of TRIUMF’s performance:
■ Brookhaven National Laboratory (U.S.)
■ High Energy Research Organization, KEK (Japan)
■ Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (U.S.)
■ Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (U.K.)
■ Paul Scherrer Institute, PSI (Switzerland)
■ Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (U.S.)
■ National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (U.S.)
86
87

NRC (2012).
TRIUMF five year plan – 2015 to 2020 (2013).
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■ RIKEN Nishina Centre for Accelerator-based Science (Japan)
■ Turku PET Centre (Finland)
The comparative analysis focused on scientific publications and was carried out by Science Metrix, a
Montreal-based company that specializes in analyzing international scientific publication patterns.
TRIUMF research publications were found to be authored by some of the most internationally diverse
researchers and were found to have a relatively high publication impact, consistently ranking in the top
half of this list of institutions in terms of impact metrics. (Research Impact is measured by evaluating the
degree to which publications are cited by other research publications. Work that is more highly cited has
a higher research impact).

4.7.4

International Perspectives on CLS88

In June 2011, CLS commissioned Insightrix to conduct an economic and social impact analysis of its
operations. Part of Insightrix’s methodology was to reach out to users of CLS with a series of questions
about their views on the facility, the results from two of these questions are summarized here.
(1) One of the questions asked in the Insightrix survey was “Which other synchrotron sources did you
use in 2010?” The list of responses is presented below in order of the frequency of response:
Figure 64 – List of Synchrotron Sources
List of Synchrotron Sources Ranked by Frequency of Response
Facility Name

Location

Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory

Chicago, Illinois, USA

Advanced Light Source (ALS)

Berkeley, California, USA

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL)

Palo Alto, California, USA

Super Photon ring-8 GeV (SPring-8)

Hyogo Prefecture, Japan

National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY, USA

Berlin Electron Storage Ring Society for Synchrotron Radiation (BESSY II)

Berlin, Germany

Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS)

Ithaca, NY, USA

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)

Genoble, France

French National Synchrotron Facility (SOLEIL)

Paris, France

Pohang Light Source (PLS)

Korea

Swiss Light Source (SLS)

Switzerland

BioCARS at APS

Chicago, Illinois, USA

Structural Biology Center (SBC) at APS

Chicago, Illinois, USA

Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF)

Shanghai, China

Sincrotrone Trieste (ELLETRA)

Italy

Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC)

Madison, Wisconsin, USA

Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS)

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Source: Insightrix (2011)

(2) Respondents were also asked to rank the above synchrotron facilities in order of their priority in terms
of usage. The APS in Chicago was selected most often as the preferred facility for research, followed by
the ALS in Berkeley and the SSRL in Palo Alto. The top three reasons why CLS survey respondents said
they prefer to use other facilities were:

88

Insightrix (2012).
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■ Experimental facilities are available at the other facilities that are not at the CLS
■ Not enough beam-time is awarded at the CLS
■ High travel cost to the CLS
While there is no doubt that the CLS enhances Canada’s research and innovation capacity and is an
important asset to Canadian researchers, the facility is not unique and there are a number of
synchrotrons available in the world that may be used by international researchers. This may explain why
the CLS has the lowest international users among the facilities measured in this study.

4.8

Chapter Summary

The findings of this section indicate Canada’s Nuclear S&T clusters of AECL, University of Saskatchewan,
McMaster and TRIUMF each has a long history of leading research in Nuclear S&T that stems back to
the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. AECL due to its foundational participation since inception in the 1940s has
played a role in supporting all of the facilities right up to today including support for the CLS and Nuclear
Ontario investments in university capabilities.
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5

Canada’s Nuclear S&T
Facilities Today

5.1

Chapter Overview

While the previous chapter focused on the historical development of the clusters, this chapter presents a
more current snapshot of activities carried out at each of the clusters.
The current activities at each Nuclear S&T cluster are described in terms of six categories to illustrate the
differences and unique capabilities that reside in each of the clusters. The following parameters are used
to describe each cluster:
■ Research areas
■ Research facilities
■ Academic engagement
■ Industry engagement
■ Innovation and Commercialization
■ Estimated Economic Impact of Research Activities

5.1.1

Structure of this Chapter

This chapter has four sections, one for each Nuclear S&T cluster:
Section 5.2 -- TRIUMF
Section 5.3 -- Saskatchewan
Section 5.4 -- Universities + CANMET
Section 5.5 -- AECL

5.1.2

Key Findings

■ Each of the four clusters of Nuclear S&T activity has unique facilities, capabilities and expertise
■ In combination, the clusters represent a diverse range of research tools and techniques that
Canadian scientists can access.
■ Nuclear S&T research activities at AECL, TRIUMF and McMaster all have associated
commercialization outcomes.
 The CLS has recently undertaken a mandate to develop commercialization objectives
 The impact of those commercialization outcomes, measured both in terms of revenue
generated by new spin-off companies and FTEs employed by those companies, is most
significant for AECL at up to $800M/year of current activity employing up to 2500 FTEs.
■ Highlights of common contributions to Canada’s innovation capacity measures from the activities
at these facilities are addressed in Chapter 6.
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5.2

TRIUMF

This section describes TRIUMF’s research areas, research facilities, academic engagement, industry
engagement, commercialization and innovation outcomes, and estimated economic impact. As described
in section 4.4.1, given the scale and importance of the TRIUMF research facility relative to the other
institutions in this cluster (i.e. SNOLAB and Perimeter Institute), and given that the other facilities are not
research facilities that are licensed by the CNSC, the focus of this section is on the TRIUMF facility only.

5.2.1

Research Areas

TRIUMF focuses on four main areas of research:
■ Nuclear Medicine
■ Materials Science
■ Particle Physics
■ Nuclear Physics
Research activities conducted at TRIUMF in these four areas are driven by TRIUMF’s focus and expertise
in the design, engineering and development of accelerators.

5.2.2

Research Facilities

TRIUMF is Canada's national laboratory for particle and nuclear physics and its headquarters are located
on the south campus of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, British Columbia. The TRIUMF
complex houses the following facilities:
■ 520 MeV Cyclotron: The 520 MeV cyclotron is TRIUMF’s primary instrument upon which many
other programs and capabilities rely. This 520 MeV cyclotron lies at the heart of TRIUMF, and
produces the primary proton beams that support many of the laboratory’s programs, including:
ISAC, the CMMS programs in μSR and β−NMR, and the Proton Treatment Facility.
■ ISAC: The TRIUMF Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC) facility uses the cyclotron to produce
rare isotope beams for research and development.
■ Atlas Tier 1 Data Centre: The ATLAS experiment at CERN’s LHC is expected to produce up to 5
petabytes of data per year. In order to analyze this staggering volume of data, CERN is
coordinating an international network of high-performance data centres. The Atlas Tier-1 Data
Centre located at TRIUMF is one of eleven in the world.
■ Nuclear Medicine Laboratories: The TRIUMF nuclear medicine program focuses on PET (Positron
Emission Tomography) imaging and the creation of medical isotopes using small cyclotrons (three
of which are owned by Nordion).
■ CMMS: at this facility, researchers use sub-atomic particles as probes of materials structure. The
MU-SR facility at CMMS is one of only four comparable facilities worldwide and is the only one in
the Americas.
■ Laboratory for Advanced Detector Development: facility for the design, development, and
construction of advanced detectors for diverse applications beyond particle and nuclear physics.
■ Proton and Neutron Irradiation Facilities: Beam-lines provide low-intensity energetic proton and
neutron beams to simulate radiation exposure in space or terrestrial environments. The Proton PIF
& NIF have become recognized as premier test sites for space-radiation effects. PIF users are
mainly Canadian space-related companies such as MDA Corporation, while NIF use is primarily by
international companies for avionics, microelectronics and communications equipment, such as
The Boeing Company or Cisco Systems, Inc. Additionally, one of the beamlines is used for the
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cancer treatment of ocular melanoma at the Proton Therapy Centre which is operated in
conjunction with the BC Cancer Agency and the UBC Department of Ophthalmology.
■ ARIEL: TRIUMF is currently constructing a new facility, the Advanced Rare IsotopE Laboratory
(ARIEL). The primary mission of ARIEL will be to produce rare, short-lived exotic isotopes. A
secondary mission of ARIEL is to anticipate future uses of electron linear accelerator technologies
such as free electron lasers, and commercial uses such as the production of medical isotopes by
photo-fission.

5.2.3

Academic Engagement

In a globally unique arrangement, TRIUMF is a partnership among Canada’s leading research universities
from Halifax to Victoria. This close relationship influences TRIUMF’s character as a large-scale scientific
facility and ensures that TRIUMF maintains a high degree of academic engagement. TRIUMF’s most
recent five year plan refers to findings of an independent study that identify TRIUMF as one of Canada’s
top three most productive publishers of high impact papers in particle and nuclear physics. TRIUMF was
also found to be among the top five of a set of a dozen international comparators in terms of citation
impact.
Through user information provided by TRIUMF, 96 professors in Canada were identified that have used
the facilities at TRIUMF to carry out their research. Over 60% were faculty at universities in BC.
Figure 65 – Geographic Distribution of TRIUMF Faculty Users
QC
6%

Atlantic
3%

ON
14%

AB+SK+MB
14%

BC
63%

Source: TRIUMF and KPMG analysis

Despite TRIUMF’s reputation as the leading Nuclear S&T facility in Canada that supports the physics
community, over 50% of Canadian faculty users are primarily involved in Nuclear Medicine related
research. The remainder are almost split between physics and material sciences related research
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Figure 66 – Distribution of TRIUMF Faculty Users by S&T Areas of Research
Physics
22%

Materials
23%

Nuclear Medicine
55%

Source: TRIUMF and KPMG analysis.

5.2.4

Industry Engagement

Starting in 1995 TRIUMF shifted to an increased commercial focus driven by requirements specified in
the federal government’s funding contribution agreement of 1995-2000. As a result, in 2008, Advanced
Applied Physics Solutions (AAPS) was formed to be TRIUMF’s commercialization partner. The
relationship between AAPS and TRIUMF is described succinctly in TRIUMF’s most recent five year plan:
“When promising inventions and innovations arise at TRIUMF, AAPS will assemble a collaborative team
to evaluate and develop the commercialization potential, and then launch a new spin-off company using
the intellectual property.”89
In addition to the commercialization and spinoff activity that AAPS was created to foster, TRIUMF has 3
main business lines through which direct commercial revenues are generated by providing services to
private industry:
■ Irradiation Services: TRIUMF’s irradiation services are focused on exploring approaches to fix
errors caused in electronic devices resulting from naturally occurring ionizing radiation. The Proton
and Neutron Irradiation Facilities (PIF and NIF) at TRIUMF generate low intensity, energetic proton
and neutron beams that allow researchers to simulate natural-radiation conditions that occur both
in space and on earth.
■ Isotope Production and Chemistry: TRIUMF has the expertise and the equipment to design and
operate accelerators for production of medical isotopes and has 30 years of experience doing so
with Nordion, Inc.
■ Technical Consulting: TRIUMF’s capabilities in physics, engineering, and design are often called
upon to provide short-term technical consulting arrangements. This business line is facilitated by
AAPS’ role as a “broker” for private-sector access to TRIUMF expertise90.
A review of TRIUMF’s financial statements for the past five years shows that TRIUMF’s primary source
of commercial revenue is from royalties received from Nordion for production of medical isotopes,
followed by product testing in the PIF & NIF primarily by computing, networking, (ICT) and aerospace
companies (such as Cisco and Honeywell)91. Nordion’s operations at TRIUMF consist of two dedicated

TRIUMF, Five-Year Plan 2015-2020.
TRIUMF, Business Development Report 2012 to 2013, 2013.
91
TRIUMF financial statements.
89
90
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compact commercial cyclotrons, 45 full-time permanent employees and cumulative sales that have
significantly exceeded $100 million92.
The licensing agreements between TRIUMF and Nordion have resulted in royalties of several million
dollars that TRIUMF has used as supplementary funding for other commercial developments as well as
related activities that support the transfer of TRIUMF technologies to Canadian industry.
Through its licensing agreement with TRIUMF, Nordion has first rights to new isotope technologies
originating from TRIUMF research, ensuring timely dissemination of the technology with maximum
benefit to the Western Canadian economy. TRIUMF and Nordion continue research and development of
new cyclotron produced isotopes for further advancement of the Canadian nuclear medicine industry.93
As part of its current Five-Year Plan, TRIUMF intends to double its commercial revenues through a
combination of: new business lines; strategic choices about sharing time and resources with the private
sector to develop and commercialize technologies; and enhanced efficiency on existing business
activities94.

5.2.5

Innovation and Commercialization

One of the ways in which TRIUMF aims to drive progress for Canada is by harnessing particles and
beams for science and for innovation. Below, three examples are presented that highlight TRIUMF’s
achievement in this area:
■ Producing Medical Isotopes using Cyclotrons
■ New Geophysical Exploration Technique for Mining Exploration
■ Improving Border Security and the Detection of Special Nuclear Materials
Box 2 – TRIUMF Team Wins CCS Innovation Grant – 22 April 2014
Dr. Tom Ruth and UVic Ph.D. student Jason Crawford have received a Canadian Cancer Society
Innovation grant to support their research on Astatine‐211, an alpha‐emitting radioisotope which
carries great potential for the treatment of late‐stage cancer. The CCS Innovation grant was established
to support unique and creative research that will have an impact on cancer treatment. Valued at nearly
$200,000 over two years, the grant will fund two related investigations into the production and medical
application of At‐211 at TRIUMF
http://www.triumf.ca/research‐highlights/awards‐honours/triumf‐team‐wins‐ccs‐innovation‐grant
Commercialization
and Spinoffs95

In order to maintain TRIUMF’s primary role and function as a basic science research facility, the TRIUMF
board sets limits on the resources that can be expended on commercialization efforts. According to
TRIUMF’s Business Development Report 2012-2013, “commercialization efforts should not exceed
about 10% of the laboratory’s overall resources”96. Despite this, during the 2008–2012 period, TRIUMF:
■ Launched 4 spin-off companies (IKOMED Technologies, Inc.; Micromatter, Inc.; CRM
Geotomography Technologies, Inc.; and ARTMS, Inc.);
TRIUMF Technology Transfer Bulletin, June 1998.
TRIUMF Technology Transfer Bulletin, June 1998.
94
HAL economic impact study of TRIUMF (2013).
95
TRIUMF, Five-Year Plan 2015-2020.
96
TRIUMF, Business Development Report 2012 to 2013, 2013.
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■ Entered into two technology-transfer agreements with Canadian industry for development of new
product lines (Advanced Cyclotron Systems, Inc.; PAVAC Industries, Inc.) and developed one
technology (cyclotron-based production of technetium-99m) for commercialization; and
■ Generated $9.0M of commercial revenue largely from royalty agreements for production of
medical isotopes, and industry fees for irradiation of aerospace and high-performance computing
components.
Through AAPS, TRIUMF is also working on:
■ A commercial venture to reduce x-ray exposure for patients and medical staff
■ Commercializing thin films, foils and special coatings
The revenue impact of these commercialization outcomes has been estimated to be in the range of $25
million to $50 million annually. Companies that have been spun-off are estimated to have 100 to 125
FTEs.

5.2.6

Estimated Economic Impact of TRIUMF’s Research Activities

The GDP impact of activities at TRIUMF has been estimated based on an economic impact assessment
of TRIUMF conducted by HAL. The focus of the HAL Report97, which was prepared for the NRC, was to
provide a systematic approach to evaluating the benefits from investments in large-scale research
infrastructure. HAL estimated TRIUMF’s direct economic impact by aggregating:
■ TRIUMF’s Net Domestic Expenditures: Expenditures by TRIUMF and AAPS were added together
and international expenses and contributions made to TRIUMF’s decommissioning fund were
deducted to arrive at Net Domestic Expenditures
■ Business Enterprise Revenue: Revenue by Canadian businesses attributable to their relationship
with TRIUMF
■ Conference Spending: Spending by delegates to conferences located in Canada as a result of
TRIUMF. This was calculated by applying an estimate for daily spending per delegate of $250.
This Nuclear S&T study has applied an approach to estimating GDP impact that has been derived from
HAL’s methodology. The methodology applied in this report also includes some additional components
that were not included in HAL’s calculation.
The approach applied in this study used the same assumptions for TRIUMF’s and AAPS’s Net Domestic
Expenditure as assumed in the HAL report, but the following additional impacts were also considered:
■ Academic impact was estimated by aggregating:
■ The annual average NSERC funding that TRIUMF affiliated university professors received over the
past five years.
■ An estimate of annual average sponsorship funding that private companies provided to academic
researchers that used TRIUMF for research over the past five years. This estimate was developed
by adding the average annual NSERC Industrial Research Chairs and Collaborative Research and
Development funding that TRIUMF affiliated professors received over the past five years, and
applying a matching factor to each value based on findings from interviews with professors who
have been granted IRCs and CRDs by NSERC.
■ The value generated by visits to TRIUMF by international researchers to conduct research projects
– this value was estimated by assuming that each international user of TRIUMF spends, on
97

Hickling Arthur Low (2013).
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average, four days in Vancouver when carrying out a research project at TRIUMF. The estimate
used by HAL for the daily spending by international researchers visiting TRIUMF was applied.
■ Business Impact was estimated by applying an assumption that for every dollar that private
companies spend on research, $10 is spent in R&D, preparing specimens, understanding the
research problem and following up on the fee-for-service research work. This assumption was
provided by the CNBC and is a rule of thumb applied by the NRC to estimate the GDP impact of
fee-for-service research activities.
Based on these assumptions, the estimated annual GDP impact of TRIUMF’s research-related activities
is approximately $73 million.
Figure 67 – TRIUMF – Estimated GDP Impact
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5.3

Saskatchewan

This section describes the research areas, research facilities, academic engagement and industry
engagement of each of the facilities that comprise the Saskatchewan cluster, namely:
■ CLS
■ U-Sask
■ Saskatchewan Research Council
■ Fedoruk Centre.
This section also presents an estimated economic impact analysis for the CLS, Saskatchewan’s flagship
research facility.
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5.3.1

Research Areas

CLS
The facilities available at the CLS serve a wide range of research subjects such as earth and
environmental sciences, health sciences, life sciences, and nanotechnology.98
U-Sask
Scientists from the U-Sask have long been involved in nuclear medicine (specifically, therapeutic
medicine) and Nuclear Energy (specifically nuclear fusion) research.
SRC
SRC provides research services in the following four areas99:
■ Agriculture/Biotechnology
■ Energy
■ Environment
■ Mining & Minerals
The primary use of the SRC SLOWPOKE-2 reactor is to provide services to the mining industry (uranium
mining in particular).
Fedoruk Centre
The Fedoruk Centre focuses on four “Areas of Impact”100:
■ Advancing nuclear medicine, instruments and methods;
■ Materials: Advancing knowledge of materials through nuclear techniques for applications in
energy, health, environment, transportation and communication;
■ Nuclear Energy: Improving safety and engineering of Nuclear Energy systems, including small
reactors; and
■ Managing the risks and benefits of nuclear technology for society and our environment.

5.3.2

Research Facilities

CLS
The CLS is often characterized as a “Big Science” facility, when it is really a collection of small science
laboratories all utilizing the same source of electromagnetic radiation. The facilities at the CLS include:
■ Far Infrared Spectroscopy (Far-IR)
■ Mid Infrared Spectromicroscopy (Mid-IR)
■ High Resolution Spherical Grating Monochromator (SGM)
■ Variable Line Spacing Plane Grating Monochromator (VLS-PGM)
■ Soft X-Ray Spectromicroscopy(SM)
■ Hard X-Ray Micro-Analysis (HXMA)
Cutler, J. & al., Progress at Canada’s National Synchrotron Facility: The Canadian Light Source, 2007.
SRC, SRC Quick Facts, 2014.
100
Fedoruk Centre, Impact Areas, 2014.
98
99
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■ Resonant Elastic and Inelastic X-Ray Scattering (REIXS)
■ Soft X-Ray Microcharacterization Beamline (SXRMB)
■ Synchrotron Laboratory for Micro and Nano Devices (SyLMAND)
■ Canadian Macromolecular Crystallography Facility 08ID-1 (CMCF-ID)
■ Canadian Macromolecular Crystallography Facility 08B1 (CMCF-BM)
■ Very Sensitive Elemental and Structural Probe Employing Radiation from a Synchrotron (VESPERS)
■ Biomedical Imaging and Therapy 05B1-1 and 05ID-2 (BMIT-BM and BMIT-ID)
U-Sask – Plasma Physics Lab
The STOR-M tokomak at the U-Sask is the only device of its kind in Canada devoted to magnetic fusion
research. PPL is a member of IAEA CRP (Collaborative Research Projects) of small fusion devices.
SRC
SRC has various analytical labs and capabilities that provide fee-for-service research services. In terms of
Nuclear S&T capabilities, SRC is home to a SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor that is used primarily for NAA
services catered mainly towards the uranium mining industry.
Fedoruk Centre
Presently, the Fedoruk Centre does not have any facilities. The centre will be responsible for operating
and managing a new cyclotron that is currently being constructed at the U-Sask. The intent is for the new
facility to be a centre for research, training and innovation in nuclear medicine — including
radiochemistry, physics and development of new radiopharmaceuticals for medical imaging. Operation of
the cyclotron and associate lab facilities is slated to commence in 2015, at which point it will supply
medical isotopes for the PET-CT scanner at the Royal University Hospital101.

5.3.3

Academic engagement

CLS
From a review of research publications that cited CLS as a supporting institution, a list of CLS’ faculty
users102 was generated and used to analyze the geographic distribution of faculty users of the facility.

101
102

Fedoruk Centre, Cyclotron Facility, 2014.
CLS was unable to provide us with user information directly.
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Figure 68 – Geographic Distribution of CLS Faculty Users
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Figure 69 – Distribution of CLS Faculty Users by S&T Area of Research
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Source: CLS, KPMG analysis

CLS’ faculty users are more concentrated in the prairie provinces and focus on materials science
research and nuclear medicine research.
U-Sask
The U-Sask’s PPL offers training of graduate students and Post Doctoral Fellows (PDFs) in broad
programs of plasma science and plasma assisted material science. Five comprehensive graduate level
courses are available and experimental programs range from tokamak physics to plasma assisted
material synthesis, both in experiments and in theory103.
Research contributions made by faculty members are recognized domestically and internationally. In
2013, the team of Professors Xiao and Hirose were awarded an inaugural research grant by the Canadian
Centre for Nuclear Innovation (CCNI) (now called the Fedoruk Centre) for the STOR-M tokamak
program.104

103
104

U-Sask – Department of Physics website, 2014.
U-Sask – Department of Physics website, 2014.
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5.3.4

Industry Engagement

CLS
Part of CLS’ mandate is a globally-unique focus on commercial partnerships with industry, with a target
of 25% industrial usage of the facilities105. CLS’ industrial science activities comprise the following
services:
■ Analytical services: quick turn-around projects with typical timelines of 6 months or less and very
narrow scope. Examples of analytical services include purchase of beam-time for pharmaceutical
company clients, academics purchasing beam-time for projects that require no support by the CLS
or chemical speciation of metals in a series of mining samples.
■ Collaborative research: These are typical longer term projects (2-3 years) which may bring 1 or 2
partners together for a specific study in order to realize a shared goal.
■ Strategic research: more long term research programs (3-5 years) that can involve researchers
from private industry, academia and government.
CLS’ primary customers are from the pharmaceutical industry, followed by the oil and gas and agriculture
industries.
U-Sask
U-Sask faculty often collaborate with industry, in particular the mining industry, on the joint execution of
research projects (refer to Box 3).
Box 3 – Partnering to Improve Mine Waste Management
For nearly two decades, U‐Sask geoscientist Jim Hendry has worked to define the leading edge of
environmental science, helping companies operate while protecting vital water supplies. Whether the
issue is managing metal contaminants in mine tailings, keeping potash brine and livestock waste out of
groundwater, or planning long‐term storage of nuclear waste, Hendry’s knowledge and that of his team is
helping a wide range of industrial partners. A key partner in this research has been Cameco Corporation,
one of the world’s largest uranium producers.
“This type of partnership between industry and the university research community is really the way of the
future and the way we can advance knowledge in critical areas important to Canada and to the world at
large,” says Pat Landine, Cameco’s chief geo‐environmental engineer. Prof. Hendry is a NSERC IRC in
Geological Sciences and is also a CLS user.
http://www.usask.ca/research/news/
Saskatchewan Research Council
The SRC is by definition a provider of applied research, development and demonstration services to
industry. The facility generates $78 million of annual revenue (2012) by offering a wide range of services
to industries in the Province, the main ones being the agriculture industry and resource extraction
industry. SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor is housed at SRC’s Environmental Analytical Laboratories and is
used as an analytical tool for doing NAA. The focus is mainly on analyzing uranium in certain sample
matrices and organic halides analysis. Alternate techniques are available for these tests, but the

105

U-Sask Corporate Administration, Other Corporate Entities, 2009.
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SLOWPOKE-2 has the advantages of being a non-destructive technique and requiring little sample
preparation106.

5.3.5

Innovation and Commercialization

CLS
Innovations
Examples of innovations and discovery resulting from research conducted at the CLS are numerous.
Select examples are presented below:
■ Producing medical isotopes using high energy X-rays.
■ Discovering a novel approach for controlling deadly C. difficile hospital infections.
■ Using Synchrotron Radiation to develop novel ibuprofen delivery methods for bones.
■ Reducing mining pollution by examining mine tailings.
■ Using the CLS, researchers from Laval University have examined coating cracks and defects,
which led to improvements to the billionths-of-a-meter thick layers of polymer used to coat cardiac
stents.
■ Using the CLS, scientists have discovered a universal behavior in copper-based superconductors,
paving the way for a crucial advancement in understanding and development of these materials
with potential applications including the production of smaller, more efficient MRI machines to
making better electricity transmission lines.
■ Using photons to produce stronger, cleaner concrete.
■ Using the CLS to help discover a way to create cheaper fuel cells by dividing normally expensive
platinum metal into nanosized particles (or even single atoms).
■ Developing an ultrafast rechargeable battery from non-toxic materials by a team of Stanford and
CLS researchers.
Commercialization Outcomes
Our research could not identify any specific example of commercialization that has resulted from
research conducted at CLS, the U-Sask, SRC or the Fedoruk Centre in the area of Nuclear S&T.

5.3.6

Estimated Economic Impact of CLS’ Research Activities:

The GDP impact of research activities at CLS has been estimated using a methodology that is consistent
with that applied to estimate TRIUMF’s economic impact (refer to Section 5.2.6 for further details).
Certain assumptions applied to the CLS analysis were obtained from an Economic and Social Impact
study prepared in 2011 for CLS by Insightrix, a Saskatoon based firm. The Insightrix study focused on the
research activity of CLS users in the 2010 calendar year and on the impact of the CLS industrial research
projects undertaken in fiscal years 2010 and 2011.
To estimate the economic impact of research activities conducted at CLS, this study has applied the
following approach and assumptions:
■ CLS Net Domestic Expenditure was obtained from the Insightrix report
■ Academic impact was estimated by aggregating:

106

SRC, Neutron Activation Analysis, 2014.
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– The annual average NSERC funding that CLS affiliated university professors received over the
past 5 years.
– An estimate of annual average sponsorship funding that private companies provided to academic
researchers that used CLS for research over the past 5 years. As with the TRIUMF economic
impact assessment, the industry matching estimate was estimated by adding the average annual
NSERC Industrial Research Chairs and Collaborative Research and Development funding that
CLS affiliated professors received over the past 5 years, and applying a matching factor to each
value based on findings from interviews with professors who have been granted IRCs and CRDs
by NSERC. Please refer to Section 6.3 for a more detailed description of the approach that has
been applied to estimate industry matching of NSERC funding.
– The value generated by visits to CLS by international researchers to conduct research projects.
This value was estimated by assuming that each international user of CLS spends, on average,
four days in Saskatoon when carrying out a research project at CLS. The same estimate used for
the daily spending by international researchers visiting TRIUMF was applied to the CLS analysis
(i.e. $250 per day).
■ Business Impact was estimated by applying an assumption that for every dollar that private
companies spend on research, $10 is spent in R&D, preparing specimens, understanding the
research problem and following up on the fee-for-service research work. This assumption was
provided by the CNBC and is a rule of thumb applied by the NRC to estimate the GDP impact of
fee-for-service research activities.
Based on these assumptions, the estimated annual GDP impact of CLS’ research related activities is
approximately $38 million.
Figure 73 – CLS – Estimated GDP Impact
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5.4

Universities and CANMET

This section describes the research areas, research facilities, academic engagement and industry
engagement of the Universities that host Nuclear S&T infrastructure, namely:
■ McMaster University
■ University of Alberta
■ Ecole Polytechnique
■ RMCC
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CANMET is also included in this section.

5.4.1

Research Areas

McMaster University
The MNR reactor is used for a variety of purposes. Research interests of professors and graduate
students that use the MNR include:
■ Radioisotope development;
■ Neurobiology;
■ Radiation biology;
■ Medical physics; and
■ Nuclear engineering.
University of Alberta
The University undertakes nuclear medicine research as well as plasma physics research activities.
École Polytechnique
The Nuclear Engineering Institute (Institut de génie nucléaire), part of the engineering physics
department, was established in 1970 and manages the M.Sc. program in energy engineering and the
Ph.D. program in nuclear engineering.
Research activities are mainly concentrated in the following three domains:
■ Reactor physics;
■ Reactor thermal-hydraulics; and
■ Neutron activation analysis.
Theoretical research work in reactor physics is also pursued and has led to the creation of the lattice
physics code DRAGON (the term DRAGON is an acronym that stands for Detector of Recoils And
Gammas Of Nuclear reactions) and of the finite reactor code DONJON.
RMCC
The Nuclear Research Group at RMCC sits within the Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering. The research focus of this group is on nuclear materials with a special emphasis on:
■ CANDU Nuclear Fuel Materials,
■ Thermochemical Modelling and Experimentation,
■ Detection of Special Nuclear Materials (SNM) using a Delayed Neutron Counting System,
■ Monte Carlo Modelling of SNM,
■ Monte Carlo Modelling of Personal Protective Equipment,
■ Radiochemical Detection of Materials in the Environment, and
■ State-of-the-Art Dosimetry.
CANMET
MTL’s mandate in NRCan is to realize benefits to Canada from R&D on value-added processing of
materials for economic development, clean energy, environmental performance, and safety/security.
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The facility’s research programs cover the following topics:
■ Emerging Materials
■ Vehicle Structural Materials
■ Materials for Nuclear and Conventional Energy
■ Pipelines
■ Non-Destructive Testing Certification

5.4.2

Research Facilities

McMaster University
■ Nuclear Reactor: The MNR is an open-pool type Materials Test Reactor (MTR) with a core of low
enriched uranium (LEU) fuel that is moderated and cooled by light water. Primary and secondary
cooling systems act to remove the heat that is generated in the core of the reactor, with external
cooling towers acting as the ultimate thermal sink. The reactor is housed within a concrete
containment building. The MNR is classified as a medium flux reactor and it is by far the most
powerful research reactor at a Canadian university.
■ Accelerator: The McMaster Accelerator Laboratory (MAL) houses three low energy particle
accelerators, as well as a suite of other radiation sources, together with detection systems and
their associated electronics and counting equipment. The MAL hosts a variety of research
programs, including neutron metrology and radiation biology. However, the program which is most
heavily developed is in Occupational Nuclear Medicine. This involves the use of radiation
techniques to analyze the amount of various elements present in the human body non-invasively.
■ Cyclotrons: The cyclotron is a recent addition to the MNR’s research infrastructure, funded by the
Knowledge Infrastructure Program (KIP). Currently, the cyclotron is primarily used for the
production of fluorine-18 which is then incorporated into the radiopharmaceutical
fluorodeoxyglucose (“FDG”) using automated synthesis protocols. The FDG is used in the clinic for
imaging various disease states by Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Cyclotron-produced
florine-18 is also utilized for research purposes, particularly the development of novel molecular
imaging agents.
■ High Level Laboratory Facility: The High Level Laboratory Facility (HLLF) consists of a secure suite
of laboratories. It is licensed as a nuclear facility and is designed for research applications using
unsealed sources of radioactivity. In 2011, the size of the laboratory facility was more than doubled
thanks to the KIP grant. The new research facility includes remote neutron irradiation capabilities, a
clean room for radiopharmaceutical production and several hot cells dedicated to research.
Currently, the HLLF is home to MNR’s isotope development lab, technical support services,
isotope quality assurance systems, the McMaster Centre for NAC, a Health Physics analysis lab,
the CPDC, and both radiochemistry and radiation biology research groups.
■ Industrial Hot Cell: The MNR houses an industrial hot cell: a lead-shielded remote handling facility
designed for working with radioactive materials. Work is conducted via manipulators (i.e.
mechanical arms) behind a one meter thick lead and oiled lined glass window. A variety of work is
done in the hot cell, ranging from sterilization to nuclear dating to instrument calibration. The
industrial hot cell houses a Cobalt-60 source that was acquired in 2011 and a second gamma
irradiation facility consisting of a Caesium-137 source. Both sources are used extensively for
controlled, high level irradiations for biological studies and materials research, as well as for
industrial applications.
■ The McMaster Intense Positron Beam Facility: The McMaster Intense Positron Beam Facility
(MIPBF) is an anti-matter beam facility that is to be installed on one of the beam ports at the
nuclear reactor. When complete, the MIPBF will be one of only four reactor-based positron
production facilities in the world.
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■ Pneumatic Transfer System: The MNR is equipped with an air-driven pneumatic (or “rabbit”)
system designed for short neutron irradiations and rapid retrieval of samples.
University of Alberta and RMCC
Both these institutions have SLOWPOKE-2 reactors that are used for teaching, research and small scale
experiments such as neutron activation analysis.
École Polytechnique
The École Polytechnique has two major experimental facilities:
■ A 20 kW SLOWPOKE-2 reactor and
■ A 400 kW thermal-hydraulic loop.
CANMET
CANMET has recently commissioned its new LEED-certified building in Hamilton, Ontario. The new
building has a variety of different labs and research facilities including:
■ Laboratories for industrial casting, metal forming, mechanical testing and welding;
■ Laboratories for material characterization, imaging, industrial radiography and other non-destructive
testing; and
■ Isolation labs with radiation shielding and explosion venting that can enable high temperature
processing of flammable metals,.

5.4.3

Academic Engagement

McMaster University
In addition to the numerous faculty members and graduate students who use the reactor for their
research, several undergraduate courses have laboratory components that involve the nuclear reactor
and its associated facilities. Undergraduates in the Medical Physics & Applied Radiation Sciences and
Engineering Physics department are the only students in Canada that have the opportunity to gain handson experience with a medium flux nuclear reactor as a part of their educational experience.
RMCC
At RMCC, the SLOWPOKE facility plays an important role in the education of undergraduate students
that are studying Arts, Engineering or Science. All students are made familiar with the SLOWPOKE
reactor and all are educated in the science of radioactivity including radioactive materials, radiation and
many applications based on radioactivity such as non-destructive testing. The depth to which this is
pursued depends on the specific degree programme. Specific courses that rely on the SLOWPOKE
facility include courses on radiation detection equipment and courses on advanced methods of analysis
(such as NAA). The Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering offers degrees in nuclear
science and nuclear engineering within which experiments and teaching activities using the SLOWPOKE
are a big part. Examples of graduate research topics using the SLOWPOKE reactor include:
■ Normal and defected fuel performance
■ Small reactor design
■ Fission product release
■ Nuclear waste management container
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■ DNA dosimeter development
■ NBT in Support of the Maintenance Program for CF-18
Collaborations also exist between the SLOWPOKE facility at RMCC and other teaching institutions such
as Queen’s University, University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT) and Algonquin College.
CANMET
CANMET collaborates with colleges and universities across Canada and actively participates in NSERC
Strategic Networks and Network Centres of Excellence (such as AUTO21). The facility also has
Collaborative Research Agreements with McMaster University (since 2010) and Mohawk College (since
2009), with similar agreements with other universities across Canada in the pipeline.

5.4.4

Industry Engagement

McMaster University
■ Isotope Production: The MNR produces half of Canada's production of iodine-125, a critical isotope
used in the treatment of prostate cancer.
■ Neutron Radiography: McMaster also earns revenue from Nray Services, a neutron radiography
company based in Hamilton whose business is based on the use of a neutron beam line from the
reactor to produce images of materials, mainly for the aerospace industry. Nray Services Inc. is an
AECL spinoff company.
■ CPDC: CPDC is a McMaster university facility that discovers, develops and distributes molecular
imaging probes for:
 The early diagnosis and staging of diseases;
 To advance drug development;
 To assess the effectiveness of treatments.
École Polytechnique107
A major part of the funding of the SLOWPOKE Laboratory at Ecole Polytechnique is derived from
contracts with industry:
■ The petrochemical and metallurgical industries use NAA to verify the composition of their plastics
and alloys.
■ The wood products industry uses NAA to measure the retention of chemical preservatives.
■ The toxic waste disposal industry uses the Laboratory to identify and quantify radioisotopes in
suspected radioactive substances.
RMCC
Commercial activities at RMCC using the SLOWPOKE include:
■ NAA & radioisotope production;
■ Neutron radioscopy; and
■ Delayed neutron counting (forensic and U-content).
Examples of commercially funded projects that have been carried out at RMCC include:
■ Support Canadian Forces nuclear emergency response (fission products analysis);

107

Polytechnique Montréal, The SLOWPOKE Laboratory, 2014.
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■ Provide environmental radionuclide monitoring & testing;
■ Support QA in petroleum industry; and
■ Radiation processing of polymers, composites and adhesives.

5.4.5

Innovation and commercialization

McMaster University
Box 4 – CPDC – April 1 2014

The McMaster hosted CPDC is a private sector government‐funded not‐for‐profit enterprise whose
funded goal is research, development and commercialization of new molecular imaging tools for disease
treatment and diagnosis.
On April 1 2014, CPDC entered into an agreement to manufacture a targeted radiotherapy candidate for
the treatment of pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma, called Azedra. This was announced by
Progenics Pharmaceuticals, the developer of Azedra. “CPDC, and their host, McMaster University, serve
as a model of how collaborative efforts can advance medical discoveries to commercialization,” said
Mark Baker, CEO of Progenics.
The revenue impact of commercialization outcomes identified at McMaster University have been
estimated to be in the range of $3 million to $5 million annually, with an FTE impact of 75 – 100 FTEs.
Research did not yield information on innovation and commercialization outcomes resulting from
activities carried out using the Nuclear S&T facilities at the other organizations that are part of the
Universities cluster.

5.5

AECL

This section describes AECL along with the CNBC. The CNBC facility has been included in the AECL
section because of its dependence on the NRU and close integration with AECL and the broader AECLS&T capabilities.

5.5.1

Research Areas

CNBC Research Areas
The CNBC enables researchers to use neutrons released by the NRU reactor at Chalk River to analyze
and experiment with materials. Because of the diversity of neutrons as a research tool, the facility does
not have specific research areas that it focuses on, and users of the facility (both academic and industrial)
investigate a diverse range of research topics. The types of materials that are tested using the CNBC
generally fall into the following categories:
■ Materials Science and Engineering
■ Quantum Materials
■ Soft Materials
■ Structures and Dynamics
■ Thin Films
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AECL Research Areas
AECL has several core capabilities which represent the blend of people, tools and technologies that are
distinctive to AECL and in Canada. Strategically managing the capabilities supports AECL’s ability to
continually meet the needs of federal departments, funded projects, customers and other stakeholders,
and develop competitive capabilities that can be leveraged for future applications of AECL’s capabilities.
The S&T capabilities at AECL can be characterized in several areas:
■ Nuclear Safety, Security and Risk Management
■ Radiation Biology, Radioecology and Dosimetry
■ Materials and Chemistry in Nuclear Applications
■ Advanced Nuclear Fuels and Fuel Cycles
■ Systems Engineering
■ Advanced Computing, Modelling and Simulation
■ Hydrogen and Hydrogen Isotopes Management
Table 7 – Detailed Description of AECL’s Research Areas and Capabilities
Area/Core Capability

Description

Nuclear Safety, Security and
Risk Management

This capability captures the breadth of skills, facilities and “know how” that enable reactor
operators to understand and mitigate risks associated with nuclear activities in Canada. The vast
majority of expertise in CANDU rector safety resides at the nuclear laboratories.

Radiation Biology,
Radioecology and
Dosimetry

AECL’s facilities and expertise allow Canada to be a leader in understanding the interactions
between radiation and radionuclides with biological systems and the physical environment. AECL
informs public understanding of the health risks benefits of radiation.

Materials and Chemistry in
Nuclear Applications

The term “Materials and Chemistry,” is used to describe the behaviour of materials in their
environment. Within the nuclear industry in Canada, AECL maintains an expertise in
understanding materials performance in extreme environments, such as the inside of a nuclear
reactor.

Advanced Nuclear Fuels and
Fuel Cycles

The CANDU design is able to utilize a wide range of fuels; such flexibility is impossible with other
reactor types. AECL contributes to a stronger energy sector in Canada by fostering advanced and
proliferation-resistant fuels; and by establishing technologies to optimize the utilization of fuel
material, manage spent fuel, and close fuel cycles.

Systems Engineering

Systems Engineering is a broad topic that involves the design and development of components
and integrated systems such as tooling sets, computer systems, control systems and devices to
address a variety of challenges that emerge within the nuclear industry.

Advanced Computing,
Modelling and Simulation

AECL is the repository of many of the software codes used in the CANDU industry. Under the
COE, AECL develops, maintains and qualifies analytical and scientific computer programs that
support the design, licensing and operation of nuclear facilities.

Hydrogen and Hydrogen
Isotopes Management

Unlike other reactor types, the CANDU uses heavy water to cool and moderate the reactor. This
uniqueness has required that Canada (through AECL) develop and maintain a specific capability
in understanding the chemistry and management of hydrogen isotopes. Today, AECL’s expertise
ranges from heavy water production and management, to tritium handling, to developing
hydrogen production technologies that will enable future energy systems such as fusion reactors.

Source: AECL

5.5.2

Research Facilities

CNBC Research Facilities
The CNBC relies on neutrons that are released by the NRU reactor. The CNBC’s equipment is attached
to the reactor and is used to generate neutrons beams that are used by researchers to examine materials
and run experiments. The facility is able to generate 7 different beam lines that have different capabilities
and can be used for different types of experiments:
■ 5 beams for R&D on ‘hard materials’
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■ 1 beam for R&D on thin films (D3)
■ 1 beam for R&D on soft materials
AECL Research Facilities
Table 8 presents a summary of AECL’s Nuclear S&T facilities:
Table 8 – AECL Nuclear S&T Facilities
AECL Nuclear S&T Facilities
Specialized Facilities

The NRU

Shielded Facilities (Hot Cells)
Specialised Nuclear S&T/R&D facilities

Largest-scale irradiation facility in
Canada
Unique in world in performing

■
■
■

isotopes production,

Enabling Infrastructure

■
■
■

Site license and Nuclear Oversight
Waste Management Operations
Nuclear Material Handling

irradiation services, and
neutron scattering

Source: AECL

Specialized facilities
AECL’s collection of specialized nuclear facilities is unique in Canada due to the industrial scale of AECL’s
operations and the associated enablement by the comprehensive nuclear site license. AECL facilities
provide for irradiation and post-irradiation services (e.g., ZED-2, hot cells, etc.) that are employed by a
broad range of customers and stakeholders. The specialized Nuclear S&T facilities enable research into
materials, chemical, biological, and radiation science, as well as equipment testing. These facilities are
used in areas such as isotope production; reactor component & fuel examination; nuclear instrumentation
& dosimetry services; materials and reactor-chemistry research; and the training of nuclear professionals.
■ Shielded Facilities (Hot Cells)
The AECL shielded facilities include the Universal Hot Cells and the Fuel Material Cells. These
licensed nuclear facilities are required to support AECL’s decommissioning activities and are
essential infrastructure for CANDU industry services, associated R&D programs, and isotope
production.
The hot cells are used by all three core roles at AECL including R&D, Isotopes, and DWM.
■ Specialized Nuclear S&T Facilities
AECL maintains a number of specialized Nuclear S&T facilities which serve materials, chemical,
biological, and radiation science, as well as equipment testing. These facilities are being utilized in
areas such as isotope production; reactor component & fuel examination; nuclear instrumentation
& dosimetry services; materials and reactor-chemistry research; and, the training of nuclear
professionals. The facility capabilities range from general nuclear applications through to CANDU
specific technology applications. The full value of these facilities is realized in combination with the
specialized knowledge and skills of the nuclear laboratories scientists and technologists deployed
to deliver on the S&T objectives/services of the nuclear laboratories. The combination of specialists
and facilities creates a unique capability within the Canadian Nuclear S&T sector.
These facilities are used by all AECL activities on site as shown in the table and generate revenues from
the AECL commercial customers. Almost 30% of the use of the Nuclear S&T facilities is associated with
isotopes, DWM, and site support activities.
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Table 9 – Use of S&T Facilities
Use of S&T Facilities
User

%age

Commercial R&D

46%

Federal R&D

25%

Isotopes

18%

DWM

7%

AECL Site Activities

4%

Source: AECL
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Box 5 – Definition of AECL Facilities108

Zed‐2

A small, zero‐power reactor used in validating physics codes and
testing behaviour of fuel bundles and core arrangements

Thermal hydraulics
facilities

Comprises a number of standalone test rigs, including RD‐14M at WL,
a full‐elevation test facility possessing the key components of a
CANDU primary heat transport system

Biological Research
Facility

A highly specialized laboratory for testing the effects of low levels of
radiation on biological specimens

Reactor Safety
Laboratories

Comprises a number of different large‐scale and bench‐top facilities
for studying postulated reactor accidents, severe accidents, fission
product and hydrogen behaviour in containment, hydrogen
mitigation,

Surface Science
Laboratory

Consists of electron microscopes, Scanning Auger Microscopy,
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry, imaging X‐ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy ‐ all configured to enable analysis of radioactive
specimens

Fuel Development
Laboratories

Collection of laboratories focussed on the fabrication of experimental
fuels for research and power reactors

Recycled Fuel
Fabrication Laboratory

Used in the production of mixed oxide fuel for physics testing and
demonstration irradiations

Analytical Chemistry
facilities

Individual laboratories for conducting analyses on inorganic, organic
and radioactive samples

Material test facilities

Suite of mechanical testing equipment (fracture, creep, hydride
cracking), x‐ray diffraction, metallography laboratory

Corrosion Chemistry
facilities

Test loops, autoclaves, gamma cells for simulating the chemistry
behaviour in reactor‐like environments

Tritium Laboratories

Consists of laboratories used in the development of technologies
related to tritium handling, production, monitoring, and capture

Dosimetry

A suite of instruments used for monitoring radiation doses to staff;
includes thermionic mass spectrometry

Source: AECL

NRU Reactor
The NRU is a flexible multi-purpose reactor that provides several services:
108

Sourced from NRCan’s Request for Expression of Interest (RfEoI), 2013
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■ The NRU is a core element of AECL’s medical isotope production.
■ Irradiation facilities at test loops in the NRU reactor are capable of irradiating a full size CANDU
bundle.
■ It also supports neutron diffraction through the CNBC through the facilities 6 neutron beamlines.
The NRU is one of only a few reactors in the world serving these multiple purposes as shown previously
in Figure 63.
Enabling infrastructure
As a fully licensed nuclear site, AECL has a fully compliant infrastructure as required to safely conduct all
of its activities. This need arising from the legacy of nuclear activities of the past enables the ongoing
industrial scale Nuclear S&T activities that are unique in Canada. These three enabling capabilities that
are directly relevant to the execution of Nuclear S&T activities include:
■ Site licensing and Nuclear Safety Oversight
Program and Nuclear Operations (PNO) includes nuclear lab security, fire services, nuclear
materials management, radiation and environment protection, the nuclear programs office, the
chief regulatory office, and conventional safety activities. Some specific PNO activities also
include:
 Performance Improvement and Nuclear Oversight (PINO) consists of four activities - quality
assurance, nuclear oversight, quality control and human performance. PINO is responsible for
providing oversight and assessing if nuclear lab services and facilities meet safety, quality and
performance standards.
 Nuclear security and response (including fire and security) ensures that appropriate resources
are in place to prepare, respond to and mitigate emergency events (including fire) and provides
technical support as required to other nuclear sites and local, regional, provincial and national
communities.
■ Waste Management Operations (WMO)
AECL’s has broad capabilities in:
 Management of nuclear wastes in a safe, secure and environmentally-sound manner;
 Retrieval and remediation of stored legacy wastes to mitigate environmental risks;
 Development of technologies for waste processing and storage; and
 Decommissioning of facilities to remove the risks and liabilities.
Waste Management Operations (WMO) operate processing and storage facilities for a wide range
of radioactive, hazardous, and routine wastes and provide all services associated with processing
waste and storing it in waste management areas. The activities and facilities which contain or
produce active materials rely on WMO to safely deal with their waste for ongoing operations.
■ Nuclear Materials Handling
As one of the world’s first nuclear laboratories, AECL had to develop expertise to ensure the safe
storage and handling of nuclear and radioactive material. Nuclear Materials Handling (NMH)
ensures that nuclear materials are managed and transported safely, at no risk to nuclear workers or
the Canadian public. The resultant shipping, accounting, and processing methodologies in use
today reflect industry-wide best practices. NMH supports all activities at the nuclear laboratories
where handling of nuclear materials is required.
.
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Table 10 – Deployment Levels for Enabling Infrastructure
WMO & NMH

% Deployed

DWM

35%

Isotopes

30%

S&T

20%

Other uses

15%

Source: AECL

5.5.3

Academic Engagement

CNBC Academic Engagement
The CNBC’s primary users are professors and research scientists from across Canada’s universities. A
broad range of academic disciplines benefit from the availability of neutrons for research and the facility
is regularly used by researchers from physics, chemistry, materials science and biology backgrounds.
Access to the facility is free of direct charge109.

Number of Researchers

Figure 74 – Number of Students and Post-docs using CNBC for Research
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Source: CNBC information and KPMG analysis

Through interviews and surveys, numerous cases of professors and researchers whose research
supports different sectors of the economy were identified. A small selection of these is presented
below:

109

. Root, J., How NRU delivers value to Canada through Materials R&D with Neutron Beams, 2013.
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Figure 75 – Case Studies: Academic Research Users of the CNBC

Source: Interviews with professors

AECL Academic Engagement
Collaborations are an inherent part of the entire nuclear utility S&T ecosystem which has evolved to
become as efficient as possible in its deployment of resources.
AECL collaborates with a number of organizations across the following areas of research:

■ Technology for the CANDU Industry
■ Nuclear safety & security
■ Clean, safe energy
■ Health, isotopes & radiation
■ Nuclear environmental technology
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Figure 77 – Collaborative Projects by Research Area110

Source: AECL.

AECL has collaborations with 27 academic universities in 8 provinces across Canada and 50 active
collaborations globally. Over 25% of the projects in AECL’s internal research program involve
international collaborations. AECL’s activities in this area represent Canada on international forums.

5.5.4

Industry Engagement

CNBC Industry Engagement
The CNBC enables industrial research in sectors such as nuclear energy, aerospace, automotive, oil and
gas, defence and primary metal production. Proprietary research projects are carried out for companies in
these industries in order to improve products, determine fitness-for-service of components, meet
regulations or enhance public safety. A selection of case studies describing industrial research projects
carried out at the CNBC are presented below:

110

Source: AECL Collaboration dbase 2012.
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Figure 76 – Industrial Research Users of the CNBC

Source: Case studies provided by the CNBC

AECL Industry Engagement
AECL collaborates extensively with COG. As a member of COG, AECL contributes to the R&D funds, is
involved in the priority setting process and, as a supplier, executes the majority of the COG programs.
COG work at AECL has historically represented approximately half of the commercial S&T work that
AECL conducts. The other half has been mostly for CEI related activities. Figure 78 summarizes the
contribution that AECL made to COG in 2011, the total revenues of COG and the share of funding that
was spent at AECL.
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Figure 78 – AECL
COG Collaboration (FY 2011; $ millions)
,
72

32

14

14

COG

COG Leverage

AECL Work for COG

AECL Cash to Collaborators
AECL Activity on Collaborative Projects
Leverage from Domestic Participants
Leverage from International Participants
Source: AECL, COG FY 11 Annual Report

AECL’s involvement in multiple planning and prioritization activities for its collaborators achieves synergy
with other Nuclear Energy research activities in Canada.

5.5.5

AECL Innovation and Commercialization

Innovation
For over 60 years, AECL has been Canada’s leading Nuclear S&T organization. AECL has been a strategic
element of Canada’s innovation system and numerous innovations have been developed and spinoff
companies have been formed over these years. The list below is not an exhaustive list and highlights
recent innovations coming out of AECL.
■ CRIPT: Canada’s first full-scale muon tomography imaging system.
■ Cernekov viewing devices (CVD’s): these devices have become the “work-horse” used by IAEA
nuclear safeguards inspectors.
■ Portable Lung Counter: developed with the support of the Department of National Defence
through the Canadian Safety and Security Program, this device is designed for use in screening
pure beta radiation lung intake following an incident involving radiation exposure.
■ Three-Dimensional Gel Dosimetry: a system that allows faster and more economic radiotherapy
dose assessment for physicians
■ Cyber Secure Remote Monitoring Gateway: in response to critical process infrastructure within
industry and government being increasingly threatened by sophisticated cyber attacks, AECL has
developed a secure gateway functionally similar to the systems employed by internationally
recognized domestic security agencies, that permits remote monitoring of process systems with
no possibility of malicious content from external sources travelling back to the process control.
■ Passive Groundwater Remediation: The Wall and Curtain (W&C) is quietly intercepting and
removing strontium-90 (Sr-90) that would otherwise be entering a wetland on the Chalk River
Laboratories site. This is the first permeable reactive barrier that controls the height and width of
the groundwater capture zone. It is also the first subsurface treatment of contaminated
groundwater at a nuclear site.
■ Leak Location & Detection System: Active drain systems at nuclear sites consist of pipes that are
buried and typically have secondary containment making the detection of leaks very challenging. A
system for detecting leakage and the source of the leak(s) in these conditions has been conceived,
developed and tested at AECL and applied to the field.
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Commercialization Outcomes
Over its 60-year history, AECL research activities, discoveries and innovations have yielded a number of
spin-off companies being created. Many of these companies are still successfully operating today:
■ Nordion: Founded in 1946, as the radium sales department of Eldorado Mining and Refining Ltd.,
the division was transferred to AECL where it rose to international prominence and remained for
the next 40 years111. The division was spun-off from AECL in 1988 and sold to MDS Health Group
in 1991.
■ Best Theratronics: started more than 50 years ago as a division of AECL with expertise in the
designing and manufacturing of various radiation therapy systems, irradiation systems and linear
accelerators.
■ Mirion Technologies: of Cambridge, Ontario manufactures and supplies self-powered neutron flux
detectors to both the CANDU and light water reactor industries. This technology was developed at
Chalk River.
■ Bubble Technology Industries (BTI): of Chalk River, Ontario commercialized a novel approach to
radiation detection developed at Chalk River.
■ Nray Services Inc.: of Hamilton, Ontario commercialized an approach to material imaging and
examination based on the use of neutron radiography and neutron imaging techniques developed
at CRL.
■ Pacific Nuclear Services and Westinghouse Electric Corporation: both licensed AECL’s chemical
decontamination process in the 1990s after the original AECL spinoff company (London Nuclear
Limited, 1980’s) was purchased by Westinghouse. This technology is expected to be used to
decontaminate the Gentilly-2 reactor (to reduce radiation fields) in advance of refurbishment.
■ Iotron Industries Canada Inc.: of Port Coquitlam, BC purchased AECL’s IMPELA® Accelerator
technology and use this as the basis for their business.
■ Allen Vanguard of Ottawa -- Med-Eng Systems Inc., now a division of Allen Vanguard of Ottawa,
was a spin-off company that was formed to commercialize an AECL-developed self-contained
cooling suit/vest for use in the nuclear industry (cooling is needed while personnel are wearing
radiation protection suits).
■ Zircatec Precision Industries: Zircatec is the world’s largest producer of CANDU fuel for the
CANDU reactor. (Zircatec is now part of Cameco).
■ CANDU Energy Inc.: of Mississauga, the commercial arm of AECL focussed on CANDU reactor
design and servicing was divested in 2011.
The revenue impact of these commercialization outcomes has been estimated to be in the range of $650
million to $800 million annually. Companies that have been spun-off are estimated to have a combined
total of 2,000 to 2,500 FTEs.

5.6

Summary

This chapter demonstrated that each of the four clusters of Nuclear S&T activity has unique facilities,
capabilities and expertise. In combination, the clusters represent a diverse range of research tools and
techniques that Canadian scientists can access. Furthermore, Nuclear S&T research activities at AECL,
TRIUMF and McMaster all have associated commercialization outcomes with the CLS recently
undertaking a mandate to develop commercialization objectives.
The impact of those commercialization outcomes, measured both in terms of revenue generated by new
spin-off companies and FTEs employed by those companies, is most significant for AECL at up to
111

Nordion, Our Company , 2013.
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$800M/year of current activity employing up to 2,500 FTEs across the AECL spin-off companies
identified.
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6

Impact of Nuclear S&T Capabilities
within Canada’s Innovation System

6.1

Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to consider the aggregate contribution to the broader innovation system in
Canada that arises from the Nuclear S&T facility capabilities discussed in Chapter 5 and the aggregate
ROI that these facilities have produced for Canada.
The chapter first explores how the Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities enhance the innovation capacity of
this country by offering a complementary mosaic of research capabilities to researchers and industry
across Canada and in most natural sciences research fields.
The chapter then addresses how several measures of ROI contribute to Canada’s innovation outcomes.
ROI measures include: use of Nuclear S&T by Canada’s research leaders and industrial sectors; the
enhanced impact of Canada’s research publications; development of HQPs; and finally spinoffs and
commercialization outcomes.
The last section of this chapter briefly discusses a primary spinoff of Nuclear S&T in this country, Nuclear
Medicine, which is highly integrated with all Nuclear S&T facilities discussed in this paper.
The overall finding of this chapter is that Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities support a comprehensive and
complementary range of research activities across this country that provide enhanced ROI to
government across all the measures identified.
Detailed findings from this chapter are summarized in section 6.1.2.

6.1.1

Structure of this Chapter

This chapter is organized into three parts with each containing several subsections as follows:
Section 6.2 – The Mosaic of Nuclear S&T Cluster Capabilities
6.2.1

Canadian Faculty Users of Nuclear S&T Facilities
■ Users by Geographic Distribution
■ Canadian Faculty Users by S&T Areas of Research
■ A Closer Look at Materials Science Research

6.2.2

Areas of Research Enabled by Nuclear S&T
■ Overall Research Field Focus of Nuclear S&T Capabilities
■ Contributions to the Mosaic of Research Capabilities – Nuclear S&T Areas of Research
variations at the Subfield level
■ Collaborations Among Nuclear S&T Capability Area Faculty
■ Higher Education Research Leverage of the Nuclear S&T Facilities Mosaic
■ The Mosaic of Research Fields Conducted by the Nuclear S&T Institutions Themselves
■ Collaborations Among Nuclear S&T Facilities

6.2.3

Access to Nuclear S&T Enabled Capabilities by Industry
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■ Industry Direct Commercial Use of Nuclear S&T facilities
■ Industry Collaborations with Academic Nuclear S&T Capability Enabled Research
Section 6.3 – Nuclear S&T Contribution to Canada’s Innovation Outcomes
6.3.1

Nuclear S&T Leverage by Canada’s Research Leaders

6.3.2

Overall Contributions to Canadian Research Outcomes by Nuclear S&T Enabled Capabilities
■ Canada’s Nuclear S&T Enabled Research Capabilities
■ Research Fields Contributed to with Nuclear S&T
■ Research Fields Contributed to by Each Nuclear S&T Area
■ International Collaborations
■ Summary of Overall Nuclear S&T Capability Area Contributions

6.3.3

Contributions by Individual Nuclear S&T Capability Area and Facilities
■ The Four Nuclear S&T Research Areas
■ Canada’s Nuclear S&T Capability Usage of S&T Facilities
■ Nuclear Facilities’ Advantage to Researchers
■ Direct Bibliometric Contributions by Canada’s Nuclear S&T Facilities

6.3.4

Development of Future Highly Qualified Personnel (HQPs)

6.3.5

Industry Sponsored Academic Research
■ Industry Collaborative Funding Levels
■ Diversity of Industrial Collaboration

6.3.6

Spinoffs and Commercialization Outcomes

Section 6.4 – Nuclear S&T and the Nuclear Medicine Sector
6.4.1

Overview

6.4.2

Medical Imaging for Diagnosis Using Radioisotopes

6.4.3

Therapy and Sterilization using Co-60

6.4.5

Overview of nuclear medicine related research at the Nuclear S&T facilities

6.4.6

Socio-Economic Impacts of Nuclear Medicine

The aim of section 6.2 is to present the Nuclear S&T clusters as part of a complementary mosaic of
capabilities. This section shows how, when combined, the clusters are part of a greater whole and
represent a ‘toolbox’ of research capabilities.
The aim of section 6.3 is to assess the impact that the complementary set of Nuclear S&T capabilities
has on innovation capacity in Canada. This section includes an in depth analysis of the faculty user
information that has been obtained through research into bibliometrics and NSERC funding grants for the
past 5 years.
The objective of Section 6.4 discusses the Nuclear S&T capabilities with their implications to the Nuclear
Medicine sector. Implications for the Nuclear Energy sector are addressed in Chapters 7 and 8.

6.1.2

Key Findings

Section 6.2 – Mosaic of Nuclear S&T Cluster Capabilities
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Taken together, Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities can be viewed as part of a complementary ‘toolbox’ of
capabilities with each facility offering Canadian industry and academic researchers distinct techniques
and expertise.
6.2.1

Canadian Faculty Users of Nuclear S&T Facilities
■ The Nuclear S&T facilities each have their own distinct ecosystem of faculty users across the
country all involving similar numbers of Canadian faculty. The CNBC has the largest
ecosystem of identified Canadian faculty.
■ Geographically, the ecosystem of professors for the Nuclear S&T facilities tends to be
regionally aligned. The exception being the CNBC which has a user base reflective of Canada
as a whole.
■ The facilities are distinct in terms of the type of research activities that they enable. TRIUMF
acts as a center for nuclear medicine and physics research, CLS users tend to focus on
applied research for the agriculture and mining industries, users of the CNBC are more
focused on materials testing of industrial components and primary metals, and AECL is
primarily a Nuclear Energy sector related research facility.
 While all centres are involved in materials science research, they have distinct research
applications within that broad field.
 Within the Nuclear S&T ecosystem, the CNBC group of affiliated researchers is the largest
contributor to materials science research followed by that of the CLS users.

6.2.2

Areas of Research Enabled by Nuclear S&T
■ In the taxonomy of global research fields, Nuclear S&T enabled researchers publish primarily
in the fields of Physics, Enabling and Strategic Technologies, Chemistry, Engineering, and
Nuclear Medicine.
 Researchers associated with CLS, AECL and the CNBC contribute to all these fields.
 The roles each play are very distinct and involve minimal opportunities for collaboration.
 TRIUMF researchers are focussed mostly on Physics and Nuclear Medicine. However, all
facilities play a role in Physics, but in different subfields.
 The CNBC and AECL represent the most contributions to Nuclear S&T enabled research
published in Enabling and Strategic Technologies (which includes materials sciences and
nuclear energy).

6.2.3

Access to Nuclear S&T Enabled Capabilities by Industry
■ Industrially, there is little overlap across the Nuclear S&T facilities in terms of which sectors
sponsor research. The facilities are thus complementary in their distinct capabilities and,
together, enhance Canada’s overall innovation capacity across all of Canada’s major industrial
centres.

Section 6.3 – Nuclear S&T Contribution to Canada’s Innovation Outcomes
6.3.1

Nuclear S&T Leverage by Canada’s Research Leaders
■ Nuclear S&T enabled researchers represent 3% of Canada’s Natural Sciences researchers but
represent 5% of Canada’s leading researchers as defined by the Canada Research Chairs.
 This includes 15% to 30% of the CRCs in the fields of Food Science, Materials Science,
and Fuel and Energy Technologies.
 50% of these Nuclear S&T enabled CRCs are affiliated with the AECL/CNBC ecosystem.
■ Nuclear S&T is positively and materially contributing to Canada’s overall standing on the WEF
Innovation Index measure of industry/university collaboration.
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 15% of Canada’s Industrial Research Chairs are within the Nuclear S&T ecosystem. This
suggests that the Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities are very important to
industrial R&D in this country.
 With an 8% share of Canada’s Collaborative R&D (CRD) grants, research carried out by
professors enabled by Nuclear S&T capabilities represent a large proportion of NSERCs
industry matched funding.
 Over 75% of the Nuclear S&T enabled IRCs are affiliated with AECL/CNBC enabled
research capabilities.
■ Approximately 10% of all of Canada’s industry/university NSERC funded collaborative
research is with Nuclear S&T enabled research faculty.
 Over 60% of these collaborative research efforts involve AECL/CNBC affiliated researchers
who represent, in contrast, only 30% of the Nuclear S&T professors. Industry usage of
AECL/CNBC enabled capabilities is proportionately much higher than the rest of Canada or
researchers enabled by the other Nuclear S&T facilities. The AECL/CNBC enabled
researchers represent 1% of NSERC funded Canadian faculty but are responsible for 10%
of Canada’s industry collaborative NSERC funded projects.
6.3.2/3 Contributions to Canadian Research Outcomes by Nuclear S&T Enabled Capabilities
■ Nuclear S&T improves the quality of Canada’s research outcomes as research published by
Nuclear S&T enabled faculty has an overall ARC achievement that is 5% (naturals sciences) to
25% (nuclear medicine) higher than equivalent other Canadian published research.
 Nuclear S&T published papers achieve these higher ARCs in 75% of natural sciences fields
of research.
 Research published by CNBC affiliated professors enhances Canada’s ARCs in 7 of the 9
measurable research fields.
 83% of publications by Nuclear S&T enabled researchers score an average 10% higher in
ARCs and/or ARIFs than other publications in the same subfield specialty niches.
■ ARCs for publications from researchers that have a relationship with the Nuclear S&T facilities
are much higher in the same fields than for publications from Nuclear S&T researchers who
are not affiliated with these facilities.
 The CNBC affiliated researchers achieve ARCs that are 35-40% higher that non-affiliated
materials science or Nuclear Energy professors. Similarly, TRIUMF affiliated researchers
achieve 20-30% higher ARCs in Nuclear Medicine and Nuclear Sciences than non-affiliated
researchers. These results suggest that access to the capabilities offered by these
facilities enhances the international relevance of Canadian research.
6.3.4

Development of Future Highly Qualified Personnel (HQPs)
■ Nuclear S&T improves Canada’s availability of researchers and engineers as, by virtue of their
industrial funding, the Nuclear S&T enabled researchers produce more HQPs per federal
funding dollar than the Canadian average.
 This is primarily led by the CNBC and AECL due to the significant amount of collaborative
research with industry whose funding increases HQP development.
 One of the purposes of UNENE is to support the development of HQPs using industry
funding.

6.3.5

Industry Leverage of Nuclear S&T Enabled Research Capability
■ Nuclear S&T capabilities are critical to Canada’s innovation system as the key industrial
sector, manufacturing, represents over 30% of the collaboratively funded projects.
 All major industrial sectors in Canada make use of Nuclear S&T research capabilities with
each representing 9 to 11% of the collective collaborative projects.
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6.3.6

Spinoffs and Commercialization Outcomes
■ Spinoffs and commercialized innovations that are associated with Canada’s long history in
Nuclear S&T currently represent over $1B in current annual revenues in Nuclear Energy,
Nuclear Medicine, accelerators, non-destructive testing, radiation protection, non-proliferation
and several other businesses.
■ AECL is responsible for 95% of the approximately $800M/year in current economic activity
that has resulted directly from historical Nuclear S&T enabled spinoffs which remain active
today. Over 30% of the associated revenues are from exported products and services.
 The largest contributors are from nuclear medicine and Nuclear Energy exported products
and services from such companies as Nordion, Best Theratronics, Candu Energy, GEHitachi, and Cameco.

Section 6.4 – Nuclear S&T and the Nuclear Medicine Sector
■ Nuclear medicine S&T takes place not only in the four clusters described in this report but
also in many research hospitals and other facilities across this country.
■ Technology innovations to address the security of supply of medical isotopes are being
funded by NRCan.
■ Nuclear medicine is involved in over 20,000 procedures per week in Canada and helps
improve the healthy lives of Canadians.

6.2

Mosaic of Nuclear S&T Cluster Capabilities

This section explores how the Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities enhance the innovation capacity of this
country by offering a complementary mosaic of research capabilities to researchers across Canada and in
most natural sciences research fields. The results in this section address the third criterion in the WEF
Innovation Index shown in Figure 8 of Section 3.2.
The analysis outcomes are presented in the following areas:
■ Overall number of faculty users for each of the major Nuclear S&T facilities and their geographic
distribution.
■ Users by Nuclear S&T research purpose or enabled capability area– with a closer look at materials
science research at each of the key facilities.
■ Mosaic of research fields pursued by the Nuclear S&T enabled professors based on bibliometric
analyses at several levels.
■ Industry direct commercial use and in collaboration with academic researchers – by sector.
The findings of this section are that the Nuclear S&T ecosystem represents a broad complementary
mosaic of research capabilities across this country that are leveraged differently by each province, in
multiple and distinct research areas, and uniquely serving broad cross sections of Canada’s industrial
base. Materials science research represents the largest group of users of Canada’s Nuclear S&T
facilities.

6.2.1

Overall Number of Canadian Faculty Users of Nuclear S&T Facilities

As part of this study, lists of academic research scientists whose research is enabled by Nuclear S&T
capabilities was developed for the key Nuclear S&T facilities in Canada – TRIUMF, CLS, CNBC/AECL, and
other universities. Overall, 438 individual Canadian faculty professors were identified whose research
activities are enabled by the capabilities of these facilities. KPMG has grouped these professors based on
the developed understanding of their association with the facilities.
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Figure 79 shows that each of these facilities has their own distinct ‘population’ of associated users.
These groups of associated faculty are all of a comparable size suggesting an equal importance of these
facilities to Canada’s academic research agenda. Note that combined, the CNBC and AECL associated
professors add to almost 170 users, almost double that of TRIUMF and CLS.
Figure 79 – Distribution of Nuclear S&T Professors by Facility
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With the exception of nine professors included as AECL associates who are also CNBC users, no overlap
of users was identified across the other major federal facilities, noting of course that all of the professors
reside within universities which are part of “Other”. The Other category represents research expertise
that only leverages nuclear enabled S&T facilities and capabilities that are present at universities (such as
McMaster, Queen’s UOIT, Western, etc. or the SLOWPOKE-2 research reactors at the universities). This
suggests that there may be distinct research needs being pursued.
Users by Geographic Distribution
The geographic distribution of users associated with each facility is provided in Figure 80. This
distribution indicates a strong pattern of regional usage. Users of each of the research facilities tend to
be from the province in which the facility is located – TRIUMF is highly affiliated with professors from
BC, CLS with professors from the prairies, and AECL and other universities with professors from Ontario
-- the exception being the CNBC.
This pattern is much less pronounced amongst users of the CNBC. The geographic distribution of CNBC
users is more dispersed across the country and closer to the geographic distribution of NSERC funded
professors across Canada overall.
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Figure 80 – Geographic Distribution of Professors by Facility
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The main observation is that each of these facilities is enabling scientific research in different parts of the
country. Interviews consistently supported that these facilities are not redundant or competitive. Instead,
they are all enhancing the research of hundreds of academic and industrial researchers in different
geographic clusters across Canada and together, are benefitting Canadian science and industry overall.
The broader geographic base of users of the CNBC could be interpreted as being the result of (1) the
versatility of neutrons as a research tool; and (2) the NRU is a significantly more powerful neutron source
that available elsewhere. Neutrons can be used to examine metals, alloys, ceramics, composites,
polymers, nano-structures, bio-materials, drugs, foods, liquids, colloids and gels112 meaning that
researchers from a variety of different disciplines, industries and backgrounds use neutrons for their
research. This diversity is also evident when the industries that use the facilities are compared in the
next section of this report.
Users by Nuclear S&T Capability Area
For this study, professors have been associated with four broad Nuclear S&T enabled research capability
areas, in line with the primary applications of nuclear technologies. These Nuclear S&T Areas of Research
are:
■ Nuclear Energy
■ Nuclear Medicine
■ Materials Science
■ Physics
It is important to reiterate that these categories are broadly defined in this study. For example, the
Nuclear Energy category includes research that relates to the treatment and disposal of nuclear waste
and the materials science category includes research projects that relate to analysis of both geological
applications as well as organic materials for agriculture applications.
Figure 81 identifies how the professors are affiliated with each facility based on how they have been
classified by KPMG into the four Nuclear S&T capability areas.

112

NRC – Canadian Neutron Beam Centre, Neutrons: Revealing Particles, 2011.
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Figure 81 – Distribution of Nuclear S&T Researchers by S&T Areas of Research and Facility
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The distribution of researchers across the facilities shows that each facility tends to attract researchers
working on specific research areas113.
Professors associated with TRIUMF are primarily involved in nuclear medicine-related research, followed
by physics and materials research. At CLS and CNBC, researchers are mostly in the materials science
related fields, with CNBC users almost exclusively being materials science focused. The AECL
associated professors are predominantly included in this study due to their role in Nuclear Energy related
research. Of note is that more than half of Canada’s materials sciences faculty whose research is
enabled by Nuclear S&T are affiliated with AECL/CNBC.
Interviews and the NSERC database shows that the diversity of research being carried out using these
facilities ranges from experiments on complex super-conducting materials, that have the potential to
improve how energy is stored and transmitted, to research on novel ways to diagnose and treat fatal
diseases. Section 6.2.3 describes the diversity, within Canada’s overall portfolio, of the research being
carried out within the Nuclear S&T ecosystem.
A Closer Look at Materials Science Research
Materials science, as it has been defined in this study figures prominently among the professors that are
affiliated with all Nuclear S&T facilities. The definition of the materials science category used in this study
is broad and includes research activities carried out on a very wide range of materials. Taking a closer
look at the materials science category, there are patterns across the three facilities regarding how they
support materials science capabilities. Below, each facility’s materials science capabilities are described
and five sample projects are identified that have been funded by NSERC over the last five years.
TRIUMF
The facilities at TRIUMF enable materials research on complex materials and condensed matter. Select
examples of materials science projects that are carried out at TRIUMF affiliated researchers include:
We have in this analysis only on Canadian faculty for consistency and have not included staff researchers at TRIUMF, CLS,
AECL, the CNBC or CANMET. This decision was also influenced by the desire to ensure that the bibliometric analysis conducted
used the same sample set as the NSERC funding research. Limited information about non-professor research scientists at CLS,
CNBC or AECL was gathered.
113
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■ Design and study of novel quantum materials
■ Non-fermi liquids and other new quantum complex states of metals
■ Fundamental Studies in Superconducting RF Resonators and Materials
■ Applications of nuclear probe techniques to materials science
■ Exotic ground states in new geometrically frustrated oxides
CLS
A large portion of the materials science research that is carried out at CLS focuses on agriculture,
veterinary science, mining and geology. Select examples of experiments on materials carried out by
researchers affiliated with CLS include:
■ Molecular structure and bioavailability of soil
■ Eradication of plum pox virus from Canadian orchards using molecular approaches
■ Plant cell cycle regulation and protein ubiquitination
■ Seismic images of deep-seated structures
■ Development of autonomous robotic manipulator for mining application
CNBC
Materials science research at the CNBC is more likely to focus on the analysis and testing of industrial
materials (such as materials that have applications in oil and gas, manufacturing, aerospace, power
generation etc.). Examples of materials science projects carried out by researchers affiliated with the
CNBC include:
■ Induction hardening of bevel gears for aerospace applications
■ Integrity of steel pipes with wrinkle and surface defects
■ Development of smart concrete for pavement
■ Development of automotive and aerospace alloys based on light metals
■ Materials for drug and cell delivery in ophthalmic applications
Each of these facilities is serving a distinct set of research scientists across Canada and has the capability
to cater to a different area of scientific research. An interview with Canada’s Research Chair in Complex
Materials shed additional light on this distinction as shown in Box 6.
Box 6 – Canada’s Toolbox of Materials Science Capabilities
“The x-rays at CLS are complementary to CNBC. X-rays cannot say much about magnetism. The
muon facility at TRIUMF is very much a magnetic probe but doesn’t tell much about structure. The
three facilities [TRIUMF, CLS and CNBC] in combination are highly complementary and have the
potential to reveal information about collective properties and behaviour of complex materials”
- Interview with Professor Young-June Kim, Canada Research Chair in Complex Materials

6.2.2

Areas of Research Enabled by Nuclear S&T

This section examines the bibliometric analysis results that depict the research areas that Canada’s
Nuclear S&T enabled research activities are conducted in. The purpose is to examine how the capability
areas differently leverage Nuclear S&T for research purposes to confirm and express in detail the nature
of this mosaic of complementary capabilities. The Web of Science database analysis conducted by
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Science Metrix for this study has all publications categorised into a number of research fields, as have
been used in the CCA reports for consistency.
This section first examines the relative research contributions to the top 11 natural sciences research
fields and then drills down to subfield levels where required to highlight the differing areas of research
being pursued. The leverage by researchers of the specific Nuclear S&T facilities is then explored. Finally
a depiction of research focus by the institutions themselves is provided, independent of the faculty
groups they are affiliated with.
The finding of this section is that the groups that have been identified in this study, both for research
areas and for facilities, do indeed represent a complementary mosaic of capabilities and activities.
Overall Research Field Focus of Nuclear S&T Capabilities
The volume of research activities in the Nuclear S&T areas as measured by the number of papers
published in each of Canada’s research fields is shown in Figure 82.
Figure 82 – Nuclear S&T Area Relative Publication Focus by Field of Research
y
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Chemistry, Strategic Technologies, Engineering, and Physics are the four fields that have the greatest
share of publications, and it would appear that multiple S&T capability areas contribute to each. Physics is
effectively the sole focus of the Nuclear Physics capability set while Nuclear Medicine also contributes to
Biomedical Research and Chemistry.
The above figure illustrates how the research enabled by Nuclear S&T capabilities has niche applications
in a variety of areas that can enhance research objectives and outcomes. However, these observations
suggest that some of the capability areas may not be so uniquely defined (e.g. in physics, chemistry and
Enabling and Strategic Technologies) raising the question of whether there is overlap, or redundancy in
these capability areas. The next subsection explores these research areas at a more detailed level.
Contributions to the Mosaic of Research Capabilities – Nuclear S&T Areas of Research variations at the
Subfield level
To answer the previous question and further illuminate the implications on Canada’s mosaic of
capabilities, the following figures illustrate the sub-field contributions made by the four largest research
capability areas. It is clear from all of the figures that, while some overlap at the subfield level still occurs,
each Nuclear S&T capability area has a distinct research focus that differs from the others.
For example, with Physics and Astronomy, the Nuclear Physics group of Canadian faculty have focussed
efforts in the collective of Nuclear & Particle Physics, Astronomy and Astrophysics. The Nuclear Energy
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group of faculty activities are primarily in the Fluids and Plasmas and Applied Physics fields, where a
preponderance of the materials sciences related faculty also publish.
Another distinction among these Physics sub fields is that collaborations between faculty from the
different Nuclear S&T capability areas are high in Nuclear and Particles Physics with approximately 40%
of the papers involving collaborations among the faculty from different Nuclear S&T capability areas. This
is in contrast to only 8% in Fluids and Plasmas and 2-4% in the others.
Figure 83 – Nuclear S&T Area Focus within Enabling and Strategic Technologies
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Figure 84 – Nuclear S&T Area Focus within Chemistry
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Figure 85 – Nuclear S&T Area Focus within Engineering
(%age of papers published)
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Collaborations Among Nuclear S&T Capability Area Faculty
Most of the papers produced by the faculty groups for the four Nuclear S&T areas have very little
collaboration across the four areas, further supporting the observation of this study that each group is
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addressing a separate and diverse set of needs. Table 11 illustrates the degree to which collaborations
occur among these 4 groups of professors.
Table 11 – Collaborations Among Nuclear S&T Capability Areas
Collaborations with

Papers*

Dataset
Materials

Number
5,400

Materials
-

Nuclear
Medicine

Nuclear
Energy

Nuclear
Physics

48

216

537

Total
%
801 15%

Nuclear Medicine

2,099

48

-

10

8

66

3%

Nuclear Energy

2,740

216

10

-

23

249

9%

1,106

537

8

23

-

568

51%

11,345

801

66

249

568

Nuclear Physics
Total

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

Investigation of the results of the above table showed that the Physics/Materials Collaborations are
almost exclusively in the sub fields of Nuclear & Particles Physics, Astronomy & Astrophysics, and
General Physics and by faculty associated with TRIUMF.
Higher Education Research Leverage of the Nuclear S&T Facilities Mosaic
The groups of professors that use the Nuclear S&T facilities address distinct research areas as illustrated
below. AECL related professors, along with CNBC aligned faculty both have strengths in Enabling and
Strategic Technologies.
Figure 86 – Higher Education Leverage of the Nuclear S&T Facilities

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

CNBC related professors, along with CLS, also contribute significantly to Physics, where TRIUMF related
professors are almost exclusively focussed. Similar to the previous comparisons, while at the field level
these groups all have significant roles in Chemistry and Physics, they are in different subfield areas as
illustrated by the figures below.
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Figure 87 – Distribution of Publications in Chemistry by S&T Area
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Figure 88 – Publications in Physics by S&T Area
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The Mosaic of Research Fields Conducted by the Nuclear S&T Institutions Themselves
The research areas for the activities conducted by researchers at each institution are illustrated below.
The priorities for the institutions themselves clearly differ among the fields of research. This is a further
depiction of how these facilities create a mosaic of research capabilities for Canada’s research
community. TRIUMF sponsored publications are almost exclusively in Physics and Astronomy. AECL
efforts lie predominantly in Enabling and Strategic Technologies while CLS and CNBC play a role both of
those as well as in Chemistry.
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Figure 89 – Nuclear S&T Facility Research Field Focus
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The three areas where most of the publications occur are illustrated in the figure below. Within Enabling
and Strategic Technologies, AECL is focussed on energy, the CNBC is focused on Materials, and the CLS
is focussed on Nanotechnologies. In Physics, TRIUMF is predominantly in Nuclear and Particle Physics,
the CNBC support Fluids and Plasma researchers along with AECL, and AECL leads in Applied Physics
along with CLS. CLS’s second largest area is in Chemical Physics which is also the second strength for
the CNBC.
Figure 90 – Focus of Nuclear S&T Facilities
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Collaborations among Nuclear S&T Facilities
Table 12 illustrates an additional view on how these distinct capability sets of these institutions do not
yield substantive collaborations between the researchers employed there. The only collaborations of note
are between AECL and CNBC staff, presumably related to the physical colocation and interdependence
of the facilities.
Table 12 – Co-publications Between Canadian Facilities

Co‐publications between the four Canadian facilities selected by KPMG in the Web of Science (2007‐2013)
Co‐publications with:
AECL ‐ Atomic Energy
Canadian Neutron
TRIUMF
of Canada Ltd.
Beam Centre
AECL ‐ Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
‐
20
1
Canadian Neutron Beam Centre
20
‐
2
TRIUMF
1
2
‐
Canadian Light Source Inc.
0
0
0
Source: Computed by Science‐Metrix using the Web of Science (Thomson Reuters).

Organization

Canadian Light Source Inc.
0
0
0
‐
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6.2.3

Access to Nuclear S&T Enabled Capabilities by Industry

This section examines the mosaic of capabilities of Canada’s nuclear facilities as accessed by industry.
Industry accesses the nuclear facility S&T capabilities in two manners:
■ Direct Research by Private Companies
■ Industry Sponsored Academic Research
The findings of this subsection is that the Nuclear S&T facilities are finding applications with different
cross sections of Canada’s economy supporting further the nature of the complementary mosaic of
capabilities being provided and directly supports that Nuclear S&T is enhancing Canada’s innovation
capacity on the 3rd WEF measure of providing innovation capabilities to industry.
Industry Direct Commercial Use of Nuclear S&T Facilities
Private companies use the facilities directly to carry out research. Each of the facilities engages directly
with industry in fee-for-service research to different degrees. The distribution of commercial revenues for
analysis, test or research purposes of the Nuclear S&T facilities is shown in Figure 91. These services are
provided by each of the major facilities to a different combination of industrial sectors, highlighting the
distinct nature of the expertise at each of the facilities. The fact that diverse industry groups sponsor
research at these facilities underscores the broad innovation impact that these facilities are having on
Canada. Note that TRIUMF, McMaster and AECL all have commercial medical isotope production
revenues which are not depicted below.
The CNBC’s major fee-for-service revenue is derived from the Nuclear Energy industry, likely leveraging
the capabilities available at CRL, with the rest from aerospace, automotive and oil and gas. Users of the
facility for industrial research purposes have included Schlumberger, Ivaco Rolling Mills, AUTO-21 and
Defence Research and Development Canada. This pattern of usage coincides with the type of academic
research that is being carried out at the facility.
CLS’ primary customers are from the pharmaceutical industry, followed by the oil and gas industry.
TRIUMF’s primary source of commercial revenue is obtained from product-testing services through the
PIF & NIF. Computing, networking (ICT) and aerospace companies are the most common users.
Companies that have used the facility include Cisco, MDA, Microsat Systems, ORACLE and Honeywell
Canada.
McMaster generates commercial revenue by enabling industrial users to carry out non-destructive
examination of products and components using neutrons from the McMaster research reactor. For
example, Nray Services Inc. is a neutron radiography company based in Hamilton whose business is
based on the use of a neutron beam line from the reactor to produce images of materials, mainly for the
aerospace industry.
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Figure 91 – Distribution of Commercial Services by Sector

Source: KPMG analysis of financial statements of the facilities and information provided by facilities

The magnitude of commercial activity at AECL is significantly greater than for any of the other facilities
and primarily relates to the Nuclear Energy sector. As such, the review of commercial customers of
analysis, test, and R&D services using remaining AECL capabilities have not been shown in Figure 91,
being addressed instead in Chapter 7.
Industry Collaborations with Academic Nuclear S&T Capability Enabled Research
As described earlier, each of these facilities has its own set of professors who are users of the facility for
their research. Often, this academic research is sponsored by private companies interested in research
for commercialization or innovation purposes. The degree to which private companies co-fund academic
research is a useful indicator of potential innovation impact. The assumption here is that the higher the
level of industry sponsored research, the more potential there is for that research to have an innovation
or commercialization outcome.
Using the database of NSERC funding, analysis was carried out to assess industry sponsorship of
academic research. The results are shown in Figure 92. The findings confirm that each facility serves the
research needs of different sectors of the Canadian economy.
Figure 92 – Distribution of Industry Sponsors by Sector for Each Facility
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Industry sponsorship of research conducted at TRIUMF tends to be from companies in the
pharmaceutical industry. Companies in the oil and gas, food and agriculture and mining sectors dominate
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industry sponsorship of carried out at the CLS. The largest industry sponsoring research at CNBC is the
metal manufacturing industry followed by pharmaceutical and healthcare. The CNBC is also the facility
that appears to be most used by the aerospace industry and is the facility that has the most diversity in
terms of the industries that sponsor research there. This may be a function of the diverse nature of
neutrons as a probe of materials, as described earlier. AECL research is mostly sponsored by companies
active in the Nuclear Energy industry but almost half is related to other sectors and objectives.
When considering the combined users of the CNBC and AECL, virtually all industrial sectors in Canada
are benefiting from the Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities.

6.3

Nuclear S&T Contribution to Canada’s Innovation Outcomes

The section identifies several sources of Return on Investment (ROI) that are arising from the federal
investment in Nuclear S&T. These results thus respond directly to the one of the priority questions posed
for this study. This section also addresses how the Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities contribute to
Canada’s innovation outcomes.
Elements of ROI presented in this section include:
■ Use of Nuclear S&T by Canada’s research leaders
■ Contribution to the value of research outcomes as measured by the Average Relative Citations
(ARCs) of that research, first by Nuclear S&T overall in Section 6.3.2 and then and by individual
research capability area and facility affiliations in Section 6.3.3
■ Contribution to HQP development
■ Benefits of spinoffs and commercialization
■ Contributions in Nuclear Medicine
The ROI outcomes from the Nuclear Energy sector and the role of AECL are explored in much greater
depth in Chapters 7 and 8 of this report.
The findings of this section is that the ROI in each of these areas is greater than is being realized by any
of the other S&T research capabilities to which Nuclear S&T has been compared.

6.3.1

Nuclear S&T Leverage by Canada’s Research Leaders

The degree to which Canada’s research leaders can make use of Nuclear S&T capabilities is considered
to be a ROI for federal S&T investments. The representation of research leadership also relates to WEF’s
3rd innovation measure on enabling capacity for innovation. This section presents the proportion of
Canada’s research leaders that are leveraging Nuclear S&T capabilities.
Table 13 summarizes the breakdown of faculty affiliated with each of the facilities reviewed in this study
and identifies how many represent Canada’s research leaders as well as to what extent they are involved
in collaborative research with industry via the CRD program. These leaders include Canada Research
Chairs as well as NSERC Industrial Research Chairs.
The analysis of NSERC funding data shows that amongst the professors that are part of the Nuclear S&T
ecosystem, there is a higher proportion of CRCs than would be expected given the number of professors
that are part of this large subset.
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Table 13 – Average Annual Number of CRCs, IRCs and CRDs
Average Annual Number of CRCs, IRCs and CRDs - Comparison with NSERC Overall
TRIUMF
Total Professors

CLS

AECL/CNBC

AECL

Other

Total Nuclear S&T
Professors

Non Nuclear S&T
Professors

Grand
% nuclear S&T
Total

95

90

102

73

78

438

13,052

13,490

3%

Average Annual Canada
Research Chairs

5

13

17

7

7

48

888

935

5%

Average Annual Industrial
Research Chairs

1

3

2

13

3

22

125

147

15%

Average Annual Collaborative
R&D Grants

3

7

17

19

13

59

693

751

8%

Source: KPMG analysis of NSERC funding database

Professors in the Nuclear S&T ecosystem represent roughly 3% of the total number of professors that
have been funded by NSERC over the past 5 years. This subset of professors has been awarded an
average of 48 CRCs over the past 5 years, which represents roughly 5% of the CRCs awarded over this
period overall. Nuclear S&T professors appear to have a higher proportion of CRCs amongst them than
NSERC funded professors overall.
This pattern is more pronounced when the proportion of IRCs and CRDs is examined. Nuclear S&T
professors have a higher proportion of industry sponsorship of research than other professors in the
NSERC database representing 15% of IRCs and 8% of CRDs, both of which are mostly achieved by the
CNBC and AECL affiliated groups of researchers. Considering that AECL/CNBC related faculty only
represent 1% of researchers in Canada, their achievement of a representation of 10% of IRCs and 3% of
CRDs are significant findings.
Approximately 10% of all of Canada’s industry/university NSERC funded collaborative research is with
Nuclear S&T enabled research faculty. Over 60% of these collaborative research efforts involve
AECL/CNBC affiliated researchers who represent, in contrast, only 30% of the Nuclear S&T professors.
Industry usage of AECL/CNBC enabled capabilities is much higher than the rest of Canada or researchers
enabled by the other Nuclear S&T facilities. The AECL/CNBC enabled researchers represent 1% of
NSERC funded Canadian faculty but are responsible for 10% of Canada’s industry collaborative NSERC
funded projects.
A review of the Nuclear S&T CRCs over this period show they were awarded CRCs for their leadership
and scientific excellence in a diverse range of research subjects, once again confirming that Nuclear S&T
is enabling a broad range of Canadian research capacity.
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Figure 93 – Nuclear S&T CRCs as a % of Total CRCs in Category - by Subject
(Average for 1998 to 2013)
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6.3.2

Overall Contributions to Canadian Research Outcomes by Nuclear S&T Enabled
Capabilities

The primary objective of the analysis in this section is to illustrate whether the bibliometric results from
Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities either enhance or detract from Canada’s bibliographic rankings
or score relative to papers from other Canadian researchers.
Canada’s Nuclear S&T Enabled Research Capabilities
Canada’s Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities have been defined for the purpose of this study as
being embodied within the professors who are engaged in research that uses the facilities or supports
the R&D efforts of the Nuclear Energy or Medicine sector.
Table 14 shows Canada’s overall ARC and ARIF scores for Natural Sciences and Clinical Medicine in
comparison to the ARC and ARIF for papers developed by the list of faculty KPMG has defined to
represent the set of Nuclear S&T capabilities. The results show that Nuclear S&T enabled research that is
more highly cited on average than the Canada’s overall portfolio of research. Furthermore the ARIF is
also higher suggesting that Nuclear S&T related research, on average, is published in more highly
regarded journals than the balance of Canadian research results.
Table 14 – Bibliometrics for Natural Sciences and Medicine
Bibliometrics for Natural Sciences and Medicine
Canada (Natural Sciences)

Papers

ARC

227342

1.24

ARIF
1.15

Nuclear S&T (Natural Sciences)

9192

1.30

1.21

Percent

4.0%

5.2%

5.1%

98,724

1.42

1.23

Nuclear Medicine

1,139

1.78

1.23

Percent

1.2%

25.4%

0%

Canada (Clinical Medicine)
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Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

Table 14 shows that Nuclear S&T accounts for 4% of the Natural Sciences papers produced in Canada.
This compares to the 3% of the NSERC funded professors that this group represents, suggesting
Nuclear S&T faculty are positively contributing to the volume of output.
The conclusion of these findings at the high level is that the Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities
assessed are contributing to higher bibliometric scores for Canada and hence suggest they are enhancing
Canada’s standing on these measures of innovation capacity.
However, as discussed earlier, aggregate statistics like the above may be misleading due to differing
publications practices among research fields. The above result could manifest itself just because Nuclear
S&T is dominated by a High Average ARC field of research such as Physics and Astronomy.
The following subsections explore:
■ Where Nuclear S&T is being leveraged and the impact it is having on the ARCs in those specific
fields of research.
■ How each of the four groups of researchers contributes to Canada’s research outcomes.
■ The impact of collaborations among the researcher groups identified.
■ The value researchers gain from accessing the federal facilities.
Research Fields Contributed to with Nuclear S&T
The fields of research in which Nuclear S&T contributes were individually assessed as illustrated in
Figure 94. Nuclear S&T capabilities are used to contribute to significant amount of research publications
in the fields of Physics and Astronomy, Engineering, Strategic Technologies, and Chemistry. Of these,
Nuclear S&T enhances ARC for Physics and Engineering but scores lower for Chemistry and Strategic
Technologies.
Figure 94 – Contribution to ARC by Nuclear S&T enabled research capabilities
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While Nuclear S&T makes smaller contributions to Biology, Biomedical Research, Built Design,
Environmental Sciences, and Mathematics, all areas where Canada lags the average of other jurisdictions
as described above, the figure shows that Nuclear S&T related ARCs contribute to higher Canadian
scores in these fields. Nuclear S&T contributions to ICT, while small in volume, positively contribute to
Canada’s lead position in this field. The last field which involves Agriculture and Forestry, an area where
Canada is surprisingly below the international averages, Nuclear S&T supported capabilities yield lower
ARCs than the rest of Canadian research efforts in this area.
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Research fields contributed to by each Nuclear S&T Area
To give further insight into how Nuclear S&T impacts on research field ARCs, the contributions of each of
these Nuclear S&T areas have been tabulated by field as shown in the figure below. While each of the
S&T areas are engaged in publishing in most of the research fields, where these contributions have been
too small to tabulate, they have not been shown.
■ Materials Science professors positively contribute to Biomedical Research, Chemistry,
Environment, Engineering, and Physics.
■ Nuclear Medicine professors positively contribute to Biology, Biomedical Research, and Strategic
Technologies.
■ Nuclear Physics professors contribute solely to Physics but in a significantly positive way.
■ Nuclear Energy has lower ARC scores across the board, consistent with the views expressed
above.
Figure 95 – Contributions to Field of Research ARCs by Nuclear S&T Capability Area

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

International Collaborations
Figure 96 illustrates the collaborations Canada has with the comparable set of nations and by Nuclear
S&T Capability Area. The US is by far Canada’s largest collaborative partner. Surprisingly enough, China is
the second, and despite not being part of the assessed peer group, has been included in this figure due
to that prominence.
Figure 96 – International Collaborations by Nuclear S&T Area
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Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

It can be seen that collaborations in the Physics fields all involve multiple countries on any given
publication (e.g. the US, France, UK, Germany, Italy and Spain all collaborate on 75% to 90% of Canadian
publications in this area).
On materials sciences, France, Japan, the UK, Germany and Russia are all equally involved in
collaborated Canadian publications. On Nuclear Energy, collaborations are few among nations other than
the US. The UK and Germany, as well as the US, are the most frequent collaborators with Canada on
Nuclear Medicine research.
Summary of Overall Nuclear S&T Capability Area Contributions
The Nuclear S&T Faculty contribute to Canada’s ARC and ARIF across all areas where their capabilities
are applied. An assessment of all the papers in all the fields was undertaken to develop a weighted
average composite net ARC improvement measure. The results in the table below show that over 60%
of Nuclear S&T capability enabled research has achieved 16% higher ARC scores than the other papers
in those same subfields. These higher achieving ARC papers and represent 5% of total papers produced
in those subfields.
A further 22% of Nuclear S&T capability enabled research achieved higher ARIF scores than papers in
those sub fields (and represent 7% of total papers produced in those subfields).
Only 10% of Nuclear S&T capability enabled research papers scored lower than the other Canadian
contributions.
Table 15 – Overall Nuclear S&T Capability Area Contributions
Summary Table

Canada
% of
Nuclear
S&T
Activity

Nuclear S&T

Nuclear S&T as
% of Canada

Nuclear %
portion of
Canada
Activity

Areas as %
of Canada ARC
Activity

ARIF

ARC

ARIF

ARC

ARIF

Contributions to ARC
61%
and ARIF

5%

46%

1.30

1.15

1.51

1.22

116%

106%

Contributions to ARIF 22%

7%

13%

1.17

1.15

1.06

1.23

90%

107%

Negative
contributions

10%

4%

10%

1.25

1.18

1.00

1.09

80%

92%

Too few
contributions to
measure

6%

1%

32%

1.19

1.12

n/a

n/a

1

1

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

6.3.3

Contributions by Individual Nuclear S&T Capability Area and Facilities

KPMG collaborated with Science Metrix to identify the bibliometric parameters associated with the
Nuclear S&T capabilities being assessed in this study. The bibliometrics have been approached in two
ways:
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■ Based on the faculty identified by KPMG which were assembled to reflect the Canadian faculty
whose research was enabled in the four areas that make up Nuclear S&T in this study. These
areas are Nuclear Energy, Nuclear Medicine, Nuclear Physics and Materials Science.
 These faculty have been further associated with their involvement with of Nuclear S&T
facilities, either one or more of the four listed below or with “other” facilities such as
Universities.
■ Based on bibliometric analysis of papers cited as being authored by the four primary Nuclear S&T
facilities included in this study: TRIUMF, CLS, CNBC, AECL.
The Four Nuclear S&T Research Areas
Table 16 shows how the research products from the professors associated with the four Nuclear S&T
enabled research areas are impacting on Canada’s ARC. The contribution of the professors who are
engaged with Nuclear S&T capabilities are enhancing Canada’s ARC, ARIF, and representation in the top
10% of cited academic journals.
Table 16 – Contributions by Researches Included in Nuclear S&T Capabilities
Contributions by Researchers Included in Nuclear S&T Capabilities
Dataset
Materials
Nuclear Medicine
Nuclear Energy
Nuclear Physics
Canada Overall

Papers
Number
5,400
2,099
2,740
1,106

ARC

ARIF

1.39
1.61
1.04
2.14
1.07

1.26
1.25
1.10
1.43
1.15

HCP
%
15.0%
16.9%
9.6%
24.9%

International
Collaborations
%
51%
46%
37%
92%

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

Interestingly, Nuclear Physics publications score the highest and include international collaborations on
over 90% of published articles. The implication of international collaborations is to migrate ARC scores
close to the average of the group of collaborators (e.g. Canada, Netherlands, US, and the UK all have
Physics ARCs of 1.4 according to the tables published in the CCA 2012 report).
The results for professors collectively grouped into Nuclear Energy are lower than the Canadian
averages. This is may be influenced by several factors:
■ Niche specialty of CANDU design and fewer international collaborations in this niche technology
■ Much of the products of the research is kept proprietary or not published (e.g. within COG,
NWMO, AECL, CAMECO, etc.)
■ Effects related to the Patents vs Papers correlations identified earlier in this section 3.4.3
These observations may warrant further investigation.
Figures 97, 98 and 99 specifically indicate in which subfields Nuclear S&T capabilities are enhancing ARC
and ARIF and by which Nuclear S&T Capability Area.
Overall, Canada’s Materials Science capabilities are having the most positive impact on Canada’s
bibliometric outcomes. Most of the Materials Science faculty are affiliated with the CNBC. Of particular
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interest is that the Materials Science faculty contribute to Nuclear and Particle Physics publications and
achieve higher ARC and ARIF impacts than those from the Nuclear Physics capability areas.
Figure 97 – ARC of Research fields with highest applied Nuclear S&T Capabilities
Sub Fields within Research Fields with highest applied Nuclear S&T Capabilities and that Enhance Canada's ARC
ARC Comparisons to Canada Overall
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Figure 98 – ARC of Research fields with minor applied Nuclear S&T Capabilities
Sub Fields within Research Fields with minor applied Nuclear S&T Capabilities but that Enhance Canada's ARC
ARC Comparisons to Canada Overall
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Figure 99 – Research fields with minor applied Nuclear S&T Capabilities that Enhance Canada’s
ARIF
Sub Fields within Research Fields with minor applied Nuclear S&T Capabilities but that Enhance Canada's ARIF
ARIF Comparisons to Canada Overall
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Canada’s Nuclear S&T Capability Usage of S&T Facilities
The faculty that have been grouped into the four Nuclear S&T capability areas are also associated with
Institutions as illustrated in Table 17. The purpose of the assessment in this section is to determine
whether these affiliations provide any advantage to the associated researchers.
Table 17 – Number of Faculty by Nuclear S&T Area and Facility Affiliation
Number of Faculty by Nuclear S&T Area and Facility Affiliation
Nuclear S&T Area

AECL

Materials
Nuclear Energy

65

CLS

CNBC

Other

68

94

3

3

2

58

TRIUMF

Total
Professors

22

187
128

Nuclear Medicine

18

16

53

87

Physics

3

2

21

26

79

96

428

Grand Total
65
92
96
Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

In addition to affiliations with the four main Nuclear S&T facilities considered in this report, a number of
the faculty included in the study are engaged in Nuclear S&T at Universities and Other institutions and
have no direct interaction with the Federal Nuclear S&T institutions. As seen in Table 18, these represent
about 16% of the papers assessed in our study.
The bibliometrics indicate that ARC, ARIF, and inclusion in the world’s top 10% of referenced
publications (HCP 10%) increases when researchers can access these facilities. This is indicated by the
ARC, ARIF, and HCP 10% for “Other” being lower than those for those papers published by faculty that
are accessing the major facilities. The Nuclear S&T facilities provide some advantage to researchers and
this may be indicative as to why the CCA Survey of S&T experts resulted in the identification of all of
these facilities as be highly advantageous to Canada.
Table 18 – Bibliometric Indicators by Organization
Organization
Canadian Light Source Inc.
TRIUMF
Canadian Neutron Beam Centre
Other
AECL ‐ Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

Publications
Number
2,879
2,856
2,763
1,645
1,643

ARC

ARIF

HCP 10%

1.36
1.89
1.24
1.16
1.05

1.19
1.42
1.26
1.02
1.13

14.8%
21.4%
12.8%
10.1%
10.3%

Source: Computed by Science-Metrix using the Web of Science (Thomson Reuters) Database.

The AECL scores are similar to the Other Organization category. Many comments have been made in
this study regarding the degree to which AECL related activities are very niche to the CANDU industry
and heavily sponsored by industry. Both of these characteristics may be the driver for low AECL
bibliometric results. It should be noted that all faculty associated with AECL in this study have indicated
through interviews the importance to their research objectives of having access to AECL capabilities.
Nuclear Capabilities’ Advantage to Researchers
The advantage given to researchers by Canada’s Nuclear S&T facilities is also evident for each of the
Nuclear S&T capability areas as shown in Table 19. The bottom row of the table has the average ARC
scores for faculty in our data set that are not associated with any of the federally funded facilities but
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rather relying on other capabilities such as at universities. In all cases, with the exception of Nuclear
Medicine related faculty associated with the CLS, ARC scores for the groups that have access to the
facilities are higher. Of special note is that this is true of AECL as well. Part of the distinction evident here
is that AECL appears to support research in fields where ARCs in general are lower, likely associated
with the CANDU related nature of the activities conducted there and the significant alignment with
industrial interests such as COG. This lens on the analysis indicates that access to AECL is providing a
benefit to researchers. The lower CLS Nuclear Medicine scores may be associated with the degree to
which CLS supports veterinary related Nuclear Medicine.
Table 19 – ARC by Nuclear S&T Area and Institution Affiliation

ARC by Nuclear S&T Area and Institution Affiliation
Institution

Materials

Nuclear
Medicine

CLS

1.42

1.11

3.10

TRIUMF

2.00

1.83

2.22

CNBC

1.24

1.51

AECL - Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

1.04

1.05

Other

0.88

1.43

Nuclear
Energy

0.97

Nuclear
Physics

1.83

Source: Science Metrix bibliometric results and KPMG analysis

Direct Bibliometric Contributions by Canada’s Nuclear S&T Facilities
The four Nuclear S&T institutions have also been assessed in the bibliometric database as summarized in
the Table 20. This data set is distinct from the earlier ones as the earlier data sets referred to publications
created by university faculty who are specialized in Nuclear S&T matters. The table below refers
specifically to papers in which employees of the facilities are cited as authors (or co-authors).
Table 20 – Bibliometric Contributions by Canada’s Nuclear S&T Facilities

Organization
TRIUMF
AECL - Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Canadian Light Source Inc.
Canadian Neutron Beam Centre

Papers
1,451
390
345
245

Web of Science (WOS)
ARC
ARIF
% Intl. Coll.
1.78
1.36
88.1%
0.63
0.73
34.4%
1.22
1.29
65.2%
1.13
1.32
63.3%

Source: Computed by Science-Metrix using the Web of Science (Thomson Reuters) Database.

6.3.4

Development of Future HQP

Development of Human Resources in Science and Technology is a vital element of an innovative
economy and economic growth. The adequate availability of scientists and engineers in particular is one
of the measures WEF uses to formulate its Innovation Index. Contributions to the ongoing development
of future Highly Qualified Personnel (HQPs) is a key element of achieving an ongoing score on this
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metric. Both innovation and economic growth are dependent on a stock of highly skilled human capital
that supplies the labour market and helps in the diffusion of advanced knowledge114.
The development of HQPs is thus a social ROI on federal investments in Nuclear S&T.
Figure 100 illustrates the number of HQPs per $100,000 of federal funding provided by NSERC, and the
total number of HPQs associated with Nuclear S&T faculty affiliated with the Nuclear S&T facilities. The
analysis indicates that overall, professors that are part of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem are able to nurture
more HQPs for every dollar of federal NSERC funding they receive, than other funded professors are able
to. This result suggests that the ROI to the federal government on this topic is higher than they normally
receive from their NSERC dollars.
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Figure 100 – Estimate of HQPs Produced per $100,000 of NSERC Funding
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The cost to the federal government to develop HQP arises from the disbursement of funds through
NSERC, CIHR, or SSHRC. When industry funds researchers and NSERC matches these funds, more
HQP are developed per dollar of federal funding. Using several assumptions115 developed through
interviews, it was estimated that Nuclear S&T professors leverage industry matching to produce more
HQPs for their NSERC funding than NSERC funded professors overall.
Findings in this study indicate that Nuclear S&T enabled faculty researchers have different contributions
to the creation of new HQP. AECL related faculty, largely associated with Nuclear Energy research,
produces the most HQPs per federal $. This is not surprising given the high degree of industry
sponsorship that this group of professors receives. For the Nuclear Energy sector, the explicit mandate
for UNENE to create HQPs seems to be visible in these measures.
McKenzie, M. (Statistics Canada), A profile of Canada's highly qualified personnel, 2008.
Interview findings have shown that 50% of IRC funding is not used to support researchers being supervised by the professor
receiving the funding and is used solely for research costs. In addition, based on direct interview findings, it is understood that CRC
funding is not used to support researchers being supervised by the professor receiving the funding. KPMG research also showed
that on average, each HQP being supervised by a professor costs approximately $41,000 in overall funding. Based on these
assumptions, NSERC funding received by professors affiliated with each Nuclear S&T research facility was aggregated, and 50% of
IRC funding and 100% of CRC funding was deducted. Estimated industry matching was then added in (based on the assumption of
1.0x IRC funding and 1.1x CRD funding) and the result was divided by $41,000 to arrive at an estimate for HQP produced over the
period. This calculation was then applied to the Nuclear S&T professors and the result was compared with the result for NSERC
professors overall.
114
115
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6.3.5

Industry Sponsored Academic Research

This section examines the degree to which industry collaborative research funding enhances the overall
research budgets of Nuclear S&T professors and also portrays the composite use by Canadian industry of
Nuclear S&T enabled researchers. Both of these measures are considered ROI to the federal
government as there is a direct leveraging of NSERC funds as well as industrial innovation returns from
the support Nuclear S&T provides in enabling industry research.
Industry Collaborative Funding Levels
A measure of industry leverage of the Nuclear S&T capacity to support innovation can be seen from the
higher industry support of research using Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities as compared to NSERC
funded research overall.
Through analysing the NSERC funding database for grants awarded for the past five years, combined
with the database of researchers affiliated to each of the major Nuclear S&T facilities, a picture of
industry sponsorship of academic research was formed. The findings presented in Figure 101 show that
Nuclear S&T professors have a higher proportion of industry collaborative funding than NSERC funded
professors overall.
Figure 101 – Estimated Ratio of Industry Matching to Overall Research Funding

Source: KPMG analysis of NSERC funding database and interviews with professors

The metric that has been applied to assess the degree of industry sponsorship was the ratio of industry
matching to overall research funding for professors that have received NSERC funding over the last five
years. Funding grants that are awarded under IRCs or Collaborative Research and Development Grants
(CRDs) have the NSERC research funding matched by private companies116.
The results suggest that more private companies sponsor academic research carried out using Canada’s
Nuclear S&T enabled capabilities than other science and engineering research. This suggests that
Canadian industry may be more likely to innovate or commercialize the findings of Nuclear S&T enabled
research.

Interviews with professors that have been recipients of IRCs and CRDs in the past revealed that on average, NSERC matches
10% less than industry contributions for CRDs due to university “tax on contribution”. IRC funding is fully matched to industry
without the 10% institution tax. By applying these assumptions for industry matching consistently to Nuclear and non-Nuclear S&T
professors, estimates for the ratio of industry matching were developed.

116
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Figure 101 also shows that the ratio of industry matching also varies among the Nuclear S&T facilities.
Within the Nuclear S&T ecosystem industry sponsorship of academic research occurs more frequently
for professors that are affiliated with AECL than for any other group of professors.
Diversity of Industrial Collaboration
A measure of ROI to the federal government is the degree to which these capabilities are used by
Canadian industry. The analysis of the NSERC funding database identified 167 companies that have
sponsored the assembled data set of Nuclear S&T professors over the last 5 years. These companies are
distributed across a wide range of industry sectors that are some of the most important contributors to
Canadian GDP, R&D investment and innovation.
Figure 102 shows the resulting distribution of industrial sponsors of Nuclear S&T enabled research by
Canadian Industrial sector. The results show that Nuclear S&T enabled research is valued across most
industrial sectors of the Canadian economy.
Figure 102 – Distribution of Industry Sectors that Sponsor NSERC funded Nuclear S&T Professors
Distribution of Industry Sectors that Sponsor NSERC Funded Nuclear S&T
Professors
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Source: KPMG analysis of NSERC funding database and interviews with professors

A sample of organizations in the top three industry categories that have sponsored academic research
over the past five years includes:
Sample Organizations that Sponsor Nuclear S&T Enabled Researchers
Mining

Manufacturing





CenterLine (Windsor) Ltd.
Siltech Corporation
NOVA Chemicals Corporation
Nu‐Tech Precision Metals Inc.

 Barrick Gold Corporation
 CAMECO Corp
 Potash Corp. of Saskatchewan
Inc.

 Rio Tinto Alcan

Oil and Gas





TransCanada PipeLines Limited
Spectra Energy Transmission
Conoco Inc.
Phoenix Canada Oil Company
Limited
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 Thermoscience Enercoatings
Inc.

 Vale Inco

 Canadian Concrete Masonry
Producers Association

 EnCana Corporation
 Syncrude Canada Ltd
 Veresen Inc.

 Doucette's Boat Building

6.3.6

Spinoffs and Commercialization Outcomes

Enhancing the degree to which research capabilities lead to commercialization and spin-off benefits is the
ultimate goal of public support to innovation. This section summarizes the ROI in terms of the annual
economic value of previously spun off companies and the number of jobs that are currently being
sustained as a result.
Each of the Nuclear S&T clusters described in Chapter 5 of this report impact on innovation and
commercialization outcomes through the research that they enable. The mechanisms by which Spin-offs
and other Commercialization Outcomes have arisen from federal investments in Nuclear S&T over time
have included 3 categories:
■ Direct spin-offs (companies that have divested from the parent company or commercially viable
innovations developed at the facility that are ‘spun-off’ to form new commercial ventures);
■ Indirect (arise when private companies earn revenues that are attributable to their relationship with
the facility); and
■ People: Individuals trained in highly specialized areas of expertise leave the facility to start new
ventures.
Table 21 summarizes the spin off and commercialization outcomes for each of the main clusters of
activities identified in Chapter 5. On the order of $800M per year and 2500 annual FTE jobs are currently
occurring as a result of commercialization of Nuclear S&T capabilities.
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Table 21 – Summary of Nuclear S&T Enabled Spin-off and Commercialization Outcomes

Source: KPMG research and interviews (Note: CLS Annual Reports, 2013 Activity Report and the CLS website were reviewed and
no evidence of commercialization outcomes or spin-offs from CLS were found.)

TRIUMF, through AAPS, has a specific commercialization mandate that has resulted in the formation of
spin-off companies. “When promising inventions and innovations arise at TRIUMF, AAPS will assemble a
collaborative team to evaluate and develop the commercialization potential, and then launch a new spinoff company using the intellectual property”117. Of all the facilities, TRIUMF is unique in that a specific
organization has been created to enable the commercialization of scientific discoveries.
McMaster has also commercialized many inventions and developed products that have resulted in
formation of spin-off companies, the most notable of which is the CPDC.
AECL has a long history of technologies developed at CRL being spun-off to form new business
ventures. A number of technologies developed through AECL’s R&D program have been successfully
commercialized, either through development into a commercial product or through licensing to the
private sector in the CANDU supply chain.
AECL’s spinoffs have arisen throughout its long history and certain AECL Spinoffs have developed
successful commercial relationships with the other facilities over the years. Nordion and TRIUMF have a
long standing commercial relationship for the production of isotopes and Nray Inc. has a commercial
arrangement with McMaster under which the neutron beams from the MNR reactor are used for neutron
radiography.

117

TRIUMF, Five-Year Plan 2015-2020.
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Mevex corp, ACSI, Best Theratronics, PAVAC and ACSion Ind. are all successful Canadian companies
that are involved in the business of developing accelerators and components for accelerators. The
accelerator business is an R&D intensive, export business in which Canadian companies are developing
an international presence. The accelerator business has not been explored as part of this analysis but
represents a thriving high tech industry in Canada that has high innovation potential. For example,
companies like ACSI and Mevex Corp are developing solutions to facilitate the movement away from the
production of medical isotopes using research reactors.
CLS Annual Reports, 2013 Activity Report and the CLS website were reviewed and no evidence of
commercialization outcomes or spin-offs from CLS were found.
A review of the impact of commercialization outcomes and spin-off creation shows that among the three
Nuclear S&T facilities that have been found to have experience with this, AECL’s commercialization
outcomes and spin-offs have had the largest impact both in terms of revenue generation and in terms of
FTEs created.

6.4

Nuclear S&T and the Nuclear Medicine Sector

6.4.1

Overview

Nuclear medicine uses nuclear materials and techniques to diagnose, image and treat diseases, ranging
from cancers to heart disease, in ways that are not possible with other technologies.
The most common medical applications of nuclear technology are:
■ Medical imaging for research and diagnosis;
■ Radiotherapy for cancer treatment; and
■ Sterilization of surgical tools and single-use medical supplies (such as syringes, gloves, and
sutures).
Canadian scientists have played a pioneering role in the development of each of these applications of
nuclear technologies, and Canada continues to be a leading global contributor to developments in these
areas. Historical contributions by Canadian scientists to the development of nuclear medicine technology
are outlined in Chapter 4 of this report.
This chapter provides a high level overview of the nuclear medicine sector in Canada and identifies the
research activities of the major Nuclear S&T facilities.

6.4.2

Medical Imaging for Diagnosis Using Radioisotopes

Radioisotopes can be used to diagnose a range of diseases, including cardiovascular diseases and most
types of cancer. Radioisotopes are produced in nuclear reactors, as well as by cyclotrons. Canada is a
leading producer of radioisotopes, providing about 20-30% of global supply. The bulk of Canada’s
radioisotopes are produced at the NRU in Chalk River. Various diagnostic radioisotopes are also produced
at TRIUMF and McMaster University.118

118

CNA, The Canadian Nuclear Factbook, 2013.
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In 2010, the Government of Canada announced the $35 million NISP to promote research into alternative
methods for producing medical isotopes to address the uncertainty in the supply of technetium-99m (Tc99m)119 obtained from molybdenum 99 produced in reactor sources reactor sources.
In 2012, the government launched the ITAP which provided funding of $25 million over four years for a
new program to further advance the development of alternatives to existing isotope production
technologies and help secure the supply of medical isotopes for Canadians. On February 28, 2013,
following a rigorous competitive process, the Government announced it was funding projects led by the
University of Alberta ($7 million), TRIUMF ($7 million) and Prairie Isotope Production Enterprise (PIPE)
($7.14 million)120 in Manitoba. This funding will support the development and application of cyclotron and
linear accelerator isotope production to improve the security of supply of medical isotopes for Canadians,
reduce radioactive waste (by moving away from reactor based production methods) and meet nuclear
non-proliferation goals121.

6.4.3

Therapy and Sterilization Using Cobalt-60

Gamma rays are a powerful type of radiation that can penetrate deep into living tissue. Cobalt-60 (C0-60)
is most commonly used to generate gamma rays for medical procedures. Canada is a leading global
supplier of C0-60, the primary applications of which are:
■ Cancer treatment – C0-60 treatment units (first developed in Canada) are among the most
common technologies for external beam radiation therapy worldwide.
■ Sterilization - Gamma-ray irradiation is an important step in sterilizing surgical tools and single-use
supplies such as syringes, gloves, and sutures. Canada supplies 75% of the world’s supply of
Cobalt-60 used to sterilize 45% of the world’s single-use medical supplies122.

6.4.4

Overview of Stakeholders, Capabilities and Facilities in Nuclear Medicine

Figures 103 and 104 identify the geographic distribution of Canadian stakeholders that are part of
Canada’s overall nuclear medicine sector. These stakeholders are:
■ Isotope producing facilities; and
■ Medical facilities that are licensed by the CNSC for the use of nuclear substances or radiation
devices. There are 294 such facilities across the country.

Tc-99 is the most widely used medical isotope.
PIPE is a partnership between Winnipeg Regional Health Authority (WRHA), Health Sciences Centre Winnipeg (HSC), University
of Winnipeg and Acsion Industries Inc.
121
Canada’s Economic Action Plan, Isotope Technology Acceleration Program, 2014.
122
NRCan, The Canadian Nuclear Industry and its Economic Contributions, 2013.
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Figure 103 – Isotope Producing Facilities across Canada123

Figure 104 – CNSC licensed medical facilities across Canada

The 294 medical facilities are providers of diagnostic and therapeutic nuclear medicine, carry out human
research studies, or are places that operate a medical accelerator facility. Included in this list are facilities
that operate Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging technology for diagnosis or research. PET
imaging is a technique whereby radioisotopes are combined with biomolecules and injected into the
body. The biomolecules can be “traced” by imaging using detectors outside the body. PET is more
sensitive than any other human imaging method, such as MRI or CT, and has now become the “gold
standard” for the detection of certain types of cancer.
A notable example of such a facility is the University of Ottawa Heart Institute, Canada's largest and
foremost cardiovascular health centre. The Institute is Canada’s Cardiac PET Centre and is the country’s
only imaging facility dedicated to advancing the understanding of cardiovascular health, disease and
therapy through imaging research. Cardiac PET imaging is a combination of nuclear medicine and
biochemical analysis using images to show the inner workings of the heart in extraordinary detail.

6.4.5

Overview of Nuclear Medicine Related Research at the Nuclear S&T Facilities

Nuclear Medicine at TRIUMF – The core of the TRIUMF nuclear medicine program is PET imaging.
TRIUMF collaborates very closely with the BC Cancer Agency (BCCA) by providing the cancer treatment
centre with a diagnostic treatment drug daily to diagnose cancer, determine treatment regimes, and track
treatment efficacy. With the acquisition of the microPET scanner by UBC, the PET group has broadened
its research to include other diseases such as cancer and diabetes. TRIUMF has provided considerable
123

Information obtained from the CNSC.
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expertise and advice to other PET centres across Canada. TRIUMF’s PET chemistry group has provided
both the Edmonton Cross Cancer PET facility and BCCA with support for the installation of their own
cyclotrons.
In another program, patients suffering from ocular melanoma have been successfully treated and cured
by the proton irradiation facility at TRIUMF. The Proton Treatment Facility at TRIUMF is dedicated to
treating a cancerous growth on the back of the eye, called choroidal melanomas. Before proton
treatment became available, the most common course of action was removal of the eye. Other possible
treatments included surgical removal of the tumour (which has severe limitations), or implanting a
radioactive disk on the wall of the eye under the tumour for some days (Brachytherapy). These
alternatives were unsuitable for large tumours, and could damage sensitive parts of the eye, often
resulting in loss of vision. After proton therapy, however, patients can retain useful vision. Through
proton therapy, it is possible to successfully destroy a tumour while better preserving the other nearby
parts of the eye124.
A TRIUMF led team is also participating in the federal government’s ITAP program to develop new, nonreactor based techniques for the development of medical isotopes. On May 30, 2014 TRIUMF received
$5.5 million from the federal government (through Western Economic Diversification) to support the
procurement of a new TR-24 cyclotron and the development of the Institute for Accelerator-based
Medical Isotopes (IAMI). According to the government’s press release, the IAMI will provide a platform
for local British Columbia enterprises to study and test drug therapeutics, and for the development of
highly qualified personnel in the field of nuclear medicine125.
Saskatchewan: the U-Sask is currently constructing a cyclotron to be used for the production of medical
isotopes. Researchers at CLS are also participating in the government’s NISP program.
Nuclear Medicine at Universities – The McMaster University Medical Centre is home to a cyclotron
designed for the production of short-lived positron-emitting isotopes. Operation of the cyclotron is
currently overseen by the CPDC. At the present time, the cyclotron is primarily used for the production of
fluorine-18. McMaster University recently completed a $22-million expansion of its nuclear research
facilities, adding new labs and offices and upgrades to the nuclear reactor. The project, funded by the
federal and provincial governments through the Knowledge Infrastructure Program, also added a new
cyclotron to be used for research and manufacturing of medical isotopes. The CPDC at McMaster
University is working to expand the availability of molecular imaging probes in Canada.
In July 2013, the University of Alberta officially opened the Medical Isotope and Cyclotron Facility
housing a $28 million cyclotron research and production facility for the production of clinical-quality Tc99m. The facility was made possible through $10.9 million in funding from the Government of Canada,
including $7 million from NRC and $3 million from Western Economic Diversification Canada.
AECL: The NRU produces a significant volume of the world’s supply of Mo-99, one of the most
commonly used radioisotopes for medical procedures (Tc-99m, used in over 80% of medical scans in
Canada, is the by-product of Mo-99). The NRU reactor also produces a significant portion of the world’s
supply of cobalt-60. Cobalt-60 accounts for 10 million cancer therapy treatments each year and was
originally produced in the NRX reactor through which Canada launched the modern field of nuclear
medicine (this is described in more detail in Chapter 5). The first cancer treatments using cobalt-60 were
delivered at hospitals in Ontario and Saskatchewan in 1951. Today, cobalt-60 from NRU treats cancer
patients in countries around the world.
TRIUMF, Nuclear Medicine, 2014.
Government of Canada News Release, Harper Government Investment Strengthens Medical Isotope Development at TRIUMF,
2014.
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125
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6.4.6

Socio-Economic Impacts of Nuclear Medicine

Many Canadians benefit each year from nuclear medicine procedures used to diagnose and treat a wide
variety of diseases and conditions. In Canada, about 134,000 people are diagnosed annually with cancer.
Radiation will be used to treat approximately 66,000 new cancer patients per year of whom 33,000 will
be treated with an attempt to cure the disease. Across Canada, about 20,000 patients undergo nuclear
imaging procedures every week and there are more than 4,000 Tc-99m treatments daily in Canada126.
The field of Nuclear Medicine is growing around the world and Canada’s continued leadership in the field
enables Canadian doctors to perform diagnostic and therapeutic procedures on Canadian patients using
technologies that were first developed in Canada.
Another example of the advantages that Canadians experience because of this country’s domestic
capabilities in this field is the fact that the government has been able to initiate programs like NISP and
ITAP to encourage the development of non-reactor based techniques for the production of medical
isotope and received viable proposals from four different Canadian teams. Unlike many countries of the
world, Canada is able to rely on its own scientific capabilities, facilities and expertise to come up with an
alternative to reactor produced isotopes. This unique position places Canada among a very small group of
nations that have this capability and mitigate the need to rely on other countries for the supply of this
critical commodity.

6.5

Summary

The Nuclear S&T ecosystem is a mosaic of capabilities serving broad research needs, within both
academia and industry, and that span across the country and across Canada’s industrial sectors.
Collectively, Nuclear S&T capabilities enhance Canada’s stature internationally on research reputation and
thus contribute to Canada’s capabilities as an innovative economy.
Nuclear S&T applications remain essential to meeting the needs of the Nuclear Medicine sector.

126

Canadian Nuclear Society – planning for a new multipurpose research reactor.
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7

Innovation and the Nuclear
Energy Sector

7.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter explores the impact that AECL’s research activities have had on Canada’s innovation
capacity and economy with additional emphasis on the value being derived from the NRU. The chapter is
structured to focus on three areas:
■ Describing Nuclear S&T activities conducted at AECL and what stakeholders they support;
■ Examining the role that AECL plays within the Nuclear Energy sector to provide the basis for
understanding the value that arises;
■ Quantifying the benefit from AECL activities in the context of how these activities leverage the
NRU vs. other aspects of AECLs capabilities.

7.1.1

Structure of this Chapter

This chapter is structured as follows:
Section 7.2 – Nuclear S&T Activities at AECL and Drivers of Value
Section 7.3 – Role AECL Plays within the Nuclear Energy Utility Sector and Its Innovation
7.3.1 – Nuclear Energy Sector S&T Landscape
7.3.2 – Role of AECL in Industry Safety and Regulation
7.3.3 – Innovations from AECL Activities
■ Flow of AECL Innovations into COG
■ Flow of COG projects executed by AECL into implementation
■ Leverage of ideas and experience in the Innovation process
■ Synergies of the Nuclear Energy Innovation System
■ Examples of AECL Innovations that have been commercialized
Section 7.4 – Value Derived from AECL Activities
7.4.1

Types of Value Created – Definitions Used

7.4.2

Value from NRU Leveraged Activities

■ Isotopes
■ CNBC
■ Emerging Energy Technology Research
■ Canadian Nuclear Safety and Regulation
■ Commercial Opportunities
7.4.3

Value from Other AECL Activities that Do Not Leverage the NRU

■ Value of Business Leverage in Nuclear Energy Ecosystem Spend
■ Other AECL activities not related to the use of the NRU
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The role that AECL performs within the Nuclear Energy sector requires specific attention in order to
characterize the areas of value contribution. Section 7.3 articulates this role that AECL plays in the
broader Nuclear Energy S&T ecosystem, including a description of the collaborations that AECL is a part
of and the processes that have led to successful innovations in the Nuclear Energy utility sector. The
Nuclear Energy sector’s S&T landscape is described, key players in this landscape are identified, AECL’s
role in Nuclear Energy sector safety and regulation is outlined and examples of innovations that have
resulted from AECL’s S&T activities are provided.
In Section 7.4, the value created by AECL’s S&T activities is estimated by evaluating the value created
along the innovation value chain that consists of three additive sources of value: (1) directly at the site; (2)
by collaborative partners in the industry supported; and (3) through the export of products and services
that contribute to the trade balance and increase national wealth. These value elements are explored in
the subsections of Section 7.4 from the perspective of services that are dependent on the NRU or not.

7.1.2

Key Findings

Section 7.2 – Nuclear S&T Activities at AECL and Drivers of Value
■ Most of the federally supported AECL activities, along with isotope production and much of the
contracted R&D, rely to some extent on the NRU.
■ Direct services to the nuclear utilities and the role AECL plays in addressing security, health, and
environment priorities of the federal government do not rely on the NRU.
Section 7.3.1 – Role AECL Plays in Supporting Nuclear Utilities
■ The Nuclear S&T ecosystem serving the utilities is a highly integrated innovation system that
involves many stakeholders. To execute most of the Nuclear S&T activities in support of the
utilities, the ecosystem heavily leverages AECL’s industrial scale laboratory capabilities,
experience, and ability to handle large radioactive materials.
■ The success of the Nuclear S&T innovation system is dependent on all parties involved including
academia and institutions such as UNENE, the COG R&D program, the industrial laboratories, as
well as AECL, both in its original research activities and in its delivery for commercially contracted
R&D services.
Section 7.3.2 – Role of AECL in Industry Safety and Regulation
■ AECL plays an integral role in Canada’s compliance to the international convention on nuclear
safety.
■ AECL has the largest concentration of capabilities for meeting the technical support provider
criteria in safety-related fields and as such performs the majority of safety related activities in the
ecosystem.
Section 7.3.3 – Innovations from AECL Activities
■ Universities, AECL, industry research capabilities and the commercial operations perform the
traditionally expected roles across the innovation spectrum.
■ AECL conducts federally sponsored R&D to meet federal priorities and executes contracted R&D
services for industry.
■ Candu Energy Inc (CEI) is AECL’s commercialization partner for innovations in the Nuclear Energy
sector.
■ The R&D priority setting processes conducted by all Nuclear S&T ecosystem participants are each
informed by their mutual collective priorities.
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■ The innovation engine that brings ideas from basic research at AECL or universities, through to
applied research and development by COG for deployment by utilities and commercialization by
CEI and the rest of the supply chain is effectively practiced as on-going business by the sector’s
S&T ecosystem.
Section 7.4 – Annual Benefit from AECL
■ The net economic value enabled by AECL S&T capabilities approaches $800M per year including
up to $200M of direct site created value and contributing to $400M/year of exports.
■ Approximately 30% of this value, $250 to $300M, is directly related to the NRU and largely
dependent on its availability. Up to an additional 35% or $300M of value is indirectly leveraged off
the NRU as the ongoing viability of these value sources is somewhat dependent on NRU
capabilities being available.

7.2

Nuclear S&T Activities at AECL and Drivers of Value

AECL’s delivered Nuclear S&T products and services fall into several broad categories as summarized in
Table 22. The activities performed by AECL in serving its customer’s mandates, each differently leverage
AECL’s expertise, the NRU, specialized facilities or other capabilities at AECL. As shown in Table 22, all
AECL S&T activities are enabled by the broad expertise of the personnel as well as by the other
capabilities associated with industrial scale nuclear licensed services of the site. Highlighted also is the
degree to which activities are enabled by the presence of the NRU. Some capabilities are partial enablers
of AECL customer facing activities as indicated in Table 22 with small caps “yes”. These would be
considered areas where the AECL capabilities are “indirectly” related to the innovation outcomes
discussed later in this chapter.
Table 22 – AECL Nuclear S&T Activities Leveraged from AECL’s Capabilities
AECL Nuclear S&T Capabilities
Expertise

NRU

S&T Facilities

AECL S&T Activity

Other AECL
Capabilities*

Isotopes Production

YES

YES

YES

YES

CNBC

YES

YES

Yes

YES

YES

Yes

Security, Health, and Environment

YES

Emerging Clean Energy

YES

YES

YES

YES

Reactor Safety and Regulation

YES

yes

YES

YES

Commercial S&T Services
Utility R&D

YES

YES

YES

Utility Services

YES

yes

YES

YES

Other Commercial R&D

YES

YES

YES

YES

Other AECL Applications

YES

YES

Yes

Utility Related
Activities

Fed S&T Priorities

Source: KPMG analysis and AECL interviews

* Other AECL capabilities include: Isotope production facilities (e.g., MPF), CNBC staff and equipment attached to
NRU, NMH and handling capabilities, waste management capabilities, AECL’s international collaborative networks
and relationships.
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To fully characterize the innovation outcomes of AECL’s activities requires an understanding of the role
AECL plays within the Nuclear Energy utility sector. That depiction is the subject of Section 7.2. AECL’s
S&T activities are as follows:
Isotope Production
Isotope production, under commercial contracts with companies such as MDS Nordion and Best
Theratronics, constitutes a major non-research-based activity at AECL and depends heavily on
infrastructure and expertise (e.g., the NRU reactor, the processing facility and chemistry expertise).
Isotopes produced include molybdenum, iodine, cobalt and others.
CNBC
The CNBC is one of the NRU directly enabled activities. The CNBC operates a user access program
enabling more than 200 scientists, engineers, and students from universities, government laboratories,
and industry to participate in research using the facility’s six neutron beam lines. The CNBC is unique in
Canada and provides Canadian scientists with the ability to research the molecular structure of materials
as diverse as metals, minerals, plastics and bio-materials. The CNBC employs approximately 30 FTEs.
Federal S&T Priorities
AECL Nuclear S&T responds to the specific needs and features of the Canadian nuclear regulatory,
safety, security and safeguards environment. It supports technology, system and innovation objectives
including the commercialization of concepts into the marketplace. To support the value analysis in this
study, the priorities funded by the federal government have been grouped into three areas that reflect
different leverage of the NRU as summarised in Table 23.
Table 23 – Value Categorization of AECL Federal Funded S&T Priorities
Federal Research Areas
(see Box 7 for details)

Group for Value
Analysis
Security Health &
Environment

Emerging Clean
Energy

Reactor Safety &
Regulation

■

Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Counterterrorism

■
■

Radiation Biology and Health

■
■

Generation IV Technologies

■
■

Hydrogen Technologies

■
■

Nuclear Safety Technology

Leverage of NRU
No

Environmental Technologies
Tritium and Fusion
Technologies

Yes,
fuel and fuel-related analyses

Sustainable Energy
Technologies
Materials Science and
Chemistry

Yes  historical safety and licensing design basis that
supports codes and safety analyses. The NRU federal role is
as a safety critical facility related to potential global nuclear
safety incidents. The NRU plays no role in safe operation of
the existing nuclear fleet.

Source: KPMG analysis and AECL interviews

Commercial S&T Services
AECL provides scientific and technical services and expertise for the safe, secure and reliable operation
of the existing CANDU reactor fleet. Through various contractual agreements, AECL supports CANDU
owners and Candu Energy, in both Canada and abroad. The activities in this area include providing the
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scientific basis for reactor safety codes, or illustrating that components within the reactor will continue to
operate as designed. AECL’s commercial activities provide industry access to the AECL experts, facilities
and technologies they require and ensure a strong collaboration continues between AECL and the
nuclear industry, supporting AECL’s enabling of business innovation and technology transfer.
■ Utility R&D paid for by COG
COG is a private, not-for-profit organization dedicated to providing programs for cooperation,
mutual assistance and exchange of information for the successful support, development,
operation, maintenance and economics of CANDU-based reactor technology. AECL provides R&D
services to COG on a commercial basis. AECL is also a COG member and its participation in the
COG R&D program provides important information to AECL that enables the safe and compliant
operation of its many licensed nuclear facilities.
■ Fleet services provided through CEI
AECL is the Nuclear S&T partner for CEI to help execute the commercial support CEI provides to
nuclear utilities. As a strategic Nuclear S&T supplier to CEI, AECL supports CEI as it undertakes
nuclear-related projects, and provides services to utilities throughout the world.
■ Other commercial efforts and R&D
AECL, as a strategic partner with CEI, has the essential Nuclear S&T infrastructure required by CEI
to conduct the research and development it needs to seek new global business opportunities.
Related technology development includes new technologies that enhance the safety and
economic performance of CANDU reactors.
Support to Other AECL Operations
■ Approximately 10-15% of AECL’s Nuclear S&T capabilities are deployed to support the needs of
AECL’s non-S&T functions of DWM, isotopes production, and site operations.
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Box 7 – Federally Funded Research Areas
Source: AECL Backgrounder issued by NRCan in the August 2012 Request For Information (RFI)
Nuclear Non‐Proliferation and Counterterrorism R&D supports collaborations with Canadian
government agencies, the private sector and international organizations to reduce the threat of nuclear
proliferation by providing innovation to prevent and detect illegal transport of nuclear materials.
Radiation Biology and Health seeks to reduce the probability of radiation‐induced health effects (including
cancer) by studying the effects of radiation on human health, which are conducted in collaboration with
universities and other research institutions, to inform regulation on the safe levels of radiation exposure.
Environmental Technologies conducts environmental research activities for scientific, technical and
compliance purposes that secure and demonstrate the environmental benefits of nuclear technology.
Generation IV Technologies supports and fulfils Canada’s commitment to the Generation IV International
Forum, with the goal of developing the design concept for a pressure tube supercritical water‐cooled reactor
(SCWR), a more efficient design than current Generation II and III reactors.
Tritium and Fusion Technologies maintains expertise in the management and application of tritium
technology, including its application by the international fusion community. AECL’s tritium technology,
developed for the safe management of tritium in nuclear fission plants, is applicable to other industrial
applications.
Hydrogen Technologies utilizes AECL’s expertise in heavy water and hydrogen technology and its patented
wet‐proofed catalyst technology for applications to electrolysis (electrolytic cells) and fuel cells. It also
provides the foundation for the production and application of hydrogen as an energy source and industrial
feedstock.
Sustainable Energy Technologies focuses on advanced inspection technologies to ensure the safe
operation of nuclear energy systems, and on the development of advanced nuclear fuels and fuel cycles for
improved resource utilization, performance and proliferation resistance.
Nuclear Safety Technology develops methods to enable the safe execution of nuclear activities in Canada
based on sound scientific knowledge and ensures that the regulator has access to this knowledge. It provides
data, tools and measurements to support the safe regulation of nuclear facilities, and to validate and develop
codes needed to perform nuclear safety analysis and define safety margins.
Materials Science and Chemistry develops innovative applications of nuclear materials and chemistry
technologies for industrial applications, and supports the development and operation of advanced energy
systems.
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7.3

Role AECL Plays within the Nuclear Energy Utility Sector and
its Innovation

This section describes the role AECL plays in the broader Nuclear Energy utility S&T ecosystem,
including a description of the collaborations and processes that lead to successful innovations.
Three subsections explore the significant features of the Nuclear Energy S&T ecosystem that contribute
to the effectiveness of innovation outcomes of AECL activities:

■ Understanding the Nuclear Energy sector S&T landscape
■ Describing the role of AECL in supporting nuclear safety and regulation
■ Examining the Nuclear Energy sector structure for leveraging innovation

7.3.1

Nuclear Energy Sector S&T Landscape

Nuclear Energy utility sector S&T landscape in Canada has three groups of stakeholders as illustrated in
Figure 106.
Figure 106 – Stakeholders in the Nuclear Energy Utility Segment in Canada

Source: Industry Interviews, Company Websites & Documents, CNA, KPMG Analysis

Federal Stakeholders

■ The federal government directly funds AECL’s activities that support federal priorities. NRCan also
manages CANMET Materials discussed earlier in this report and whose mandate includes nuclear
materials R&D.
■ The CNSC regulates the Nuclear Energy sector and establishes the safety criteria against which
most license conditions are established. The CNSC also sponsors some academic research.
Nuclear safety is a key driver of R&D activity in the nuclear utility sector and is discussed more
thoroughly in Section 7.2.2.
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Public Institutions
■ AECL is the largest concentration of Nuclear S&T capabilities in the country and conducts the
majority of Nuclear S&T activities that relate to Nuclear Energy, in particular as they relate to
nuclear safety and associated innovations.
■ Universities and UNENE are actively involved with many nuclear research areas and are sponsored
in accordance with individual sponsor priorities.
Canadian Nuclear Utility Sector
■ The primary industry R&D funding organization is COG. COG is funded by all CANDU owners
globally with the majority of its R&D program funding coming from Canadian utilities. The purpose
of COG programs is to gain joint leverage for R&D initiatives that have common benefit.
■ The utilities, in addition to the R&D funding they provide to COG, also conduct internal R&D
initiatives for which they mostly contract out the specific projects to supply chain members such
as Kinectrics, Stern Labs, and Candu Energy.
■ The major supply chain members such as Cameco, Amec NSS, and B&W not only support utility
sponsored R&D initiatives but conduct many of their own internal R&D activities as they relate to
the products and services they provide to the sector.
■ The major nuclear utility supply chain members also engage in directly funding academic
researchers as part of their individual strategies.
The priorities of the regulator, AECL, and COG sponsored research are characterized in Canada’s report
to the international convention on nuclear safety produced by the CNSC. This report recognizes that
Research and Development (R&D) supporting nuclear utilities in Canada is conducted by many
organizations, including AECL, COG, utilities, universities, and private-sector laboratories.
Figure 107 describes the key elements of the utility R&D in Canada, the primary focus of which is on the
CANDU design, and identifies the role that AECL plays across all areas. The CNSC is very focussed on
ensuring it has its internal capabilities to execute its mandate, AECL is focussed on the fundamental
underpinnings of the safety of the CANDU fleet, while COG is focused on licensing and the economics of
fleet operations. The programs at the CNSC, COG, and AECL are complementary to each other in
establishing a robust R&D environment that appropriately addresses safety concerns as they emerge.
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Figure 107 – Overview of R&D Described in Safety Report

Source: Canadian National Report for Convention on Nuclear Safety 2010, SECOR Analysis, AECL interviews
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There are several participants in the Nuclear Energy S&T ecosystem beyond COG, AECL, and the CNSC.
Figure 108 depicts the various research programs of the ecosystem and how they complement each
other. Of particular interest is the role that the utilities and supply chain members play, the synergies
with the US based Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and the collaboration on fields of research
with the global nuclear community. The participants in the nuclear utility sector S&T ecosystem engage
in each other’s planning, share information, and leverage accessible knowledge and activities from
outside of Canada. AECL’s involvement in multiple planning and prioritization activities for its
collaborators allows AECL to achieve synergy with other Nuclear Energy research activities in Canada.
Figure 108 – Information Sharing among Nuclear Stakeholders127

Source: COG, SECOR Analysis, UNENE Annual Report, Industry interviews

7.3.2

Role of AECL in Industry Safety and Regulation

AECL’s role in support of safety and regulation was summarized in the SECOR report on global Nuclear
S&T governance models prepared in 2012. The subject matter contained in this sub section has been
extracted from that report to provide an easy reference in this document to support the value analysis
provided in Section 7.3.
AECL plays an integral role in the compliance of Canada’s nuclear fleet to the international convention on
nuclear safety. The features of the Canadian nuclear sector which support Canada’s compliance to the
convention on nuclear safety are illustrated in Figure 109.

127

SECOR 2012, refer to that document for definition of international acronyms
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Figure 109 – Context for Nuclear S&T Support in Compliance to Convention on Nuclear Safety

Source: Canadian National Report for Convention on Nuclear Safety 2010, SECOR Analysis

There are many provisions in place that contribute to the safe operation of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs)
in Canada. Both the CNSC and the licensees (including AECL) make a strong commitment to nuclear
safety on an ongoing basis, and strive to continuously improve.
There are several key areas that involve the CNSC, COG, and AECL in S&T which contribute to Canada’s
compliance to the Convention on Nuclear Safety. These are illustrated in Figure 110.
As AECL’s role in these safety related practices arises from its membership in COG, its conduct of
federally funded research, and its role as the custodian of the safety & licensing design basis for the
CANDU fleet, AECL in effect indirectly represents the independent third party S&T organization required
to support the regulation of the sector by the CNSC, even though the CNSC has no formal support
relationship with AECL. AECL is seen by Nuclear S&T stakeholders as a trusted federal source of
independent advice128.

128

In-Country Expert Interviews.
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Relevant Background

Key Feature

Key Safety
Topic

Figure 110 – Overview of S&T Relevance Described in Safety Report
International
Collaborations

Licensee
Obligations

Executive Forums

Safety R&D

Capability
Maintenance

Canada has common
approach to Global
Practice

Licensees have
obligation to meet
Safety requirements
and respect Canada’s
obligations

CNSC involvement
Cited as Good Practice

Cited as Good Practice

Canada has Common
Challenges in Global
Issue

CNSC continues to
update regulatory
framework to meet as
a minimum evolving
industry standards

Industry collaborates
through COG to pool
resources and address
common safety
challenges

Industry members and
AECL participate in
CNUEF which
confirms industry
priorities for resource
deployment

Ongoing R&D
recognized as
essential to providing
safety justification
based on experimental
data

Industry has reqmt to
ensure adequate
capabilities exist to
throughout life of
reactor

CNUEF members
meet with CNSC
executives in
CNO/CNSC Executive
Forum to address
industry level issues

R&D conducted by
AECL, COG,CNSC
with distinct roles (see
separate table)

■ Hiring practices

Several safety Critical
issues require ongoing
R&D collaboration
(see separate table)

R&D capabilities and
facilities

AECL is a member of
the CNUEF by virtue
of the NRU and
common safety
related licensing
challenges

AECL role in COG
R&D critical to
CANDU safety issues

AECL participates in
all training, education
& HQP development
programs

CNSC sits on and
participates in many
IAEA Safety standards
committees

AECL participates on
Canada’s behalf in
international forums
and collaborative
projects
Role of AECL

Industry
Activities

CNSC attends COG
Safety Meetings

AECL is a member of
COG due to its NRU
AECL is a member of
WANO due to the
NRU

AECL leads/executes
most of COG R&D
program
AECL is custodian of
CANDU Safety
Licensing & Design
Basis
AECLs R&D
innovations
advance safety of fleet

Workforce & HQPs

■ External Training
(eg. UNENE, UOIT,
CANTEACH)

AECL owns several
facilities critical to
industry
AECL represents the
single largest critical
mass of capability
essential to safety
convention
compliance

Source: SECOR Analysis, Canadian National Report for Convention on Nuclear Safety, 2010.
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AECL plays a role in several activities that contribute to Canada’s compliance to the International
Convention as shown in Figure 111.
Figure 111 – Public Safety Areas in Safety Report

Role of AECL

Relevant Background

Key Feature

Key Safety
Topic

Priority Safety Areas identified in Safety Report

Safety Analysis

Ageing
Management

Proven
Technology

Safe Operating
Limits

Technical
Support

CNSC continues to
upgrade regulatory
framework such as
the new RD-310
Safety Analysis for
Nuclear Power Plants

Issues of obsolete
component
replacement

Licensing process
ensures application of
state of the art proven
technologies to the
best applicable code,
standard or practice

NPPs must stipulate
operating conditions
including safe
operating limits to
satisfy regulatory
requirements

Necessary technical
support in all safety
related fields must be
available throughout
the lifetime of an NPP

Licensees currently
updating safety
analyses

Joint procurement
through COG to build
scale to ensure
manufacturability

Designs must be
verified and validated
including an update to
the safety analysis
report

Requirements are
derived from design
basis safety analysis
described in safety
analysis reports

Budgets must be
available to hire
external providers
when capabilities are
not available in house

COG has established a
safety analysis
improvement program
to address CNSC
identified
shortcomings

Reverse engineering
of replacement parts

Validation of data,
models, and codes is
a Category 3 safety
issue
AECL is custodian of
CANDU Safety
Licensing & Design
Basis

COG helps
coordinate/serve
compliance to this
requirement and make
use of AECL

Safety analysis must
use stipulated and
validated
computational
methods, computer
codes, model, and
correlations
Validation by 3rd party

AECL has participated
in developing
processes and
procedures to allow
substitutes to original
obsolete components

AECL development of
PARS is sited as a key
safety innovation
AECL is independent
custodian of CANDU
Safety Licensing &
Design Basis and
updates and maintains
codes

AECL is custodian of
CANDU Safety
Licensing & Design
Basis

AECL represents the
single largest critical
mass of capabilities
that enable
compliance

Sources: Canadian National Report for Convention on Nuclear Safety 2010, SECOR Analysis and Interviews with AECL

The CNSC document Safety Analysis for Nuclear Power Plants (RD-310) stipulates the selection of
computational methods or computer codes, models, and correlations that have been validated for the
intended applications. The tools and methodologies used in the safety analysis report have to be proven
according to national and international experience and validated against relevant test data and benchmark
solutions. AECL is the independent custodian of the safety licensing and design basis of the CANDU
reactors and updates and maintains many of the safety codes. This capability supports achievement of
safety compliance in many areas.
Necessary engineering and technical support in all safety-related fields must be available throughout the
lifetime of an NPP. External service providers can be hired for support in areas outside the technical or
engineering expertise of full-time staff. The CANDU R&D program administered by COG supports the
operating NPPs in this regard. There are several key attributes sought by NPPs in their suppliers to
enable NPPs to secure recognition by the regulator of the quality of outputs provided by outside
organizations as it might affect safety:
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■ Sufficient staff to maintain specialized expertise in the required discipline (e.g., thermal hydraulics);
■ In-depth knowledge of past and present regulatory issues;
■ Rapport with regulatory staff specialists.
AECL has the largest concentration of capabilities against these criteria and as such performs the
majority of the safety related activities required by industry S&T/R&D.

7.3.3

Innovations from AECL Activities

Innovation outcomes are a function of basic research capabilities and infrastructure being applied to
develop knowledge that can be adopted for commercial application in some manner. Such
commercialization can be for the purpose of introducing new products and services into the market or
simply contributing to the ongoing improvement and development of existing operations. The
stakeholders within the Nuclear Energy S&T ecosystem each have a role they perform in contributing to
the innovation process. These roles and their alignment across the innovation spectrum are illustrated in
Figure 112.
Figure 112 – Illustrative Nuclear Energy S&T Ecosystem Innovation Spectrum & Stakeholder Roles

Source: SECOR/KPMG Analysis

The roles reflect the following:

■ AECL performs two functions within the innovation system: (1) conducts basic and applied
research as determined by the federal funding priorities for the Nuclear Energy sector; and (2)
provides contracted R&D and S&T services on a commercial basis to COG and Candu Energy. Of
significant relevance to AECL’s role in the innovation system is that Candu Energy is AECL’s
commercialization partner for all innovations that have application in the Nuclear Energy sector. To
this end, Candu Energy enjoys the exclusive rights to commercializing AECL’s Intellectual Property
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(IP) in this arena and does so through its marketing of products such as Passive Autocatalytic
Recombiners (PARs) and advancing its interests in new nuclear reactors.
■ COG is the R&D vehicle for the utilities to advance potential innovations that can improve the
reliable, safe and economic operation of the fleet. Based on the results of COG’s R&D initiatives,
the utilities then decide which innovations should be incorporated within their ongoing operational
improvement and development.
■ Academia and universities provide their typical role of engaging in basic and applied research
through Canada’s NSERC and other federal programs as well as the nuclear sectors’ industry
matching contributions both through UNENE and directly from most of the major industry suppliers
and utilities.
The significance of the collaborative planning and prioritization efforts of the R&D activities among all
these stakeholders is that it provides an effective channel for initiating ideas, pursuing their basic
research, and then assessing the portfolio of results for prioritized development and commercialization.
The results of the flow of innovations are manifested in four manners:
■ Flow of AECL innovations into COG
■ Flow into implementation of COG projects executed by AECL
■ Leverage of ideas and experience in the innovation process
■ Synergies with the Nuclear Energy S&T ecosystem
■ Examples of AECL innovations that have been commercialized
7.3.3.1

Flow of AECL Innovations into COG

With AECL’s role in anticipating and advancing the basic research areas, the results of AECL’s research
can be assessed by COG in the development of its programs to take advantage of where the
fundamental principles indicate the possibility of safety, operational or economic advantages to utilities.
COG can pick up the further R&D to establish suitability for implementation. Box 8 summarizes a few
examples of work initiated at AECL and the results were then transferred to enable COG projects for
further development and implementation. These examples include forward looking efforts anticipating
severe accident safety issues for the CANDU fleet as well as specific work that was done for the NRU
where the lessons learned and the benefits were transferable to the CANDU fleet.
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Box 8 – Examples of AECL Funded R&D Initiatives Transferring to Commercial Development
Source: AECL
Severe Accident Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) for CANDU plants
1. AECL funded the creation of a Severe Accident PIRT for CANDU plants (“PIRT for a Station Blackout Scenario in
CANDU 6”, 153‐30000‐AR‐001) that identified three gaps associated with the core melt retention scenario
a. Stratification of the corium with the potential for a metal rich layer on top (leads to a heat flux focussing
phenomenon)
b. End shield cooling
c. Uncertainties in the CHF values for the underside of the calandria vessel
2. As these issues were important to AECL and in particular to the Sheridan Park group, AECL embarked on a Base‐
Funded R&D program looking into core melt stratification to the tune of ~$300k.
a. CEI was interested in this work and bought the summary document from AECL for ~$250k.
b. CEI subsequently sold this information to our COG partners for an undisclosed amount.
3. CEI contracted AECL to conduct End Shield Cooling experiments (~$2.7M) and they were later joined by COG in
funding these experiments
4. COG funded experiments and analysis to address the uncertainties in the CHF for the underside of the calandria
vessel (~0.5M)

Flow Blockage Channel Rupture Tests
1. AECL funded a series of high‐pressure Flow Blockage Channel Rupture Tests (dropping small quantities of molten
Zr onto a ballooning/ballooned Pressure Tube (PT)) that COG joined after we documented the findings from the
first few tests (summarized in a State of the Art report) (~1M total)

GOTHIC interface programs
1. Base funds were initially used to develop interface programs that would permit GOTHIC to write out the geometry
and thermalhydraulic information to both SMART and GOTHIC. Later, this was picked up by COG:
a. COG‐50702 ($171,000) – Formal development of the GOTHIC‐SMART And GOTHIC‐ADDAM interface and
qualify them to CSA N286.7 standards.
b. COG‐51105 ($150,000) – Incorporate SMART and ADDAM output functions into GOTHIC and perform testing.
c. COMM‐CE‐5226 (about $40,000) develop GSI 1.0.0.2, GSI 1.0.0.3 and GOTHAM 1.0.0.3

Buoyancy driven gas mixing
1. The NRU safety analysis performed in 2008 identified possible issues with buoyancy driven gas mixing
calculations performed by GOTHIC.
a. Results leveraged into an experimental COG program in 2010 (still on‐going) with a total budget of $517,000
b. COG decided to participate in the OECD/NEA HYMERES program (4 year project, starting in 2013) with a total
budget of $450,000 (with about $217,000 going to pay for the participation fee).

AECL Hydrogen
1. AECL work package RD‐2.5.6‐4384 “Identification of Combustion Characteristics for Non‐Uniform H2‐Air
Mixtures and Development of Flame Dynamic Predictive Model”
a. Task 2: Large‐scale hydrogen combustion in rich pockets
b. Task 5: OECD/NEA status report on hydrogen risk managements and codes
2. AECL work package RD‐1.2.5.6‐40194 “Hydrogen Mitigation”
a. Task 1: PAR induced ignition
3. Was converted to two COG work packages:
a. COG‐72015 “Enhancement of Whiteshell Large‐Scale Hydrogen Facilities and R&D Research”, ~ $200 K out of a
total of $800 K for 1 year
b. COG‐204354 “Hydrogen combustion in rich layers, PAR ignition, and facility maintenance ”, ~$ 500 K for three
years
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7.3.3.2

Flow of COG projects executed by AECL into implementation

The flow of research results into commercialization is also indicated by the degree to which AECL
executes on most of COG’s R&D activities and the degree to which the results are recognized as
valuable by COG’s members. COG has grouped its R&D program into 5 areas:
■ Fuel channels;
■ Safety and licensing;
■ Health, safety and the environment;
■ Chemistry, materials and components (CM&C); and
■ The industry Standard Toolset (software for design, safety analysis, and operational support).
As an example, Figure 113 provides an illustration of AECL’s contribution to COG’s CM&C R&D program,
which has significant alignment with AECL’s own internal R&D focus. The figure shows that AECL is
sought to execute on over 80% of COG’s program deliverables in this area. The degree of adoption for
exploitation by COG members of the findings of these deliverables is over 35%. This indicates two
things: (1) a significant amount of COG’s efforts are focussed on near term exploitation by COG
members; and (2) as over 60% are identified as valuable but not yet near exploitable stage, suggests that
COG is also engaged in applied research not yet ready for development along the innovation cycle.
Figure 113 – Contribution to COG CM&C R&D Program by AECL (2009-2011)
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
% CM&C Products by AECL

Being Exploited

Expect to be Exploited

Source: COG Product Utilization Study, KPMG analysis

The benefits of these research areas are assessed against 5 criteria as adapted from the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) codes:
■ Economic Life (correlates with extended operations prior to refurbishment discussed later in this
study)
■ Station Performance
■ Components/Systems Improvements
■ Personnel/Regulatory Benefits
■ Plant Life Extension (refers to refurbishments in this context)
COG assesses of each R&D product for relevance to its desired benefits. Figure 114 depicts the results
of how AECL-authored COG reports contribute relatively evenly across the benefit areas considered
relevant by COG which are including enhanced performance, product improvements, economic life and
life extensions.
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Figure 114 – Contribution by AECL to Executed COG Work Packages (2009-2011)
(2009-2011)

~20%

~20%

Economic Life
Station Performance
~20%

~20%

Components Systems
Improvements
Personnel and Regulatory
Benefits
Plant Life Extension

~30%
Source: COG Product Utilization Study, KPMG analysis

7.3.3.3

Leverage of Ideas and Experience in the Innovation process

When considering the mix of activities at AECL, which includes both publicly funded and commercially
contracted R&D activities, the internal source for passing ideas from basic research to applied
development is a product of the capabilities, expertise and specialized facilities. Section 5.5 described
how the facilities are used by the various AECL applications. Figure 115 shows how most of AECL’s
experts spend less than 30% of their time working on Federal priority basic research activities. The vast
remainder of their time would be on AECL commercially contracted work. The flow of ideas across the
innovation spectrum is facilitated by the application of the expert resources across this knowledge
spectrum as well.
Figure 115 – Expert Utilization for Federal S&T Priorities
40
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Expert head count

30
25
20
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5
0
Greater than 80%
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Between 50% and 30%

Less than 30%
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Source: AECL data, KPMG analysis

7.3.3.4

Synergies of the Nuclear Energy Innovation System

The innovation system in the utility sector encompasses many pieces, not all of which manifest
themselves through the COG R&D program. At the same time, while AECL is involved in a large part of
COG’s program, it is not the only source of expertise relevant to utility success. Furthermore, while the
COG R&D program addresses the technology areas identified in Figures 107 and 108 discussed earlier,
the utilities are continuously improving the maintenance and operational practices through other R&D
funding and internal initiatives to further enhance their safety and economic performance.
It is not possible to establish direct contributions of all research activities to outcomes. R&D activities are
very much a portfolio of successes and failures and the net effect of the totality of the ecosystem’s
contribution is a good measure of the success of the innovations. This is the context under which the
benefits described in Section 8 have been compiled. Within that context, there are many AECL
contributions that have positively contributed to the performance of the fleet, its safety and life
extensions. See Boxes 9 and 10 on life extension efforts.
As an example of the portfolio nature of R&D investments, the recent innovation of the Modified 37element Fuel Bundle installed first with OPG has been being credited with increasing the power
operating factor. The new bundle design is now being put into Bruce Power’s refurbished units as well
as the rest of the fleet. While this innovation is not a product of AECL laboratory directly, the innovation
process that led to it did involve competing ideas and R&D activities into a number of solutions, including
AECLs 43 element bundle concept. The collaborative work that pursued higher power factor fuel
innovations enabled the final choice in favour of the 37M fuel bundle. See Box 10 for Bruce Power’s
commentary on this.
Box 9 – Life Extension, Continued Operation and Associated Safety Improvements
(from Canadian National Report for the Convention on Nuclear Safety, Sixth Report 15 Chapter II Summary)
NPP life extension projects, implemented for extending the safe operating lives of NPPs well beyond their
initial design lives, continued and terminated during the reporting period at Bruce A and Point Lepreau.
Condition assessments, Integrated Safety Reviews (ISRs) and integrated implementation plans were part of a
systematic approach to not only maintain the levels of safety of the refurbished NPPs but to improve them
relative to the pre‐refurbished condition. The reviews were conducted against modern standards and
practices and all practicable improvements were considered and implemented. In addition to the
replacement of major components such as fuel channels, feeders and steam generators, these life extension
projects implemented other safety improvements such as the following:
■ addition of reactor trips or set points
■ installation of Passive Autocatalytic Hydrogen Recombiners (PARs)
■ Class III electrical power standby diesel generator at Point Lepreau
■ installation of a secondary control area at Bruce A
A fuel channel life management project has been used by OPG and Bruce Power, along with AECL, to identify
and manage the specific degradation mechanisms for fuel channels, which are the components that typically
limit the safe operating life of CANDU reactors. The results of the fuel channel lifecycle management project,
which includes operational experience through inspection and extensive research, have been used to better
justify the continued operation of existing NPPs that are approaching the end of their analyzed safe
operating lives.
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Box 10 – Modified 37-element Fuel Bundle Project
(from Bruce Power – Performance Review of Bruce a and Bruce b page 78)
Sustained operation at 93% full power (FP) through the design service and/or licensing period requires
implementation of measures to address the reduction in margins due to aging of systems, structures,
components and equipment. Introduction of the modified 37‐element fuel bundle (37M) improves thermal‐
hydraulic margins. Bruce Power is implementing the change to 37M fuel bundles to support Bruce Power’s
aging and margin management programs and to adhere to the requirements of regulatory document RD‐
334, aging management for nuclear power plants. The change in design involves a reduction to the central‐
element diameter within the bundle.
Updated Safety Analysis showing the margin improvement between standard 37‐element and 37M fuel
bundles was completed and submitted to the CNSC.
Past Performance
The 37M design change began implementation at Bruce A in 2013 as part of refueling the reactor units
consistent with the agreed 37M Project Regulatory Communication Plan established in 2011. The
implementation should be fully effective by the end of 2014, once all inner zone thermal‐hydraulic fuel
channels have been fuelled with 37M fuel to the 10th bundle position. No issues have arisen during the
transition to 37M fuelling.
Future Plans ‐ Following CNSC consent to use the fuel design, implementation of 37M fuel bundles at Bruce B
is planned to start in 2014, per the 37M Project Regulatory Communication Plan as agreed by the CNSC in
July 2013. The magnitude of the benefit attributed to the 37M design change is being discussed under CNSC
Action Item 1107‐2296. Safety analysis for the licensing period 2014 to 2019 recognizes the Bruce stations
will be in transition from standard 37‐element bundles to 37M fuel bundles, and the safety analysis is being
completed consistent with licence conditions.

7.3.3.5

Examples of AECL Innovations That Have Been Commercialized

Products and services delivered by AECL for commercial S&T customers fall into several categories. In all
areas, AECL leverages its capabilities to contribute advancements in knowledge that the customers have
been able to commercialize. Examples include:
■ Services that have enabled the life extension of Pickering nuclear generating station
AECL developed the understanding of the behaviour of pressure tubes which was advanced by
COG to allow an additional 5 years of operation at Pickering.
■ Enabling refurbishment of CANDU fleet
AECL developed recommendations for manufacturing that will be implemented for EC-6 and
Darlington refurbishment to cost effectively extend lifetime of the reactors.
■ Testing that enabled increase in power output
AECL conducted thermal hydraulics testing and analysis that resulted in a ~1% increase in total
power generation for the Ontario units.
■ S&T to support regulation, enabling the relicensing of Canada’s nuclear fleet
Experiments to address Generic Action Items (GAIs) stemming from the CNSC’s report on nuclear
safety, such as Molten Fuel Moderator Interaction (MFMI).
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■ Supporting strategically CEI’s important relationship with China through research into use of
thorium and waste fuel.
AECL has also developed and introduced products for commercial deployment. The intellectual property
for several of the products listed below has been sold or licensed:
■ Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners (PARs), now seeing new prominence post-Fukushima in many
types of reactors;
■ Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) strainers, currently installed in all CANDU utilities as well as some
US and international utilities as part of the safety system. These strainers and their testing have
been accepted by the foreign regulators;
■ Specialized pump seals and elastomer seals for CANDU and NRU reactors as well as BWR
reactors in the U.S., European and Asian markets;
■ Refurbishment tooling to assist in extending reactor life;
■ Non-destructive examination technologies for reactor components;
■ Valve maintenance tooling for Canadian utilities;
■ Electric-cable ageing assessment technology for Canadian utilities.
The above products are cited in CNSC reports, COG materials and/or relicensing applications as key to
the ongoing success of the nuclear plant operations. One of the drivers is that measures are embedded
in the Canadian licensing process to ensure the application of state-of-the- art proven technologies by
plant operators. A case study regarding an AECL innovation in critical safety related equipment for PARS
is highlighted in Canada’s national report by the CNSC. The importance of this innovation is emphasized
by Bruce Power’s description in its Performance Review report (see Box 11).
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Box 11 – Case Study – AECL Development of PARS – Cited from CNSC Canada Report 2010
An example of the application of state‐of–the‐art technology for CANDU is the research, development and
implementation of Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners (PARs) for all Canadian CANDU NPPs.
■ It had been determined that hydrogen released by pressurized heavy water reactors (such as CANDU)
during certain accident sequences could produce flammable gas mixtures in some regions of
containment. The mechanical and thermal loads generated by the ignition of these gas mixtures could
challenge the integrity of the containment envelope, supporting internal walls and required safety‐
related equipment.
■ AECL and Point Lepreau undertook a project to develop and evaluate a prototype set of passive
autocatalytic recombiners. After initial testing, the testing program was expanded to expose the
recombiner plates to various CANDU containment conditions in addition to laboratory conditions.
The results of these tests were shared with the Canadian COG members resulting in a technical basis
for implementation of passive autocatalytic recombiner units at all Canadian NPPs. Passive
autocatalytic recombiner units are now being installed at other Canadian NPPs to address the
potential hydrogen safety issue.
Hydrogen Behavior in Containment ‐ Relevance and Management
(from Bruce Power – Performance Review of Bruce A and Bruce B page 77)
CNSC staff closed Generic Action Item 88G02 (Hydrogen Behaviour in Containment) in July 2008 as a result
of Bruce Power’s commitment to implement Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners (PARs) starting with Bruce
A Units 1 and 2. The PARs will form the principal credited measure for long‐term hydrogen mitigation, while
providing defence in depth in supplementing the existing short‐term hydrogen mitigation based on
hydrogen igniters. The conditions for closure also include implementation of PARs for the remaining Bruce A
and Bruce B units, and to perform long‐term hydrogen mixing analyses to support the number and
placement of PAR units.
Past Performance
Bruce Power has installed PARs in Bruce A units 1, 2 and 4, and Bruce B units 5, 6 and 8. Overall Bruce
Power has advanced the schedule of PARs installation for both Bruce A and Bruce B units. Bruce Power has
submitted the long‐term mixing analysis to support the determination of the number of PARs in both Bruce
A and Bruce B containments. This analysis demonstrates the adequacy of the number of PAR units to be
installed for both a) the single failure Design Basis Accident, that being the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA);
and, b) for a LOCA combined with a Loss of Emergency Core Cooling System (LOCA + LOECI).
Future Plans ‐ Install the PARs in the remaining units of Bruce A and Bruce B (Units 3 and 7), the plans for
which have been communicated to the CNSC.

7.4

Value derived from AECL Activities

The value created by AECL’s activities is a function of its role and contribution across a range of
innovation outcomes as illustrated by Figure 116. The services performed by AECL that contribute to
economic innovation outcomes include the following:
■ Isotopes Production
■ CNBC
■ Fed S&T Priorities including: (1) Emerging Clean Energy; (2) Reactor Safety and Regulation; and (3)
Other Federal Priorities such as Security, Health, and Environment
■ Commercial S&T including: (1) other Commercial R&D, (2) services as part of Industry S&T activity;
and (3) associated economic activity in the sector including exports
■ Other Federal and AECL Applications
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The value framework established in Figure 116 has three levels of value creation (1) directly at the site;
(2) by collaborative partners in the industry supported; and (3) through the export of products and
services that contribute to the trade balance and increase national wealth.
Figure 116 presents the results of the study’s research into these three value levels. For the
approximately $200-$300M/year129 that it costs to maintain the S&T infrastructure at AECL and execute
the federal priorities, the site generates almost $800M/year in direct S&T driven economic value to
Canada, including ~$200M in value of activities that occur on site.
Figure 116 – Approximate Value Enabled by AECL S&T Activities
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One of the questions for this study is to assess the direct return to government of investments in its
infrastructure, particularly for major infrastructure items such as the NRU. The term “direct” is
highlighted as many different economic impact assessments also include estimates of the indirect and
induced economic impacts. The values described in this report are all direct. An estimation of how the
above mentioned benefits are leveraged from the NRU is illustrated in Figure 117. Of the approximately
$50-$150M/year it costs to sustain the safe operations of the NRU, the direct annual value obtained is
estimated at over $250M. The definition of what services are dependent on the NRU is provided in
Section 7.4.2.

129

Source: AECL Backgrounder prepared by NRCan for inclusion in the 2013 RFI.
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Figure 117 – Approximate Value Enabled by AECL S&T Activities as it Relates to NRU Leverage
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The use of the terms “direct” and “indirect” leverage of the NRU in this context refers to a generally
qualitative consideration that, should the NRU functionality become unavailable then a “large majority” of
the direct value could be lost and “some” of the indirect value would be at risk. The results are
approximations obtained from interviews and survey responses.
The parameters and methodology applied are evolved from the economic impact assessment techniques
deployed by studies conducted for TRIUMF and the CLS. Note these values are not indicative of an
economic impact assessment analysis. The results indicated here would all be treated as direct inputs
into such an analysis, with an economic impact likely resulting in values that are 2 to 4 times larger when
indirect and induced economic impacts and associated multipliers are included.
The following sub-sections address each of the value elements in the context of how they relate to the
NRU.
■ The first subsection, 7.4.1, defines the various types of value that are assessed in the analysis and
the premise for defining their value.
■ Each NRU driven value element is then discussed in Section 7.4.2, addressing both where the
value is directly related to NRU operations and where value is indirectly related, such as enabled by
the inherent capabilities on the site that are incumbent on the presence of a research reactor.
■ Finally, Section 7.4.3 discusses additional value elements that arise from AECL that are unrelated
to the NRU.

7.4.1

Types of Value Created – Definitions Used

Value is obtained from the Nuclear S&T activities at AECL in three ways, each of which are in play for all
categories shown in the figures in Section 7.4 above.
A) Direct economic benefits include:
i) Direct GDP created by expenditures at AECL
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 This value element is not explicitly explored as it is not a differentiable item as compared to
other direct federal expenses anywhere in the economy.
 However, where federal funds are directly applied to specific outcomes, it is assumed that the
government is getting the equivalent to commercial value of the work performed. The example
where this rationale is applied is against federally funded S&T priority R&D activities.
ii) Revenues received by AECL due to commercial activities
iii) Total economic activity that is enabled by AECL’s role in the economy
 This category is the resulting annual Nuclear S&T activity that leverages AECL’s role,
contributions, and collaborations as part of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem. It does not include the
GDP for the entire Nuclear Energy sector.
iv) Exports from Canada that are enabled by the activities at AECL
 Exported goods and services are more valuable than other forms of GDP contribution as they
increase the wealth of the country by bringing new dollars into the economy
B) Direct financial benefits towards public policy
The direct financial benefits towards public policy are the equivalent economic value of the
benefits that are accruing to government in support of its policy objectives but where no explicit $
figure is available. Quantifying the direct financial benefits of federal priorities at AECL involves
establishing proxies
 Various proxies for similar activities in Canada or abroad have been assessed and attributions of
equivalent value relevant to the scale of AECL operations have been made
 This approach is used to value the CNBC, regulatory activities, and support to academia
C) Indirect value of the public good created
Public good is created by the outcomes of the various economic activities in Canada that leverage
the capabilities at AECL. Public good benefits consist of such measures as:
 Improved health of Canadians and GHG reductions
 Jobs created and lower electricity costs for Canadian industry

7.4.2

Value from NRU Leveraged Activities

The NRU plays a role in enabling economic outcomes and sources of value in several areas which
include: isotope production, CNBC, federally funded clean energy research and associated commercial
R&D revenues, and also in supporting the safety and regulation of the CANDU fleet.
This section describes the economic benefits that arise either directly or indirectly from NRU activities as
indicated in Table 24 which also identifies the subsection of this document where the detailed value
analysis is contained.
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Table 24 – AECL Activities that Leverage the NRU
AECL Activity Area

NRU Direct

NRU Indirect

7.4.2.1 Isotopes

Yes

7.4.2.2 CNBC

Yes

7.4.2.3 Emerging Energy
Technology Research

Yes

Leverage of capabilities into new
research areas and availability of
facilities for potential future needs

7.4.2.4 Safety and
Regulation

Provides regulatory support as safety
critical facility stemming from its
contribution as a base reference for safety
and licensing design basis and supports
compliance to international conventions

Integrated ecosystem contribution to
regulation of safe operations

7.4.2.5 Commercial
Opportunities

Commercial collaborative R&D
investments in emerging energy research

Enabling exports for the technology
based Canadian OEM supply chain

There is a challenge in directly identifying the recent benefits realized from the NRU due to the
unplanned interruption of its service initiated back in 2008. The R&D usage of that facility has been
significantly reduced due to problems associated with the test loops which have not been rectified as a
result of isotope related priorities and uncertain commercial market needs.
Many of the benefits are directly enabled by the NRU’s current functionality. Some benefits directly
enabled in the past have ongoing legacy benefits, such as with regulatory support, and would be further
enabled in the future if the market developed (such as with potential CEI success) or regulatory
developments warranted it. The indirect benefits arise as a result of the general capabilities and expertise
that having a research reactor provides to a laboratory such as the AECL. This is particularly true in the
context of the OEM technology base that AECL represents for the CANDU fleet.
7.4.2.1

Isotopes

Medical isotopes at AECL are produced within the NRU. AECL has two primary customers, Nordion and
Best Theratronics. Nordion’s primary business interest, although not excusive, is Mo-99. Best’s primary
interest is medical grade Cobalt-60.
The production of medical isotopes in Canada is estimated to create between $110M-$120/year in export
revenue as shown in Figure 118:
■ AECL’s customers export virtually 100% of the product.
■ Approximately $20-$25M of these revenues return to AECL to offset the variable costs of
production.
■ The direct economic benefit to Canada outside of AECL’s direct financials is $95-$100M.
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Figure 118 – Isotope Export Benefits Leveraged by NRU ($ million / year)

Source: Nordion Annual report, Best Interviews, AECL financials. Ranges provided as Best is a privately held firm with no public
disclosure of financials, KPMG analysis

These business volumes are directly and highly dependent on the NRU. Absent the NRU, the facilities in
the Ottawa region that employ close to 400 people may exit operations, losing employment that is
virtually 100% funded by foreign revenues. Nordion isotope revenues represent half of their business
volume (when including ~$15-18M TRIUMF related isotope sales not shown in the chart above). Margins
from its isotopes exceed its net income and hence it is not clear what impact the loss of the isotope
business stream will have on the rest of its operations.
Canada’s isotope exporters are also investors in R&D with an above average BERD of 8-9%, reinvesting
over $10M/year in R&D activities in Canada. This is a high level of R&D investment for a Canadian firm
and is in a high technology niche market where Canada enjoys some competitive advantage due to its
history in nuclear medicine. This business R&D investment is highly dependent on the availability of
isotope revenues and, as Best Theratronics suggests, highly dependent on the capabilities that can be
leveraged from AECL.
Indirect benefits of the isotopes business include providing the world with medical isotopes, some of
which return to Canada to support approximately 30,000 nuclear medicine diagnostic scans per week.
7.4.2.2

CNBC

The CNBC is physically connected to and dependent on the NRU and its supporting infrastructure. The
CNBC operates a user access program enabling more than 200 scientists, engineers, and students from
universities, government laboratories, and industry to participate in research using the facility’s six
neutron beam lines. The CNBC is unique in Canada and provides Canadian scientists with the ability to
research the molecular structure of materials as diverse as metals, minerals, plastics and bio-materials.
The net benefit of the CNBC is estimated using the same methodology that has been applied to TRIUMF
and the CLS by consultants hired by those institutions to conduct economic impact assessments. There
are four sources of value: (1) Academic access, (2) Commercial activities; (3) Academic leverage; and (4)
Business leverage.
One element of the TRIUMF and CLS studies was the reference to budgeted costs. However, the CNBC
was previously funded by the NRC with the use of the NRU provided by AECL with no direct charges to
the NRC. As such there, are no explicit costs directly associated with the CNBC operational use of the
NRU. In order to apply the same valuation methodology, an estimate or proxy for the costs to operate the
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CNBC needs to be provided. The proxy desired is based on the value received, which could be viewed as
a fair budget to be provided.
To develop a proxy for assessing the value of academic access in the absence of a budgeted cost, the
valuation of the CLS and TRIUMF is considered. Both of these institutions are publicly funded with their
primary purpose being to support Canadian academia in their research objectives. While TRIUMF and
CLS also do provide modest commercial services to industry, as does the CNBC, their primary objective
is to provide academia with access to research facilities.
Figure 119 shows the average annual costs to operate TRIUMF and CLS are ~$70M and ~$20M
respectively. TRIUMF supports on average 96 faculty, CLS 92, and CNBC about 96 as well. From this
data, since CNBC serves approximately the same number of professors as TRIUMF and CLS, its “value “
can be estimated as the average of TRIUMF and CLS costs. For the purpose of this assessment, since
the CNBC is a federally funded organization, the proxy for the value to the federal government is
assumed to best be represented by the average federal funding for CLS and TRIUMF. This yields an
approximate value of $35M/yr for the provision of academic access to the CNBC.
Figure 119 – Average Annual Costs of Operating TRIUMF, CLS and CNBC
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This proxy measure can be used for other elements of AECL’s federally funded activities by dividing the
federal funding by the number of professors. The proxy value per professor is ~$380K/professor. This
represents the value of the public good that can be attributed to providing access to nuclear research
facilities for academia. This value metric is used for other proxy value estimates later in this report.
To estimate the total value of the CNBC, the methodology used for TRIUMF and the CLS can be applied
to quantify the CNBC contributions due to academic leverage and business leverage. The HAL and
Insightrix approaches developed for TRIUMF and CLS were combined and applied in a consistent manner
to all three facilities, including the CNBC, making use of additional information obtained in this study. For
the CNBC, expenditure information is not available and hence proxy estimates are used.
For academic and industry leverage, the following logic was applied:
■ Total academic leverage consists of:
 User Visits (estimated as one 4-day visit per international user on average using daily rate
assumptions made in HAL and Insightrix),
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 Conferences (TRIUMF value has been obtained directly from the HAL report and the CLS value
has been estimated based on 1 conference per year. No conferences assumed for CNBC), and
 Academic Impact has been estimated by aggregating the NSERC funding users of the facility
receive and adding our estimated industry matching.
■ Business leverage has been assessed by multiplying all industry money received for research
(through industry sponsorship of academic research and direct commercial revenues) by 10.
“NRC's rule-of-thumb is that $1 spent in fee for service research by industry, implies that industry
has invested $10 in R&D, preparing specimens, understanding the problem, following up the fee
for service work” (Source: CNBC).
Figure 120 shows the result of applying the methodologies.
Figure 120 – Value Elements of CNBC
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7.4.2.3

Federal Priority in Emerging Clean Energy Technologies

R&D conducted in Emerging Clean Energy technologies encompasses several areas:
■ Generation IV Technologies where AECL manages the portfolio of GenIV project committed by the
federal government (see Box 12)
■ Tritium and Fusion Technologies
■ Hydrogen Technologies
■ Sustainable Energy Technologies
■ Small reactors
The largest AECL expenditure in this group is related to sustainable energy technologies, within which
new fuels is a primary area of focus. Ongoing and historical research in new fuel has been enabled by the
availability of the NRU due to its ability to simulate CANDU operating conditions in its loops.
The NRU also offers capabilities that range from indirectly supporting fusion technologies as they relate
to irradiated material properties, to tritium as the NRU has been the basis for developing tritium handling
and processing technologies, to the hydrogen program and hydrogen elements of the GenIV program
that are seeking to develop hydrogen production from within reactors.
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Box 12 – Generation IV Research Canada
(from Canadian National Report for the Convention on Nuclear Safety, Sixth Report 15 Chapter II
Summary)
Of the six reactor systems endorsed by the Generation IV International Forum, Canada is focusing
on the development of the supercritical water‐cooled reactor system. The system was viewed as the
most natural evolution of existing CANDU technology and best enables Canada to contribute to the
R&D initiative by mobilizing existing Canadian CANDU expertise and research facilities.
As part of Canada’s overall national program, research funds are granted to universities through a
peer‐review process to investigate specific areas that support the development of the supercritical
water‐cooled reactor concept. In March 2012, the Government of Canada awarded grants that will
provide $8 million over four years to fund 27 Generation IV research projects at universities across
Canada.”
There are four areas of value arising from federal investments in this area: 1) Direct value of work
performed; 2) Industry leverage 3) Academic leverage; 4) Access to academia and development of HQP.
■ Direct value is the value of the work funded by government to achieve its own priorities. It is
valued here at ~$15M as approximately equivalent to commercial rates.
Emerging energy technology activities have collaborative R&D objectives with industry:
 CEI for new fuel development for its opportunities in the UK and China upon which the NRU is
an essential capability.
 General Fusion for its initiatives into fusion. General Fusion says that the importance of AECL to
their objectives is very high and equivalent to TRIUMF and international facilities.
 Isowater for developing heavy water assets for non-nuclear and potentially nuclear applications.
 Tyne Engineering that has recently commissioned a new facility in Deep River for hydrogen and
tritium technology applications.
 Hydrogen production interests of Phoenix Canada Oil Company, St. Mary's Cement, and
Marnoch Thermal Power via their collaboration with the UOIT hydrogen initiative.
Collectively these companies are investing over $50M/year in nuclear R&D in these related areas, some
of which (~10-15%) is funding provided for work done at AECL under the commercial S&T business line.
■ AECL also collaborates significantly with other organizations in this area of research. Research
partners raise additional research funding that increases the value of AECL funded research by
~$4M. All academic and industry collaborators that were interviewed emphasized the importance
of AECL’s capabilities not only to their own research objectives but to those of the entire
ecosystem.
Finally, one of AECLs objectives is to support the development of HQP (see Boxes 13 and 14).
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Box 13 – HQPs at AECL

(from Canadian National Report for the Convention on Nuclear Safety, Sixth Report 15 Chapter II
Summary)
In addition to the staff at NPPs, AECL employs nearly 3000 scientists, engineers and support
personnel at its CRL, including 530 PhDs and master’s degree holders. This is the single largest S&T
laboratory in Canada. A key part of AECL’s mandate is to “develop highly qualified people with
technical, operational and entrepreneurial skills for a competitive knowledge economy.”
Box 14 – AECL as Canada’s Knowledge Leader

(From Canadian National Report for the Convention on Nuclear Safety, Sixth Report 15 Chapter II
Summary)
AECL remains a federal Crown corporation with more than 3,200 employees. It is a strategic part of
Canada’s national S&T infrastructure and national innovation system. AECL is the knowledge leader of
the Canadian nuclear industry and operator of unique facilities that, together, foster excellence and
advancement in Nuclear S&T
AECL engages in collaborations with 30 Canadian faculty. As with the CNBC, the federal value of
providing Canadian faculty with access to advanced research facilities is valued at $370K/professor. Part
of this value is the development and training of HQP. Using this metric, the academic value of this work
is ~$11M.
These value elements have been categorized as directly leveraging the NRU or are indirectly leveraged
by the NRU. As described above, and to recognize that there is no deterministic method for equating
these values for research areas other than new fuels research, this split is somewhat arbitrary. It has
been illustrated by putting all the industry sponsored R&D activities as directly related to the NRU and
the rest are classified as indirectly leveraged off of the NRU presence. One reason for this approach is to
protect confidentiality agreements entered into for this study which prohibit the industry data from being
disaggregated below this level.
Figure 121 – Value Leveraged by AECL Activity in Emerging Clean Energy Technologies
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Source: KPMG analysis

7.4.2.4

Canadian Nuclear Safety and Regulation

AECL’s activities in support of nuclear safety and regulation include two main areas of federally funded
research: Nuclear Safety Technology; and Materials Science and Chemistry. AECL’s capabilities in
Nuclear Safety Technology develop methods to enable the safe execution of nuclear activities in Canada
based on sound scientific knowledge and ensure that the regulator has access to this knowledge. It
provides data, tools and measurements to support the safe regulation of nuclear facilities, and to validate
and develop codes needed to perform nuclear safety analysis and define safety margins. Key to the
underlying safe operations includes the advancement of Materials Science and Chemistry technologies.
Both of these AECL capability areas are heavily focussed on applications within the suite of CANDU
technologies inherent in the existing fleet.
Nuclear safety regulation falls under the responsibility of the CNSC. While the CNSC does not contract
directly to AECL, AECL has the role of advising on policies especially as they relate to nuclear safety.
(See Box 15).
Box 15 – AECL Role Supports Regulatory Objectives
(from 2013 CNSC National Report on the international Convention on Nuclear Safety”)
“The Government of Canada has funded nuclear research and has supported the development and use of
nuclear energy and related applications for many decades. The first nuclear power plant (NPP) in Canada
began operation in 1962. Today, the Government of Canada funds nuclear research and development (R&D)
activities primarily through Atomic Energy of Canada Limited’s (AECL) nuclear laboratories. The nuclear
industry provides…the R&D program of the COG.”
“AECL is a strategic element of both Canada’s national S&T infrastructure and its national innovation system.
AECL is Canada’s premier nuclear S&T organization – its unique capabilities include the ability to work with
nuclear and radioactive materials. These capabilities are applied in fields important to public policy and to
the nuclear sector domestically and internationally. AECL also acts as an advisor to and agent of the
Government of Canada for public policy purposes, especially in the field of nuclear safety”
“Under Canada’s constitution, responsibility for nuclear energy falls within the jurisdiction of the federal
government. Its role encompasses R&D, as well as the regulation of all nuclear materials and activities in
Canada. The Government of Canada places high priority on health, safety, national security and the
environment in relation to nuclear activities in Canada and has established a comprehensive and robust
regulatory regime implemented by Canada’s independent nuclear regulator – the CNSC. “
“Canada holds the view that nuclear safety research is important in supporting safe NPP design and
operation. In Canada, it is the responsibility of the applicant, with the aid of the NPP plant designer, to
provide adequate safety justification in order to obtain licensing approval. Fulfilling this responsibility
includes provision of adequate experimental data to support analytical models and safety analyses. As
practice shows, ongoing experimental research is needed for operating plants, as well as for plant life
extension and new reactors.”
“The principal objective of AECL’s safety technology R&D is to understand the processes underlying the
behaviour of CANDU reactors and other nuclear facilities under abnormal conditions and to develop
technology to mitigate the possible consequences of these conditions.
The COG R&D program addresses current and emerging operating issues to support the safe, reliable and
economic operation of CANDU reactors”
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Advising on nuclear safety requires a detailed understanding of the principles behind the safe operation
of nuclear reactors. The CNSC requires that safety analyses be informed by detailed analytical models
backed up analyses and that the expertise be available to operators. As the custodian of the safety
licensing and design basis for the CANDU reactors, AECL has the facilities and expertise required to
support industry (i.e., through COG) and also advise government on safety related issues.
Box 16 – AECL Support to the Regulatory Objectives
(from 2012 SECOR study on “Assessment of Global Nuclear S&T Programs and Infrastructure”)
“In Canada, the CNSC has only a small budget for conducting S&T and it does not directly use the
Nuclear Laboratory (NL).
This system works in Canada due to the extent to which AECL is independently involved with
industry safety planning through COG and that it conducts its own safety related research into
underlying phenomenon.
As the federal custodians of the safety licensing and design basis for CANDU, AECL is the trusted
expert in Canada and its expertise and capabilities are heavily relied upon by industry both for:
■ the capabilities they represent in maintaining a safe environment for Canada’s fleet, and
■ through leading most of the technical working groups of COG.
AECL appears in effect to act as the TSO* for CNSC due to the structure of AECL’s relationships with
stakeholders.”
* Technical Service Organization (TSO)

The ability to serve these functions relies on the availability of several facilities including the NRU. Global
nuclear safety is the subject of the international convention on nuclear safety. An OECD-NEA 2007 study
identifies key safety critical facilities important to the global nuclear fleet as shown in Figure 122.
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Figure 122 – Nuclear Capabilities in Other Jurisdictions
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Many facilities are suited to specific technical capabilities and only a few are suitable for CANDU
technology; in some cases, AECL-Chalk River has been the only option with such facilities as the NRU.
The availability of such safety related critical facilities to support the Canadian CANDU fleet is thus
limited. A socio-economic outcome of federally funded safety research is the sustainment of safety
critical facilities that need to be available despite the rare need for their use. As the operating design
basis and the codes therein have been developed using the test results from the NRU and other facilities
at AECL, the ongoing ability to serve the advising function over the last 10 years has been enabled by the
NRU and associated AECL capabilities.
The regulatory framework is clear that it is the responsibility of the NPPs or the NPP plant designer (in
this case now Candu Energy) to maintain compliance to the safety regulations. However, there remains
some value to the government of the sustainment of the capability and the associated function that
AECL provides in advising government on safety policies. While the NRU plays no active role in the
operational safety of the nuclear fleet, future regulatory developments may require access to the design
basis analysis and capabilities of which the NRU is a part. It is in this context of being able to reconfirm
the safety and licensing design basis amidst regulatory developments that capabilities as represented by
such facilities as the NRU provide an ongoing public good benefit to the government.
Value Elements
There are four value elements that arise from AECL’s role is supporting safety and regulation which total
$75-$85M.
■ Value of the work that the government contracts AECL to perform directly
■ Value of AECL’s advice to government on nuclear safety for regulatory purposes
■ Value to government of Nuclear Energy research as a nuclear OEM nation
■ Value of academic collaborations in which AECL is engaged
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The first item on this list, the base value of all federal priority R&D activities, is estimated as the
equivalent commercial value. In this case it is estimated at ~$35M as illustrated in Figure 123.
Figure 123 – Illustrative Value of AECL Safety and Regulatory Activities
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To develop a proxy for the additional value of supporting the regulator, the global study performed for
NRCan was consulted. That study showed that the funding framework is substantially different in Canada
than in other countries, particularly as it relates to regulatory funding. In Canada, industry funds a
significantly higher proportion of the R&D activities recognized as critical to the ongoing safe and
economic operation of the fleet. Notwithstanding the source of funding, the value that the federal
government is getting from the activities, capabilities, and infrastructure at AECL could be viewed as
similar to what other jurisdictions are paying (see Box 17).
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Box 17 – International Proxies on Value of S&T R&D & Infrastructure
(from 2012 Secor study on “Assessment of Global Nuclear S&T Programs and Infrastructure”)
Estimated Stakeholder Annual Civilian Nuclear Energy S&T and Jurisdiction Comparison of Stakeholder
Nuclear Energy S&T Spend
A) Estimated Stakeholder Annual Civil Nuclear Energy
S&T funding Mix – Per nuclear MW

B) Jurisdiction Comparison of Stakeholder
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Computing the value of the remaining three categories is based on the following:
Value to safe regulation: Taking an average of the lowest other two OEM country’s regulatory
expenditures on a per MW installed basis (e.g., US and Korea), suggests that the value would represent
about $300/MW more than is being spent by the regulator. Canada has 13,000 MW of capacity
suggesting a value of ~$4M. An example of how this value is directly supporting the regulator is the
work funded through UNENE for Professor Pandey at the University of Waterloo. This work has
supported the probabilistic risk assessment methodology that has recently been embraced by the
regulator and used by the utilities to reduce inspections on metal welds and support life extension
initiatives for feeders. With the foundational work in place through industry investments, Prof. Pandey
now provides training services to the CNSC staff on how to implement the methodology. The regulator is
benefiting from this R&D.
Value of effective contributions to Nuclear Energy research: Similarly, taking an average of the % federal
funding in the lowest two federally funded regimes (e.g., France and Korea) suggests a $32M additional
value is being obtained by government from the role AECL plays in the Nuclear S&T ecosystem. Note
this amount would represent a value for all of AECL’s activities in supporting the broader Nuclear S&T
objectives. As such, it is not legitimate to associate all of this with the NRU. It has thus been
characterized as indirectly related to the NRU.
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Value of Academic Access: As with the other research areas at AECL, AECL has collaborations with
academia in the research of emerging safety issues in the utility sector. The value of providing access to
AECL’s facilities for the approximately 30 researchers, at the equivalent TRIUMF/CLS rates, is ~$13M.
7.4.2.5

Commercial Work

This section considers the value enabled by AECL’s overall commercial portfolio and the broad
capabilities and facilities it provides specifically to exports. There are two aspects:
■ Current nuclear supply chain activities that lead to exports.
■ Inferences to ongoing business opportunities that would continue to leverage the new energy
technology research.
As the latter is a future looking statement, no representations are made here as to the potential level of
success that Candu Energy may have in marketing new reactor solutions. Elements of the commercial
work that AECL has conducted in the past relate to the advanced R&D associated with new reactor
systems and supporting technologies. These direct NRU related activities, in terms of the current direct
expenditures on collaborative R&D efforts, have been described in Section 7.4.2.3.
The proxy assumption is that the current level of exports that Candu Energy enjoys may be viewed as an
on-going concern and in the future it is likely related to the availability of the essential Nuclear S&T
capabilities which includes the capabilities inherent in the NRU. This view reflects the notion that there is
some dependence on Canadian exports arising from the NRU.
AECL’s facilities and capabilities support many exports. Associating export value as leveraged off of the
NRU is manifested by the historical fact that the CANDU supplies would not exist were it not for AECLs
CANDU innovations that have created the market for their services. Canada’s nuclear sector reputation is
influenced by the CANDU brand and the needs of CANDU operators globally. This status is reflective of
the status of the CANDU supply chain as being the OEM of CANDU technologies. The relation back to
AECL (and Candu Energy’s heritage) suggests that the S&T capability behind the sector is influential on
foreign buying decisions associated with the brand. Hence it is postulated here that there is an indirect
relationship between the availability of the full suite of S&T capabilities and the market success.
Interviews with industry generally supported the above notion and that, absent a research reactor such
as the NRU, the relevance of Canada’s nuclear supply chain in the export markets would be negatively
impacted. The extent to which export success would diminish if the equivalent NRU capabilities were not
available is unknown but industry interviews suggest there will be a negative impact to Canada’s role on
the global nuclear stage.
As such, a good portion of Canada’s exports could be considered as indirectly leveraging the NRU, but
clearly this portrayed relationship is only illustrative. At the individual firm level, most of the nonAECL/Candu energy exports would not be identified by industry participants as related to the NRU
abilities, notwithstanding the generally held view from those same participants that the NRU is broadly
important to the success of Canada’s industry.
The presence of such conflicting sentiments is usually associated with a “pubic good” that is generally
the responsibility of governments to provide. If the Nuclear S&T infrastructure and the NRU are so
viewed as a public good, then the returns to Canada of the enabled exports is an appropriate
consideration in assessing the value of that public good.
Figure 124 shows the export value of almost $300M/year from Canada’s nuclear sector in two
categories:
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■ Direct S&T exports as performed by AECL and other Nuclear S&T ecosystem players in the
Nuclear Energy sector (e.g., Kinectrics, Stern, etc.).
■ Overall exports of the Canadian nuclear sector, e.g. all supply chain members within the
Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries (OCI), the association representing the Nuclear Energy
sector’s supplier base.
Figure 124 – Nuclear Energy Sector Exports
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The export value from Canada’s Nuclear Energy sector is real value contributing to the wealth of Canada
and is dependent on the ongoing operation of Canada’s fleet of reactors and the Nuclear S&T capabilities
that support them. The reader is left to judge the degree to which the ongoing viability of the
~$300M/year of export revenue is dependent on the role the NRU plays in Canada’s suite of Nuclear S&T
capabilities.

7.4.3

Value from Other AECL Activities that Do Not Leverage the NRU

Value of Business Leverage in Nuclear Energy Ecosystem Spend
This section discusses the value that is generated within industry as associated with the Nuclear S&T
activities required to support the nuclear utilities. The efforts that are conducted within industry are
inherently S&T activities that are not related to the NRU. They either take place at other facilities or are
contracted services from COG or CEI that do not use the NRU capabilities.
There are two elements of value in these activities:
■ Commercial revenues received by AECL that offset the costs of the S&T activities.
■ Business leverage of commercial S&T activities related to the Nuclear Energy utilities that occur
elsewhere within Canada’s Nuclear S&T ecosystem.
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Government funded energy related Nuclear S&T R&D at AECL represents 15-25% of total industry
Nuclear S&T activity as shown in Figure 125. Net leverage of public investment is approximately $125$175M excluding exports. (Note the S&T exports have been counted in the value discussed in the
previous section). Of this amount, typically $30-$40M is spent at AECL by either COG or CEI (excluding
new reactor design investments previously discussed). Industry collectively spends between $90 and
$125M/year on Nuclear S&T activities. This amount represents the business leverage that is considered
part of the benefit of AECL.
Figure 125 – S&T Spending and Operating Costs in Nuclear Energy Sector
Spending on Canadian Nuclear Power S&T by Funding Sources
$ millions, annual operating funds
Federal
(Safety &
Regulatory)
15-25%

Other
<5%

Operating costs of Public vs Industry Facilities
used in Energy Sector ($M)

Total:
$220-250M
International
5-10%

Industry
36%

AECL (excl.
NRU)
44%

Industry
60-70%

Universities &
CanMet
20%

Source: CNA, Secor, Industry interviews, KPMG analysis

Excluding the NRU, federally funded S&T facilities at AECL represent approximately 40%-50% of Nuclear
S&T infrastructure that support the industry. Of the AECL facility infrastructure, industry pays commercial
rates for 40-50% of its use. Industry directly supports 30-40% more additional S&T infrastructure outside
of AECL. Much of this industry infrastructure resides at Kinectrics, the former R&D laboratory of Ontario
Hydro. There is also significant infrastructure at other facilities such as Stern Labs, a test facility formerly
owned by Westinghouse. Academic infrastructure represents approximately 20% of the cost of
infrastructure and is concentrated heavily around the McMaster Campus. In effect government funding
of facility costs at AECL, through the execution of the federal priority research areas, represents less
than 25% of the Nuclear S&T facility costs in this country that are used by the nuclear industry. These
facilities are very important, as they represent the industrial scale facilities for handling active materials,
the total benefit of which extends beyond just the Nuclear Energy sector. Figure 126 summarizes the net
value of the business leverage of AECL’s Nuclear S&T activities that support the Nuclear Energy sector.
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Figure 126 – Business Leverage from Federal Activities at AECL
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Source: KPMG analysis

Other AECL activities not related to the use of the NRU
The AECL activities described in this section encompass two broad government objectives:
■ Federal S&T research priorities
■ Support to other AECL operations, specifically DWM and Site ops
Both of these areas represent an inherent value to the federal government, which, as with the other
federally funded S&T areas, is illustrated in Figure 127 on the basis of equivalent commercial rates.
The Federal S&T research priorities in this area include:


Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Counterterrorism R&D supports collaborations with Canadian
government agencies, the private sector and international organizations to reduce the threat of
nuclear proliferation by providing innovation to prevent and detect illegal transport of nuclear
materials.



Radiation Biology and Health seeks to reduce the probability of radiation-induced health effects
(including cancer) by studying the effects of radiation on human health, which are conducted in
collaboration with universities and other research institutions, to inform regulation on the safe
levels of radiation exposure (See Box 18).



Environmental Technologies conducts environmental research activities for scientific, technical and
compliance purposes that secure and demonstrate the environmental benefits of nuclear
technology.
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Box 18 – Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency
(from Canadian National Report for the Convention on Nuclear Safety, Sixth Report 15 Chapter II
Summary)
Canada is a signatory of the IAEA’s Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or
Radiological Emergency (1986), which sets out an international framework for co‐operation among
countries and with the IAEA to facilitate prompt assistance and support in the event of nuclear accidents
or radiological emergencies. It requires countries to notify the IAEA of their available experts, equipment
or other materials they could offer in assistance. In case of a request for assistance from an affected
country, each country decides whether it can offer the requested assistance. The IAEA serves as the focal
point for such co‐operation by channelling information, supporting efforts, and providing its available
services. The agreement sets out how assistance is requested, provided, directed, controlled and
terminated. Since 2012, Health Canada and AECL have registered their radiological biodosimetry
capabilities with the IAEA’s Response and Assistance Network (RANET) in support of this convention.
Three sources of value arise from these research areas:


Direct Value: An example of the intrinsic value to government of the radiation biology and health
research areas is cited in the CNSC’s recent national report on the international convention of
nuclear safety (see Box 18). The direct value is approximately $8M.



Other Activities: Approximately 10-15% of AECL’s Nuclear S&T capabilities are deployed to
support the needs of AECL’s non-S&T functions of DWM and site operations as illustrated by the
utilization tables discussed in Section 5.5. This equates to approximately $15-$20M.



Academic Access: An additional value is derived from these activities as AECL engages with
academia on these topics. AECL has collaborations with approximately nine professors, which
using the benefit proxy estimate based on TRIUMF and CLS, equates to about $3M/year worth of
academic access.

The value arising from these AECL activities is illustrated in Figure 127.
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Figure 127 – Value Elements of Non-NRU Related AECL S&T Activities

Source: KPMG analysis

7.5

Summary

This chapter described in detail the role that AECL plays in the Nuclear Energy sector, which spans from
basic research in Nuclear Energy related fields that support both academic initiatives as well as federal
priorities, includes a significant role in the regulation of the safety of the nuclear fleet, and extends
through to applied research under commercial arrangements with the Nuclear Energy sector.
As the single largest industrial scale nuclear laboratory in Canada, AECL is a significant generator of
economic value with up to $800M of economic activity being associated with the role AECL plays,
including approximately $400M in exports.
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8

Socio-Economic Impacts
from Nuclear Energy

8.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter presents the analyses that support the estimates of socio-economic benefits associated
with Nuclear S&T activities that support the utilities in the Nuclear Energy sector, including those
conducted at AECL.
This report has considered the socio-economic impacts contributed to by AECL’s research activities in
the utility sector to be part of the ROI on the federal funding of AECL’s S&T capabilities. The socioeconomic benefits enabled by Nuclear S&T innovations in the utility sector include those that may arise
from improved performance, life extensions, and refurbishment of Canada’s nuclear fleet. In addition to
estimates of lower electricity costs enabled by these innovations, estimates of potential GDP impacts,
job creation outcomes, and implications on GHG emissions are also presented in this chapter.
In presenting the results in this chapter, several considerations are relevant to their interpretation:
■ Socio-Economic Outcomes & the Public Good
■ R&D as a Portfolio Contributor
■ Socio-economic outcomes of a Strategic Sector
Socio-Economic Outcomes & the Public Good
A public good is created when private enterprise will not undertake to incur costs unless they can
capture sufficient benefit. If the benefit accrues largely to the “public” in a manner that cannot be
directly captured by the investor, then it will not get funded by private interests. As a corollary, economic
theory holds that government’s role is to ensure the production of “public good” to the degree those
governments would so chose to prioritize it in their policy. Lower consumer electricity costs, creation of
jobs, and reduction of GHG emissions are considered a “public good” as the benefits extend beyond the
nuclear sector private enterprise.
With this in mind and considering that the objective is to characterize inputs to the federal government’s
ROI, the socio-economic benefits addressed in this chapter focus on those areas which accrue to the
“public good” only, i.e. internal ROIs achieved by industry participants such as OPG are not included as
part of the value estimated.
R&D as a Portfolio Contributor
The premise of the public good economic assessment is that, as with most R&D portfolios, not all
individual activities can lead deterministically to specific outcomes, nor are all outcomes anticipated at
the start of any particular R&D activity. As such, a “portfolio” perspective of collective industry R&D and
innovation initiatives is deemed by KPMG to be an adequate framework for this analysis. This
assumption leads to a conclusion that activities did collectively lead to the results observed and the
quantified results can be related to that collective effort.
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Socio-Economic Outcomes of a Strategic Sector
Another objective of the analyses described in this chapter is to aid in characterizing the underpinnings of
the strategic importance of the Nuclear Energy sector to Canada.

8.1.1

Structure of this Chapter

This chapter has four main sections
8.2 Value of Nuclear Energy as a Strategic Sector
8.3 Public Good of Lower Electricity Costs
■ 8.2.1

Contributions to Fleet Operational Performance

■ 8.2.2

Life Extensions

■ 8.2.3

Enablement of Cost Effective Fleet Refurbishment

8.4 Refurbishment Project Jobs & GDP
8.5 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Implications

8.1.2

Key Findings

Section 8.2 – Value of Nuclear Energy as a Strategic Sector
■ The Nuclear Energy sector is recognized by government as a sector of strategic importance to
Canada. This view is underpinned by the historical return to the economy from Nuclear Energy as
well as the degree to which the supply chain is integrated with the rest of Canada’s industrial
base.
■ AECL is broadly recognized by industry participants as the largest installation of specialized nuclear
expertise and facilities in Canada, representing the country’s only industrial-scale research
operation that is capable of handling radioactive materials.
■ This view is echoed by the CNSC where they have written “AECL is a strategic element of both
Canada’s national S&T infrastructure and its national innovation system. AECL is Canada’s premier
Nuclear S&T organization – its unique capabilities include the ability to work with nuclear and
radioactive materials.”
■ The Nuclear Energy supply chain is made up of companies who also supply most of Canada’s
manufacturing based sectors:
– 36% of Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries (OCI) members also serve the oil and gas
industry, 23% support resources such as mining, 17% support aerospace, 14%
telecommunication, and 8% automotive.
Section 8.3 – Public Good of Lower Electricity Costs
■ The Nuclear Energy sector S&T ecosystem, of which AECL is an integral part, has contributed in
the last decade to innovations that may enable as much as $70B in public good benefits, most of
which will be arising in the next 10 years as the fleet is refurbished, but much continuing as a
legacy of clean lower cost electricity to Canadians and Canadian business.
■ A 2007 Canadian Energy Research Institute (CERI) report identified that the socio-economic ROI
for Canada on the historic AECL investments exceeded $27B, about $10B of which relates to
future savings.
■ Benefits of R&D spending since then have yielded lower electricity costs which include ~$5B from
improved operational performance, ~$23B for extending the pre-refurbishment life of the fleet,
and a future ~$21B in the first 10 years after the remainder of the fleet is refurbished.
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Section 8.4 – Refurbishment Project Jobs and GDP
■ The efforts of the entire nuclear supply chain to enable the refurbishment of the fleet could create
an additional $20B of GDP and 130,000 person year equivalent (PYE) jobs over the next 20 years.
Section 8.5 – Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Implications
■ Nuclear Energy is a substantial reducer of greenhouse gases (GHG) with estimates for Ontario
showing a 40% reduction due to the extension of the reactor fleet’s life.

8.2

Value of Nuclear Energy as a Strategic Sector

This section presents three factors that highlight the importance of the Nuclear Energy sector to Canada:
■ The government’s own view
■ The economic benefits accrued over the history of the sector
■ The role that the nuclear supply chain plays in Canada’s overall industrial economy
Government View - The Government of Canada considers the nuclear sector to be an important
component of Canada’s economy, a position that is well articulated by the CNSC in its most recent
national report (see Box 19).
Box 19 – National Nuclear Framework and Policy
(from Canadian National Report for the Convention on Nuclear Safety, Sixth Report)
Although the Government of Canada has important responsibilities related to nuclear energy, the decision
to invest in electricity generation rests with each province. It is up to the provinces, in concert with the
relevant provincial energy organizations/power utilities, to determine whether or not new NPPs should
be built. The Government of Canada views nuclear energy as an important component of a diversified
energy mix. It has taken necessary measures to ensure the long‐term development of nuclear energy as a
sustainable energy source in meeting existing and future energy requirements. The Canadian nuclear
energy sector is a very important component of Canada’s economy and energy mix.
The following statements provide an overview of nuclear activity in Canada:
■ On average, nuclear energy supplies about 15 percent of Canada’s electricity.
■ In the province of Ontario, approximately 53 percent of electricity production is from NPPs.
■ Canada’s nuclear technology sector has enabled healthcare providers to improve cancer therapy
and diagnostic techniques (Canada is a major supplier to the world market for medical isotopes).
■ Canadian Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) reactors have been built and operated in several countries:
currently, four in operation in South Korea, two in China, two in Romania and one in Argentina.
■ The country’s entire nuclear industry, including power generation, contributes several billions of
dollars a year to the GDP, directly employing more than 30,000 highly skilled workers.
■ Canada is the world’s second‐largest supplier of uranium, which continues to rank among the top
10 metal commodities in Canada for value of production.
Historical ROI - A measure of the strategic value of a sector to the economy is the public ROI on public
investments. A 2007 report by the CERI says that the Canadian socio-economic ROI from the historic
investments in AECL’s nuclear activities since the 1950s exceeded $27B (in $2003). The ROI measures
used included reduced electricity costs and jobs created. This analysis evaluates similar measures based
on investment levels in recent years and the expected enabled returns from them and to do so based on
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Ontario as a proxy for Canada as a whole given the majority of Canada’s nuclear fleet resides there. Note
that the CERI analysis considered benefits that could accrue out to 2043. As a result, an estimated $10B
of the benefit defined by CERI would be included within the $70B of benefits described in the
subsections below.
Supply Chain Contribution - The final measure of the sector’s strategic importance discussed in this study
is the extent to which innovation in Nuclear Energy supply chain may extend to other sectors and thus
enhancing competitive critical mass in Canada’s manufacturing sector.
The Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries (OCI) is an association of over 200 Canadian suppliers to
the nuclear energy sector in Canada and offshore. OCI member companies employ collectively around
30,000 highly skilled and specialized people who manufacture major equipment and components and
provide engineering services and support for the CANDU nuclear power plants in Canada as well as to
CANDU and LWR nuclear power plants in offshore markets.
In addition to participating in the Nuclear Energy sector, OCI member companies provide services to
companies across the major sectors of the Canadian economy. A review of each member company’s
service offerings showed 151 OCI companies provide services, products and expertise to other sectors
besides Nuclear Energy. The largest sector that nuclear supply chain companies serve (aside from
Nuclear Energy) is other power generation and transmission (48%).
Figure 128 – Diversity of the Nuclear Energy Sector Supply Chain

Source: OCI Directory and KPMG analysis

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) – The NAICS codes for 165 of the 209 OCI
companies were acquired and tabulated as shown below. Analysis of the distribution of NAICS codes
shows that 77 companies (46% of the sample) are classified as manufacturing companies. Within this
classification there is diversity in terms of the type of manufacturing the company is engaged in, with
fabricated metal product manufacturing (such as pipes, valves and pressure tubes) being the leading
industry classification.
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Figure 129 – Distribution of OCI Companies active in the Manufacturing sector by Industry
Classification

Sources: KPMG analysis, Industry Canada and Manta.com. NAICS codes were not available for companies that are not North
American or that are part of a larger group of companies. NAICS codes for some of the Canadian companies could not be found in
the time available.

8.3

Public Good of Lower Electricity Costs

Nuclear S&T and R&D activities in the Nuclear Energy sector have contributed to the creation of
electricity cost savings for Canadians. It must be stressed that R&D and the use of S&T capabilities are
not the only source by which the innovations arise. Steady work on maintenance procedures to improve
their execution time, manufacturing processes and procedures, and scheduling and project management
efficiencies during outages are all examples that can lead to increased load factors, longer life, and cost
effective refurbishments. With that understanding, it is not easy to distinguish the elements of net
innovation results to attribute them to specific initiatives. So it is assumed that the collective nuclear
industry, in its drive to produce innovations that advance the life and effectiveness of Canada’s nuclear
fleet, collectively build on each other and hence result in the overall benefit. It is clear among those
interviewed that no single initiative can be credited with the results, but at the same time it is also clear
that without one of the innovation factors, like the S&T component, much of the improvements may not
have been realized.
This analysis, as described in the following subsections, is based on Ontario data given the availability in
Ontario of a rich information set and that most of Canada’s nuclear footprint resides in that province. The
following three sources of reduced electricity costs could accrue as a public good and lead to an
estimated $50B in lower cost electricity as shown in Figure 130:
Improved operations performance/efficiency (~$5B to 2020)

■ Improved performance can be anything that reduces the need for planned or unplanned
maintenance outages, reduces time of outages, increases operating power, etc.
■ These factors can be measured through Load Factor improvements. Load factor improvements
reflect an increased amount of electricity that is produced from the asset. If the load factor is
improved in a nuclear power plant, then the extra energy production is effectively achieved at no
incremental operating costs.
Life extension of assets (~$23B to 2022)

■ Life extension would include anything that allowed for the continued operation beyond the original
design life of full power hours and could include R&D related to Balance of Plant (BOP) (e.g. steam
generators).
Refurbishment of assets (~$21B after 10 years)

■ Innovations enabling refurbishments include any R&D that has contributed to either establishing
the technical feasibility of core nuclear technologies, BOP technologies, or simply the cost
effectiveness of executing the refurbishment program.
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Figure 130 – Enabled Public Good Value Created due to Lower Electricity Prices

Source: KPMG analysis

The value of the savings has been assessed against the cost of developing alternative energy supplies.
As the nuclear sector is largely regulated in Canada, any cost savings that result from innovations could
be passed on to rate payers in the form of a public good. This is certainly true for generation from OPG’s
assets which have a regulated rate of return that is frequently revisited. This is also true to some extent
for Bruce Power (BP) who enters into contractual agreements with the Ontario Power Authority (OPA).
The OPA periodically assesses BP’s contract performance to ensure the province is getting good value
for its money130.
Furthermore, lower cost electricity is also significant to the manufacturing sector. A Fraser Institute
report examined the impact that higher electricity rates would have on the Ontario economy. Their
analysis was based on an assessment that under the Ontario Green Economy Act, the costs of electricity
would double. Under that circumstance, the ROI for manufacturing investments would decline by almost
30%, which the Fraser institute claims would be devastating to the consideration of further
manufacturing investments in Ontario.

8.3.1

Contributions to Fleet Operational Performance

This section analyzes the historical performance of Canada’s nuclear fleet to identify measurable
performance improvements that are related to the cost of electricity and that can be attributed to
innovations from the nuclear sector.
Many R&D initiated innovations over the last decade have contributed to the improved performance of
Canada’s nuclear fleet. Some of these innovations included:
■ 37 rod modified fuel bundles that improve the power output without stressing the thermal
hydraulic system.
■ Advanced Neutron over Power (NOP) analysis methodologies that avoided de-rating.
■ Steam Generator analyses avoided having leaks due to chemistry controls and hence reducing
maintenance activities.
Those interviewed suggest that the entire S&T ecosystem has been leveraged in all of these initiatives
including AECL, the industrial labs such as Kinectrics and Stern, as well as academia. OPG further

130

Source: industry interviews.
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suggests that its assessment of the economic benefits of these three specific innovations alone exceed
$500M at their plants only.
The IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS) database for Canada’s nuclear power plants was
accessed to assess the quantitative measures that could indicate improved performance. Two measures
have been used to indicate operational performance: (1) Load Factors; and (2) avoided deratings.
The figures below show that: (1) nuclear Load Factors have improved by 8%; and (2) de-ratings of 4%
have been avoided over the last 10 years.
Figure 131 – Load Factor Improvements (% of full capacity delivered per year)
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Approx 8% improvement
on Canadian fleet
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Source: IAEA PRIS Database, KPMG analysis

To estimate the TWh savings from Load Factor improvements, two methods were used as illustrated in
Table 25:
■ Method 1 - Long Range Comparison: compare the average load factors for the 6 years prior to
2003 to the average of the most recent 6 years, yields a 9.3% average or 7.8TWh/year.
■ Method 2 – Last 10 Year comparison: compare the average load factors of ’02-’04 (first three years
in the last decade) to the average of’10-’12 (most recent three years in the last decade) which
yields a 7.6% benefit or 6.3TWh/year.
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Table 25 – Load Factor Improvement and Avoided Derating Benefit Summary
Period of Avg

Load Factor

Production benefit

Method 1 ‐ long range comparison
06-‘12

83%

98-‘03

74%

9.3%

83,788

7,825

83,694

Method 2 ‐ last 10 year comparison (chosen)
Avg 10-12

84%

Avg 02-04

76%

7.6%

83,077

6,278

83,264

Derating summary
Bruce

Pick

Darl

Total

[Peak Rating]

5,136

3,094

3,524

11,754

Current

4,728

3,094

3,512

11,334

Derating

92%

100%

100%

96%

Source: KPMG analysis

Method 2 was selected for estimating the benefits identified in this report and provides a reference
benefit for analysis purposes of ~ 8% in energy savings.
De-ratings were computed based on taking the highest rated power capacity level in the IAEA historical
data set and comparing it to the current capacity rating as shown in Figure 132.
■ BP units are the only units that indicated a measurable change in rated power capacity. Interviews
confirmed that OPG, through its R&D program, avoided having to record similar deratings as
measured for BP. It was also confirmed that BP had managed a significant derating in the last
decade related to a “pulse correction” but managed the challenges get back to current rated
levels. The issue of “pulse correction” has not affected these results.
■ The analysis suggests that, at an overall fleet approximation level, industry avoided ~4% of
capacity derating. This benefit is equivalent to about half of the load factor gains which, combined,
total to approximately 11%/year.
Figure 132 – Deratings over Time
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Source: KPMG analysis

To compute the economic savings accrued to rate payers, the annual TWh of extra production are valued
at the displaced variable cost of natural gas fired generation. This valuation approach was chosen based
on the assumption that if these nuclear enhancements were not in play, the production would have to be
procured from gas fired plants. Assuming the low number of TWh involved would not warrant a new gas
plant to be constructed implies that the energy could have been procured at the variable cost of gas fired
production.
The Ontario Power Authority provided a forecast of gas fired generation variable electricity charges for
use in this study. The forecast OPA values were combined with historical actuals and recent year
estimates as shown in Figure 133.
Figure 133 – Gas Fired Generation Coincident HOEP
($/MWh - OPA f/c 2014 -2020, $2012)
60
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Source: OPA, Strapolec analysis

However, the total savings are a function of when the operating units would reach their normal
operational end of life. To avoid double counting, innovations that extend operational life beyond the
designed-to Full Power operating hours is separately addressed by the Life Extension and Refurbishment
discussions in the following sections. Figure 134 shows an estimate of expected normal operation and
extended life prior to refurbishment as derived from the LTEP. Both the normal and extended operating
dates have been conservatively adjusted to a fewer number of years, based on industry interviews,
where these fewer number of years were deemed to reflect an appropriate set of assumptions suitable
for this study.
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Figure 134 – Life Extended Capacity
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Source: MoE LTEP, BP, Industry Interviews, Strapolec analysis

Multiplying the annual gas-fired generation variable electricity cost in Figure 133 by the 11% production
increase and by the profile of capacity shown in Figure 60 yields savings to ratepayers of ~$5B between
2006 and 2020 due to performance improvement innovations.

8.3.2

Life Extensions

This section evaluates the possible savings in the cost of electricity that may be related to extending the
operating life of the nuclear fleet prior to the need for refurbishment.
Several R&D and S&T initiatives have taken place over the last few years aimed at extending the
operating life of the existing fleet, deferring the need for refurbishment. Some of these projects have
included:
■ Fuel Channel Life Extension (FCLE) projects allowing extended operation at full power.
■ Feeders– advance regression analysis conclusions were favorable to alleviate replacement
requirements of feeders prior to end of life of existing plant.
As with the performance improvements, the full capabilities of the Nuclear S&T ecosystem were
deployed to achieve the many innovations that have come together to enable the life extensions,
including many non- R&D maintenance and operational procedure practices.
The Ontario Ministry of Energy’s Long Term Energy Plan (LTEP) has identified the number of extended
years of operation that it has assumed in its forecast. After validation with industry stakeholders, the
table below summarizes what these industry participants suggest would be conservative assumptions to
use for this study regarding the number of unit years that can be expected for extended operational life
prior to refurbishment. IAEA data has been used for operating factors, and the OPA LTEP database was
accessed to identify the current cost projections for nuclear generation.
In order to assess the savings realized by ratepayers due to the extended operation of the plants, an
estimated cost of alternative supply is required. Unlike the performance improvements, not extending
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the life of a plant does require the build out of additional capacity. Assessing alternative energy costs for
capacity choices in a complex market such as Ontario’s involves consideration of many factors:
■ Supply mix and production constraints
■ Demand profiles, diurnally and seasonally
■ Market pricing dynamics
■ Fixed government contracts and commitments
■ Import/export behaviours and transmission line constraints
To assess the new costs of alternative supply, the LTEP is consulted. The LTEP, in the period from 2024
to 2028, is a stable environment where Pickering has been shutdown and an average of two nuclear
units are under refurbishment. The LTEP has increased capacity sufficiently to offset the loss of nuclear
production during that period. This capacity has been achieved through what the LTEP represents as the
desired mix for Ontario which includes Gas, Wind, Solar, and “flexibility” to address additional peak
supply requirements. The LTEP blended $/MWh forecast for this new supply mix is illustrated in Figure
135 along with the forecast nuclear costs. Note that the LTEP has assumed a steady cost after 2022 for
the purchase of natural gas to fuel the gas fired generation plants. The IEA 2014 outlook suggests the
cost of natural gas will increase at a real rate of over 3.5%/year until well after 2032 timeframe of the
LTEP. As such, the LTEP cost assumptions for alternative supply sources are likely conservatively low
and can be treated accordingly for the purpose of this study.
Figure 135 – LTEP Forecast Cost of Generation
($/MWh - 2012$)
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Source: Ontario Power Authority website, data behind LTEP, Strapolec analysis

To assess the value of the public good created through the Life Extension initiatives, the current blended
nuclear rate (i.e. $59/MWh at 2014) is compared to the future cost ($135/MWh in $2012) of the
anticipated replacement supply mix. Multiplying the rate difference of $76/MWh, as shown in Table 26,
by the expected 306 TWh of expected life extended nuclear production, the extended operational life of
the existing fleet could save rate payers $23B in real $2012.
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Table 26 – Life Extension Summary
Life Extension Summary
Unit Years
Extended

Op Factor
Assumed

Total TWh

Pickering

27

72%

88

Darlington

6

89%

41

Bruce A

12

82%

63

Bruce B

18

89%

115

Total

63

OPA 2012
$/MWh

306

Nuclear
blended cost

Cost Of
Alternatives

Diff

$59

$135

$76

Total life extension cost savings ($B)

$23

Source: MoE LTEP, BP, Industry Interviews, Strapolec analysis

8.3.3

Enablement of Cost Effective Fleet Refurbishment

This section considers the lower cost of electricity benefits that will arise from refurbishing the nuclear
fleet.
Similar to life extension initiatives, there have been many initiatives aimed at enabling the cost effective
refurbishment of the nuclear fleet. One of the key enablers of fleet refurbishment will be the ability for
the utilities to execute the projects on cost and on schedule. Notwithstanding this primary enabler, there
have been several R&D and S&T related activities spanning the ecosystem that are enabling the fleet’s
refurbishment. These include:
■ 304 stainless steel welding inspections and irradiation testing to confirm future life of welds in the
nuclear reactor environment
■ Steam Generator management optimization avoiding expensive replacement cost plans for
Darlington refurbishment
■ Assessment of obsolete parts and assuring reengineered parts can be used
■ Seismic analyses to confirm life of concrete structures
■ Probabilistic risk assessment methodologies to include in safety analyses
■ AECL developed recommendations for manufacturing that will be implemented for EC-6 and
Darlington refurbishment to cost effectively extend lifetime of the reactors
There are two significant differences between life extensions and refurbishments. First the need for
capital investment will alter the cost structure of rates charged. This is evident in Figure 135 provided in
the last section that shows a projected cost per MWh for nuclear of about $75 during the period from
2023-2028.
Secondly, the life of the refurbished units is expected to be 25 to 30 years and so a very long term
economic benefit to the economy. The period of time over which to articulate the benefits is therefore
subject to judgement, 10 years is used here for illustration.
The LTEP forecast nuclear production to be about 70 TWh/year by the time the refurbishment completes.
As summarized in Table 27, assessing the cost benefit suggests a potential savings in electricity costs of
over $4B/year. Even if only half of the fleet is refurbished, or only half of the savings are realized, this is
over $2B/year or ~ $21B over 10 years.
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Table 27 – Refurbishment Savings
Refurbishment Savings
Long Term Nuclear Cost

$75

$/MWh

70

TWh/year

$135

$/MWh

$60

$/MWh

Total annual savings

$4.2

$B $2012

Potential over 10 years

$42.0

Long Term Nuclear Production
Estimated LTEP Cost of Alternatives
Per MWH difference

Source: MoE LTEP, BP, Industry Interviews, Strapolec analysis

8.4

Refurbishment Project Jobs & GDP

R&D efforts within the Nuclear S&T ecosystem coupled with other sector innovations over the last 15
years has enabled the economic refurbishments of Canada’s nuclear fleet. According the CNSC (Box 19),
the nuclear sector enables 30,000 direct jobs. According to the Ministry of Energy of Ontario, the nuclear
sector is a significant employer, particular in Ontario, and is strategically important to that province (see
Box 20) where an additional 9000 jobs/year will be created during refurbishment. Nuclear electricity
generation employs more Canadians than alternative supply options both in the construction phase as
well as in the operating phase.
Box 20 – Ontario Ministry of Energy – Presentation at the CI Energy Conference, April 15, 2014
■ Ontario has made important investments in nuclear generation for the past 45 years, and
nuclear industries in Ontario are vital for Ontario in employment, supply Chains, and
specialized expertise.
■ The Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters reports that 15,600 people are employed in the
operation and support of nuclear plant in Ontario, and 9000 more would be employed for the
refurbishment of the Ontario Plants, for a total employment of approximately 25,000 people
during the refurbishment period.
■ The Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries reports that an additional 30,000 people are
employed in the nuclear manufacturing, engineering, construction and consulting, fuel
fabrication, research and development, and medical isotopes sectors, in support of domestic
and offshore nuclear projects.
■ Nuclear Energy is also part of Canada’s science and innovation advantage, involving more than
30 universities and six major research centres, many of them in Ontario. The nuclear industry
generates $2.5 billion in direct and secondary economic activity in Ontario every year.
Retaining this nuclear expertise is crucial.
A 2013 Strapolec report131 specifically undertook to contrast scenarios regarding capacity investments if
nuclear refurbishments and new build were or were not pursued. The analysis can also serve as a proxy
for what would happen if half of the refurbishments do not proceed. The assumptions used were based
on a CME report commissioned by the CNA132. In the MoE’s LTEP and subsequent communications, the
MoE refers to the same CME report as the source for its economic and job assumptions. The Strapolec

Strapolec, Ontario Electricity Options Comparison, 2013.
“The Economic benefits of Refurbishing and Operating Canada’s Nuclear Reactors”, Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters,
2012.
131
132
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analysis undertook significant validation of the CME assumptions against several other sources including
actual results at Bruce Power, New Brunswick Power, and estimates from Hydro Quebec.
The Strapolec analysis assumes that if refurbishments do not proceed, an equivalent wind and gas
capacity would have to be built. A proxy for possible supply mix implications is suggested by the Ontario
government’s LTEP. It is assumed in this analysis that not pursuing any refurbishments at all is not an
option. As such, the Strapolec analysis serves as a proxy for identifying the potential implications for 5
(half) of Ontario’s nuclear units not being (or being) refurbished.
The Strapolec analysis identifies $20B in enhanced GDP associated with the projects as shown in Figure
136 (after removal of GDP for installing wind and gas capacity) and includes the ensuing enabled labor
intensive operations.
Figure 136 – Scenario Domestic Spend Comparisons
3,000
2,500

($M)

2,000

$7.6B to 2035
$29B to 2035

1,500
1,000
500
0
2011 2013 2015 2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033
Retained Wind Scenario

Retained Nuclear Scenario

Source: Strapolec, Ontario Electricity Options Comparison, 2013.

The Strapolec job creation results, summarized in Figure 137, estimated the incremental job implications
of pursuing a full nuclear option supply choice to be over 110,000 more PYE jobs if nuclear
refurbishments and new build proceeded than if alternatives are chosen. The job assumptions used in
that report for refurbishment projects are illustrated in Figure 138. Refurbishing four units would create
88,000 jobs over the next 20 years, undertaking six refurbished units could yield 130,000 incremental
jobs.
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Figure 137 – Job Implications of Enabling Refurbishment of Fleet

Source: Strapolec, Ontario Electricity Options Comparison, 2013

Figure 138 – Refurbishment Jobs for Two Units
44,000 over 20 years
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8.5

GHG Emissions Implications

Reducing the nuclear footprint inevitably leads to an increase in GHG emissions. Less GHGs provide a
valuable socio-economic outcome by helping Canada contribute to reducing global warming, a topic that
is continually pressing on policy makers.
The significant reductions in GHG emissions in Ontario have been driven in part by the renewal of the
nuclear fleet in the last decade, both from Pickering and Bruce generating stations. The other factors
include: (1) the build-up of natural gas fired generating stations which, along with the nuclear capacity
additions, replace the coal plants; and (2) the 2008 recession that caused a sustained reduction in
demand for electricity. These reductions are illustrated in Figure 139.
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The LTEP identifies that closure of the Pickering nuclear generating station will increase GHG emissions
from the electricity sector by 59% or from 4.6 to 7.3 MegaTonnes of CO2, and that is with an assumption
of significant hydro imports to offset almost half of the lost production from Pickering. GHG emissions
are then forecast to drift up even as the planned nuclear refurbishments are completed by 2032.
If 4 units were to not be refurbished, using the Pickering GHG emission increases as a proxy, Ontario’s
emissions would rise by another 71%. Retaining the full nuclear capacity through the enabled cost
effective refurbishments as assumed in the LTEP is estimated to cut Ontario's GHG emissions by ~40%
compared to only refurbishing half of the fleet.
The Strapolec study that contrasted nuclear capacity options to alternative supply mix options provides
similar conclusions as shown in Figure 140 which was informed by OPA analyses and other sources it
considered.
Figure 139 – GHG Implications of Enabling Refurbishment of Fleet
(Million Tonnes of CO2 to 2035)
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35%

250
200
150
100
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Refurbish 50% of fleet
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Source: Strapolec, Ontario Electricity Options Comparison, 2013
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Figure 140 – LTEP CO2 Emissions Forecast
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8.6

Summary

This chapter showed that the federal socio-economic ROI of its Nuclear S&T investments that are
leveraged by the Nuclear Energy sector are substantial and derived from increased economic activity and
GDP, the associated jobs creation, improved competitive advantage of Canada’s business through lower
electricity costs, and a reduction in the GHGs that contribute to global warming.
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Appendix III –
Glossary of Terms
AAPS

Advanced Applied Physics Solutions

AECB

Atomic Energy Control Board

AECL

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

ALS

Advanced Light Source

ANDI

Applied Neutron Diffraction for Industry

ANL

Argonne National Laboratory

APS

Advanced Photon Source

ARC

Average Relative Citation Factor

ARIF

Average Relative Impact Factor

B&W

Babcock & Wilcox Company

BERD

Business Expenditure on R&D

BPLP

Bruce Power LP

CAGR

Compounded Annual Growth Rate

CANS

Centre for Advanced Nuclear Systems

CCA

Council of Canadian Academies

CECRs

Centres of Excellence for Commercialization and Research

CEI

Candu Energy Inc.

CERI

Canadian Energy Research Institute

CERN

European Organization for Nuclear Research

CFI

Canada Foundation for Innovation

CIHR

Canadian Institutes of Health Research

CINS

Canadian Institute for Neutron Scattering

CISR

Canadian Institute for Synchrotron Radiation

CLS

Canadian Light Source

CMMS

Centre for Molecular and Materials Science

CNA

Canadian Nuclear Association

CNBC

Canadian Neutron Beam Centre

CNNFC

China North Nuclear Fuel Corporation

CNSC

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

COG

CANDU Owners Group Inc.
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CPDC

Centre for Probe Development and Commercialization

CRA

Canada Revenue Agency

CRC

Canada Research Chairs

CRL

Chalk River Laboratories

CSNI

Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations

CSRF

Canadian Synchrotron Radiation Facility

ENL

Eldorado Nuclear Limited

EPRI

Electric Power Research Institute

EURATOM

European Atomic Energy Community

FTE

Full Time Equivalent

GAMA

Group on Analysis and Management of Accidents

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GERD

Gross Domestic Expenditures on R&D

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GOVERD

Government Intramural Expenditure on R&D

HAL

Hickling Arthurs Low

HERD

Higher Education Expenditures on R&D

HQ

Hydro Quebec

HQP

Highly Qualified Personnel

HRST

Human Resources in Science and Technology

HSSE

Health, Safety, Security and Environmental

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

ICN

Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IMO

Independent Market Operator

INFN

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Italy)

IRAP

Industrial Research Assistance Program

IRC

Industrial Research Chairs

IRSN

Institut de radioprotection et de sûreté nucléaire (France)

ITAP

Isotope Technology Acceleration Program

ITER

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

JAEA

Japan Atomic Energy Agency

JNES

Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Org.
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KAERI

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

KINS

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety

LANL

Los Alamos National Laboratory

LHC

Large Hadron Collider

MFP

Multifactor Productivity

MNR

McMaster Nuclear Reactor

MNSR

Miniature Neutron Source Reactor

MuSR

Muon-Spin Spectroscopy

NAA

Neutron Activation Analysis

NBPN

New Brunswick Power

NCE

Networks of Centres of Excellence

NEA

Nuclear Energy Agency

NISP

Non-reactor based Isotope Supply Contribution Program

NPD

Nuclear Power Demonstration

NRC

National Research Council Canada

NRCan

Natural Resources Canada

NRU

National Research Universal

NSERC

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada

NWMO

Nuclear Waste Management Organization

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OECD

Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

OH

Ontario Hydro's

OPG

Ontario Power Generation

OPG

Ontario Power Generation

OPT

Ontario Power Technologies

ORF-RE

Ontario Research Fund - Research Excellence

ORNL

Oak Ridge National Lab

PIF & NIF

Proton Irradiation and Neutron Irradiation Facilities

PNL

Project New Lease

PPL

Plasma Physics Laboratory

PYE

Person Year Equivalent

R&D

Research & Development

RFEOI

Request for Expression of Interest (RfEoI)
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RMC

Royal Military College, Canada

RMCC

Royal Military College of Canada

ROI

Return on Investment

ROSATOM

Rosatom State Nuclear Energy Corporation

S&T

Science and Technology

SADI

Strategic Aerospace and Defence Initiative

SARNET

Sever Accident Research Network

SLAC

SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

SLOWPOKE

Safe LOW-Power Kritical Experiment

SM

Science-Metrix

SMDC

Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation

SNO

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory

SNOLAB

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory Laboratory

SR

Synchrotron Radiation

SR&ED

Scientific Research and Experimental Development

SRC

Saskatchewan Research Council

SRC

Synchrotron Radiation Centre

SSHRC

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council

SSRL

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource

StatsCan

Statistics Canada

STI

Science, Technology and Innovation

STIC

Science, Technology and Innovation Council

U of T

University of Toronto

U of W

University of Waterloo

UNB

University of New Brunswick

UNENE

University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering

UOIT

University of Ontario Institute of Technology

UOIT

University of Ontario Institute of Technology

URL

Underground Research Laboratory

U-Sask

University of Saskatchewan

USNRC

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

UWO

University of Western Ontario

UWO

University of Western Ontario
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WEF

World Economic Forum

WL

Whiteshell Laboratories

ZEEP

Zero Energy Experimental Pile
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